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Chapter 1

Introduction
On the comparative basis of cartographic studies

Luigi Rizzi and Fuzhen Si
Collège de France / Beijing Language and Culture University

1. General background

Syntactic structures are complex objects. If the minimalist program is on the right 
track, the generating mechanism, Merge, is optimally simple, but its recursive ap-
plications on a richly structured lexicon may yield hierarchically organized rep-
resentations of great complexity. As an illustration, consider the sentence you just 
read: two lines of text, expressed on the surface by a sequence of some 30 words, 
correspond to a richly articulated hierarchical structure, involving a considerable 
depth of phrasal and clausal embedding, and resulting from several dozens of appli-
cations of Merge. Importantly, such representations are not just the result of blind 
applications of Merge on arbitrarily chosen lexical elements. On the contrary, they 
are determined in part by the combinatorial requirements, in a broad sense, of the 
lexical items involved, both functional and contentive. Such requirements deter-
mine regularities, and recurrent patterns. The cartography of syntactic structures is 
the line of research which tries to map such complex representations as accurately 
as possible, in the aim of extracting and highlighting the emerging regularities.

Cartographic studies have been pursued since the late 1990s, stemming from 
Rizzi’s (1997) cartography of the left periphery, and Cinque’s (1999) map of the 
IP system. In the last quarter of a century, the crosslinguistic basis of such studies 
has expanded steadily. The initial strategy was not the same for the IP and CP 
systems. The IP structure was immediately addressed through a large comparative 
perspective by Cinque, whereas the CP structure was initially studied by looking 
in great detail at the left periphery of one language (Italian), and then progressively 
extending the analysis to neighboring languages. The two strategies turned out 
to be fully complementary, and in fact they quickly converged. On the one hand, 
many studies were devoted to the functional structure of the IP in individual lan-
guages, asking the question of whether and to what extent it would conform to the 
Cinque hierarchy. On the other hand, the data base on the left periphery was rapidly 

https://doi.org/10.1075/la.267.01riz
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2 Luigi Rizzi and Fuzhen Si

extended, first to Romance and Germanic, and then, progressively, to languages that 
are very distant, historically and typologically, asking whether and to what extent 
the structure proposed for Italian was echoed by the peripheries in other languages.

2. The growth of the empirical coverage and the impact 
of the study of African languages

Outside Indo-European, cartographic analyses where conducted on Finno-Ugric 
(Hungarian: Puskas 2000), Austronesian (Maori: Pearce 1999), Semitic (Arabic, 
Hebrew: Cinque 2003; Shlonsky 2000), Australian Aboriginal (Warlpiri: Legate 
2002), among many other language families. For a comprehensive picture, see 
the website of the SynCart project (https://www.unige.ch/lettres/linguistique/syn-
cart/home/), set up by Giuliano Bocci, Giuseppe Samo and Karen Martini at the 
University of Geneva. Already in the early years of cartographic studies, a major 
impulse came from the detailed cartographic analysis of African languages, initi-
ated by Enoch Aboh’s seminal dissertation on the Gbe languages (a revised version 
of which was later published as Aboh 2004). Among many other contributions, 
what African languages brought to the general picture is a system of overt par-
ticles marking left peripheral positions of topic and focus, as well as the landing 
site of wh-movement. These studies offered straightforward empirical support to 
the structural approach to scope-discourse constructions, the so-called “criterial 
approach”, which had been proposed on the basis of much more indirect empirical 
evidence in the study of Romance. Let us focus for a moment on these issues, in 
order to illustrate the varied contribution that can come from individual languages 
to the cartographic enterprise.

According to the criterial approach, the left periphery of the clause is populated 
by a sequence of functional heads such as Top, Foc, Q, and others, which have both 
a syntactic and an interface function. In syntax, criterial heads trigger movement: 
they attract phrases endowed with matching features to their Spec (and in in-situ 
constructions, for instance in languages permitting or requiring wh-in situ, criterial 
heads presumably enter into an agree relation with the relevant phrase, without 
triggering subsequent movement). At the interfaces with sound and meaning, cri-
terial heads guide interpretive procedures. At PF, they trigger procedures for the 
assignment of the appropriate intonational contour (see, e.g., Bocci 2013). At LF, 
they trigger procedures for the interpretations of such bipartite articulations as 
topic-comment, focus-presupposition, operator-scope domain, which constitute 
the core of what is often called scope-discourse semantics.

The criterial approach is structure-based in a deep sense: not only does it 
assume that interpretive systems read the syntactic structures and capitalize on 

 EBSCOhost - printed on 2/10/2023 9:15 AM via . All use subject to https://www.ebsco.com/terms-of-use
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 Chapter 1. Introduction 3

their configurational properties (this is generally assumed within generative gram-
mar), but also that the configurations to be interpreted are uniform Spec-head-
complement structures, and the procedures are driven by the heads. So, an 
important empirical contribution provided by the cartographic study of Kwa lan-
guages, initiated by Aboh (2004) was to provide straightforward empirical evidence 
for such crucial system of heads, which tend to be overt in these (and many other) 
languages. Of course, this kind of evidence had to be completed by empirical argu-
ments that topic, focus and Q markers are indeed part of the clausal spine, and not 
kinds of case-markers attached to the criterial phrases. Types of evidence of this 
sort started being elaborated in Rizzi (2013) and gave rise to a lively line of debate 
in workshops and colloquia devoted to cartography in recent years.

3. The importance of comparative studies 
and the cartography of East Asian languages

The role of comparative studies is to disentangle invariant and variable properties 
across languages. Comparative analysis thus plays a crucial role in the endeavor 
of uncovering the universal features of human language, hence improving our 
understanding of the human language faculty. The precise study of even a single 
language, or of closely related languages, can be highly informative to this goal: 
the first decades of the history of generative grammar clearly show that important 
general progress can come even from a very reduced empirical basis in terms of 
crosslinguistic coverage. Nevertheless, the extension of the comparison to other 
languages, possibly distant systems historically and typologically, is of fundamental 
importance: each language offers a particular variation on the theme of the hu-
man language faculty, and some particular variations may straightforwardly offer 
insights on properties that remain more opaque in other languages. This is true 
for comparative syntax in general, and also for comparative cartographic studies. 
Studying the fine articulation of syntactic structures in very different languages 
under uniform cartographic guidelines can make much progress possible on the 
identification of the right structural maps. So, the extension of cartographic analysis 
to larger and larger sets of languages is of great importance.

Over the last decade, the interest for cartographic analyses of East-Asian lan-
guages has grown very significantly. Yoshio Endo’s doctoral dissertation (a revised 
version was published as Endo 2007) brought the cartography of Japanese to center 
stage, both for the structure of the clause and of the clausal periphery. Endo put 
special emphasis on the status of clause-final particles, assumed in previous work 
to be mainly of pragmatic relevance, but which could receive a precise syntactic 
analysis under cartographic guidelines, also illuminating the important interactions 
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4 Luigi Rizzi and Fuzhen Si

of such particles with syntactic properties such as the EPP. And Mamoru Saito’s 
study of the structure of the right periphery of the Japanese clause (Saito 2012) 
elegantly supported, in a head-final language, the peripheral map originally built 
on the basis of head-initial Romance. These contributions generated much work on 
Japanese and also contributed, more recently, to spark interest for the cartographic 
analysis of Korean, as witnessed by the cartographic workshop at the Seoul National 
University International Conference on Linguistics, Seoul, June 15–16, 2018.

More recently, the analysis of Chinese has become a major focus of cartographic 
research. Two properties make Chinese particularly suitable for cartographic anal-
ysis. On the one hand, Chinese manifests a high degree of what James Huang calls 
“syntactic analyticity”, with functional elements visibly spread over projections, 
with very limited use of head movement producing synthetic forms of the kind 
typically found in Indo-European and other languages (Huang 2015). On the other 
hand, there is a general reluctance to perform phrasal movement, as argued by 
Dylan Tsai, determining the fact that external Merge configurations remain largely 
intact in many cases, whereas movement introduces a higher level of distortion in 
other languages. External Merge configurations, more opaque in other languages, 
are thus manifested more transparently on the surface in Chinese (Tsai 2015). Three 
collective volumes gave a tangible sign of this growing interest: Li, Simpson and 
Tsai, eds, (2015); Tsai, ed., (2015) and Si, ed. (2017), the last two with papers entirely 
devoted to cartographic studies.

Other initiatives contributed to create a suitable infrastructure to promote these 
studies.

First, Fuzhen Si created the International Workshop on Syntactic Cartography, 
which took place in 2015, 2017 and 2019 at the Beijing Language and Culture 
University. The goal was to create an international forum for discussion of topics 
of syntactic cartography, with the participation of leading figures as well as young 
scholars from Italy, Switzerland, China, US, UK, Japan and other countries and 
regions. This initiative is intended to continue on a biannual basis.

Second, the International Association of Syntactic Cartography (IAOSCS) was 
founded at Macau in 2018, with the purpose of providing a platform of exchange 
and communication and enhancing further international collaborations. The first 
members’ assembly of the association was held on 26 October 2019 in Beijing.

Third, the Department of Linguistics at BLCU (DLB) announced its birth on 
29 October 2018. As the very first department of linguistics containing a full range 
of degree programs of linguistics (bachelor, MA and PhD program) in China, 
DLB has the ambition to make itself a center of syntactic cartographic studies 
in Asia. The birth of the new department was celebrated in a special event, the 
“International Forum on Frontiers in Linguistics & Inauguration Ceremony of 
the DLB”, in 2018. Many leading figures in the generative linguistics field such as 
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 Chapter 1. Introduction 5

David Lightfoot, C.-T. James Huang, Adriana Belletti, Ian Roberts participated in 
the forum. Noam Chomsky, Samuel Jay Keyser, Richard Larson, Audrey Y.-H. Li, 
Hajime Hoji and Narasha Warner presented their video greetings to celebrate the 
birth of the department.

The present volume offers a selection of papers presented at the aforementioned 
events. We are convinced that, far from being a mere collection of conference pa-
pers, the different chapters of this volume offer a coherent picture of the current 
issues addressed in comparative cartographic studies, with special reference to the 
contributions coming from the cartography of Chinese syntax.

4. The contributions

The present volume contains 12 papers, which are divided into two sections. The 
first is focused on contributions on Romance, Germanic, Semitic, and Japanese, 
offering a sample of the comparative dimension and empirical coverage of car-
tographic studies. The second section is devoted to studies open to the comparative 
dimension but focusing primarily on Chinese.

Ur Shlonsky’s paper “Cartography and selection in subjunctives and interrog-
atives” is mainly concerned with the question “how is selection satisfied in a left 
periphery with a rich functional sequence (Rizzi 1997, etc.)”. The empirical ma-
terial comes primarily from French and Hebrew, with reference to various other 
languages. It is argued, based on the observations of the Force layer, that apparent 
cases of “non-local” selection involve local selection of a feature on Force° by a 
higher selector, and agreement between Force° and a lower occurrence of the se-
lected feature. The selection by a higher selector and a property internal to the 
complement is thus split into two components (along the lines of Rizzi 2013). It is 
suggested that if selection is a strictly local relation, holding of structurally adjacent 
heads, agreement also is a local relation, but to a lesser extent: it is constrained only 
by Relativized Minimality (based on the concept of intervention) and by phase im-
penetrability. Shlonsky’s chapter also addresses the nature of some root/embedded 
asymmetries, as well as the connections between cartographic representations and 
a phase-based grammatical architecture.

Masatoshi Honda’s chapter “The syntax and information-structural semantics 
of negative inversion in English and their implications for the theory of focus” 
discusses the relationship between negative inversion in English and focus struc-
tures in the left periphery. The analysis is prompted by the observation that, if the 
link with focus appears to be straightforward, negative inversion structures do not 
seem to give rise to Focus-presupposition articulations, as other left-peripheral 
focal structures do. This is argued on the basis of English negative inversion, as 
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6 Luigi Rizzi and Fuzhen Si

well as the corresponding inversion construction in Spanish, analyzed along the 
lines of Leonetti and Escandell-Vidal’s (2009). Honda adopts Cruschina’s (2011) 
two-layered focus hypothesis and argues that Negative Inversion in English is de-
rived by fronting the negative element to [Spec, IFocP], the lower left-peripheral 
focal position in Cruschina’s analysis. This structural hypothesis is shown by the 
author to capture the special interface properties of negative inversion, akin but 
distinct from the interpretation of other focal structures.

Karen De Clercq and Liliane Haegeman’s chapter “Invariant die and adverbial 
resumption in the Ghent dialect” focuses on the distribution of specialized and 
generalized resumptive elements in Standard Dutch and in the Ghent dialect. The 
analysis directly bears on the proper treatment of the V2 constraint, which appears 
to be systematically violated (on the surface) by resumptive configurations in which 
the inflected verb appears in third position. Building on the Poletto/Wolfe typology 
of V2 languages, the authors argue for a distinct categorical status of resumptives 
in Standard Dutch and in the dialect, from which distributional differences are 
made to follow.

Giuseppe Samo and Massimiliano Canuti’s chapter “Uncovering the left pe-
riphery of Etruscan: Some theoretical insights” adds an important new dimension 
to the volume by addressing the structure of the left periphery in an ancient lan-
guage, Etruscan. Given the fragmentary nature of the available evidence, the task 
of developing a refined cartography is particularly challenging. Nevertheless, the 
authors arrive at the identification of basic properties of the Etruscan clause struc-
ture, and of the complementizer system. They also discuss various criteria by which 
non-canonical word orders in the language, derived by leftward movement of a 
constituent and the verb, can be shown to give rise to familiar discourse-pragmatic 
interface effects.

Yoshio Endo’s chapter “Subject drop in how come questions in English” com-
bines the special properties of of how come questions in English with the option of 
dropping subjects in the diary register of English, thoroughly studied by Liliane 
Haegeman (see e.g., Haegeman 2013). The new empirical observation here is that 
diary subject drop appears to be possible in the context of how come questions. Endo 
develops a cartographic analysis of this unexpected effect and shows its relevance to 
capture another case of surprising deletion in the context of a high left peripheral 
licenser: nominative case drop in Japanese in the domain of a sentence final particle.

Mohamed Naji’s chapter “Causativity alternation in the lower field” deals with 
properties of the lower part of the clausal map, in which the lexical root gets cate-
gorized by v. Based on data from Standard Arabic, Naji argues that the makeup of 
anticausative verbs is linked to an independent, autonomous, head Caus°(ative). 
This head is merged with the lexical root, under v, as the configuration is preserved 
in the corresponding nominal. Anticausative and passive morphology crucially 
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differ in this transcategorial respect, thus suggesting an articulated map for the 
specification of the root, the categorizer, and the voice systems. The chapter also 
provides evidence for a positional distinction between the locus of assignment of 
the agent and cause theta roles to the subject.

Koichiro Nakamura’s chapter “Another argument for the differences among 
wa-marked phrases” deals with the distributional and interpretive differences of 
Japanese wa-structures. Morpheme wa is shown to mark distinct kinds of periph-
eral elements depending on its position in the clausal spine: in the high periphery, 
wa marks topics (contrastive and non-contrastive), whereas in the low periphery 
surrounding the vP, wa marks contrastive focal elements. The two markers are 
shown to differ in syntactic and interface properties: position in the high/low pe-
riphery, interpretation as topic or focus at LF, and special stress properties at PF.

The second section includes contributions that are focused, fully or in part, 
on Chinese and Chinese dialects. Following Huang (2005, 2015), Si (2018) dis-
tinguished between syntactically analytic languages and morphologically analytic 
languages. It was suggested in Si (2018) that both syntactically analytic languages 
such as Chinese and morphologically analytic languages such as Altaic languages 
are ideal specimens in demonstrating syntactic-semantic interactions and in testing 
corresponding orderings in syntactic cartography. The papers presented here in the 
second section intend to show that being a syntactically analytic language, Chinese 
not only conforms to cartographic constraints which have been observed in other 
languages, but also illustrates structural properties in novel ways and suggests new 
directions for further studies.

C.-T. James Huang and Jo-Wang Lin’s “Quantificational binding without surface 
c-command in Mandarin Chinese” addresses aspects of the syntax-interpretation 
interface in Mandarin Chinese. The main focus is on pronominal binding by a 
quantificational NP, also in comparison with the functioning of non-coreference 
effects in Chinese. The analytic proposal crucially capitalizes on a general Condition 
on Scope Interpretation, which prevents a quantificational NP to take scope over 
another one that c-commands it at surface structure, a constraint reminiscent of 
familiar locality principles banning intervention effects. The rich empirical dimen-
sion addressed in this chapter also allows the authors to revisit classical issues of 
interface studies in Chinese, such as subject – object asymmetries, reconstruction, 
the interplay of c-command and leftness effects. The paper is not explicitly couched 
in cartographic terms, but it addresses interface issues of great significance for car-
tographic studies, issues which are partly expressible in cartographic terms under 
approaches such as Beghelli & Stowell (1994), with dedicated scope positions for 
particular quantified expressions.

Fuzhen Si’s chapter “Towards a cartography of light verbs” suggests that the 
structural zone corresponding to a single light verb in more standard representations 
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8 Luigi Rizzi and Fuzhen Si

can be further analyzed as a “light verb field”, containing several layers of differ-
ent light verbs, conveying different kinds of information. Following the “splitting” 
tradition of cartographic studies (Pollock 1989; Belletti 1990; Rizzi 1997), also in 
light of Jespersen (1954), Larson (1988, 2014), Chomsky (1995); Harley (2002), 
Hale & Keyser (1991, 1993, 1998, 2002), Beninca & Poletto (2004) and Huang 
(2008), this chapter provides a “magnifier-like” means for the study of various light 
verb structures. The approach will be mainly illustrated by Chinese, taking ad-
vantage of the high degree of “analyticity” shown by the language (Huang 2005, 
2015), which makes Chinese an ideal testing ground for the full understanding of 
syntax-semantics mapping under the cartographic approach. The aim is not only 
to shed light on specific Chinese syntactic structures, but also approaching a new 
perspective on the study of light verb structures in general and contributing to the 
cartographic enterprise. One major assumption and two subsequent assumptions 
are proposed: (1) Split light verb hypothesis: from a cartographic point of view, the 
light verb “v” is not a single head, but an umbrella name for a rather rich structural 
zone: “light verb field”. (2) About the argument structure, it is proposed that in 
the complex light verb constructions, the core of the predicate is not composed 
of one single argument structure, but a chain of several argument structures. (3) 
Correspondingly, the event structure can also be looked at in more details in these 
structures: the idea is that in the sentences containing chain argument structures, 
the event can also be analyzed as a chain of event fragments, following a rule-to-
rule correspondence principle.

Seng-Hian Lau and Wei-Tien Dylan Tsai’s chapter “Attitudinal applicative in 
action” addresses the issue of pronominal elements which are not part of the argu-
ment structure of the verb, but may correspond to participants which are positively 
or adversely affected by the event. The chapter explores a rather peculiar attitudinal 
construal of an applicative pronoun in Taiwan Southern Min, and extends the ap-
proach to the analysis of the split affectivity in Chinese dialects (cf. Tsai 2017). Many 
languages manifest cases of special pronominal usages not belonging to the argu-
ment structure and with particular attitudinal interpretations: the chapter discusses 
cases from Vietnamese, Finnish, West Flemish, and Dominican Spanish (see Greco 
et al. 2017). In the case at issue, the attitudinal applicative pronoun does not have 
a referential interpretation, but it may imply some unspecified affectee(s) in the 
context. A connection with the causative/passive marker is suggested and analyzed.

Zhuosi Luo’s chapter “Multiple counterparts of Mandarin qu (go) in Teochew 
and their cartographic distributions: A new perspective into its multiple syntactic 
functions and grammaticalization process” mainly focuses on Teochew (a southern 
Chinese dialect also known as Chaozhou Dialect), and its major concern is the 
syntactic distributions of three varieties of “Teochew” “去” (a word corresponding 
to “去 [tɕy]” [lit. “go” in its basic meaning] in Mandarin). Unlike in Mandarin, in 
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 Chapter 1. Introduction 9

which “去” basically has only one phonetically form [tɕy], in Teochew, the pho-
nologically realization of the counterpart has three varieties: [k’u], [k’a] and [k’ə] 
respectively. It is argued that these three varieties are distributed differently, and 
belong to the VP domain, the TP domain and the CP domain, respectively. More 
specifically, the basic form of the three varieties is [k’u], which is a verb, a lexical 
category. Under certain syntactic conditions, [k’u] can also be moved to higher 
positions in the vP, TP or even CP domain. [k’a] is morphologically derived from 
[k’u], and syntactically, it is located in some layers of the CP domain. And [k’ə] is 
functionally equivalent to the infinitival ‘to’ in English, and located somewhere in 
the TP layer. Some crosslinguistic comparisons between Teochew and Old Chinese, 
Mandarin Chinese as well as English are also offered to make the picture of the 
cartographic distributions of Teochew “去” clearer.

Fuqiang Li’s chapter “On the syntactic representation of Chinese you (有) in 
“you+VP” construction” aims at drawing the syntactic maps of you (有 lit. have) in 
“you + VP” construction in Chinese within the cartographic framework following 
Rizzi 1997; Cinque 1999, and also on the basis of Huang (1988). More precisely, 
it is argued in this paper that a syntax-semantics mismatch of you is observed in 
the literature, namely, previous studies claim that you can convey several semantic 
readings, for instance, past reading, future reading, perfective reading, as well as 
(emphatic) affirmative reading; its syntactic representation, however, is put under 
the syntactic node of I/T (Huang 1988, etc.). This paper first offers an empirical ver-
ification of these claimed features on you, and then proposes a cartographic analysis 
of its occurrences. Some crosslinguistic parallels are observed by comparing the 
“you + VP” construction with the strategies applied in emphatic affirmative sen-
tences in Basque (i.e. auxiliary fronting) and English (i.e. do-support). Building on 
Laka’s (1990) analysis of these languages, a you-support hypothesis is suggested to 
capture the different occurrences of you in the “you + VP” construction in Chinese.
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Section I

Theoretical and descriptive issues 
in syntactic cartography
A crosslinguistic perspective
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Chapter 2

Cartography and selection in subjunctives 
and interrogatives

Ur Shlonsky
Université de Genève

On the assumption that a head c-selects the head of its sister phrase, the ques-
tion I try to answer is how to implement selection of (indirect) questions and 
of subjunctive complements. The question is relevant to cartography because 
the head encoding Q (in interrogatives) and Mood-Subjunctive (in subjunctive 
complement clauses) is presumably not the head of ForceP but is merged lower 
down. I argue that it is always Force° which is selected and the relation between 
Force° and material lower in the left periphery is mediated by Agree. I further 
show that an Agree probe in the left periphery, whose search domain is TP, must 
implicate Fin, which I argue to be a phase head.

Keywords: cartography, selection, FORCE, left periphery, subjunctives, 
interrogatives

1. The problem

On the assumption that a head syntactically selects the head of its sister phrase, the 
following question arises:

 (1) How is selection satisfied in a left periphery with a rich functional sequence? 
   (Rizzi 1997, etc.)

In non-cartographic approaches, V selects declarative C (CDEC) – lexicalized by 
that in (2a) – and a phonetically-null interrogative C (CINT) in (2b).

 (2) a. I think [thatCDEC John ate the cake].
  b. I wonder [what ØCINT John bought].

If we take C to be FORCE, a problem arises because the landing site of what in 
(2b) is not Spec/FORCE but a lower position, presumably Spec/FOC(US). This is 
evidenced by Spanish (3) from Suñer (1994) and Gungbe (4), from Aboh & Pfau 

https://doi.org/10.1075/la.267.02shl
© 2021 John Benjamins Publishing Company
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(2010), illustrating the crosslinguistically not uncommon co-occurrence of an overt 
FORCE and a wh-expression in indirect questions. If ask selects for an indirect 
question, how can it “see” the wh-word embedded within ForceP, to the right of 
and lower than FORCE?

(3) Briana preguntó (que) qué había comprado Mara ayer.
  Briana asked (that) what has bought Mara yesterday

  ‘Briana asked what Mara bought yesterday’.

(4) Ùn kànbíɔ́ ɖɔ̀ mέnù wɛ̀ wá?
  1.sg ask that who foc come

  ‘I asked who came?’

The problem is also apparent when a fronted topic appears to the left of wh, as in the 
Hebrew (5b) (topics in Hebrew can both precede and follow wh: Shlonsky 2014a; 
Shlonsky & Bocci 2019).

(5) a. ša’alta oti le-mi Dani hexzir et ha sefer.
   (you).asked me to-whom Dani returned acc the book

   ‘You asked me who Dani returned the book to.’
   b. ša’alta oti et ha sefer le-mi Dani hexzir.
   (you).asked me acc the book to-whom Dani returned

   lit: ‘You asked me the book to whom Dani returned.’

To conclude, a cartographically-explicit left peripheral architecture – (6), (Rizzi 
1997) – is prima facie at odds with the strict locality of selection.

 (6) ask/wonder [ForceP FORCE [TopicP this book TOP [FocP to whom FOC …]]]

2. Structure of the paper

Expanding upon Rizzi (2013: 207), we argue that apparent “non-local” selection 
is composed of strictly local selection of a feature on FORCE and agreement be-
tween FORCE and a lower occurrence or occurrences of the selected feature (and, 
in some cases, movement of a morpheme bearing that feature to the FOC probe.) 
If selection is strictly local, agreement in not. It is constrained only by relativized 
minimality (intervening features) and by phrase impenetrability. Section 3 studies 
selection of subjunctive mood and Section 4 considers interrogatives. Section 5 
explores the role of Force in root clauses and suggest that some root/embedded 
asymmetries should be ascribed to the fact that the phase head FORCE is unin-
terpretable in root clauses.
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3. The selection of (subjunctive) mood

Across languages, selected subjunctive mood is morphologically expressed in di-
verse ways. In the national Romance languages, for example, subjunctive mood 
is morphologically coded by a dedicated morphology on the tensed verb of the 
subjunctive clause. (7) is an example from French.

 (7) a. Indicative:
     Tu dis [que Jean dɔr, fɛ]
   You say that John sleeps-ind, does-ind

   ‘You say that John sleeps/does.’
  b. Subjunctive:

     Tu veux [que Jean dɔrm, fas]
   You want that John sleeps-subj, does-subj

   ‘You want John to sleep/do.’

The aspectual/temporal form of the verb and its position are also implicated in 
subjunctive mood in Balkan and Slavic (Sočanac 2017). Russian deploys a different 
complementizer in indicative and subjunctive complement clauses:

 (8) a. Indicative
     Ja dumaju, chto Ivan prishel.
   I think that John came

   ‘I think that John came.’
  b. Subjunctive

     Ja hochu, chtoby Ivan prishel.
   I want that John come

   ‘I want John to come.’

In other languages, the subjunctive is expressed by a special “particle”, illustrated 
by the following Greek pair.

 (9) a. Indicative
     Ksero oti o Janis elise to provlima.
   Know-1s that the John solved-3s the problem

   ‘I know that/*if John solved the problem.’
  b. Subjunctive

     Thelo na kerdisi o Janis.
   want.1s prt.subj win.3s. the John

   ‘I want John to win.’

These three modes of expression of subjunctive mood, namely, a dedicated verbal 
form, a specialized complementizer and a subjunctive particle, are not mutually 
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exclusive. Romance vernaculars such as Salentino, manifest both a dedicated verbal 
morphology and a specialized “complementizer”:

(10) Speru cu began faccincunu.
  hope.1s csubj comes-subj someone

  ‘I hope someone comes.’

In Romanian (and Albanian, not illustrated), a specialized complementizer is fol-
lowed by the subjunctive “particle” (Sočanac 2017: 107):

(11) Vreau ca Petru să citească o carte.
  (I) want csubj Peter prt.subj read3. sg a book

  ‘I want Peter to read a book.’

Ligurian and Turinese – spoken in Northwest Italy – employ a specialized comple-
mentizer, a subjunctive particle and a dedicated verbal inflection (Ligurian: Paoli 
2003):

(12) Gioanin a spera che Ghitin ch’as në vada tòst
  John scl hopes that Margaret csubj-scl prt-subj go-subj soon

  ‘John hopes that Margaret leave as soon as possible.’

The assumption of linguistic uniformity leads to a generalization of these empiri-
cal observations. Subjunctive is universally encoded in FORCE – the subjunctive 
complementizer in e.g., Russian, in FIN – the subjunctive particle in e.g., Greek, as 
well as in the inflectional system, either as a specialized inflectional paradigm or 
in the form of restrictions on tense/aspect/mood. The data discussed in this sec-
tion are summarized in (13). TENSE denotes the inflectional system (undoubtedly 
composed of a myriad specialized moods, modal, tense and aspectual functional 
projections, cf. Cinque (1999).) I take the gaps in this table to reflect the (arbi-
trary) absence of overt morphemes spelling out features in the lexicon of specific 
languages.

(13)   Force Fin Tense
  Specialized 

paradigm
Restrictions on 

tense/aspect
  National Romance     +  
  Salentino +   +  
  Balkan Slavic   +   +
  Non-Balkan Slavic +     +
  Romanian + +   +
  Ligurian + + +  
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Selection is evaluated in a strictly local fashion: A head syntactically selects the 
head of its sister phrase. Since +subjunctive is clearly selected (by a certain class of 
predicates), it follows that +subjunctive must be encoded on the highest head of the 
left periphery, namely FORCE. Selection is thereby satisfied in a local c-command 
configuration between V and FORCE.

The occurrence of +subjunctive also on TENSE, which is not in a local or min-
imal c-command configuration with FORCE, suggests that TENSE and FORCE 
agree in this feature. Formally, FORCE probes for +subjunctive on TENSE. Agree-
ment is feature-specific: Probe by FORCE targets +subjunctive and is blind to in-
tervening material. This is the reason for which the presence of a topic (head and/
or phrase) below FORCE, or a subject, do not block agreement in the subjunc-
tive feature, as diagrammed in the French example in (14), which contains a clitic 
left-dislocated object.

 (14) Je voudrais [ForceP [Force que] [TopicP   ce livre TOP [FinP FIN [TP  tu       le  lise]]]]
I like-COND

Selection Agreement

thatSUBJ this book you it read-SUBJ

However, if FIN is also implicated in the computation of subjunctive mood, as lin-
guistic uniformity leads us to believe, it follows that FORCE probes FIN and FIN 
probes TENSE. (14) should be replaced by (15).

 (15) Je voudrais [ForceP [Force que] [TopicP   ce livre TOP [FinP FIN [TP  tu       le  lise]]]]
I like-COND

Selection Agreement Agreement

thatSUBJ this book you it read-SUBJ

One intriguing question is why FIN must be implicated or, to put it differently, why 
FORCE cannot probe TENSE directly.

A possibility that comes to mind is that FIN is intrinsically marked for mood and 
is therefore the closest candidate for search by a +subjunctive FORCE. +Subjunctive 
FIN then agrees with the relevant mood feature on TENSE. In this respect, mood 
is similar to Tense/finiteness in that both types of features are represented both on 
TENSE and on FIN.

A second possibility to consider is that FIN is a phase head (in addition to 
FORCE). Due to the Phase Impenetrability Condition (Chomsky 2001), FORCE 
cannot probe into the c-command domain of a lower phrase head and can only 
access the phase head and its spec. Hence, FIN probes for T in the embedded phase, 
then FORCE probes for FIN, then the required specification in FORCE is licensed 
by selection from a higher V.
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4. Selection and agreement in indirect questions

4.1 Wh-interrogatives

Like +subjunctive, the question feature, +Q, must be present on FORCE to satisfy 
selection by a higher (Q-selecting) verb. Wh-words, recall from (3) and (5b), do not 
move to ForceP but target a lower position, presumably Spec/FOC. So how is selec-
tion implemented in these cases? Assume that wh-expressions are endowed with 
two features, wh (or Foc) and Q. Probe of wh/Foc by FOC leads to wh-movement to 
Spec/FOC. The Q feature is pied-piped and becomes accessible to probe by FORCE. 
Agreement between FORCE and the Q feature on FORCE is, just as in the case of 
subjunctive complements, blind to the presence of intervening topics, which are 
clearly not +Q. The relevant selection, movement and agreement relations in (5b) 
are diagrammed in (16).

 (16) 
ša’alta
(you).asked me acc

Selection of |Q| Agreement in |Q| Agreement in |wh/Foc| + Move

the book to-whom Dani  returned acc the book
oti [ForceP FORCEQ [TopicP      et      ha sefer] [FocP le-mi     …   [TP Dani   hexzir     <et ha sefer> ___]]]

If FIN is a phase head, then either wh-movement transits through Spec/FIN on 
its way to Spec/FOC or, alternatively, FIN moves to FOC and this combined head 
probes for wh (see Rizzi (2011) and Shlonsky (2014b) for other cases of incorpora-
tion of one head into another and multiple probing.) That this may indeed be the 
case is supported by the observation that in many cases of wh-triggered T-to-C, 
the tensed verb moves to the head of which wh is the specifier, namely FOC, and 
does not stop at FIN. (Subject-auxiliary inversion is briefly taken up at the end of 
§ 5). This explains why left-peripheral material such as topics, fronted modifiers, 
etc., that may follow a wh when TENSE does not move to the left periphery, may 
not occur between wh and the tensed verb when the verb raises. In such cases, T+V 
moves first to FIN and then FIN+T+V moves to FOC. Movement of FIN to FOC 
makes it possible for wh to move directly from TP to Spec/FOC, without violating 
the Phrase Impenetrability Condition.1

1. I leave open the question of whether movement of a phase head α to a higher head β extends 
the phase so that β becomes the new phase head (den Dikken 2007), or whether the phasal 
character of FinP is simply eliminated.

In an oral presentation of this paper, I was asked why FinP, if it is a phase boundary, allows 
multiple movements out of it, in apparent violation of the Phase Impenetrability Condition 
(PIC). If the phrase structure component of the grammar allows multiple specifiers (perhaps only 
to phase heads), then multiple movements out of a phase are actually predicted. The vP phase 
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4.2 Yes-No interrogatives

In standard cartographic architecture, the interrogative head in yes-no question 
heads Int(errogative)P, which is sequenced below ForceP (see Rizzi 2001 and much 
subsequent work). Following Lipták (2001), Nye (2013) and Rizzi (2017), I argue 
that Q on FORCE ensures that selection is properly implemented and that FORCEQ 
then agrees with Q on INT. Again, the occurrence of a topic above IntP does not 
perturb the feature-specific relation of agreement. I illustrate the workings of this 
mechanism by the following French example.

 (17) 
Je me demande [ForceP FORCEQ [TopicP ce �lm TOP [IntP [Int siQ] [FinP FIN [TP tu l’as vu hier]]]]]

Selection
Lit: ‘I wonder, this �lm, if you saw it yesterday.’

Agreement

Consider now the fact that while Romance topics both precede and follow INT, 
Hebrew topics can only follow INT in indirect questions, (direct questions are 
discussed in § 5). Compare (a) and (b).

 (18) a. French:
     Je ne me souviens pas (ce film) si (ce film) tu l’as
   I neg remember neg (this film) If (this film) you it-have

déjà vu.
already seen

  b. Hebrew:
     ani lo zoxer *(et ha seret ha ze) ‘im (et ha seret ha
   I neg remember (acc the film the this) if (acc the film the

ze) kvar ra’it.
this) already saw.2fs

   ‘I don’t remember if you have already seen this film.’

notoriously allows movement of more than a single constituent from the c-command domain  
of v. I believe that this is also true for the ForceP (CP) phase. Sentence (i) illustrates multiple 
extraction from a tensed clause. The sentence is deviant but not worse than (ii), a wh-island 
violation (though it is in Hebrew; see Preminger 2010 for discussion).

 (i) ?(?)Which book did Bill wonder to which man Mary thought that she ought to give.
 (ii) ?(?)Which book did Bill wonder to which man Mary ought to give.

It could also be the case – as a reviewer suggests – that PIC violations are relatively weak, much 
as Subjacency violations in classical discussions.
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Shlonsky (2014a) and Shlonsky & Bocci (2019) argue that this difference between 
French and Hebrew is the consequence of a minimal parametric choice, namely, 
whether agreement between FORCEQ and INT is followed by movement of INT 
to FORCE (Hebrew) or not (French). More generally, if α moves to β then a for-
tiori α agrees with β. Assuming, then, that Hebrew requires movement of INT to 
FORCE, it follows – as an anonymous reviewer points out – that a TOPP cannot 
be merged above INTP, as its head would block movement of INT to FORCE. 
Consequently, the highest topic position in the clause (assuming, as always, that 
topics cannot be merged higher than FORCE) is necessarily to the right of ‘im, as 
diagrammed in (19).2

 (19) 

I    neg  remember [ForceP [Force-Q if  [IntP [Int <if>Q] [TopP ACC the �lm   the this] already saw.1s]]]
ani lo zoxer ‘im et     ha  seret  ha  ze kvar      ra’iti

Selection Agreement + Movement

5. FORCE in root clauses

Once a phase is completed, the complement of the phase head is transferred to the 
interfaces (PHON and SEM). The phase edge (head and spec) is transferred upon 
the completion of the next phase (Chomsky 2001). But if the phase edge is the root, 
then it never gets transferred and hence cannot be interpreted (neither phonologi-
cally nor semantically). Under this view, FORCE in root clauses has a purely formal 
role: It enables the transfer of its complement to the interfaces PHON and SEM.

Nissenbaum (2000) and Rizzi (2005a, b) point out that this view entails that 
interpretable features that must occur on FORCE to satisfy selection in embedded 
contexts, cannot occur there in root contexts. We can assume that indicative sen-
tences constitute the default mode of interpretation of a root clause so the question 

2. Movement of INT to FORCE should further be restricted to the phonetically overt variant 
of INT, ‘im. Assuming that why-like elements are (internally or externally) merged in Spec/
INT, the fact that topics can precede and follow lama ‘why’ in both direct and indirect ques-
tions shows that a null INT does not have to move to FORCE. Consequently, a TOPICP can be 
merged above INTP since its head, TOP would not block movement of INT to FORCE.

(i) ani lo zoxer (et ha seret ha ze) lama (et ha seret ha ze) ba
  I neg remember (acc the film the this) why (acc the film the this) in-the

sof lo ra’iti.
end neg saw.1s

  ‘I don’t remember (this film) why (this film) I ended up not seeing.’
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only arises for non-default interpretations. What, in particular, is the mechanism 
that enables the interpretation of interrogative root sentences?

Recall from § 4.2 that in Hebrew indirect yes-no questions, (overt) INT moves 
to FORCE. The prediction now is that such movement cannot occur in root clauses. 
If the Q feature moves and ends up in FORCE, it would not be transferred to PHON 
and SEM. If Q remains on INT, in the complement of FORCE, then it would be 
transferred and hence interpreted at the interfaces. So, the simple fact that FORCE 
is (optionally) pronounced in root clauses (taking the form ha’im, as opposed to 
the form ‘im in indirect questions) is evidence that it is not in FORCE.

(20) (ha’im) kvar ra’it et ha seret ha ze?
  (Q) already saw.2fs acc the film the this

  ‘Have you already seen this film?’

In indirect questions, topics cannot precede ‘im, (18b), because their associated head, 
TOP would block movement of INT to FORCE. If root ha’im, as opposed to embed-
ded ‘im, does move to FORCE, we predict that topics such as et ha seret ha ze ‘this 
film’ should be able to both precede and follow it as nothing would prevent merging 
TOPICPs both immediately above and immediately below INTP. This prediction is 
fully met, as shown in (21), with the associated derivation in (22).

(21) a. ha’im et ha seret ha ze kvar ra’ita?
   Q acc the film the this already saw.2ms
   b. et ha seret ha ze ha’im kvar ra’ita?
   acc the film the this Q already saw.2ms

   ‘This film, have you seen?’

(22)   (et ha seret ha ze)   ha‘im   (et ha seret
  [ForceP [Force [TopP acc the film the this] [IntP [Int if] [TopP acc the film

ha ze) kvar ra’ita?
the this] already saw.2 ms]]]

In the absence of a transferable (and hence interpretable) FORCE in root clauses, 
Q, merged in Hebrew INT, is not probed by a higher head. It presumably serves 
to attract a phonetically-null yes/no operator to its specifier. English INT con-
tains a morpheme only in indirect (selected) questions – whether or if.3 In direct 
questions, subject-auxiliary inversion applies: The tensed verb moves to FIN and 
then FIN moves to INT (in wh-questions, FIN moves to FOC/WH; see the last 
paragraph of § 4.1).

3. See Shlonsky & Soare (2011: note 4) for the suggestion that these two morphemes should be 
distinguished cartographically.
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6. Summary and conclusion

This paper has explored the theoretical question of how to model long-distance 
selection in two environments, that of a morphologically-distinct subjunctive ver-
bal form (e.g., in Romance) and that of indirect questions. Adopting the view that 
a higher predicate locally-selects the head of its sister node, we have tried to con-
strue these cases of long-distance selection as the consequence of an agreement 
relation established by the selected head and like-feature bearing material lower 
in the clause. In so doing, we examined both the featural basis of these agreement 
relations as well as the locality conditions that require agreement to be carried-out 
cyclically, in accordance with phase boundaries. The model proposed predicts that 
(subjunctive) mood features appear on FORCE, FIN and T and language variation 
in this domain devolves from the arbitrariness of lexicalization by phonologically 
overt material. We then examined both yes-no and wh-questions and used the in-
tervention of topics at various positions in the left periphery to argue for the view 
that interrogative force is represented on FORCE, which enters into an agreement 
relation with the interrogative operator (in yes-no questions) or the wh-expression 
(in constituent questions.) This double articulation of indirect questions results 
from the cartographic representation of interrogative syntax, in which the head 
which attracts a Q operator or a wh-word does not itself “type” the clause as an 
interrogative.
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Chapter 3

The syntax and information-structural 
semantics of negative inversion in English 
and their implications for the theory of focus

Masatoshi Honda
University of Miyazaki

Negative inversion in English (e.g. Never have I seen such a hippopotamus.) has 
inspired empirical and theoretical interest because it shows complex syntactic and 
semantic properties. One widely-held cartographic view (e.g. Haegeman (2000, 
2012)) has been that negative inversion targets FocP in the CP domain, thereby 
satisfying the NEG-criterion that requires the fronted NEG operator to be in a 
Spec-Head configuration with the Foc head occupied by the inverted auxiliary. 
Focusing on the syntax and information-structural semantics of negative inver-
sion, this study aims to develop the criterial approach in terms of Cruschina’s 
(2011) split CP model, according to which the Focus projection splits into two: 
Contrastive Focus (CFoc) and Information Focus (IFoc). On the empirical side, 
drawing on Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal’s (2009) insights into QP-fronting in 
Spanish, it is demonstrated that negative inversion displays certain properties 
related to (non-contrastive) polarity emphasis, which does not contribute to a 
split between Focus and Presupposition. On the theoretical side, it is argued that 
the properties relevant to polarity emphasis in negative inversion are attributed 
to IFoc fronting operations. The proposed analysis, a sophisticated version of the 
criterial approach proposed in Haegeman (2000, 2012), naturally captures the 
otherwise-unexplained polarity emphasis effects in negative inversion.

Keywords: negative inversion, NEG-criterion, information-structural semantics, 
split CP model, polarity

1. Introduction

The following contrast has been widely discussed in the syntactic and semantic 
literature:

 (1) a. With no job would Mary be happy.  [Negative Inversion]
  b. With no job, Mary would be happy.  [Adverbial Preposing]
   (Haegeman (2000: 21), with modifications)

https://doi.org/10.1075/la.267.03hon
© 2021 John Benjamins Publishing Company
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The two examples in (1) involve the same preposed negative PP with no job; how-
ever, the preposed PP is followed by the inverted auxiliary in (1a). Hence, a sentence 
like (1a) with Subject-Auxiliary Inversion (henceforth SAI) is usually referred to 
as Negative Inversion (hereafter NI) and a sentence like (1b) without SAI is called 
adverbial PP preposing, which is similar to topicalization. In the literature, the 
contrast in (1) has been considered in terms of scope of negation (Klima (1964); 
Büring (2005)) and syntactic/semantic conditions on the two types of preposed 
negative constituents (Jackendoff (1972); Rudanko (1982); Collins & Postal (2014)). 
For example, the negative quantifier in (1a) takes sentential scope, while that in 
(1b) has its scope restricted to the preposed PP (i.e. constituent negation). As a 
result of the scope differences between (1a) and (1b), (1a) can be paraphrased by a 
negative sentence like “Mary would not be happy with any job.”; (1b) is equivalent 
to a positive sentence like “Mary would be happy without a job.” Another important 
difference is that NI sentences are monotone decreasing (2), whereas sentences 
with adverbial PP preposing are monotone increasing (3) (Haegeman (2000: 32), 
Haegeman (2012: 43)).

 (2) a. On no account should you eat a piece of fruit for breakfast.
   ⇒ On no account should you eat an apple for breakfast.
  b. On no account should you eat an apple before breakfast.
   *⇒ On no account should you eat a piece of fruit for breakfast.

 (3) a. In no time he had stolen a piece of fruit.
   *⇒ In no time he had stolen an apple.
  b. In no time he had stolen an apple.
   ⇒ In no time he has stolen a piece of fruit.

In addition to the two main properties mentioned above, NI has been argued to 
be an instance of root transformation which yields “emphasis” (e.g., Hooper & 
Thompson (1973); Akatsuka (1977)). Since the early stage of generative grammar, 
many questions have arisen as to what the notion “emphasis” involved in NI actually 
means and what syntactic/semantic mechanism is needed to account for “emphasis.” 
In connection with this, by adopting the cartographic approach proposed by Rizzi 
(1997), Haegeman (2000, 2012) provides an important step in exploring the nature 
of emphasis involved in NI from the perspective of focus-related fronting opera-
tions (See also Rizzi (1996)). Within the cartographic approach, discourse-related 
features (e.g. topic, focus) play a fundamental role in motivating the movement of 
constituents to dedicated functional projections such as TopicP (TopP) and FocusP 
(FocP) in the left periphery of the sentence (cf. (4)). According to Rizzi’s (1996, 
1997) original formulation, the wh-interrogative in (5a) targets FocP in (4) and 
satisfies the WH-criterion, which requires the wh-operator with the [wh] feature 
to be in a Spec-Head configuration with the Foc head bearing the same feature; the 
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preposed contrastive focus element in (5b) targets [Spec, FocP], thereby satisfying 
the FOCUS-criterion that requires the focus operator with the [foc] feature to be 
in a Spec-Head configuration with the Foc head carrying the same feature.

 (4) Force … Topic* … Focus … Topic* … Fin IP …

 (5) a. What did you give t to Paul?
  b. YOUR BOOK you should give t to Paul (not mine).  (Rizzi (1997: 285))

Haegeman (2000: 23), furthermore, proposes that NI targets FocP and satisfies the 
NEG criterion, according to which the negative operator must be in a Spec-Head 
configuration with the Foc head bearing the same feature. Thus, at least the [wh] 
feature, the [neg] feature, and the [Foc] feature are assumed to trigger fronting 
operations to FocP at syntax (See Rizzi (2004, 2006) for a further classification of 
discourse-related features; see also Veselovská (2011) for a unified approach to the 
criteria satisfied in FocP). From a semantic perspective, focus fronting operations, 
in general, contribute to the Focus-Presupposition articulation; the fronted element 
is interpreted as focus (i.e. new information), while the rest of the propositional 
content is presupposed (i.e. old information or the shared knowledge of the speaker 
and the other discourse participants) (Rizzi (1997)). Haegeman’s proposal that 
NI deploys FocP seems to suggest that the emphatic nature of NI is concerned 
with focus. In connection with this, some previous studies (Han & Romero (2004); 
Romero & Han (2004); Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal (2009); Breitbarth, De Clercq 
& Haegeman (2013)) argue that NI syntactically functions to emphasize the (neg-
ative) polarity value of a sentence. If so, the following two questions arise: (i) what 
syntactic and information-structural properties NI involving polarity emphasis 
display?; (ii) how the relevant properties are theoretically accounted for within the 
cartographic framework?

Hoping to contribute to a better understanding of the emphatic nature of NI, 
the present study aims to explore the syntax and information-structural seman-
tics of NI in terms of polarity emphasis, with a particular reference to Leonetti 
& Escandell-Vidal (2009). According to their proposal, NI in English, as well as 
QP-fronting in Spanish, should be treated as (non-contrastive) polarity emphasis 
fronting, which avoids information partitioning: that is, the fronted negative phrase 
does not result in the Focus-Presupposition articulation (cf. (5)). Based on the study 
by Leonetti and Escandell-Vidal, the present study will empirically demonstrate that 
NI in English also does not constitute the Focus-Presupposition articulation. This 
fact raises conceptual and empirical problems regarding the unification of NI into 
fronting operations to FocP because it is assumed that fronting operations to FocP 
contribute to the Focus-Presupposition articulation, which NI does not. The pres-
ent study will argue that the conceptual and empirical problems are solved under 
Cruschina’s (2011) two-layered focus hypothesis, which is proposed on the basis of 
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non-contrastive focus fronting phenomena in Romance languages (e.g., Sicilian). 
According to Cruschina’s hypothesis, there are two focus projections in the CP do-
main: Contrastive Focus (CFoc) and Information Focus (IFoc) (See Subsection 4.1). 
On the basis of the two-layered focus hypothesis, he argues that non-contrastive 
focus fronting phenomena including QP-fronting in Romance languages are de-
rived by IFoc fronting operations. Extending his approach to NI in English, the 
present study will propose that NI is derived by fronting a negative phrase to [Spec, 
IFocP]. As a consequence, the alternative proposal enables us to clarify the theoret-
ical treatment of fronting phenomena related to polarity emphasis by sophisticating 
Haegeman’s criterial approach on the basis of IFoc fronting operations.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews Haegeman (2000, 2012) 
and Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal (2009), both of which attempt to explore and cap-
ture fundamental syntactic and information-structural properties of NI in English. 
Section 3 sets up conceptual and empirical issues concerning the treatment of NI 
within the cartographic framework. Section 4 proposes an analysis on the basis 
of Cruschina’s (2011) two-layered focus hypothesis, and Section 5 provides some 
supportive evidence for this hypothesis. Section 6 concludes by discussing the con-
sequences of the present proposal.

2. Previous studies

2.1 Haegeman (2000, 2012)

A series of Haegeman’s work (Haegeman (1995, 2000, 2012); Haegeman & Zanuttini 
(1991)) has developed the NEG-criterion which NI in English must satisfy and 
has integrated it with the WH-criterion into the AFFECT-criterion (See also Rizzi 
(1996)). Under her analysis, the fronted negative phrase and the inverted auxiliary 
in NI establish a Spec-Head agreement configuration and share the [neg] feature 
in the Focus projection, as shown below:

 (6) a. … [FocP With what job[wh]j [Foc’ would[wh]i [FinP [IP Mary ti be happy tj]]]]?
  b. … [FocP With no job[neg]j [Foc’ would[neg]i [FinP [IP Mary ti be happy tj]]]]

On the syntactic side, Haegeman’s proposal naturally captures the formal simi-
larity between NI and wh-movement in that the preposed operator and the in-
verted auxiliary result in the adjacent configuration (cf. Culicover (1991)).1 On 

1. Culicover (1991) proposes a similar analysis by assuming “Polarity Phrase,” which is sand-
wiched between the CP domain and the IP domain. He proposes that the negative phrase targets 
[Spec, PolP] and the auxiliary the Pol head; as a result, they establish a Spec-Head agreement 
relationship. Culicover’s analysis is similar to Haegeman’s (2000, 2012), though these two analyses 
are independently motivated in different frameworks.
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the semantic side, the established Spec-Head agreement relationship between the 
preposed negative phrase and the inverted auxiliary accounts for the sentential 
scope of negation, under the assumption that the auxiliary with the (covert) [neg] 
feature is responsible for the sentential scope of negation. In what follows, some of 
the other consequences of Haegeman’s analysis are reviewed.

First, the prosodic differences between NI and adverbial PP preposing are ac-
counted for.

 (7) a. With no job would John be happy.  (= (1a))
  b. With no job, John would be happy.  (= (1b))

In NI, the preposed negative PP and the rest of the sentence are not separated by 
the comma intonation break, while in adverbial PP preposing, the preposed PP 
is separated from the rest of the sentence by the comma intonation break. The 
presence of the comma intonation break is typical of topicalization, and hence the 
treatment of NI as fronting to FocP naturally captures the absence of the comma 
intonation break in NI.

Second, the preposed negative PP in NI must be interpreted as a focus (roughly 
speaking, new information), and therefore, cannot behave as a topic (See also 
Culicover 1991). This property is indicated by the following contrast:

 (8) How would you feel with no job?
  a. With no job, I would feel relieved.
  b. #With no job would I feel relieved. 
    (Haegeman (2000: 34), with a slight modification)

The negative PP in the wh-question is established as a topic in this mini-discourse. 
The wh-question can be answered by the sentence with adverbial PP preposing, 
but not by the one with NI. This fact shows that the preposed negative PP cannot 
behave as a topic in NI. Instead, Culicover (1991: 30) argues that “a fronted neg-
ative […] can serve as the answer to a wh-question, and in fact must be focus.” If 
we adopt yes-no question/answer pairs as a diagnostics for the focus-hood of a 
constituent (Chomsky (1971); Rochemont (1978, 1986)), the yes-no question with 
narrow focus on the object position occupied by the negative polarity item will be 
regarded as a Focus-Presupposition configuration equivalent to a wh-question in 
the following case:

 (9) a. Did you see anyone?
  b. No, NOT A SINGLE PERSON did I see.  (Culicover (1991: 34))

According to Culicover, the question/answer pair given in (9) shows that the 
preposed negative element functions to provide an answer to the wh-question (i.e. 
satisfies the unknown value of the wh-phrase). If this observation is correct, the 
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idea that NI deploys FocP will enable us to capture the focus status of the preposed 
negative element.2

Third, NI and wh-movement do not co-occur in the same clausal domain be-
cause they compete for the single focus position in the split CP domain in (4) (i.e., 
the one-focus-per-sentence principle). This is shown by the following examples:

 (10) With no job, where can we go?  (Haegeman (2000: 47))
 (11) a. *On no account where should I go?
  b. *Where on no account should I go?  (Haegeman (2000: 46))

The example in (10) shows that the preposed adverbial PP is compatible with the wh- 
interrogative, while the ones in (11) suggest that NI and wh-movement are in com-
plementary distribution. This fact naturally follows from Haegeman’s (2000) analysis 
because NI and wh-movement both target the unique FocP in the CP domain.

This subsection reviewed Haegeman’s (2000, 2012) analysis of NI and the three 
main consequences.3 Haegeman does not clearly mention what exact focus status 
NI has, but some recent previous studies (Han & Romero (2004); Romero & Han 
(2004); Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal (2009); Breitbarth, De Clercq & Haegeman 
(2013)) argue that NI syntactically serves to emphasize the (negative) polarity value 
of a sentence. For the sake of discussion, in order to elucidate some key properties 
of fronting phenomena related to polarity emphasis, the next subsection reviews 
Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal’s (2009) work on QP-fronting in Spanish.

2.2 Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal (2009)

As briefly mentioned in Section 1, it is a traditional observation that NI in English 
is seen as a main clause phenomenon (Hooper & Thompson (1973); Haegeman 
(2012); Breitbarth, De Clercq & Haegeman (2013)). Within the cartographic frame-
work, this fact suggests that NI utilizes the CP domain (i.e. FocP). QP fronting in 
Spanish can also be argued to be a main clause phenomenon because, as observed 
by Quer (2002: 263–264), the embedding predicates are restricted to assertive and 
epistemic predicates, which seem to introduce the kind of subordinate clauses that 
exhibit properties of root sentences (See Haegeman (2012) for the occurrence of 
main clause phenomena in embedded sentences and its theoretical treatment). 

2. As the present study will discuss later, this mini-discourse requires careful consideration (See 
Section 3 for the relevant discussion regarding this example).

3. Another potential consequence concerns weak cross-over effects. Koizumi (1995: 143, n.3) 
observes that the FOCUS operator status of the preposed negative constituent is confirmed by 
weak cross-over effects, as shown in (i).

 (i) *No booki would I expect itsi author to praise ti publicly.
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This fact supports a cartographic view that Spanish QP fronting targets a certain 
projection (i.e. FocP) in the CP domain (See also Batllori & Hernanz (2015); see 
Jiménez-Fernández & Miyagawa (2014) for a different approach).

In the literature, the pragmatic effect of Spanish QP-fronting is discussed un-
der the broad term of (non-contrastive) “emphasis” (Zubizarrera (1998); cf. Quer 
(2002)). Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal (2009) claim that what the term “emphasis” 
means is well-understood in terms of verum focus, traditionally known as polarity 
emphasis. Verum focus is originally coined by Höhle (1992) on the basis of the ob-
servation that the focal stress on the finite verb (or the complementizer) functions 
to put an emphasis on the truth of a propositional content in German.4 In what 
follows, polarity emphasis is used as a theory-neutral cover term for verum focus 
and polarity focus. Leonetti and Escandell-Vidal’s core claim is that QP-fronting 
has a discourse structure where the polarity component of a sentence is in focus 
and the rest of the sentence is seen as a background: that is, the preposed QP is 
not interpreted as a CFoc constituent. Therefore, the preposed QP itself does not 
contribute to the Focus-Presupposition articulation which CFoc fronting creates. 
What follows will review some crucial syntactic and information-structural prop-
erties of QP-fronting in Spanish.

First, according to Leonetti and Escandell-Vidal (2009: 159–160), Spanish 
QP-fronting must satisfy the adjacency requirement between the fronted QP and 
the verb (See also Quer (2002)). The adjacency condition in question is indicated 
by the following fact that the subject cannot appear in a preverbal position:

(12) a. *Algo ella debe saber.
   something she must.prs.3sg know
   b. *Poco yo te puedo decir.
   little I you.obl can.prs.1sg say

    (Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal (2009: 160))

The adjacency requirement seems to be similar to the structural relationship be-
tween the fronted negative phrase and the inverted auxiliary in NI in English. 

4. The theoretical implementation of verum focus seems to vary in the literature (e.g., Romero 
& Han (2004) for the treatment of verum as a conversational epistemic operator; Lornstein (2016) 
for a sentential mood approach to verum focus; Gutzmann and Castroviejo-Miró (2011) for the 
analysis of verum as a (speaker-oriented) expressive function that operates in the use-conditional 
dimension). For example, a sentence involving verum focus (e.g., John does write a book.) is 
roughly translated as “I (= the speaker) am sure that we should add the proposition p to the 
common ground,” wherein the part in bold is the reflex of verum focus as a conversational epis-
temic operator that is “used not to assert that the speaker is entirely certain about the truth of p, 
but to assert that the speaker is certain that p should be added to the Common Ground (CG).” 
(Romero & Han (2004: 627)).
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However, Spanish QP-fronting is different from NI in English in that it involves 
fronting of either a positive quantifier or a negative quantifier.5

Second, Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal (2009) point out that QP-fronting in Spanish 
always lacks the focal stress which characterizes CFoc fronting in this language.

Third, QP-fronting does not indicate that the fronted QP should be singled out 
from a discourse set of competing alternatives and cannot co-occur with an explicit 
mention of the discarded alternative (indicated by a negative tag):

(13) a. Nada tengo que añadir, (* no algo).
   Nothing have.prs.1sg to add not something

   ‘Nothing more can be added. (* not something)’
   b. Poco te puedo decir, (* no bastante).
   little you.obl can.prs.1sg say not a-lot

   ‘There is little I can tell you. (* not lots)’ 
    (Leonetti and Escandell-Vidal (2009: 161))

These observations lead Leonetti and Escandell-Vidal to conclude that QP-fronting 
cannot be reduced to CFoc fronting (See also Quer (2002)).

Fourth, Leonetti & Escandel-Vidal (2009) argue that the preposed quantifier 
in QP-fronting does not work as answers to wh-questions. This means that the 
preposed quantifier itself does not carry a new piece of information. To see this 
point, let us consider the following examples:

(14) A. ¿Qué me puedes decir?
   What me.obl can.prs.2sg say

   ‘What can you tell me?’
   B. #Nada te puedo decir.
   Nothing you.obl can.prs.1sg say

   ‘#I can tell you NOTHING.’ 
    (Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal (2009: 185), with slight modifications)

According to Leonetti and Escandell-Vidal, the answer with QP-fronting in (14B) 
is odd because the wh-question requires an answer in which the preposed quan-
tifier can be understood as carrying focus on the newly presented information. 
This fact suggests that the fronted quantifier in QP-fronting does not satisfy the 
unknown value of the wh-question. A sentence with QP-fronting, on the other 
hand, is acceptable as a reply (a response, but not an answer) to the wh-question 
in the following context:

5. By observing that QP-fronting in Spanish does not co-occur with a clitic, Leonetti & 
 Escandell-Vidal (2009) exclude the possibility that QP-fronting is assimilated into topicalization 
(clitic left dislocation).
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(15) A. ¿Qué, sabes?
   What know.psr.2sg

   ‘What do you know?’
   B. Nada te puedo decir.
   Nothing you.obl can.prs.1sg say

   ‘There’s nothing I can tell you.’  (Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal (2009: 185))

In (15), the preposed quantifier does not provide any information about the variable 
introduced by what, but rejects the underlying prerequisite of the act of question-
ing itself (i.e., the prerequisite as to whether the interlocutor B can give an answer 
or not). This pragmatic function can be satisfied by other possible replies such as 
I don’t want to talk about it, you know it better than I do, No comments, etc. These 
observations exclude the possibility that the preposed quantifier constitutes a syn-
tactic unit which carries IFoc.

Fifth, QP-fronting can be used as answers to yes-no questions (or polar inter-
rogatives which includes the unknown variable concerning the polarity).

(16) A. ¿Encontrarás a alguien?
   find.fut.2sg to someone

   ‘Will you find someone?’
   B. A alguien encontraré (estoy seguro).
   to someone find.fut.1sg (be.prs.1sg sure)

   ‘I WILL find someone.’ 
    (Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal (2009: 182), glosses and translations mine)

This mini-discourse shows that the yes-no question by Speaker A introduces a 
possibility that the interlocutor can find someone (to help her/him), without as-
serting any of the available alternative persons. Speaker B uses the sentence with 
QP-fronting to choose the affirmative possibility, emphasizing that she or he defi-
nitely considers the proposition to be true. This fact shows that sentences with 
QP-fronting can be used as answers to yes-no questions: in other words, they con-
vey a new piece of information concerning the polarity component of the sentence, 
with the speaker’s strong commitment to the polarity value.

The discussions reviewed so far lead Leonetti and Escandell-Vidal (2009) to 
make the following two-fold claim. First, QP-fronting is triggered to meet the po-
larity emphasis requirement. Second, the preposed quantifier does not constitute 
a syntactic unit which carries CFoc (cf. (13)) nor IFoc (cf. (15)) and does not 
contribute to the Focus-Presupposition articulation. This means that QP-fronting 
cannot be reduced to CFoc fronting; instead, the fronted quantifier indicates that 
the polarity of the propositional content is in focus.

This subsection reviewed Leonetti and Escandell-Vidal’s (2009) analysis of 
QP-fronting from the perspective of polarity focus. They, furthermore, mention the 
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possibility that the notion of polarity focus can be extended to NI in English, though 
they do not provide further empirical arguments for their claim. On the basis of their 
argument, the next section reconsiders NI in English and points out some empirical 
and conceptual problems within Rizzi’s (1997) original split CP hypothesis.

3. Some empirical and conceptual problems: 
Treatment of polarity focus fronting

Within Rizzi’s (1997) original split CP hypothesis, it is assumed that fronting opera-
tions to FocP contributes to the Focus-Presupposition articulation, as shown below:

 (17) [FocP Focus [Foc’ [FinP Presupposition]]]

This means that the fronted focus element (i.e. new information) and the rest of the 
sentence (i.e. presupposition) is separated from each other, resulting in a bipartite 
information structure. Drawing on Rizzi’s split CP hypothesis, Haegeman (2000) 
proposes that NI in English deploys FocP and satisfies the NEG-criterion by es-
tablishing the Spec-Head agreement relationship between the preposed negative 
element with the [neg] feature and the inverted auxiliary with the same feature. 
Under this view, the preposed focus element is seen as a syntactic unit which may 
carry a piece of new information. As we have seen in (9), reproduced below as (18), 
she attempts to support her claim on the basis of Culicover’s (1991: 30) observation 
that “a fronted negative […] can serve as the answer to a wh-question, and in fact 
must be focus.”:

 (18) a. Did you see anyone?  (= (9))
  b. No, NOT A SINGLE PERSON did I see.

This fact, however, needs careful consideration. First, the interrogative in (18a) is 
not a pure instance of a wh-question, but a yes-no question with a negative polarity 
item. More precisely, the question “Did you see anyone?” is a yes-no question with 
narrow focus on the object. Thus, the answer with NI should be interpreted to con-
vey two pieces of new information; one is the new information (i.e. negative) for 
the polarity value, and the other is the new information for the narrow focus (i.e. 
“(not) a single person” for “anyone”). Among these two pieces of new information, 
the primary one is the polarity value for the yes-no question. In contrast, NI cannot 
be used as a direct answer to a wh-question like ‘Who did you see?,’ as shown below:6

 (19) a. Who did you see?
  b. #NOT A SINGLE PERSON did I see.

6. My two informants reported that NI cannot be used as direct answers to wh-questions, but 
they also found that NI can be used as answers to yes-no questions.
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In this context, answering with NI is actually unacceptable because the wh-question 
is followed by the answer in which the preposed quantifier cannot be understood as 
satisfying the unknown value of the wh-question. In this respect, NI patterns like 
QP-fronting in Spanish (cf. (14)). Given this point, what the apparently acceptable 
yes-no question/answer pair in (18) tells us is that NI can be used as answers to 
yes-no questions, not as answers to wh-questions. This fact means that the preposed 
negative element in NI, as well as the preposed quantifier in Spanish QP fronting, 
does not carry a new piece of information which satisfies the unknown value of a 
wh-phrase. This turns out to be an empirical problem that needs to be accounted 
for within the cartographic framework.

On the conceptual side, the idea that NI targets FocP also raises a poten-
tial problem in that NI does not naturally fall into the typical case of the Focus-
Presupposition articulation; rather, the fronted negative element functions to avoid 
the information partitioning in (17) and contributes to the emphasis on the po-
larity value of the sentence as a whole. If one allows this possibility, then they will 
need to assume that FocP allows two information structural patterns, according to 
the different types of focus; one with the Focus-Presupposition articulation (e.g., 
wh-movement and CFoc fronting) and the other with no such articulation (e.g., 
English NI and Spanish QP-fronting).

In the next section, the present study proposes a developed version of 
Haegeman’s (2000, 2012) analysis in order to solve the empirical and conceptual 
problems, by adopting Cruschina’s (2011) two-layered focus hypothesis.

4. Proposal

Section 2 reviewed Haegeman’s (2000, 2012) analysis of NI, and under her analy-
sis, SAI (i.e., head movement/verb raising) is accounted for by assuming that the 
preposed negative phrase and the inverted auxiliary satisfies the NEG-criterion 
(i.e. the Spec-Head agreement in the Focus layer). The previous section, further-
more, pointed out that the preposed negative element does not constitute the 
Focus-Presupposition articulation, avoiding informational partition. These two 
properties (i.e, head movement of a verbal element/SAI and the lack of informa-
tional partition) are typical of IFoc fronting operations under Cruschina’s (2011) 
two-layered hypothesis.7 In what follows, the present study proposes the details of 
the derivation of NI.

7. On the basis of the fact that QP-fronting in Romance languages requires adjacency to the verb 
(cf. (12)), Cruschina (2011: 111–117) proposes that QP-fronting targets [Spec, IFocP]. Cruschina, 
however, neither extends his approach to NI in English nor explores the issue of whether and 
how polarity emphasis is treated in his approach.
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4.1 Cruschina’s (2011) two-layered focus hypothesis

Within the cartographic framework, by conducting a comparative analysis of 
focus-related fronting phenomena in Romance languages such as Sicilian (Sicilian, 
Indo-European), Cruschina (2011) proposes that focus fronting phenomena are 
divided into contrastive and non-contrastive focus fronting operations. In the lit-
erature, it has been observed in many languages that focus fronting contributes to 
CFoc, whose main function is to correct an incorrect piece of information provided 
in the preceding discourse. CFoc fronting indicates that the assertion corresponds 
to correcting a previous innovative assertion or presupposition that is not shared 
by the speaker (indicated by the negative tag).8

(20) N’ARTICULU scrissi, no na littira.  [Sicilian]
  an-article write.past.1sg not a letter.  

  ‘I wrote an article, not a letter.’  (Cruschina (2011: 25))

By virtue of the corrective function, a sentence with CFoc fronting cannot be used 
as answers to wh-questions (Rizzi (1997: 285–289)). On the other hand, Sicilian 
allows the type of focus fronting in which the fronted focus element carries new 
information focus (IFoc) and serves as answers to wh-questions.

(21) A. Chi scrivisti?  [Sicilian]
   what write.past.2sg  

   ‘What did you write?’
   B. a. Scrissi n’articulu.
    write.past.1sg an article

    ‘I wrote an article.’
     b. N’articulu scrissi!
    an article write.past.1sg

    ‘I wrote an article.’  (Cruschina (2011: 58), with slight modifications)

The mini-discourse in (21) shows that the wh-question by Speaker A can be an-
swered by either the declarative sentence in (21Ba) or the focus-fronting sentence 
in (21Bb). In (21Ba), the DP with information focus occurs at the object position 
and provides a new piece of information in a neutral way (i.e. neutral IFoc): that 
is, the IFoc element does not necessarily express “emphasis” or “special ‘contex-
tual effects’ created by the interplay of the new information provided with the 
old information already available. (Cruschina (2011: 59))” On the other hand, the 
fronted DP in (21Bb) carries new information associated with “emphasis” (i.e. what 

8. In what follows, CFoc elements are indicated by capitalized letters, while IFoc elements are 
denoted by bold letters.
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he called “emphatic IFoc”). This fact suggests that focus fronting phenomena in 
Sicilian are not uniquely associated with a contrastive interpretation. Borrowing the 
term “mirativity” from a series of linguistic typology studies by DeLancey (1997, 
2001), Cruschina, furthermore, argues that focus fronting phenomena in Sicilian 
include “mirative fronting,” which serves to mark the propositional content as be-
ing new and unexpected (In what follows, mirative fronting is called emphatic 
IFoc fronting). One crucial property of emphatic IFoc fronting is its compatibility 
with sentence-focus in the event/news-reporting context (Cruschina (2011: 69–73); 
Bianchi, Bocci & Cruschina (2016)). Observe the following examples from Italian:

(22) a. Ma guarda te! In bagno ha messo le chiavi!
   but look.imp.2sg you in bathroom have.pres.3sg put.pp the keys

   ‘Look at that! He put the keys in the bathroom!’  (Cruschina (2011: 120))
  b. [Context: Lucy is telling news about her friend’s new boyfriend]

     Pensa un po’: un anello di diamanti le ha regalato!
   think a little: a ring of diamonds to-her.cl has given

   ‘Guess what! He gave her a diamond ring!’ 
    (Bianchi, Bocci & Cruschina (2016: 18))

The speaker in (22a) uses the sentence with emphatic IFoc fronting as an on-the-
spot emotional reaction to the given situation. By using the sentence-focus 
wh-question (i.e., Pensa un po’ ‘Guess what!’), the speaker (Lucy) in (22b) invites 
the interlocutor to deduce what she is going to say. Then, she utters the emphatic 
IFoc fronting sentence to convey the propositional content as new and surprising 
to the interlocutor. This fact suggests that both the fronted focus element and the 
rest of the sentence carry new information: that is, they constitute an assertive 
unit as a whole. Furthermore, emphatic IFoc fronting is not readily acceptable in 
embedded clauses (Cruschina (2011: 119. n. 26)): in other words, emphatic IFoc 
fronting is an instance of a main-clause phenomenon. In summary, CFoc fronting 
contributes to the bipartite Focus-Presupposition discourse structure, while em-
phatic IFoc fronting does not.

On the basis of the observations provided above, Cruschina (2011) attempts 
to draw a distinction between emphatic IFoc fronting and CFoc fronting in a 
feature-driven approach to information structure by refining its theoretical im-
plementation within the cartographic framework. Cruschina assumes three 
discourse-related features, namely, [topic], [foc(us)], and [contr(astive)], and dis-
tinguishes between TopP with [top], IFocP with [foc] and CFocP with [contr]. 
Cruschina’s two-layered focus hypothesis in (23b) departs from Rizzi’s (1997) orig-
inal split CP hypothesis in (23a) because there are two syntactic positions for CFoc 
and IFoc in the left periphery.
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 (23) a. Force … Topic* … Focus … Topic* … Finite IP  (= (4))
  b. Force … Topic* … CFoc … Topic* … IFoc … Finite IP

According to Cruschina’s (2011) analysis, certain types of IFoc fronting operations 
may allow the possibility that they naturally fit well with all-sentence focus in the 
event/news-reporting context.9 For example, emphatic IFoc fronting (i.e. mirative 
fronting) yield a bipartite discourse structure: that is, the fronted IFoc and the 
remainder of the sentence constitute unified assertion. By contrast, fronting to 
CFocP contributes to the Focus-Presupposition partition, where the fronted CFoc is 
separated from the presupposed propositional content. The information structural 
differences are schematically illustrated below:

(24) a. …[CFocP N’ARTICULU[contr]i [CFoc’ φ[contr]…
     CONTRASTIVE FOCUS

[FinP [IP pro scrissi ti]] ]] (no na littira)  (= (20))
Presupposition  

   b. …[IFocP in bagno[foc]i [IFoc’ ha[foc]j
     Information Focus

[FinP [IP pro [I’ tj [vP tj [VP messo le chiavi ti …]]]]] ]]  (= (22a))
Assertion  

(24a) suggests that the fronted CFoc element with [contr] and the null CFoc head 
bearing [contr] are in the Spec-head configuration. In contrast, (24b) shows that 
the fronted IFoc element with [foc] and the inverted verb with [foc] results in the 
Spec-Head configuration. This configurational difference is the source of the fol-
lowing syntactic difference: the emphatic IFoc element, unlike the CFoc element, 
must be adjacent to the verb. This property is indicated by the fact that the emphatic 
IFoc element cannot be separated from the verb, whereas the CFoc element and 
the verb allow interpolation of a topic in between, as shown in the contrast in (25).

(25) a. A SALVO i chiavi i detti (, no a Pinu.).
   to Salvo the keys them.cl give.past.1sg not to Pinu

   ‘I gave the keys to SALVO, but not to Pinu.’ [Sicilian: CFoc]
   b. *A Salvo i chiavi i detti.
   to Salvo the keys them.cl give.past.1sg

   ‘I gave the keys to Salvo.’  [Sicilian: IFoc]
 (Cruschina (2011: 106), with modifications)

9. Fronting operations to IFocP cannot be exclusively associated with an exclamatory function 
(e.g. Non-contrastive focus fronting in Sardinian). Interested readers are referred to Cruschina 
(2011: 99–102) and the references cited therein.
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According to Cruschina (2011: 121–122), many native speakers accept the sequence 
with an intervening element between the focus element and the verb only in a 
contrastive context where the excluded alternative is explicitly mentioned in the 
previous discourse.

Cruschina (2011) has theoretically contributed to the cartographic framework 
by identifying two different focus projections in the clausal domain: CFocP and 
IFocP. His two layered-focus hypothesis has led scholars to explore emphatic IFoc 
fronting phenomena crosslinguistically (e.g. Jiménez-Hernández (2015) for mi-
rative fronting in Spanish; Authier & Haegeman (2019) for mirative fronting in 
French). Another important contribution made by Cruschina (2011: 111–116) is 
the unification of QP-fronting in Romance languages including Spanish into front-
ing operations to IFocP. His unified approach allows us to account for the following 
main properties of QP-fronting: the non-contrastive focus status of QP-fronting 
(e.g. the unavailability of contrastive tags (13a, b)) and the focus-verb adjacency 
((12a, b)). Although Cruschina’s two-layered focus model is proposed on the basis 
of focus-related phenomena in Romance languages, it also provides a theoreti-
cal basis to account for the syntax and information-structural semantics of NI in 
English. The next subsection proposes an analysis of English NI on the basis of 
Cruschina’s two-layered focus hypothesis.

4.2 Application to NI

To make clear the syntactic licensing process involved in NI on the basis of 
Cruschina’s (2011) two-layered focus hypothesis, the present study adopts the fol-
lowing two assumptions: the sigma (Σ) phrase proposed by Laka (1990) and the 
[EMPH(atic)] feature proposed by Hernanz (2007).

First, this study adopts Laka’s (1990) assumption that the sigma projection is 
responsible for encoding the polarity of a sentence as affirmative (AFF) or negative 
(NEG). According to Laka, the sigma projection is located below IP in English, as 
illustrated in (26a).

 (26) a. (… FinP) IP … ΣP … vP … VP …
  b. [IP John [I’ did [ΣP [Σ’ NEG (= not) [vP meet Mary]]]]]

Then, it is assumed that the sigma head possesses the covert affirmative feature or 
the overt negative feature (indicated by NEG realized as ‘not’). When the sigma 
head is endowed with the [neg] feature, the auxiliary do is inserted at the I head to 
realize the tense feature, as well as the phi-feature agreement with the subject, as 
illustrated in (26b).
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Second, this study adopts Hernanz’s (2007) assumption that a syntactic ele-
ment with the [EMPH(atic)] feature may enter in a Spec-Head relationship with 
an inverted auxiliary with the same feature in order to satisfy the Focus criterion 
(the IFOCUS criterion in the present proposal): as a result, the Spec-Head con-
figuration in question syntactically realizes polarity emphasis. Hernanz proposes 
the [EMPH] feature on the basis of the polarity emphasis involved in the Spanish 
assertion marker bien, whose distribution is restricted to the main clause domain 
(Hernanz (2007: 144–145); see also Haegeman 2012).

(27) a. Pepito ha comido bien.
   Pepito has eaten well

   ‘Pepito has eaten well.’
   b. Bien ha comido Petito.
   Well has eaten Pepito

   ‘But Pepito has eaten.’  (Hernanz (2007: 138–139))

According to Hernanz (2007: 139), bien allows a manner interpretation in (27a), 
whereas the sentence-initial bien in (27b) function “to emphasize the positive value 
of the sentence, which is interpreted as a confirmation that ‘Pepito has really / indeed 
eaten.’” Under Hernanz’s approach, the sentence with polarity emphasis in (28a) 
has the syntactic configuration in (28b) (Here, the denotation PolP corresponds 
to SigmaP.).

(28) a. Bien ha llovido hoy.
   Well has rained today

   ‘But it has rained today.’  (Hernanz (2007: 134))
  b. [ForceP [FocusP bieni [Foc’ [Foc0 ha llovido] [PolP ti [Pol’ [IP tV hoy]]]]]]

The configuration in (28b) shows that the assertion marker with the [EMPH] fea-
ture enters a Spec-Head agreement relation with the fronted finite verb with the 
same feature, thereby satisfying the FOCUS-criterion. As a result, sentences with 
the affirmative marker bien parallel NI in English in that they trigger SAI (Hernanz 
(2007: 153, n. 31)).

Combining the two assumptions introduced so far with Cruschina’s (2011) 
two-layered focus hypothesis, the present study proposes that English NI targets 
IFocP in order to satisfy the IFOCUS criterion, which creates a Spec-Head con-
figuration between the fronted negative expression with the [EMPH-neg] fea-
ture and the fronted auxiliary with the same feature. Here, it is assumed that the 
[EMPH] feature comes in two types: the [EMPH-aff(irmative)] feature and the 
[EMPH-neg(ative)] feature, the latter of which plays crucial syntactic and seman-
tic roles in NI. On the syntactic side, it triggers SAI (i.e. Spec-Head agreement in 
FocP). On the semantic side, it is responsible for the monotone decreasing function 
(cf. (2)) and the (non-contrastive) emphasis on the negative value of a propositional 
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content. Bearing these assumptions in mind, let us consider the examples in (29a, b) 
and their derivations shown in (30a, b).

 (29) a. Never has Mary lied.
  b. No one did I meet in the park.

(30) a. [IP Mary [I’ has [ΣP never[EMPH-neg] [Σ’ EMPH-neg  [vP lied]]]]]

   b. [IP Mary [I’ [has+ EMPH-neg ] [ΣP never[EMPH-neg] [Σ’ tΣ [vP lied]]]]]

   c. [IFocP never[EMPH-neg]j [IFoc’ [has+ EMPH-neg ]i [FinP tj [Fin’ ti [IP Mary
[I’ ti [ΣP tj [Σ’ tΣ [vP lied]]]]]]]]]

(31) a. [IP I [I’ did [ΣP [Σ’ EMPH-neg  [vP meet no one[EMPH-neg] in the park]]]]]

   b. [IP I [I’ [did+ EMPH-neg ] [ΣP [Σ’ tΣ [vP meet no one[EMPH-neg]

in the park]]]]]
   c. [IFocP no one[EMPH-neg]j [IFoc’ [did+ EMPH-neg ]i [FinP tj [Fin’ ti [IP I [I’ ti

[ΣP [Σ’ tΣ [vP meet tj in the park]]]]]]]]]

The NI sentence with the fronted negative adverb in (29a) has the base structure 
corresponding to the neutral negative sentence in (30b). The sigma head in (30b) 
is endowed with the covert [EMPH-neg] feature, and the negative adverb with 
the [EMPH-neg] feature never is assumed to be generated at [Spec, SigmaP]. The 
covert [EMPH-neg] feature undergoes head movement to the I head and adjoins 
to it (30b). Then, putting aside the adjunction process, the complex head [has+ 
EMPH-neg] undergoes head movement to the IFoc head via the Fin head, as in 
(30c). The negative adverb with the [EMPH-neg] feature moves to [Spec, IFocP] 
through [Spec, FinP], and as a result, the negative adverb with the [EMPH-neg] 
feature and the complex head with the covert [EMPH-neg] feature establish a 
Spec-Head agreement relation in the IFoc layer and satisfy the IFOCUS criterion 
in the present analysis. The NI sentence with the argument negative phrase in (29b) 
follows a similar derivation process (31a–c), except that the negative phrase occurs 
as a complement of the verb in the base structure (31a).10

Next, let us consider how the information structure of NI is accounted for in the 
present proposal. For concreteness, let us consider the following simplified version 
of the syntactic configuration in (30c):

(32) [IFocP never[EMPH-neg] [IFoc’ has+ EMPH-neg [FinP [IP Mary … lied]]]]
  IFocus Assertion

10. The present proposal suggests that polarity effects may come in two patterns: one with po-
larity emphasis realized in the CP domain (i.e. IFocP) and the other with polarity marking (i.e. 
SigmaP) in the IP domain. The latter is supposed to allow a possibility that SigmaP triggers 
certain fronting operations in the IP domain (See De Clercq, Haegeman & Lohndal (2012) for 
the relevant discussion). I appreciate an anonymous reviewer for raising this issue.
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The syntactic configuration in (32) is read off at LF as follows. First, the fronted 
negative element and the inverted auxiliary share the [EMPH-neg] feature by estab-
lishing the Spec-Head agreement relationship in the IFoc layer. As a consequence, 
the negative polarity component of the propositional content is marked as the 
primary focus (i.e. polarity emphasis), and the negative IFoc element carries the 
secondary focus. This amounts to saying that NI (non-contrastively) stresses the 
negative polarity of the propositional content, and at the same time, it greatly weak-
ens the possibility to assert the alternative (positive) proposition, which is lexically 
implied by the presence of negation (as in the case of yes-no question/answer pairs). 
Therefore, NI can be used as answers to yes-no questions in an “emphatic” way:

 (33) a. Did you see anyone?  (= (9))
  b. No, NOT A SINGLE PERSON did I see.

Second, NI, as well as emphatic IFoc fronting in Sicilian, does not create the 
Focus-Presupposition partition; in other words, the fronted IFoc element and the 
rest of the sentence are interpreted as a unified assertion. This accounts for the lack 
of the information partition in NI in English (See Section 3).

It should be also noted that the apparently contrastive meaning of NI is de-
rived from the lexical meaning of negation in the present proposal. As Lambrecht 
(1994: 63–64) argues, negative sentences are ordinarily uttered only if the speaker 
assumes that the interlocutor believes, or at least entertains the possibility, that the 
corresponding affirmative sentence is true. Due to this lexical property, NI seems to 
carry a contrastive meaning, but this contrastive meaning is triggered by the lexical 
meaning of negation; the information structure of NI itself is different from that 
of CFoc fronting, in which the fronted CFoc element serves to correct an incorrect 
piece of information given in the previous discourse.

On the basis of Cruschina’s (2011) two-layered focus hypothesis, this section 
has proposed the alternative analysis to Haegeman’s (2000, 2012) analysis of NI. 
Under the proposed analysis, the use of NI as answers to yes-no questions and 
the lack of the Focus-Presupposition partitioning are naturally accounted for. The 
present proposal, furthermore, makes the following two predictions: (i) English 
NI must meet the adjacency requirement between the negative element at [Spec, 
IFocP] and the inverted auxiliary at the IFoc head; (ii) the polarity emphasis in-
volved in NI shows non-CFoc properties. In connection with the second prediction, 
it is worthwhile mentioning that polarity emphasis is reported to signal that the 
truth of the propositional content is unexpected either for the hearer or in general 
(See Giurgea & Remberger (2012) for the relevant discussion regarding polarity 
fronting phenomena in Romaninan and Sardinian). The next section aims to test 
these two predictions.
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5. Supportive evidence

5.1 Focus-verb adjacency

The first piece of evidence for the unification of NI into fronting operations to IFoc 
comes from the focus-verb adjacency. Since the IFoc element and the raised verb 
must establish a Spec-Head agreement relationship in the IFoc layer, sentences with 
IFoc fronting operations (e.g., emphatic IFoc fronting in Sicilian) must keep to the 
focus-verb adjacency (e.g., (30c), (31c)). The same syntactic condition, however, is 
not imposed on CFoc fronting, and hence the CFoc element can be followed by a 
lower topic element. Therefore, the unification of NI into fronting to IFocP predicts 
that the fronted negative phrase and the inverted auxiliary must be adjacent to 
each other. This prediction can be testified by observing whether the interpolation 
of an adjunct lower topic between the fronted negative quantifier and the fronted 
auxiliary is possible.11

The prediction stated above is confirmed with the contrast in (34).

 (34) a. *Not a single paper, during the vacation, is he going to finish on time. 
    (Haegeman (2012: 49))
  b. ?MY MENTOR, during the summer vacation, John is going to visit.

According to Haegeman, the preposed negative phrase cannot be followed by the 
adjunct lower topic in (34a). On the other hand, my two informants reported that 
the fronted CFoc element can precede the adjunct lower topic in (34b). Crucially, 
they found that (34b) is more acceptable than (34a). This fact corroborates the 
present proposal that the derivation of NI involves fronting a negative expression 
to [Spec, IFocP].

11. It is a well-known observation that a fronted CFoc element cannot precede an argumental 
lower topic in English (Culicover (1991); Haegeman (2012)). The same pattern holds true of NI, 
as shown in (ii), wherein the fronted negative phrase is followed by the argumental lower topic.

 (i) a. This book, to ROBIN I gave.  (Culicover (1991: 36), with slight modifications)
  b. *TO ROBIN, this book, I gave.  (Haegeman (2012: 31), with slight modifications)
 (ii) *Never in my life, beans, will I eat.  (Haegeman (2012: 38))

Thus, the interpolation of an argumental lower topic does not tell the structural difference be-
tween CFoc fronting and IFoc fronting in NI. For this reason, the present study adopts the in-
terpolation of an adjunct lower topic as a diagnostics to explore the difference in the focus-verb 
adjacency between CFoc fronting and IFoc fronting in NI.
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5.2 Non-contrastive use of NI

The second piece of evidence comes from the focus status of the fronted negative 
element in NI. As we have already seen, Spanish QP-fronting does not indicate that 
the fronted QP should be singled out from a discourse set of competing alternatives, 
and the discarded alternative cannot be mentioned explicitly (cf. (13)). It seems that 
this point has not been discussed in the previous studies on NI in English, but my 
two informants reported that it is unnatural to add a negative tag to NI in order 
to indicate an incorrect piece of information given in the previous discourse, as 
shown below:12

 (35) a. {Not a single person / No one} did I meet on the street (# not someone).
  b. Little did I know about javascript (# not a lot).

Thus, the data in (35) will be naturally accounted for if it is assumed that the 
preposed negative element in NI targets IFocP, not CFocP.13

The lack of CFoc readings in NI can be also supported by the examples in (36) 
and (37).14

 (36) [Context] The speaker is watching a huge hippopotamus.
  Never have I seen such a hippopotamus!

 (37) [Context] The author is writing about her impression about a hotel which she 
stayed for five nights.

  I stayed here for 5 nights, and guess what? Never did they change the bed linen!

Intuitively, the NI sentence in (36) expresses the speaker’s on-the-spot emotional 
reaction to a given situation and can be interpreted as “the speaker is surprised 
at the situation in which there exists a (huge) hippopotamus such that she or he 

12. It is reported that certain syntactic objects which denote scarce quantities (e.g., few) also 
appear in NI (See Collins & Postal (2014) for the relevant discussion); my two informants found 
that the syntactic element little, which also denotes scarce quantities, can also occur in NI.

13. It should be noted here that the acceptability of these examples may vary among native speak-
ers of English. I would like to leave open the issue of what factors are involved in the acceptability 
of the occurrence of contrastive tags in NI.

14. Of particular interest here is the fact that a negative adverb like never allows NI, but strongly 
resists CFoc fronting (The following examples are (17b) and (18b) in Veselovská (2011)).

 (i) a. Never will John help you.
  b. *Never John will help you.

This contrast needs independent research and theoretical explanations, but speaks to the distinc-
tion between IFoc fronting operations and CFoc ones.
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has never seen it before.” The NI sentence in (37) seems to work in a similar way. 
In this context, the NI sentence is interpreted as follows: given all the facts and 
assumptions concerning hotel stays available to the author, there is no process 
of reasoning by which the author predicts that there is a possible situation such 
that hotel staff do not change the bed linen for five days. Contrary to this author’s 
expectation, she actually experienced such an unexpected situation in the real 
world. Under this type of author’s evaluative interpretation, the NI sentence can 
be used to introduce a surprising statement in the event-reporting context after 
the sentence-focus wh-question.15 This type of interpretation related to polarity 
emphasis will be understood as an instance of scalar focus, which signals that a 
proposition p is something not expected in the context, or assumed by the speaker 
to be unexpected for the hearer (Giurgea & Remberger (2012: 21); see also Krifka 
(2007)).16 The scalar effect is not typical of CFoc, because it primarily functions 
to correct an incorrect piece of information introduced in the previous discourse.

To summarize, the impossibility of adding contrastive tags to NI and the scalar 
focus interpretation will support the present proposal that NI should be reduced 
to fronting to IFoc.

6. Conclusion

Within the cartographic framework, it has been argued that NI in English is derived 
by satisfying the NEG criterion (i.e. the Spec-Head agreement relationship between 
a negative element at [Spec, FocP] and an inverted auxiliary) (Haegeman (2000, 
2012)). This paper has reviewed Haegeman’s criterial approach to NI, pointing out 
empirical and conceptual problems with it concerning the information-structural 
semantics of NI (i.e. the lack of the Focus-Presupposition partitioning). In order 
to overcome the relevant problems, adopting Cruschina’s (2011) two-layered fo-
cus hypothesis, this study has argued that NI in English targets IFocP and satisfies 

15. One may wonder whether Spanish QP fronting can be uttered in sentence-focus contexts. 
This issue needs further examination, but interested readers are referred to Jiménez-Fernández 
(2015), according to which QP-fronting is compatible with sentence-focus.

16. The scalar effect of NI is different from the exclamative illocutionally force because wh-ex-
clamatives cannot be used in the event/news-reporting context (Castroviejo-Miró (2008)).

 (i) a. I’ve got some news / you’re going to love this / check this out: Pau is very tall.
  b. I’ve got some news / you’re going to love this / check this out: # How tall Pau is! 
    (Castroviejo-Miró (2008: 51))

The unacceptable status of the wh-exclamative in (ib) suggests that the propositional content of 
wh-exclamatives is presupposed (see also Zanuttini & Portner (2003)).
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the IFOCUS criterion. As a result, the fronted negative phrase at [Spec, IFocP] 
signals (non-contrastive) polarity emphasis; the fronted negative element and the 
rest of the sentence constitute a unified assertive unit. By virtue of polarity em-
phasis, NI conveys the speaker’s strong commitment to the negative assertion. 
Furthermore, the pragmatic function of polarity emphasis in NI is not concerned 
with that of CFoc fronting (i.e. the correction of a previously-mentioned assump-
tion or presupposition).

The present proposal has the following two consequences. First, it maintains 
Haegeman’s core idea that NI utilizes FocP. Second, the conceptual and empir-
ical problem that polarity emphasis involved in NI does not contribute to the 
Focus-Presupposition articulation is solved under the assumption that NI is uni-
fied into fronting to IFocP in Cruschina’s (2011) sense. This unification implies 
that the emphatic nature of NI has its origin in fronting to IFoc, which serves to 
realize polarity emphasis and to keep assertive the rest of the propositional content.
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Chapter 4

Invariant die and adverbial resumption 
in the Ghent dialect

Karen De Clercq and Liliane Haegeman
Ghent University

This chapter focusses on the apparent V3 pattern in (1), which is salient with 
some speakers of the Ghent dialect: an initial adverbial constituent in the root 
clause, vroeger (‘formerly’), is separated from the finite verb by an optional ‘pleo-
nastic’ (Vanacker 1980) element, die. The element die has no impact on the truth 
value of the proposition it introduces.

(1) c4-q1aVroeger, (die) bakten wij vier soorten brood
  Formerly (die) baked we four sorts bread

   ‘We used to bake four kinds of bread.’  (Gijzenzele 0.28) (Vanacker 1980: 76)

The chapter focusses on the distribution of resumptive constituents in Standard 
Dutch and in the Ghent dialect, comparing Ghent resumptive die with alterna-
tive adverbial resumptives in the Ghent dialect and with the corresponding StD 
resumptives. A first analysis is based on the Poletto/Wolfe V2 typology, which 
proposes that the Germanic languages are characterised by a Force-V2 require-
ment, meaning that the finite verb moves to Force, via Fin. We argue – in line 
with the literature – that the resumptive adverbial dan in StD and the Ghent 
dialect is phrasal, it merges TP-internally, moves via SpecFinP to SpecForceP 
and satisfies the Force V2-constraint. A constituent preceding resumptive dan is 
clause-external. In contrast, resumptive die in the Ghent dialect is a head which 
spells out Force. Because Force is spelt out by die, the finite verb halts in Fin. The 
final part of the chapter speculates on an alternative analysis in terms of a fully 
articulated left periphery in which die is a variant of Force that is specifically in-
volved in the indirect satisfaction of LP criteria on Top and Foc.

Keywords: Ghent dialect, adverbial resumptive die, V2 typology, force,  
left periphery, LP criteria
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1. Scope and goals of the chapter

1.1 The V2 constraint

It is generally accepted that Standard Dutch (StD) and its dialects are bona fide Verb 
Second (V2) languages, meaning that in root clauses the finite verb is preceded by 
exactly one constituent. The V2 pattern is illustrated in (1): in the grammatical 
(1a), the finite auxiliary heeft (‘has’) is preceded by the direct object zijn wagen 
(‘his car’). (1b) and (1c) are ungrammatical because the finite verb is preceded by 
two constituents. At first sight, (1d) might also seem to be a violation of the V2 
constraint because the finite verb heeft (‘has’) is preceded by two constituents: the 
participle verkocht (‘sold’) and the object zijn wagen (‘his car’), but the example is in 
line with the V2 constraint because the string zijn wagen verkocht can be analysed 
as one constituent, a (possibly extended) projection of V.

(1) a. [Zijn wagen] heeft Jan gisteren verkocht.
   his car has Jan yesterday sold

   ‘His car, Jan sold yesterday.’
   b. *[Zijn wagen] [Jan] heeft gisteren verkocht.
   his car Jan has yesterday sold
   c. *[Zijn wagen] [gisteren] heeft Jan verkocht.
   his car yesterday has Jan sold
   d. [Zijn wagen verkocht] heeft Jan niet.
   his car sold has Jan not

   ‘Sell his car, John did not.’

In (2), the initial constituent in the V2 configuration is an adjunct:

(2) a. Gisteren heeft Jan zijn wagen verkocht.
   yesterday has Jan his car sold

   ‘Yesterday Jan sold his car.’
   b. Misschien heeft Jan zijn wagen verkocht.
   maybe has Jan his car sold

   ‘Perhaps Jan sold his car.’
   c. Toen hij in Gent was, heeft Jan zijn wagen verkocht.
   when-3sg-he in Ghent was has Jan his car sold

   ‘When he was in Ghent, Jan sold his car.’

However, in spite of being a V2 language, StD and the dialects display V2 ‘trans-
gressions’ (Catasso 2015), i.e. patterns that seem to fall short of the V2 condition. 
In this chapter, we focus on one such pattern, labelled ‘resumptive V3’.1

1. For additional illustrations of non-resumptive patterns that violate the V2 pattern, see among 
many others, Haegeman & Greco (2018a,b) on West Flemish and Meinunger (2004) on German.
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1.2 Resumptive V3

In resumptive V3 patterns, the finite verb is preceded by two elements: a ‘dislocated’ 
phrasal constituent which is itself followed by a resumptive element, a demonstra-
tive that is anaphorically dependent on the left-adjacent constituent. The initial 
constituent may be an argument (1.2.1) of the predicate, a pattern which we refer 
to as argument resumption, or an adverbial element (1.2.2).

1.2.1 Argument resumption
Argument resumption is illustrated in the StD (3). In these examples, the finite verb 
in a linearly third position is preceded by a ‘dislocated’ phrasal constituent which is 
followed by a resumptive element, a demonstrative which is anaphorically depend-
ent on the left adjacent constituent. For instance, in (3a) the dislocated non-neuter 
direct object DP, Jan, is followed by die, which corresponds to the StD demonstra-
tive pronoun and looks at first sight as if it is also a resumptive element. In (3b), an 
initial neuter argument dat boek (‘that book’) is resumed by the neuter resumptive 
demonstrative dat. In (3c), the initial constituent is the PP over taalkunde (‘about 
linguistics’); it is resumed by the R-pronoun daar (‘there’) (Van Riemsdijk 1978; 
Koopman 2000, 2010; Noonan 2017), the complement of a stranded preposition, 
over (‘about’). In (3d), finally, the initial embedded clause is resumed by the neuter 
demonstrative dat (‘that’).

(3) a. Jan die kende ik niet.
   Jan that knew I not
   b. Dat boek dat kende ik niet.
   that book that knew I not
   c. Over taalkunde, daar kan ik niet over praten.
   about linguistics, there can I not about talk
   d. Dat hij in Gent woont, dat wist ik niet.
   that he in Ghent lives, that knew I not

In the literature, the pattern in (3) is usually labelled Contrastive Left Dislocation 
(abbreviated as CLD), though a contrastive interpretation is not necessarily pres-
ent for all speakers (cf. Broekhuis & Corver 2016; De Vries 2009 for insightful 
recent discussion). There is a considerable literature on the derivation of resump-
tive V3 patterns in the Germanic languages (Broekhuis & Corver 2016 for Dutch; 
Holmberg 2015, for Scandinavian, and the references cited in these works), which 
we cannot hope to summarize or evaluate here. The debate concerns a.o. the status 
of the resumptive constituent and how it is related to the initial constituent, the 
first merge position of the resumptive constituent, that of the first constituent etc. 
Most discussions also take into consideration the alternative resumptive patterns 
illustrated in (4), in which a matching pronominal resumptive element occupies a 
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TP-internal position. In the literature, the latter pattern is sometimes referred to as 
Hanging Topic Left Dislocation (Cinque 1977, 1990, for Scandinavian Holmberg 
(2020), for Dutch specifically: De Vries 2009, and Broekhuis & Corver 2016: 1691).

(4) a. Jan ik ken hem niet.
   Jan I know him not
   b. Dat boek ik kende dat niet.
   that book I knew that not
   c. Taalkunde, ik kan daar /er niet over meepraten.
   linguistics, I can there   not about with-talk

Predicates can also be associated with resumptive elements, (5) provides some ex-
amples. As can be seen by these examples, the appropriate resumptive demonstra-
tive for predicative elements is always the neuter demonstrative dat, whether this 
be with an AP (5a), a DP (5b) or a VP (5c) predicative element. Note in particular 
that the resumptive in (5b) does not match the gender of the initial constituent, een 
knappe dame (‘a smart lady’) being a feminine noun phrase. For early discussion of 
the use of dat see Rullman & Zwart (1996).

(5) a. Slim dat is ze wel.
   clever that is she part
   b. Een knappe dame, dat is ze wel.
   A smart lady, that is she well
   c. Hard werken, dat doen ze niet.
   hard work, that do they not

We will set aside resumptive patterns with initial predicates for future study as these 
introduce a number of complications that would lead us too far.

1.2.2 Adverbial resumption
In the resumptive V3 patterns in (3), the resumed constituent corresponds to an 
argument of the predicate in the associated clause: in (3a) and in (3b), for instance, 
the initial constituent corresponds to the direct object of the lexical verb kennen 
(‘know’).

The resumptive pattern in (6) also linearly violates the V2 constraint. In these 
examples, the constituent left-adjacent to the resumptive constituent, here an ad-
verb, does not correspond to an argument of the associated clause but rather to an 
adjunct. In (6a) the initial constituent is a place adjunct in Gent (‘In Ghent’), in (6b) 
it is the temporal adjunct volgende vrijdag (‘next Friday’), in (6c) it is the temporal 
adjunct vorige week (‘last week’). As can be seen, the choice of the resumptive ad-
verb (daar (‘there’), dan (‘then’), toen (‘then’)) co-varies with the dislocated adjunct.
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(6) a. In Gent, daar kan je lekker eten.
   in Ghent, there can you well eat

   ‘You eat well in Ghent.’
   b. Volgende vrijdag dan komt ze terug.
   next Friday then comes she back

   ‘Next Friday she’ll be back.’
   c. Vorige week toen was ze er niet.
   last week then was she there not

   ‘Last week she wasn’t there.’

For StD, Zwart (1997); Hoekstra (1999) and Broekhuis & Corver (2016: 1134) an-
alyse the patterns with a dislocated adjunct in (6) as the adverbial variant of CLD 
in (3). Linearly, the resumptive patterns in (6) again constitute V2-transgressions. 
Nevertheless, it has been noted in the literature that the availability of precisely 
this adverbial resumptive pattern seems to have a remarkable correlation with the 
V2 property. Meklenborg (2020) observes, for instance, that in the older stages 
of Romance languages with a V2 grammar such as Old French (Vance 1997; van 
Reenen & Schøsler 2000; Ferraresi & Goldbach 2003; Salvesen 2013; Wolfe 2015a), 
Old Florentine (Poletto 2014), Old Neapolitan (Ledgeway 2008), Old Perugian 
(Ledgeway 2008), and Old Sicilian (Wolfe 2015a), the use of a resumptive particle si/
sì was attested (see a.o. Vanelli et al. (1985); Salvi (2004); Benincà (2006); Ledgeway 
(2012); Wolfe (2015a)). (7) illustrates Old French.

(7) Quant Erec l’ ot, si l’ an mercie.
  when Erec it.Cl heard si him.CL of-it thanks

  ‘When Eric heard that, he thanked him.’
   OFr, ErecKu, p.5f, v.1286 (Meklenborg 2020: 104)

By and large, adverbial resumption or adverbial V3 is absent from non V2 languages.

1.3 Resumption in the Ghent dialect

This chapter focusses on a specific instantiation of adverbial resumption in the 
Ghent dialect in which an adverbial adjunct is reprised by what looks like an in-
variant demonstrative pronominal die.

Our research is based on two transcribed recordings dating from the 1960s 
(Leemans 1966; Van Hoe 1981), supplemented with anecdotal data collected by the 
authors, as well as on consultation of native speakers and on elicitation by means 
of a questionnaire survey of native speakers.

The pattern will be illustrated in full in Section 1.3.2 but before doing so we 
briefly set a wider perspective by introducing the Ghent varieties of CLD.
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1.3.1 Nominal CLD
By the term ‘nominal CLD’ we refer to resumptive strategies mainly involving 
nominal arguments. The label is an approximation and has no theoretical content. 
The Ghent dialect displays two varieties of nominal CLD, which we provisionally 
label CLD1 and CLD2. Both patterns are root phenomena. We will not explore 
argument CLD in detail, and there are several aspects of the patterns which at the 
moment we do not understand. We also will not consider resumption of predicate 
elements, as in (5).

In CLD1, illustrated in (8a), the resumptive den dienen (lit: ‘the that’) is a 
referential demonstrative: it consists of a combination of the masculine singular 
form of the definite determiner den (‘the’) and the masculine singular form of the 
demonstrative dienen (‘that’). This combination corresponds to the referentially 
independent use of the demonstrative (8b). The resumptive constituent in (8a) 
matches the left-adjacent dislocated constituent for gender and number: masculine 
singular den dienen (‘the that’) alternates with feminine singular and plural de die; 
it also alternates with neuter singular dat (‘that’) (8c).

(8) a. Maar Potter, den dienen is al wa te(g)engekomen ze,
   but Potter the die-infl is already something across come part

   ‘but things have already happened to Potter, you know’. 
    (Van Hoe, Melle, II: 59)

   b. Maar den dienen is al wa te(g)engekomen ze,
   but the die-infl is already something across come part

   ‘Things have already happened to him, you know’.
   c. en da(t) schoolken, da(t) was een beetsen te klein geworden
   and that school.dim dat was a little too small become

   ‘And that little school had become a little too small.’ 
    (Van Hoe, Melle, I: 11)

Though we have not done a statistical corpus analysis, it is our impression that CLD2, 
illustrated in (9), represents the majority of CLD instances in our corpus. This pat-
tern features a ‘short’ form of the demonstrative, die; there is no gender or number 
matching with the left-adjacent nominal constituent: even with a neuter initial con-
stituent, the formative die, rather than dat, is used (9b, c). In this respect, the Ghent 
dialect differs from many other Dutch varieties, which maintain gender matching.2

2. c4-fn2Our informant graded (9c) with a score 6/7 on a 7-point Likert scale and signaled that die could 
be replaced by dat. (i), in which the initial constituent is picked up by neuter dat, should probably 
be taken as an instantiation of CLD1, i.e. with dat as the neuter variant of den dienen (cf. (8c)).

(i) Speltbrood dat koop ik enkel in het weekend.
  spelt bread dat buy I only at the weekend  (CM, 14.09.2015)
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(9) a. E, mijnheer van de bureau die had naar de bank geweest
   e, sir of the office die had to the bank been

   ‘And the boss had been to the bank.’  (Leemans, Ghent, I, p. 3)
   b. dat geld die gingd’ in een dink,
   that money die went into a thing

   ‘the money went into a thing’  (Leemans, Ghent, II: p 8)
   c. Speltbrood die koop ik enkel in het weekend.
   spelt bread die buy I only at the weekend  (CM, 14.9.2015)

1.3.2 Adverbial resumption
The Ghent dialect also displays the ‘adverbial’ resumption illustrated for StD in 
Section 1.2.2. In the attested (10), a sentence-initial dislocated adjunct is resumed 
by a left-adjacent adverbial (tons ‘then’, daar ‘there’) (cf. Hoekstra 1999; Broekhuis 
& Corver 2016: 1134). The resumptive element matches the dislocated constituent: 
tons (‘then’) and dan (‘then’) are temporal/conditional adverbs and in the corpus 
example (10a) and the attested (10b) they resume a conditional/temporal adverbial 
clause; daar (‘there’) is a locative adverb, in the corpus example (10c) it matches a 
locative dislocated PP in ding in Oedelem (‘in thingy in Oedelem’).

(10) a. Os ge moet beginnen / u(w) stokken za(ge)n, en beginnen rond
   if you must start   your sticks saw and begin round

maken/ en u(w) (h)oor(n)s beginnen za(ge)n/ tons + en  
make and your horns begin saw tons en can=you
kunder nie(t) komen.
-there not come  (Van Hoe, Melle Corpus : III 98)

   

   b. Als de zon zo begint binnen te zitten dan wordt het
   when the sun so begins inside to sit dan becomes it

echt warm.
really hot  (Peggy, Ghent female, 1968, 07.05.2018)

  

   c. In ding in Oedelem, daar zate(n) m(e) in de slag.
   in thingy in Oedelem, daar sat we in the battle

   ‘In Oedelem we were caught in the fighting’ 
    (Van Hoe Melle Corpus III: 76)

The Ghent variety displays an additional pattern of adverbial resumption which 
sets it apart from the other Flemish and Dutch varieties and which is illustrated 
in (11a). In this example, an adverbial adjunct volgende vrijdag (‘next Friday’) is 
left-adjacent to what looks like a demonstrative pronoun die and the finite verb. 
At first sight, die seems to have the same function as the resumptive adverb tons 
(‘then’) in the resumption pattern in (10a) or as the resumptive adverb dan (‘then’) 
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in the StD adverbial resumption pattern in (6b), repeated here for convenience in 
(11b). In (11b), StD dan cannot be replaced by die.

(11) a. Volgende vrijdag die komt ze terug.  Ghent
   next Friday die comes she back  
   b. Volgende vrijdag dan/*die komt ze terug.  StD
   next Friday dan/die comes she back  

The resumptive pattern with die is a root phenomenon.3 In this use die is invariant, 
it does not alternate with dat (see (67) in Section 4.4.1 for discussion). We label this 
use of die as ‘invariant die’. Invariant die does not only appear right-adjacent to a 
temporal adjunct (as in (11a)): it can follow a range of other dislocated adjuncts. 
(12) provides some examples: in (12a), the constituent left-adjacent to invariant die 
is a temporal adjunct, in (12b), it is a conditional adjunct, in (12c), it is a locative 
adjunct, in (12d), it is a goal adjunct, in (12e), it is a causal adjunct, in (12f) the 
constituent left-adjacent to die is a result adjunct:

(12) a. Vroeger, die bakten wij vier soorten brood.
   before die baked we four kinds bread

   ‘We used to bake four kinds of bread.’ 
    (Gijzenzele 0.28) (Vanacker 1980: 76)

   b. Os ‘t nodig is, die kunder u nog bij zetten.
   if it necessary is die can you still with sit

   ‘If it’s necessary, you can still come and sit with us.’ 
    (Evergem: I. 200) (Vanacker 1980: 76)

   c. Bij Arsène die hebben ze zo niet vele waar.
   with Arsène die have they so not much part

   ‘At Arsène’s, they don’t have so many of these, is it? 
    (Leemans Ghent Corpus I, 30, 23)

   d. Voor ulder hout te klieven die (h))adde(n) ze (h)ulder kliefmes.
   for their wood to cleave die had they their cleave.knife

   ‘To cleave the wood they used their cleaving knive.’ 
    (Oostakker.I.202; Vanacker 1980: 76)

3. (i) is attested in other informal spoken varieties of Flemish. Our Ghent recordings contain 
no embedded occurrences of die resumption and our informant CM explicitly pointed out that 
she rejects die dat sequences:

(i) Ik vind die da zaterdag te laat is
  I find die that Saturday too late is

  ‘I think Saturday is too late.’  (Vet, AS, 22.11.2000 telephone conversation)

We will therefore not examine these examples here.
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   e. Doordat er iets verkeerd gelopen is die is die
   because there something wrong   went die is that

beschrijving verloren gegaan.
description lost gone

   ‘Because something went wrong, the description has been lost.’ 
    (FM, 09.12.2009)

   f. Bijgevolg die moet da zu rap meu(ge)lijk dervan
   consequently die must that so quick possible there.of

verwijderd wor(d)en
removed be

   ‘Consequently, that has to be removed as quickly as possible.’ 
    (St. Martens-Latem I.239; Vanacker 1980: 76)

The analogues of (12) in which die is used as a resumptive element for the initial ad-
junct would be strongly ungrammatical in other varieties of Dutch, including StD.

1.4 Goals

This chapter focusses on adverbial die resumption in the Ghent dialect illustrated 
in (11a)–(12) and compares the pattern with StD adverbial CLD in (6) and in (11b) 
and with Ghent adverbial resumption in (10). Where relevant to the discussion, we 
will also occasionally refer to argument resumption in StD (3) and in the Ghent 
dialect (8) and (9), though this will not be the core focus of our chapter.

The first part of the chapter inventorizes the empirical facts. In the second part, 
we elaborate a formal syntactic analysis.

Section 2 first introduces Meklenborg’s distinction between specialized re-
sumptives and generalized resumptives. The distinction refers to the matching re-
strictions, i.e. the restrictions imposed on the choice of resumptive element by the 
left-adjacent constituent. At first sight, on the basis of the criteria developed there, 
invariant die in the Ghent dialect functions as a generalized resumptive.

Section 3 inventorizes the properties of adverbial die resumption in the Ghent 
dialect, i.e. configurations in which die is found right-adjacent to an adverbial con-
stituent, though we will also occasionally touch upon patterns in which invariant 
die is right-adjacent to an argument constituent. We will systematically compare the 
properties of invariant die, by hypothesis a generalized resumptive, with those of the 
specialized adverbial resumptives in StD and in the Ghent dialect. Exploring these 
properties, we will formulate some initial hypotheses of how the observed contrasts 
between the two types of resumption correlate with their syntactic representation.

Section 4 develops the cartographic analysis of die resumption. The proposed 
analysis further explores the concept of indirect satisfaction of the criteria associated 
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with left-peripheral heads as first proposed in Rizzi & Shlonsky (2006, 2007) and 
developed in Haegeman & Danckaert (2017). Crucially, it relies on the idea that a 
left-peripheral head may be featurally enriched and that the enrichment allows the 
satisfaction of a lower head.

2. Adverbial resumption: Specialized resumption 
vs. generalized resumption

2.1 Specialized resumptives

The patterns of adverbial resumption in the Ghent variety which we introduced 
in Section 1.3.2 reflect the distinction between specialized resumptives and gen-
eralized resumptives (Meklenborg 2020). This contrast has also been discussed in 
work by a.o. Eide & Sollid (2007), Sollid & Eide (2007), Nordström (2010), Eide 
(2011, Holmberg (2015, to appear) and Meklenborg (2020). StD (6) and Ghent (10) 
illustrate specialized resumptives and Ghent (11a) and (12) illustrate generalized 
resumptives.

With specialized resumptives, i.e. StD (6) and Ghent (10), the constituent func-
tioning as the resumptive is a regular adverb which has retained its full original 
adverbial meaning (and – we speculate – function), i.e. it has the semantics of its 
non-resumptive adverbial use, and interpretively the resumptive adverbial matches 
the initial constituent. The specialized nature of the resumptive is clear from the 
StD data: the choice of the resumptive element co-varies with the semantics of 
the initial constituent. StD deploys the locative adverb daar (‘there’), the manner 
adverb zo (‘so’), the temporal adverbs, dan (‘then’) and toen (‘then’). Temporal re-
sumptive adverbs ((6b) and (6c)) show additional specialization: dan (‘then’) is used 
for future/conditional contexts, toen (‘then’) is reserved for past time contexts; this 
difference is replicated in the resumptive use. Specialization is also illustrated in 
the Ghent examples in (10): temporal tons (‘then’) matches a dislocated temporal 
adjunct and locative daar (‘there’) matches a dislocated locative adjunct.

The specialized resumptives right-adjacent to adverbial constituents are ad-
verbs which can be used independently without overt left peripheral antecedent: 
for instance, StD dan (‘then’), toen (‘then’), daar (‘there’) and zo (‘so’) can be used 
in a regular V2 clause, either in initial position (13) or in mid-position (14). Given 
their demonstrative/deictic meaning they are anaphoric with an accessible ante-
cedent in the discourse.
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(13) a. Daar kan je lekker eten.
   daar can you well eat

   ‘You eat well there.’
   b. Dan kan je ze bezoeken.
   dan can you them visit

   ‘You can visit them then.’
   c. Toen merkte ik dat ik mijn laptop vergeten was.
   toen noticed I that I my laptop forgotten was

(14) a. Je kan daar lekker eten.
   you can daar well eat

   ‘You eat well there.’
   b. Je kan ze dan bezoeken.
   you can them dan visit

   ‘You can visit them then.’
   c. Ik merkte toen dat ik mijn laptop vergeten was.
   I noticed toen that I my laptop forgotten was

Specialized resumption is widely attested. (15), based on Meklenborg (2020: 96), 
illustrates the pattern in a sample of Germanic languages which all can deploy a 
specialized adverb, the equivalent of English then, to resume an initial temporal 
adverbial clause.

(15) a. Hvis du er sein i morgen, da kommer du til å angre.  
   if you are late tomorrow, da come you to regret it  Norwegian
   b. Om du är sen imorgon, då kommer du att ångra dig.  
   if you are late tomorrow, da come you to regret it  Swedish
   c. Hvis du kommer for sent i morgen, ?da vil du komme til at fortryde det.
   if you are late tomorrow, da will you come to regret it

 Danish
   d. Wenn du morgen zu spät kommst, dann wird dir das Leid tun.
   if you tomorrow too late come, dann will to you that regret

 German
   d. As jy more laat is, dan sal jy jammer wees.  
   if you tomorrow late is, dan will you sorry be  Afrikaans

While Meklenborg (2020) only discusses adverbial resumption, we can extend her 
notion of specialized resumption to the StD CLD patterns in (3) and to the Ghent 
CLD1 data in (8) because in such patterns too, the dislocated constituent is resumed 
by a right-adjacent matching resumptive: for instance, in Ghent CLD1 the ‘strong’ 
demonstrative resumptive den dienen matches the dislocated constituent for gender 
and number.
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2.2 Generalized resumptives

Generalized resumptives differ from the specialized resumptives illustrated in 
Section 2.1.1 in that, possibly as a result of semantic bleaching, they have become 
compatible with a wider range of initial constituents. One example that has re-
ceived a lot of attention is the Mainland Scandinavian resumptive så (‘so’) in (16), 
cf. Nordström (2010); Eide (2011); (16) should be compared with the specialized 
resumptive pattern in (15a–c) (cf. Nordström (2010: 48, her (10)) and Meklenborg 
(2020: 96)).

(16) a. Hvis du er sein i morgen, så kommer du til å angre.  
   if you are late tomorrow, så come you to regret it  Norwegian
   b. Om du är sen imorgon, så kommer du att ångra dig.  
   if you are late tomorrow, så come you to regret it  Swedish
   c. Hvis du kommer for sent i morgen, så vil du komme til at fortryde det.
   if you are late tomorrow, så will you come to regret it

 Danish

As illustrated in (12), the Ghent dialect can deploy an invariant form, die, to resume 
a wide range of dislocated adjuncts: a temporal adjunct (12a), a conditional adjunct 
(12b), a locative adjunct (12c), a goal adjunct (12d), a causal adjunct (12e), a result 
adjunct (12f). Our tentative hypothesis at this point is that Ghent invariant die is 
also a generalized resumptive. Pursuing this line of thinking, CLD2 in the Ghent 
dialect could also be categorized as an instance of ‘generalized’ resumption because, 
differently from CLD1, there is, for instance, no gender or number matching be-
tween the element die preceding the finite verb and the left adjacent constituent 
(see also Section 3.3.3 for additional discussion).

2.3 Specialized vs. generalized resumptives

Our discussion of the distinction between specialized and generalized resumptives 
is perhaps slightly misleading because it might be taken to imply that specialized 
resumptives and generalized resumptives are syntactically equivalent and that they 
constitute interchangeable alternatives merely differing in terms of their degree 
of semantic specification and the corresponding range of constituents they can 
resume, as schematized in (17a):

 (17) a. Da jeg kom hjem, da var jeg sliten.
så

when I came home was I tired
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While this would be a theoretical possibility, it remains an empirical question to 
what extent the generalized resumptive and the specialized resumptive are syn-
tactically equivalent. It is also possible that the differentiation in semantics and 
in the matching restriction with respect to the constituent left-adjacent to the re-
sumptive correlates with underlying syntactic differences. One diagnostic for the 
full equivalence of the generalized resumptive and the specialized resumptive as 
depicted in (17a) is to assess whether they are in complementary distribution. For 
the Norwegian pattern in (16a) the answer is negative: the specialized resumptive 
may co-occur with the generalized resumptive, and their relative order is fixed, as 
shown in (17b) and (17c).4 The same holds for Swedish så (16b), as demonstrated 
in Nordström (2010: 48, her (10)).5

(17) b. Da jeg kom hjem, da så var jeg sliten.
   when I came home da temporal så general was I tired
   c. *Da jeg kom hjem, så da var jeg sliten. 5
   when I came home så general da temporal was I tired

Ghent invariant die can also be immediately preceded by a specialized resumptive, 
as shown in the attested (18). Again, the order is fixed, the invariant die follows the 
specialized resumptive.

(18) a. Als ge spreekt dan die kunde da.
   when you speak dan die can you that

   ‘If you speak, then you can do that.’  (attested example, BV, August 2017)
   b. Maar e wel ja in Sint Kruis /, daar die … die (h)e(bben)
   but part part part in Sint Kruis/ there die   die have

me d(e) ee(r)ste Duitse tons+ gezien.
we the first Germans tons seen

   ‘but, well, in Sint Kruis we saw the first Germans’  (Van Hoe III: page 7)

That a generalized resumptive can co-occur with a specialized resumptive is clear 
evidence that the two items, though to some extent functionally similar, must be 
differentiated in the syntax.

We will investigate the use of invariant die in the Ghent dialect and compare 
it with that of specialized adverbial resumptives. Using a series of distributional 
and interpretive diagnostics, we first aim to present a survey of the similarities and 
differences between the specialized and the generalized resumptive. The diagnostics 

4. Thanks to Terje Lohndal for judgements.

5. But see Sollid & Eide (2007: 17) for Finland Swedish.
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will shed light on to the nature of the resumptive constituent, and its relationship 
with the left-adjacent constituent. In particular, the evidence is expected to point to 
the constituent left-adjacent to the resumptive being either clause-external (in the 
sense of Astruc-Aguilera 2005; Broekhuis & Corver 2016: 1133–1134; Haegeman 
& Greco 2018a, b) or being part of the root V2 clause and it may reveal whether the 
resumptive has phrasal or head status. These findings obviously have ramifications 
for the derivation of the adverbial resumptive patterns.

While concentrating on adverbial resumption, we will also return at some 
places to the argument CLD2 pattern because a comparison with this pattern sheds 
additional light on the nature of generalized resumption. Based on the diagnostics 
in Section 3, we elaborate a cartographic analysis of Ghent invariant die in Section 4.

3. Invariant die in the Ghent dialect

3.1 The initial adverbial constituent

3.1.1 Categorial features
As shown in the Ghent examples in (11a) and (12), the adverbial constituent left- 
adjacent to invariant die may instantiate a range of syntactic categories: it can be 
a nominal phrase (11a), an adverbial phrase (12a,f), a prepositional phrase (12c), 
a finite clause (12b,e), a non-finite clause (12d) etc. In this respect, the pattern is 
no different from that found with the specialized – i.e. semantically matched – re-
sumptive: in the latter pattern too, semantic matching of the adverbial resumptive 
does not entail categorial matching. For instance, the StD temporal resumptive toen 
(‘then’) can resume a left-adjacent adverbial clause as in (19a), it can resume a PP, 
as in (19b), it can resume a nominal constituent (19c), or a temporal adverb (19d).

(19) a. Toen ik thuiskwam, toen merkte ik dat ik mijn laptop vergeten was.
   toen I home-came toen noticed I that I my laptop forgotten was
   b. Bij zijn aankomst, toen merkte hij dat hij zijn laptop
   upon his arrival toen noticed he that he his laptop

vergeten was.
forgotten was

   c. Vorige week, toen merkte hij dat hij zijn laptop vergeten was.
   last week toen noticed he that he his laptop forgotten was
   d. Even later, toen merkte hij dat hij zijn laptop vergeten was.
   sometime later toen noticed he that he his laptop forgotten was
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3.1.2 Optionality
In all examples of adverbial resumption illustrated so far, those with a specialized 
resumptive as well as those with invariant die, the initial adverbial constituent is 
not related to a thematic role assigned by the predicate and as such it is ‘optional’ in 
relation to the clause, as is the corresponding resumptive. Optionality entails that 
the relevant constituents can be omitted, possibly entailing some further modifi-
cations. Three scenarios are briefly looked at here: (i) omission of the resumptive 
as well as the left-adjacent adjunct, (ii) retention of the resumptive and omission 
of the left-adjacent adjunct, (iii) omission of the resumptive element and retention 
of the left-adjacent adjunct.

i. Omission of both the resumptive and the left-adjacent adjunct
Because of the V2 constraint, the simultaneous omission of the resumptive 
and the left-adjacent adjunct would lead to a change of word order. (20a) and 
(20b) rephrase the StD examples in (19) leaving out the initial constituent and 
its specialized resumptive. (20c) rephrases the Ghent example (11a), leaving out 
invariant die and the left-adjacent adjunct. In each case, to satisfy the V2 con-
straint, the finite verb is now preceded by another constituent, here the subject.

(20) a. Ik merkte dat ik mijn laptop vergeten was.
   I noticed that I my laptop forgotten was
   b. Hij merkte dat hij zijn laptop vergeten was.
   he noticed that he his laptop forgotten was
   c. Ze komt terug.
   she comes back

ii. Omission of the initial adverbial constituent with retention of the resumptive
As the specialized resumptive is itself a contentful adverb, the presence of 
an immediately preceding matching constituent is not required. The exam-
ples in (21) will be licit as long as there is an accessible contextual anteced-
ent for the demonstrative adverbs daar (‘there’), dan (‘then’) and toen (‘then’). 
Specialized resumptives in the Ghent dialect can thus appear as independent 
sentence-initial adverbial adjuncts. Incidentally, in (21) these adverbs also sat-
isfy the V2 constraint.

(21) a. Daar kan je lekker eten.
   there can you well eat

   ‘You eat well there.’
   b. Dan komt ze terug.
   then comes she back
   c. Toen was ze er niet.
   then was she there not
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However, in the Ghent dialect, omission of the constituent left-adjacent to in-
variant die is not possible. This restriction was identified in Vanacker (1980: 77) 
and is labelled an ‘antecedent requirement’ in De Clercq & Haegeman (2018). 
The requirement is confirmed both by our corpora, in which all occurrences 
of invariant die are immediately preceded by an adverbial constituent, and by 
our informants who consider the exchange in (22) unacceptable. In spite of 
the fact that utterance (22A) would supply a plausible contextual antecedent 
(‘because Myriam takes care of the cats tomorrow’), the continuation in (22B) 
is not acceptable.6

(22) A: Myriam komt morgen voor de katten zorgen.
Myriam comes tomorrow for the cats care
‘Myriam will take care of the cats tomorrow.’

  B: *Die kunnen we met een gerust hart naar de cinema gaan.
Die can we with a peaceful heart to the movies go
 (19 22 30 40 51) 6

The difference between the specialized resumptive pattern and the general-
ized resumptive pattern uncovered here is a first indication that the contrast 
between specialized resumptive and generalized resumptive correlates with 
additional differences and it implies that Zwart’s (1997) assimilation of the two 
patterns, to be further discussed in Section 3.2, is untenable. In later sections, 
additional differences will come to light.

iii. Omission of the resumptive
Finally, the specialized resumptive or the generalized resumptive itself can be 
freely omitted without change in word order and without loss of grammatical-
ity: (23a) illustrates omission of the StD specialized resumptive toen (‘then’), 
(23b) illustrates omission of the Ghent specialized resumptive tons (‘then’) and 
(23c) illustrates omission of invariant die:

(23) a. Toen ik thuiskwam, (toen) merkte ik dat ik mijn laptop
   toen I home-came, (toen) noticed I that I my laptop

vergeten was.
forgotten was

6. 12 informants from Ghent, who confirmed that they were users of the die pattern, have 
participated in our survey. Each informant rated 52 sentences containing die on a 5-point Likert 
scale, with 1 being unacceptable and 5 being fully acceptable. For every test sentence that we use 
we report how many of our informants gave a particular score: 19 means that 9 informants con-
sidered the sentence unacceptable and gave it score 1. If informants gave 3, 4 or 5, we considered 
the sentence acceptable.

Some sentences were only judged by one or two speakers. In that case, the same 5-point 
Likert scale was used and the score per informant is indicated as for instance 3/5, if a 3 was given 
for a particular sentence.
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   b. Os ge moet beginnen / u(w) stokken za(ge)n, en beginnen
   if you must start   your sticks saw and begin

rond maken/ en u(w) (h)oor(n)s beginnen za(ge)n/ (tons) + en
round make and your horns begin saw (tons)   en
kunder   nie(t) komen.
can=you there not come  (Van Hoe, Melle Corpus : III 98)

   c. Vroeger, (die) bakten wij vier soorten brood.
   before (die) baked we four kinds bread

   ‘We used to bake four kinds of bread.’ 
    (Gijzenzele 0.28) (Vanacker 1980: 76)

Omission of the resumptive results in a regular root V2 configuration with an ad-
verbial constituent as the first constituent left-adjacent to the finite verb. Indeed, as 
we will see (Section 4.4.2), the initial constituent in the resumptive V3 pattern can 
invariably function as the initial constituent in a V2 configuration.

3.2 Discourse function of the resumptive patterns

In the literature, it has often been proposed that the dislocated constituent in the 
StD CLD pattern illustrated in (3) is topical (see Zwart 1997: 249–50; Hoekstra 
1999). Regrouping argument and adverbial resumption, Hoekstra (1999: 60), for 
instance, refers to the StD doubling demonstrative pronouns die and dat and the 
doubling demonstrative adverbs dan, daar, toen etc. as topic pronouns.7 Because 
the relevant pronouns mostly begin with d-, he labels them D-pronouns (see also 
d-words in Zwart (1997) and Koster 1978). In this chapter, we examine among other 
things whether and to what extent the invariant die pattern in the Ghent variety of 
Dutch can be analyzed in terms of topicalization along the lines of the StD instan-
tiations mentioned above and of their analogues in the Ghent dialect.

Our main focus will be on adverbial resumption patterns which feature invari-
ant die in the Ghent dialect, but we will first briefly go over the properties of what we 
could informally refer to as ‘nominal CLD’, i.e. the pattern in which the dislocated 
constituent is a nominal, because this will reveal an interesting discrepancy between 
nominal CLD2 in the Ghent dialect on the one hand and StD nominal CLD and 
nominal CLD1 in the Ghent dialect on the other.

3.2.1 Nominal CLD
With respect to the analysis of StD nominal CLD, in which the constituent left- 
adjacent to the resumptive constituent corresponds to a clausal argument, one 
fairly common assumption in the literature is that the initial constituent is topical 

7. For a comparison of the binding behavior of D-pronouns and personal pronouns, see among 
others Hoekstra (1999: 61–3) and the works cited.
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(Zwart 1997: 249–50). In addition, according to some analyses, the initial con-
stituent occupies a clause-external position (cf. Koster 1978; Broekhuis & Corver 
2016: 1133–1134).

Both topicality and clause-external position conspire to lead to the prediction 
that neither negative constituents nor wh-constituents are good candidates to func-
tion as first constituents in StD nominal CLD: on the one hand, quantificational 
constituents are not good candidates for topic status (see Rizzi 1997); on the other, if 
the relevant dislocated constituent in the CLD pattern were indeed clause-external, 
its very position would prevent it from taking clausal scope. (24) presents judg-
ments on StD nominal CLD drawn from the literature.

(24) a. *Niemand die heeft ze gekust.
   no one die has she kissed

    (Hoekstra (1999: 66), cf. Broekhuis & Corver (2016: 733,  
 (260b), 1458, 1697, (49b)).

   b. *Wie die ga je dan uitnodigen?
   who die go you then invite (Broekhuis & Corver 2016: 1699, (54b))

In this respect, the StD resumptive CLD pattern contrasts with the regular root V2 
pattern in which negative or quantificational constituents are suitable first constit-
uents, as shown in (25). In these examples, the initial constituent can be construed 
as being focal; it can take clausal scope from a designated clause-internal position 
in the left periphery (e.g. SpecFocP). This entails that in (25), the initial constituents 
niemand (‘no one’) and wie (‘who’) are not clause-external.

(25) a. Niemand heeft ze gekust.
   no one has she kissed
   b. Wie ga je dan uitnodigen?
   who go you then invite

Recall from Section 1.3.1 that the Ghent dialect displays two root patterns in which 
an initial nominal constituent is separated from the finite verb by what looks like 
a resumptive element. We label these CLD1 and CLD2, though we hasten to add 
that using this label, we are not committed to the view that the second pattern is a 
case of contrastive left dislocation.

In CLD1, a dislocated argument is resumed by a referential demonstrative con-
sisting of the definite article and the demonstrative pronoun. Because it matches 
the dislocated constituent in terms of gender and number features, we proposed 
that the resumptive constituent in CLD1 qualifies as ‘specialized’. Like StD CLD, 
Ghent CLD1 is incompatible with a bare quantified nominal (26a) or with a 
wh-phrase (26b):
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(26) a. *Niemand den dienen komt daar naartoe
   no one de dienen comes there to

   ‘No one goes to the other animals [in the zoo]’  (CM, 26.05.2009)
   b. *Wie de die wilt ge dan allemaal inviteren?
   who de de die want you then all invite

In CLD2, what looks like a resumptive constituent is an invariant form, die. Though 
further research is needed, this use of die may be tentatively viewed as that of a 
generalized resumptive because there is no matching with the initial constituent: 
regardless of the gender or number of the initial constituent. CLD2 with invariant 
die is compatible with a bare quantified nominal (27a,b), as well as a wh-phrase 
(27c,d) as the initial constituent.

(27) a. Niemand die was tervoren bereid om direkt da(t) groensel te
   no one die was before prepared to directly that vegetable to

kweken voor de vijand.
grow for the enemy

   ‘and before no one was immediately willing to grow vegetables for the 
enemy’  (Van Hoe, Corpus Melle, I, p. 5)

   b. Niemand die komt daar naartoe.
   no one die comes there to

   ‘No one goes to the other animals [in the zoo]’  (CM, 26.05.2009)
   c. A: Hier zijn de bloemen voor de boeketjes.
     these are the flowers for the bouquets
     B: Hoeveel die moet ik er gebruiken per boeket?
     how many die must I there use per bouquet?
   d. A: ‘t is mijn verjaardag. Ik wil een feestje geven.
     it’s my birthday. I want a party give
     B: Wie die wilt ge dan allemaal inviteren? 8

     who die want you then all invite  (10, 21, 34, 44, 53)
8 footnote

These data bring to the fore a clear contrast between nominal CLD1 and CLD2 
in the Ghent dialect on the one hand, and also between StD CLD and the Ghent 
nominal CLD2.

8. Invariant die is not equally accepted with all wh-constituents: (i) in comparison with (27d) is 
of interest. It looks as if the presence of dan (‘then’) in (27d) facilitates the presence of die. Given 
that dan (‘then’) anchors the sentence to the discourse, this might suggest there is a D-linking 
effect. See also Section 4.5.2.2 for additional discussion.

(i) A: t Is mijn verjaardag. Ik wil een feest geven.
‘it’s my birthday. I want to give a party.’

  B: (*)Wie die wilt ge allemaal inviteren?
who die want you all invite?  (16, 22, 31, 40, 52)
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The compatibility of Ghent CLD2 with a quantified initial constituent has two 
ramifications: (i) the constituent left-adjacent to die in this configuration is not 
necessarily topical, quantifiers being incompatible with topic status. (ii) The constit-
uent left-adjacent to die, can, at least in these patterns, not be main clause-external 
in the sense of Broekhuis & Corver (2016: 1133–1134) and Haegeman & Greco 
(2018a,b): a clause-external position would prevent the initial constituent from 
taking clausal scope (see Haegeman & Greco 2018a,b on scope restrictions with 
clause-external constituents).

3.2.2 Adverbial CLD
As is the case for StD ‘nominal’ CLD (24a), StD adverbial CLD, in which an adjunct 
is left-adjacent to a specialized resumptive, is incompatible with a bare negative 
adverbial (28a,b), or with a wh-antecedent (28c,d). The same restriction holds for 
the Ghent pattern with a specialized resumptive adverb.910

(28) a. *Nergens daar verkopen ze nog kleine notebroodjes. 9
   nowhere daar sell they part small nut rolls
   b. *Nooit dan kunt ge kleine notebroodjes krijgen.
   never dan can you small nut rolls obtain
   c. *In welke periode toen woonde zij in Geneve?
   in which period toen lived she in Geneva
   d. *In welke van die twee winkels daar verkopen ze biofruit? 10

   in which of those two shops daar sell they biological fruit

The incompatibility of the StD adverbial CLD pattern with such quantified initial 
constituents will follow both from the topical nature of the initial constituent and 
from the hypothesis that this constituent is clause-external and hence unable to 
take scope within the domain of the clause.

Again, the adverbial resumptive pattern with the specialized resumptive con-
trasts with regular V2 pattern in which both negative and wh-constituents qualify 
as first constituents as shown in StD (29). Provided that the initial constituents in 
(29) are clause-internal, they will be able to take clausal scope and can be associated 
with left peripheral focus.

(29) a. Nergens verkopen ze nog kleine notebroodjes.
   nowhere sell they part small nut rolls

9. This example is grammatical in an alternative parse in which nergens daar (‘nowhere there’) is 
one constituent meaning ‘nowhere in that place’. This is not directly relevant for the issue at hand.

10. Again, this example is grammatical with the alternative parse in which daar is part of one 
initial constituent, modifying winkels (‘shops’): ‘in which of those two shops over there’.
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   b. Nooit kunt ge kleine notebroodjes krijgen
   never can you small nut rolls obtain
   c. In welke periode woonde zij in Geneve?
   in which period lived she in Geneva
   d. In welke van die twee winkels verkopen ze biofruit?
   in which of those two shops sell they biological fruit

In contrast with both the StD and the Ghent dialectal specialized adverbial resump-
tive, however, invariant die in the Ghent dialect is compatible with a left-adjacent 
negative adjunct, as in (30):

(30) a. Nergens die verkopen ze nog kleine notenbroodjes.
   nowhere die sell they part small nut rolls
   b. Nooit die vindt ge kleine notenbroodjes.
   never die find you small nut rolls

In addition, for some speakers, the constituent left-adjacent to invariant die can be 
a wh-constituent, (31):

(31) Wanneer die komt ze terug?
  when die comes she back  (11, 24, 31, 43, 53)

These two patterns again show that invariant die must not be viewed as semantically 
and syntactically equivalent to the specialized resumptive (pace Zwart 1997: 249–
50) and confirms our conclusion in Section 2.3 that the two patterns diverge (cf. 
also Section 3.2.1 where that conclusion is also partly confirmed in relation to StD 
nominal CLD and Ghent CLD1).

Because quantifiers are not likely candidates for topic status, the data suggest 
that the constituent left-adjacent to invariant die is not necessarily interpreted as a 
topic. The next section offers some additional evidence against assigning general 
topic status to the constituent left-adjacent to invariant die.

In addition, the availability of negative and wh-adjuncts left-adjacent to invariant 
die leads to the conclusion that the relevant constituents cannot be clause-external 
in the sense of Broekhuis & Corver (2016: 1133–1134), because in a clause-external 
position they would be unable to scope over the clause and ensure clause typing. 
Following standard views, the data in (30) and (31) thus lead us to the conclusion 
that the constituent left-adjacent to invariant die occupies a clause-internal specifier 
position in the left periphery.

Additional evidence that the constituent left-adjacent to invariant die is clause-in-
ternal comes from the scope effects in (32). In these examples, the continuations 
force a reading in which the initial quantificational constituent is within the scope 
of the clausal negation, i.e. it is interpreted in its TP-internal reconstruction site be-
low sentential negation. One speaker rejects (32c) while accepting (32a) and (32b).
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(32) a. Dikwijls die gaat hij niet naar de kerk op zondag, eigenlijk
   often die goes he not to the church on Sunday, actually

bijna nooit.
almost never

   ‘He doesn’t often go to church on Sunday, in fact he hardly ever goes.’ 
    (Luc 4/5, CM: 3/5)

   b. Alle weken die koop ik geen groenten op de boerenmarkt, maar
   all weeks die buy I no vegetables at the farmers’market but

toch zeker twee keer per maand.
part definitely two times a month

   ‘I don’t buy vegetables at the farmers’market every week, but I do certainly 
twice a month.’  (Luc 4/5, CM: 3/5)

   c. Alle weken die staat hij niet op de markt met zijn kraam, maar
   all weeks die stands he not on the market with his stall but

toch zeker twee keer per maand.
part definitely two times a month

   ‘He doesn’t have a weekly stall on the market, but he’s definitely there twice 
a month.’  (Luc 4/5, CM 2/5)

Reconstruction is also available for a regular V2 root clause with the quantified 
constituent in first position but without invariant die. One speaker finds the two 
patterns near-equivalent, the second speaker prefers the reconstruction patterns 
without die.11

(33) a. Dikwijls gaat hij niet naar de kerk op zondag, eigenlijk
   often goes he not to the church on Sunday, actually

bijna nooit.
almost never

   ‘He doesn’t often go to church on Sunday, in fact he hardly ever goes.’ 
    (Luc 5/5, CM: 4/5)

   b. Alle weken koop ik geen groenten op de boerenmarkt, maar toch
   all weeks buy I no vegetables at the farmers’market but part

zeker twee keer per maand.
definitely two times a month

   ‘I don’t buy vegetables at the farmers’market every week, but I do certainly 
twice a month.’  (Luc 5/5, CM: 5/5)

11. The difference in judgements for CM, the second speaker, are of interest but we are not in a 
position to assess the cause here. The score 3/5 in (32a–b) points to the fact that these examples 
are acceptable for the informant. The degradation in these examples compared to the fully ac-
ceptable (33a–b) might, for instance, be due to the fact that the context implies contrastive focus 
on the constituent left-adjacent to die. In the absence of more general data on the choice between 
sentences with and without invariant die, we do not speculate further.
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   c. Alle weken staat hij niet op de markt met zijn kraam, maar
   all weeks stands he not on the market with his stall but

toch zeker twee keer per maand.
part definitely two times a month

   ‘He doesn’t have a weekly stall on the market, but he’s definitely there twice 
a month.’  (Luc 5/5, CM: 5/5)

The reconstruction data thus further confirm that the constituent left-adjacent to 
die is not clause- external. We assume that like the initial constituent in the regular 
V2 pattern, it originates TP-internally and moves to the left-peripheral position. 
We generalize this conclusion to instances in which the initial constituent is not 
quantificational.

3.2.3 Arguments against the generalized topic analysis
Example (34) shows that the constituent left-adjacent to invariant die may pro-
vide an answer to a wh-question. This would be unexpected if this constituent is a 
topic, i.e. represents old or discourse given information, because the answer to a 
wh-question typically constitutes new information.

(34) Q: Wanneer komt ze terug?
when comes she back
‘When is she returning?’

  A: Volgende vrijdag die komt ze terug
next Friday die comes she back
‘She’s coming back next Friday.’  (11 20 35 41 55)

In addition, some adverbials which do not obviously constitute topics can precede 
invariant die. The epistemic modal waarschijnlijk (‘probably’) in (35) is a case in 
point (cf. also Broekhuis & Corver (2016: 1707) on waarschijnlijk in StD).

(35) Waarschijnlijk die is hij weeral ziek.
  probably die is he again sick

  ‘He is probably ill again.’  (12 21 32 45 52)

3.2.4 An additional contrast between specialized resumptives and invariant die
(36) and (37) provide additional evidence that invariant die differs from the StD 
specialized resumptives such as temporal dan or locative daar. StD proximal ad-
juncts such as nu (‘now’) or vandaag (‘today’) cannot function as the left-adjacent 
constituents for resumptive dan or daar (see (36)).12 The corresponding proxi-
mal adjuncts can licitly function as left-adjacent constituents for die in the Ghent 
dialect (37).

12. Thanks to Petra Sleeman for pointing out the relevance of these data.
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(36) a. *Nu dan ga ik naar Gent.
   now then go I to Ghent
   b. *Vandaag dan heeft hij nog een vergadering.
   today then has he another meeting
   c. ??/*Hier daar zeggen we dat niet.
   here there say we that not

(37) a. Nu die ga ik bij haar.
   now die go I to her  (Arlette Berreman, 23.03.2017, 17.45 phone)

   b. Vandaag die heeft hij nog een vergadering.
   today die has he another meeting    (1O, 21, 34, 44,53)

   c. Hier die zeggen we dat niet.
   here die say we that not  (CM p.c. February 2019)

3.3 The resumptive constituent

3.3.1 Focusing
In StD CLD, the resumptive constituent itself is a full-fledged demonstrative which 
can be modified by focusing elements such as net (‘precisely’), zelfs (‘even’) or alleen 
(‘only’): (38a–c) illustrate examples with a nominal antecedent, (38d–f) illustrate 
the case of a PP antecedent with resumptive daar (‘there’).

(38) a. De eerste aflevering, net die vond ik niet goed.
   the first episode, precisely that found I not good
   b. De eerste aflevering, zelfs die vond ik niet goed.
   the first episode, even that found I not good
   c. De eerste aflevering, alleen die vond ik niet goed.
   the first episode, only that found I not good
   d. Over zijn ziekte, net daar kunnen we niet over praten.
   about his illness, precisely there can we not about talk
   e. Over zijn ziekte, zelfs daar kunnen we niet over praten.
   about his illness, even there can we not about talk
   f. Over zijn ziekte, alleen daar kunnen we niet over praten.
   about his illness, only there can we not about talk

Such focusing constituents can also modify the resumptive in adverbial specialized 
resumption, both in StD (39) and in the Ghent dialect (40):

(39) a. Als het regent, juist dan ga ik te voet naar het werk.
   if it rains, precisely then go I on foot to the work

   ‘When it rains, precisely then I walk to work.’
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   b. Als het regent, zelfs dan ga ik te voet naar het werk.
   if it rains, even then go I on foot to the work

   ‘When it rains, even then I walk to work.’
   c. Als het regent, alleen dan ga ik te voet naar het werk.
   if it rains, only then go I on foot to the work

   ‘When it rains, even then I walk to work.’
   d. In Ledeberg, juist daar kan je nu lekker eten.
   in Ledeberg, exactly there can you now nicely eat
   e. In Ledeberg, zelfs daar kan je nu lekker eten.
   in Ledeberg, even there can you now nicely eat
   f. In Ledeberg, alleen daar kan je nu lekker eten.
   in Ledeberg, only there can you now nicely eat

(40) Als ’t regent, zelfs toens ga ’k te voete…
  if it rains even then go I on foot

  ‘If it rains, even then I’ll go on foot.’

The compatibility of the specialized resumptives with focusing entails that these 
resumptives – at least in those configurations – have phrasal status.

On the other hand, the Ghent invariant die cannot be modified by focusing 
devices, (41). To capture the contrast with the specialized resumptive, De Clercq & 
Haegeman (2018) propose that invariant die spells out a functional head in the left 
periphery. Alternatively, one might argue that die is a weak pronominal element, 
possibly an expletive, whose semantics are incompatible with focusing (see also 
Section 4.3).13

13. Marcel den Dikken (p.c) points out that the phrasal status of specialized resumptives in StD 
is confirmed by their availability for coordination as shown in (i):

(i) In mei in Gent, daar en dan wil ik een lezing geven
  In May in Ghent, daar and then want I a lecture give

  ‘In May in Ghent, there and then want I a lecture give’.

The Ghent data are, however, inconclusive. While indeed invariant die cannot be coordinated 
with a specialized resumptive (iia,b), our informants both rejected the coordination of two spe-
cialized resumptives in (iic):

(ii) a. In mei in Gent, die en daar wil ik een lezing doen.
   In May in Ghent, die and daar want I a talk do

    (Luc 1/5, Claudine 1/5)
   b. In mei in Gent, dan en die wil ik een lezing doen.
   In May in Ghent, dan and die want I a talk do

    (Luc 1/5, Claudine 1/5)
   c. In mei in Gent, dan en daar wil ik een lezing doen.
   In May in Ghent, dan and daar want I a talk do

    (Luc 1/5, Claudine 1/5)
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(41) a. *Als het regent, zelfs die ga ik te voet naar het werk.
   if it rains, even die go I on foot to the work

 (18, 23, 31, 40, 50)
   b. *Toen de bel ging, juist die ging ik vertrekken.  (18, 23, 31, 40, 50)
   when the bell went, just die went I leave  

3.3.2 Mid-position of the resumptive
In StD argument V3 resumption with a nominal constituent in initial position, the 
resumptive demonstrative (die or dat) is not necessarily moved to a left periph-
eral position: whenever the left peripheral (henceforth LP) slot of the root clause 
which combines with the topical constituent is itself unavailable because another 
LP feature is independently activated, the resumptive demonstrative is located in 
a middle field position. This is illustrated in (42). We start from StD CLD (42a), in 
which the resumptive demonstrative die occupies the LP position. Let us assume 
that the initial constituent je laptop (‘your laptop’) is clause-external (in the sense of 
Broekhuis & Corver 2016: 1133–1134). The StD resumptive demonstrative die itself 
is then the leftmost constituent of the V2 root clause and immediately precedes the 
finite verb. In (42b), the wh-phrase waar (‘where’) occupies the first slot in the root 
V2 pattern; in this case, the LP slot is already occupied and hence the resumptive 
demonstrative die must remain in a middle field position (cf. Mikkelsen 2015). 
(42c) and (42d), in which both waar and die would occupy an LP slot, are ungram-
matical. Even on the assumption that the initial constituent je laptop (‘your laptop’) 
is clause-external in (42c) and (42d), the examples would violate the V2 constraint, 
because the finite verb is preceded by two constituents. 14

(42) a. Je laptop, die mag je meebrengen.
   your laptop, die may you with bring

   ‘Your laptop, you can bring it along.’
   b. Je laptop, waar heb je die gekocht?
   your laptop, where have you die bought

   ‘Your laptop, where did you buy it?’
   c. *Je laptop, die waar heb je gekocht?
   your laptop, die where have you bought

   ‘Your laptop, where did you buy it?’
   d. *Je laptop, waar die heb je gekocht?
   your laptop, where die have you bought

   ‘Your laptop, where did you buy it?’

14. For relevant discussion of Danish anaphora see also Mikkelsen (2015).
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In imperatives too, the demonstrative resumptive occupies a middle field position 
(43a). This is compatible with the assumption that the LP of the imperative is ac-
tivated, for instance by a non-overt operator, as represented in (43b). Again, the 
resumptive demonstrative cannot precede the imperative: (43c) and (43d) would 
violate the V2 constraint on the assumption that in addition to the fronted die the 
imperative also has an LP operator.

(43) a. Je laptop, laat die maar thuis.
   your laptop leave die part home

   ‘Just leave your laptop at home.’  (StD)
   b. Je laptop, OP laat die maar thuis.
   your laptop OP leave die part home

   ‘Just leave your laptop at home.’  (StD)
   c. *Je laptop, die OP laat maar thuis.
   your laptop die OP leave part home
   d. *Je laptop, OP die laat maar thuis.
   your laptop OP die leave part home

The distributional patterns displayed in the argument resumption carry over to 
specialized adverbial resumption: (44) shows that the presence of a wh-constituent 
in the LP forces mid-position for the resumptive temporal-conditional (‘then’); (45) 
illustrates the same pattern in an imperative.

(44) a. Als het regent, wat gaan we dan doen?
   if it rains, what go we dan do
   b. *Als het regent, dan wat gaan we doen?
   if it rains, dan what go we do
   c. *Als het regent, wat dan gaan we doen?
   if it rains, what dan go we do

(45) a. Als het regent blijf dan maar thuis.
   if it rains stay dan part home
   b. *Als het regent dan blijf maar thuis.
   if it rains dan stay part home

From the distributional restrictions above, we draw the conclusion that the special-
ized resumptive, whether ‘nominal’, i.e. realised by the demonstratives die or dat, 
or ‘adverbial’, i.e. realised by the adverbs dan (‘then’), toen (‘then’), daar (‘there’) 
etc., is merged in the middle field and that, probably by virtue of a discourse related 
feature, it must shift to the LP whenever it can (see Hoekstra 1999: 63–5 for some 
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arguments from StD).15 When movement to the LP is unavailable due to the inde-
pendent activation of another LP feature, the resumptive can remain in the middle 
field. A precise analysis of this distribution could be worked out along the lines of 
Mikkelsen (2015)’s proposal for the distribution of det in Danish.

With respect to the distributional properties outlined above, invariant die in 
the Ghent dialect again patterns differently: as shown in (46), mid-position is not 
available even in those contexts in which the LP is activated:

(46) a. *Als het regent wat gaan we die doen.  (111, 21, 30, 40, 50)
   if it rains, what go we die do  
   b. *Als het regent blijf die maar thuis.  (18, 23, 31, 40, 50)
   if it rains, stay die part home  
   c. *Als de zon schijnt, dan gaan we die wandelen.  (110, 22, 30, 40, 50)
   when the sun shines, then go we die walk  

In line with the reasoning deployed above, we postulate that while specialized re-
sumptives are merged TP-internally and move to the LP, invariant die is not merged 
TP-internally but instead, it is merged directly as an LP constituent.

Though we only focus on the use of invariant die with initial adverbial constit-
uents, note that the conclusions carry over to die as used with nominal constituents 
too. (47) illustrates a case of CLD2 in which die follows a neuter nominal speltbrood 
met noten (‘spelt bread with nuts’). As discussed in Section 1.3.1, in the CLD1 pat-
tern the resumptive demonstrative matches the left-adjacent nominal argument 
antecedent in gender and number (den dienen, de die, dat), but in the CLD2 pattern 

15. Observe that the data are complex. Hoekstra (1999: 64) discusses (i), his (15b) as evidence 
that the initial constituent has not been moved from a mid-position. This is so because (ib) (his 
15a) is ungrammatical.

(i) a. Boeken lezen, dat doe ik niet.
   books read, that do I not

   ‘I don’t read books.’
   b. *Ik doe niet boeken lezen.
   I do not books read

What is puzzling and problematic about this proposal, though, is that binding into the initial 
constituent is possible in (ia) (Hoekstra 1999: (19a)):

(i) c. Elkaars boeken lezen, dat doen ze niet.
   each other’s books read, that do they not

If the initial constituent is merged in a peripheral position and does not reconstruct to a 
mid-position then the binding option is hard to account for. Hoekstra (1999: 66) offers additional 
evidence in which the ‘assumption that binding requires reconstruction to a simple c-command 
configuration might be mistaken’. We refer to his work for discussion.
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with a nominal argument antecedent, right-adjacent invariant die does not display 
any matching effects. For an initial neuter nominal, the resumptive demonstrative 
expected in the CLD1 pattern would be dat; invariant die appears in the CLD2 
pattern. In patterns in which the initial slot becomes unavailable to dat or to die 
because of the presence of a competing operator, die cannot and dat can be located 
TP-internally. Again the contrast between the acceptability judgements on die and 
those on dat suggests that while dat is merged as a complement and shifted to the 
left periphery, die is merged directly in the left periphery.16

(47) a. Speltbrood met noten die koop ik enkel in het weekend.
   spelt bread with nuts die buy I only at the weekend

    (LdG, 2.6.2020 4/5, CM 3/5, 5.6.2020)
   b. *Speltbrood met noten, waar zoudt ge die kunnen kopen?
   spelt bread with nuts where would you die can buy

    (LdG, 2.6.2020 1/5, CM 5.6.2020, 2/5)
   c. Speltbrood met noten, waar zoudt ge dat kunnen kopen?
   spelt bread with nuts, where would you dat can buy

    (LdG, 2.6.2020 4/5, CM 5.6.2020 5/5)
   d. *Speltbrood met noten, leg die nooit in de frigo.
   spelt bread with nuts put die never in the fridge

    (LdG, 2.6.2020 1/5, CM 5.6.2020 2/5)
   e. Speltbrood met noten, leg dat nooit in de frigo.
   spelt bread with nuts put dat never in the fridge

    (LdG, 2.6.2020 4/5, CM 5.6.2020 5/5)

(48a) is attested in our corpus, again it is an instance of CLD2 with invariant die 
right adjacent to a neuter subject nominal. The patterns in (48) are slightly different 
from those in (47). Our informants LdG and CM both gave the CLD2 example with 
left-peripheral die, (48a), a lower score (2/5) than that in (47a) above, while fully 
accepting the corresponding CLD1 pattern with dat, (48b). (48c) with die in the 
mid-position of an imperative clause receives 2/5 from one informant (CM) and 

16. For completeness’ sake, we add that one of our speakers does seem to allow some examples 
with non-matching die in mid position in the CLD2 pattern and accepted (ib) and (ic). The 
matching demonstrative in the CLD1 pattern would have been den dienen (‘the that’).

(i) a. Uwen laptop, die moogt ge niet gebruiken in het examen.
   your laptop, die may you not use in the exam
   b. Oei: mijnen laptop, waar heb ik die nu gelaten?
   part: my laptop, where have I die now left
   c. Uwen laptop, laat die maar thuis!
   your laptop, leave die part home  (Ghent, CM, p.c. 30.09.2017)
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receives 1/5 from the other informant. (48e) with a wh-constituent in initial posi-
tion and in situ die is rated lower (LdG: 1/5, CM 1/5) than in situ dat (48f). Further 
investigation of the CLD2 pattern is needed: it is not clear what would account for 
the divergency in the judgements.

(48) a. ?da geld, die ging in een zakske  (Leemans II: 8, 24)
   that money that went in a pocket  

    (LdG, 2.6.2020, 2/5, CM 5.6.2020 2/5)
   b. Da geld, dat ging in een zakske.
   that money that went in a pocket

    (LdG, 2.6.2020, 5/5, CM 5.6.2020 5/5)
   c. *?’t geld dat ge ontvangt, steek die in een zakske.
   the money that you receive put that in a pocket

    (LdG, 2.6.2020, 1/5, CM 5.6.2020 2/5)
   d. ’t geld dat ge ontvangt, steek dat in een zakske.
   the money that you receive put that in a pocket

    (LdG, 2.6.2020, 5/5, CM 5.6.2020 5/5)
   e. *?en ‘t geld, waar werd die bewaard?
   and the money where was that kept?

    (LdG, 2.6.2020, 1/5, CM 5.6.2020 2/5)
   f. en ‘t geld, waar werd dat bewaard?
   and the money where was that kept?

    (LdG, 2.6.2020, 5/5, CM 5.6.2020 5/5)

3.3.3 P-stranding and resumptive V3 patterns
In StD CLD (49a), the initial constituent is a prepositional phrase (over examens 
‘about exams’). Informally speaking, it corresponds to the complement of the lexi-
cal predicate, the verb spreken (‘talk’). The initial PP is resumed by the specialized 
resumptive R-adverbial daarover (‘there about’), which we assume is the comple-
ment of the verb spreken. The R-adverbial consists of the demonstrative daar and 
the preposition over. Schematically, for (49a) we postulate derivation (49b): the 
dislocated PP over examens (‘about exams’) is clause-external, the R-resumptive 
daarover originates as the complement of the verb and moves to the LP. Observe 
that daarover (‘thereabout’) can be argued to be a specialized resumptive in that it 
matches the initial PP.

(49) a. Over examens, daar  over spreken wij niet in de les.
   about exams, there about talk we not in the class

  b. [Over examens], [CP daarover spreken wij niet daarover …].
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StD (50) is a variant of (49) which displays CLD with P-stranding. In (50a), the 
dislocated PP (over examens ‘about exams’) again corresponds to the complement of 
the lexical predicate, the verb spreken (‘talk’). In this variant, the specialized resump-
tive is the bare R-word daar (‘there’), which is the complement of the TP-internal 
stranded preposition over (‘about’). For (50a) we postulate the partial derivation 
(50b): the PP over examens is clause-external, the R-resumptive daar originates as 
the complement of the preposition over (‘about’) and moves to the LP, stranding 
the preposition. The stranded preposition constitutes evidence for the movement 
analysis of the specialized resumptive daar.

(50) a. Over examens, daar spreken wij niet over in de les.
   about exams, there talk we not about in the class

  b. [Over examens], [CP daar spreken wij niet over daar____ in de les].

The parallel P-stranding facts in the Ghent dialect reveal two further contrasts 
between the specialized resumptive daar (‘there’), which patterns with its StD an-
alogue, and its invariant counterpart die.

i. like its StD analogue, the specialized resumptive daar in the Ghent dialect 
can strand a preposition; on the other hand, invariant die cannot strand a 
preposition.

ii. The specialized resumptive daar can be preceded either by a dislocated PP or 
by a dislocated DP; invariant die can only be preceded by a PP.

We discuss each contrast in turn, drawing relevant conclusions for the syntactic 
analysis.

The Ghent examples in (51) illustrate a V3 pattern in which a dislocated argu-
ment PP is resumed: daar (‘there’) functions as the specialized resumptive, it is an 
R-adverb which has stranded the preposition van (‘of ’). The examples are analogous 
to StD (50) and can be analysed in the same way: the dislocated PP occupies a 
clause-external position; the specialized resumptive is merged in the middle field as 
the complement of the preposition and subsequently moves to the LP slot. Observe 
that our informant (LdG) signals a clear prosodic break after the initial constituent, 
this is in line with our hypothesis that this constituent is clause-external.17

17. (i) is an example produced by our informant LdG in an email:

(i) en van die eeuwige ‘cookies’ /die/ krijg ik wat !
  and of those eternal ‘cookies’ die get I something

  ‘And those cookies, the give me the creeps.’  (LdG, pc, email 5.6.2020)
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(51) a. Van exåmes, daar spreke wij nie van in de lesse.
   of exams, daar talk we not of in the class
   b. Op (h)eur pensioeƞ, daar peist ze-zij nog nie op.
   on her pension, daar thinks she not yet on

In the P-stranding pattern, the specialized resumptive daar in (52) cannot be re-
placed by invariant die:

(52) a. *Van exåmes, die spreke wij nie van in de lesse.
   of exams, die talk we not of in the class
   b. *Op (h)eur pensioeƞ, die peist ze-zij nog nie op.
   on her pension, die thinks she not yet on

The ungrammaticality of (52) is in line with our hypothesis: on the basis of the 
unavailability of mid-position for invariant die, we postulated in Section 3.3.2 that 
invariant die does not originate in the middle field. If this line of reasoning is cor-
rect, then invariant die can also not originate as the complement of the preposition 
entailing that in (52) the ‘stranded’ prepositions would lack a complement.

In (53), the dislocated constituent is a DP, the specialized resumptive daar 
(‘there’) is the complement of the stranded preposition.18 These examples can be 
viewed as cases of HTLD (Cinque 1990), with a dislocated ‘hanging topic’ in a 
clause-external position (plausibly SpecFrameP in the sense of Haegeman & Greco 
2018, see also Eide (2011: 198) for a similar proposal). Again, we can then assume 
that the specialized resumptive daar is first merged clause-internally as the com-
plement of the preposition (van (‘of ’) in (53a), op (‘on’) in (53b)), and is attracted 
to the LP, where it will function as the initial constituent of the root clause, hence it 
satisfies the V2 condition. Also here our informant (LdG) signals a clear prosodic 
break after the initial constituent, which is in line with our hypothesis that it occu-
pies a clause-external position.

(53) a. Exåmes, daar spreke wij nie van in de lesse.
   exams, daar talk we not of in the class
   b. (H)eur pensioeƞ, daar peist ze-zij nog nie op.
   her pension, daar thinks she not yet on

18. The StD analogues of (53) are also grammatical (Marcel den Dikken, p.c):

(i) a. Examens, daar spreken wij niet over in de les.
   exams daar speak we not about in the class
   b. Haar pensioen, daar denkt ze-zij nog niet aan.
   her pension, daar thinks she-she part not of
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Again, the specialized resumptive daar cannot be replaced by invariant die in the 
P-stranding context (54). In the absence of the stranded preposition, die remains 
unavailable with an initial nominal constituent: (54c) and (54d) are ungrammatical 
because there is no P complement for the relevant verbs. However, a slight modifi-
cation to the verb spreken ‘talk’ in (54c) by means of prefixation with be- gives rise 
to a transitive verb with the same meaning without the need for a P-complement, 
thus allowing for the presence of die, as illustrated in (54e).19

(54) a. *Exåmes, die spreke wij nie van in de lesse.
   exams, die talk we not of in the class
   b. *(H)eur pensioeƞ, die peist ze-zij nog nie op.
   her pension, die thinks she not yet on
   c. *Exåmes, die spreke wij nie   in de lesse.
   exams, die talk we not of in the class
   d. *(h)eur pensioeƞ, die peist ze-zij nog nie.
   her pension, there thinks she not yet
   e. Exåmes, die be.spreke wij nie in de lesse.
   exams, die on.talk we not in the class

The ungrammaticality of the examples in (54a–b) is in line with our hypothesis 
(but see note 19 for a complication). Because die does not originate in the middle 
field, it cannot constitute the complement of the preposition or of the lexical verb.

Recall, though, that invariant die is compatible with a left-adjacent PP. This PP 
can also be argument. Relevant examples are given in (55): (55a) and (55b) were 
spontaneously constructed by our informant LdG, (55c–d–e) are attested, (55f) is 
scored 7/7 by our informant.

19. In relation to the judgements in (i), our informant LdG confirms that in line with the judge-
ments for (54a) and (54b), he would not use (ib), hence our *. However he points out that he can 
imagine it being used by younger speakers, which led to his scoring (ib) as 4/5. However, he also 
commented that speakers using (ib) would be less assured dialect speakers (“dialectonvast”), so 
the status of this example is unclear. For the present discussion, we continue to assume that (ib) 
is out, as is (ic). Incidentally, (ic) shows that a fronted nominal P-complement cannot strand the 
associated preposition, which is also the case for most speakers of Dutch.

(i) a. Examens daar spreken we niet over in de les.  (LdG 09.06.2020, 5/5)
   Exams daar talk we not of in the class  
   b. *Examens die spreken we niet over in de les.  (LdG 09.06.2020, 4/5)
   exams die talk we not about in the class  
   c. *Examens spreken we niet over in de les.  (LdG 09.06.2020, 5/5)
   exams talk we not about in the class  
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(55) a. Van exåmes, die spreke wij nie in de lesse.
   of exams, die speak we not in the class
   b. Op (h)eur pensioeƞ, die peist ze-zij nog nie.
   of her pension, die thinks she not yet
   c. midden daarop die stond de vuurpot
   middle there.on die stood the fire.pot

   ‘In the middle on top of it stood the pot with fire’  (Vanacker 1980)
   d. In ding in Assene(de) /die e… (h)e(d) kik (e)ne kam .. (e)ne
   in thingy in Assenede die e… had I a friend … a

kameraad wonen
friend live

   ‘I had a friend living in Assenede’  (Van Hoe Melle Corpus III: page 7)
   e. Aan Cecile die vaart het hij ook natuurlijk ewaar.
   to Cecile die fares it he also of course part

   ‘Cecile is also affected, of course.’  (Leemans Ghent Corpus I: page 21)
   f. In de Sint Pieterskathedraal die ben ik al geweest.
   in the Saint Peter’s cathedral die am I already been

   ‘I’ve already been in St Peter’s cathedral.’  (CM, p.c. 12.09.2015)

The initial PPs in (55) are selected by the lexical verbs: they cannot be omitted 
without change of meaning or loss of grammaticality. Though (56), for instance, 
would as such be grammatical, it has a different interpretation: (56) means ‘we are 
silent in class’.

(56) Wij spreke niet in de lesse.
  we talk not in the class

We therefore assume that the initial PP in (55) originates as the complement of the 
predicate. It is merged as a vP-internal constituent and moved to a clause-internal 
LP position. In our earlier discussion (see Section 3.3.2), we formulated the hypoth-
esis that invariant die is NOT first merged TP-internally. Rather, it is first merged 
in the LP.

The fact that invariant die does not block the movement of the PP to a position 
to its left can be accounted for in a number of ways. One option, pursued in De 
Clercq & Haegeman (2018) and discussed in Section 4.4, is that invariant die is first 
merged as an LP head; an alternative option would be to propose that invariant die 
is phrasal but that its feature composition is sufficiently distinct from that of the 
moved PP to ensure that there is no intervention effect. In particular, one might 
propose that die is a C-expletive element. We briefly explore and discard this option 
in Section 4.3.
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3.4 Summary and outline of a derivation

Table 1 inventorizes the various points of comparison between the specialized ad-
verbial resumptives (dan, daar, zo) in StD and in the Ghent variety on the one 
hand, and the invariant die with a left-adjacent adverbial constituent in the Ghent 
dialect on the other.

Table 1. Specialized resumptive (dan/tons/demonstrative pronoun) vs. invariant die

  Section Specialized 
resumptive

Invariant die

  StD   Yes No
  Ghent dialect   Yes Yes
  Patterns      
i. Dislocated adjunct obligatory 3.1.2 No Yes
ii. Negative quantifier antecedent 3.2.1, 3.2.2 No Yes
iii. Wh-antecedent 3.2.1, 3.2.2 No Yes
iv. Modal adverbial antecedent 3.2.3 No Yes
v. Proximal antecedent 3.2.4 No Yes
vi. Focal modifier on resumptive 3.3.1 Yes No
vii. Middle field position (wh/imperative) 3.3.2 Yes No
viii. P stranding 3.3.3 Yes No

On the basis of these properties, we tentatively formulate the following conclusions 
and hypotheses:

i. Invariant die resumption in the Ghent dialect cannot be assimilated to spe-
cialized adverbial resumption in StD or in the Ghent dialect (pace Zwart 
1997: 249–50).

ii. The specialized adverbial resumptive is a phrasal constituent which is first 
merged in a TP-internal position and is moved to the LP because of some 
specific feature, a plausible candidate being a topic feature. The movement 
also satisfies the V2 constraint. The dislocated constituent left-adjacent to the 
specialized resumptive is clause-external.

iii. Invariant die is first merged in the LP. The left-adjacent constituent is merged 
TP-internally and is moved to an LP position. This movement is triggered by a 
topical feature or a focal/wh-feature and satisfies the V2 constraint.

The attested (57) shows that in the Ghent dialect the temporal adverb dan can be 
used without a matching temporal or conditional adverbial to its left, in which 
pattern it can be followed by invariant die. We assume that in (57a) the specialized 
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resumptive originates TP-internally and moves to the LP. In this case too, invariant 
die follows the adverbial element and not the other way around, (57b).

(57) a. En dan die moeten we gaan kijken
   and then die must we go watch

   ‘and then we have to look’  (FM, 09.12.2009)
  b. *En die dan moeten we gaan kijken

(57) and (58) show that the specialized resumptives and invariant die are not in 
complementary distribution. In (58a) an initial adverbial clause is left-adjacent to 
the specialized resumptive dan (‘then’), which is itself left-adjacent to invariant die. 
In (58b), the initial conditional clause is left-adjacent to specialized toens which is in 
turn left-adjacent to invariant die. In (18b), repeated as (58c), the locative PP in Sint 
Kruis is left-adjacent to the specialized adverbial resumptive daar (‘there’), which 
in turn is left-adjacent to invariant die. (58d) shows that the specialized resumptive 
toens (‘then’) can be modified by a focussing adverb, a pattern not available with 
invariant die, as shown in Section 3.3.1.

(58) a. als ge spreekt dan die kunde da
   when you speak dan die can you that

   ‘If you speak, then you can do that.’  (attested example, BV, August 2017)
   b. moar ois ’t regent toens die gomme nie
   but when it rains toens die go-we not

   ‘but if it rains, then we won’t go’  (Luc De Grauwe, pc. 16.08.2017)
   c. Maar e wel ja in Sint Kruis /, daar die … die (h)e(bben)
   but part part part in Sint Kruis/ daar die   die have

me d(e) ee(r)ste Duitse tons+ gezien
we the first Germans then seen

   ‘but, well, in Sint Kruis we saw the first Germans’  (Van Hoe III: page 7)
   d. Als ’t regent, zelfs toens die ga ’k te voete…
   if it rains even toens die go I on foot

   ‘If it rains, even then I’ll go on foot.’  (Luc De Grauwe, p.c. 16.08.2017)

A more precise analysis will be elaborated in Section 4, but we already point out 
that the data in (58) are in line with our proposal that the constituent left-adjacent 
to invariant die has undergone movement from a TP-internal position. For these 
examples, we again assume that the constituent undergoing the movement is the 
specialized resumptive and that the constituent left-adjacent to the specialized re-
sumptive is clause-external.

In Section 4, we explore the cartographic analysis of invariant die resumption.
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4. The cartography of invariant die resumption

In this section we will first summarize the analysis developed in De Clercq & 
Haegeman (2018), which follows Poletto (2013) and Wolfe’s (2015a; b, 2016)’s ty-
pology of V2. This particular proposal deploys a fairly reduced left periphery for V2 
languages and does not attempt to capture the discourse function of the constituent 
left-adjacent to invariant die. In Section 4.5, maintaining te core ingredients of the 
earlier analysis, we elaborate an account in terms of an articulated left periphery in 
which the discourse function of the initial constituent is encoded.

4.1 The ingredients

Our analysis of invariant die resumption in the Ghent dialect explores the two 
hypotheses which we have elaborated so far on the basis of the empirical evidence 
and which are repeated here for the reader’s convenience.

i. invariant die is first merged in the LP;
ii. the constituent left-adjacent to invariant die is first merged TP-internally and 

is moved to an LP position.

First let us try to informally plot the position of the various left peripheral (LP) 
components associated with invariant die. Consider (11a), repeated in (59a). The 
subject of the clause ze (‘she’) is preceded by the inflected verb komt (‘comes’). 
Subject-verb inversion entails that the finite verb must occupy an LP head position. 
In addition, two constituents precede the finite verb, the initial adjunct volgende 
vrijdag (‘next Friday’) and die. The adjunct is phrasal; in Section 3.2.2 we concluded 
that the constituent left-adjacent to die occupies an LP specifier position and that 
it has been moved to this position.

One way of analysing these data in line with the V2 constraint would be to 
propose that the constituent left-adjacent to die forms a constituent with die. (59b) 
summarizes this proposal in templatic form.

(59) a. Volgende vrijdag die komt ze terug.
   next Friday die comes she back
   b. Specifier     Head SpecTP …
   Volgende vrijdag die komt ze terug

One might then propose that the initial position of the constituent volgende vrijdag 
die is the result of movement from a TP-internal position driven precisely by the 
presence of die, which would carry a LP feature.
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While this analysis is fully compatible with our traditional understanding of the 
syntax of V2, it leads to an incorrect prediction. If die and the adjunct preceding it 
form one constituent, coordination of two such constituents would be expected to 
be possible, contrary to fact, (60a). Rather, a coordination of two adjuncts precedes 
a unique occurrence of die, as illustrated in (60b).

(60) a. *Gisteren die en eergisteren die heea ze thuisgewerkt.
   yesterday die and the day before die has she home-worked

    (LdG: 28.11.18: 0/5)
   b. Gisteren en eergisteren die heea ze thuisgewerkt.
   yesterday and the day before yesterday die has she home-worked

    (LdG: 28.11.18: 5/5)

If we discard hypothesis (59b), examples with die pose a challenge for the account 
of V2 in which the LP of a V2 root clause contains just two positions: the speci-
fier hosting the initial constituent and the associated head hosting the finite verb. 
Assuming one specifier per head, the LP of (59a), repeated as (61a), must harbour 
at least two head positions: the head position whose specifier hosts the adjunct 
and a second head position hosting the finite verb. Invariant die is sandwiched 
between the phrasal specifier volgende vrijdag (‘next Friday’) and the head hosting 
the finite verb komt (‘comes’), leading to the hypothesis of an articulated LP. (61b) 
summarizes these findings in templatic format.

(61) a. Volgende vrijdag die komt ze terug.
   next Friday die comes she back
   b. Specifier ? Head SpecTP …
   Volgende vrijdag die komt ze terug

4.2 The options

In the light of the preceding discussion, a number of options can be envisaged for 
the analysis of invariant die resumption; they will be listed below and (62) provides 
a simplified representation for each. The provisional labels FP and F represent LP 
projections and heads. Obviously, in line with proposals for the articulated CP, the 
nature of these can be defined more precisely, a point addressed in Section 4.4.

– invariant die is a phrasal constituent in a LP spec position (62a);
– invariant die occupies a LP head position (62b) (in which it is either merged 

directly or to which it has been moved from a lower head position);
– combining the preceding options: invariant die is a phrasal constituent which 

moves from a LP spec position to a LP head position (62c);
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 (62) a. [F1P Volgende vrijdag [F1] [F2P die [F2 komt] [TP hij volgende vrijdag terug 
komt]]]

  b. [F1P Volgende vrijdag [F1 die] [F2P [F2 komt] [TP hij volgende vrijdag terug 
komt]]]

  c. [F1P Volgende vrijdag [F1 die] [F2P die [F2 komt] [TP hij volgende vrijdag 
terug komt]]]

Below, we examine options (62a) and (62b). Option (62c) will not be explored: be-
ing a combination of (62a) and (62b) it suffers from the drawbacks to be presently 
identified for (62a).

4.3 Invariant die as a left peripheral expletive

Let us start with (62a). The proposal has various implementations, which for rea-
sons of space we cannot all envisage here, but we show the main advantages and 
disadvantages of the proposal. The hypotheses are (i) that die is first merged in the 
LP, and (ii) that the initial left-adjacent adjunct is main clause-internal, it is first 
merged TP-internally and moves to its LP position.

A first problem for (62a) is why merging the (by hypothesis) phrasal constituent 
die in de LP does not block the movement of the initial constituent (volgende vrijdag 
‘next Friday’). Recall in particular that invariant die can be immediately preceded 
by wh-constituents and by negative constituents with sentential scope. To account 
for absence of a blocking effect by phrasal die for a constituent targeting a higher 
LP landing site, one might propose that its feature content is minimal, and that the 
constituent to its left can cross die by virtue of feature-based relativized minimality 
(Starke 2001; Rizzi 2004). Concretely, we could analyze die as a pure LP expletive 
whose only role is to satisfy the V2 condition on F2. Being ‘contentless’, the incom-
patibility of die with focusing modifiers (property (vii) in Table 1) would follow.

If invariant die is a V2 phrasal expletive, the question arises, however, why it does 
not in itself allow the termination of the projection of the root clause (Section 3.1.2, 
(22)). Put differently, why is an additional constituent, the left-adjacent adjunct, 
mandatory?

The observed strict antecedent requirement would set invariant die apart from 
the specialized V2 expletive t (‘it’) in Flemish varieties of Dutch. In West Flemish, 
for instance, a specialized C-resumptive t occurs in the first position of existential 
root V2 clauses; its function seems to be that of satisfying the V2 requirement. 
Crucially, it is found in the initial position of root clauses only, as illustrated in 
(63a). In embedded clauses (63b), and in the inverted position to the right of the 
finite verb in root clauses (63c), the subject related expletive function is realized by 
er (‘there’), which we take to be the canonical TP-internal subject position.
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(63) a. ‘t stonden vanuchtend a drie mensen.
   it-stood this morning already three people

   ‘There were already three people.’
   b. dan-der vanuchtend a drie mensen stonden
   that-3pl- there this morning already three people stood

   ‘that there were already three people
   c. Vanuchtend stonden-der a drie mensen.
   this morning stood – there already three people

   ‘This morning, there were already three people.’  (West Flemish)

The West Flemish C-expletive t in initial position does not require the presence of 
an additional initial constituent; what is more, it is incompatible with LP fronting 
of a constituent, as shown in (64). To illustrate this constraint, we use a fronted 
wh-phrase (64a) and a fronted negative adverb (64b), because WF independently al-
lows non-inverted V3 patterns with non-quantificational adverbials (see Haegeman 
and Greco 2018a,b).

(64) a. *Wanneer ’t stonden vanuchtend a drie mensen.
   when it-stood this morning already three people
   b. *Nooit ’t stonden meer dan drie mensen.
   never it-stood more than three people

If invariant die is an expletive satisfying the V2 constraint, the presence of an ad-
ditional left adjacent constituent remains unexplained. For this reason, we discard 
this hypothesis.20

4.4 Invariant die as a left peripheral head

4.4.1 Invariant die as a root complementizer
Let us now explore hypothesis (62b), according to which die spells out a LP head. 
For a similar proposal for Scandinavian så (‘so’) see Eide (2011)). Before elaborating 
our analysis, we sketch our assumptions for the derivation of regular V2, based 
on the Poletto/Wolfe typology (Wolfe 2015a, 2015b, 2016; under review, see also 
Haegeman & Greco 2018a,b). For reasons of space, we do not go into the motivation 
or the details of this typology.

Adopting an articulated LP along the lines of Rizzi (1997), and following 
Poletto & Wolfe, we assume that the V2 constraint is either operative at the level of 

20. Observe in passing that the Ghent particle die is here seen to differ from the Welsh declarative 
particles fe and mi (Borsley, Tallerman & Willis 2007: 35; Roberts 2005) or the Breton particle e 
(Jouitteau 2005, 2008), which can themselves satisfy the V2 requirement (see Holmberg 2020).
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the ForceP layer or at that of the FinP layer. In so called Force-V2 languages, which 
include the Germanic V2 languages, the finite verb moves via Fin to Force and the 
initial constituent in the V2 configuration moves through SpecFinP to SpecForceP. 
See also De Clercq & Haegeman (2018) and Haegeman & Greco (2018a,b) for 
discussion.

We assume that in the Ghent dialect, the regular V2 pattern is derived by V 
movement to Force (via Fin), and by movement of a constituent to SpecForceP (via 
SpecFinP), (65a) is derived as in (65b). The restriction to one constituent appearing 
to the left of the finite verb follows from the so called bottleneck effect (Haegeman 
1996; Roberts 2004; Holmberg 2020).

(65) a. Volgende vrijdag komt hij terug.
   next Friday comes he back

  b. [ForceP Volgende vrijdag [Force komt]
   [FinP volgende vrijdag [Fin komt] [TP hij terug komt]]]

(66a) with invariant die is derived as in (66b): the finite verb halts in Fin and in-
variant die occupies the head Force. We outline the steps of the derivation in some 
more detail below.

(66) a. Volgende vrijdag die komt hij terug.
   next Friday die comes he back

  b. [ForceP Volgende vrijdag [Force die]
   [FinP volgende vrijdag [Fin komt] [TP hij volgende vrijdag terug komt]]]

The core ingredients of derivation (66b) are as follows:

– Fin is occupied by the finite verb (which will be left-adjacent to the canonical 
subject position).

– Force is occupied by invariant die.
– The constituent left-adjacent to invariant die is first merged TP-internally. It 

moves via SpecFinP (cf. Haegeman 1996) to SpecForce.
– The obligatory presence of a constituent left-adjacent to invariant die in Force, 

i.e. a “die second” constraint, is a variant of a spell out requirement on Force.
– Like the finite verb in regular V2 sentences, invariant die is not selective in 

terms of the left-adjacent constituent, it is compatible both with topical con-
stituents as well as with foci.

The derivation according to which invariant die fills a root C position comes down 
to saying that it is a root complementizer. The question arises why, if invariant die 
is in a complementizer position, it is not – and indeed cannot be – realized as dat, 
the regular complementizer in the Ghent dialect (67):
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(67) a. *Vroeger, dat bakten wij vier soorten brood.
   before dat baked we four kinds bread
   b. *Os ‘t nodig is, dat kunder u nog bij zetten.
   if it necessary is dat can-you you still with sit

  c. [ForceP [Force *dat/√die-] [FinP [Fin Vfin phi] [TP …]

De Clercq & Haegeman (2018) view the alternative spell out of the Force head as die 
as a by-product of derivation (66b). (68a) would be the same derivation as (66b), 
but with the Force head realised as dat instead of die. In (68b), the movement of 
the constituent from SpecFinP to SpecForceP across the complementizer dat yields 
a representation superficially containing a that-trace violation (Chomsky & Lasnik 
1977), i.e. the pattern in which the complementizer dat is left-adjacent to a trace. 
One could view the replacement of dat by die as a rescue strategy in which invariant 
die spells out a variant of the complementizer enriched with the features to allow 
the trace to survive, (68c).

 (68) a. *[ForceP Volgende vrijdag [Force dat]
   [FinP volgende vrijdag [Fin komt] [TP hij volgende vrijdag terug komt]]]
  b. *[ForceP Volgende vrijdag [Force dat] [FinP t [Fin komt] [TP hij t terug t]]]
  c. [ForceP Volgende vrijdag [Force dat =>die] [FinP t [Fin komt] [TP hij t terug t]]]

The dat-die alternation is also found in the case of subject extraction in the Ghent 
dialect, as shown by (69), in which the relativizer die displays complementizer 
agreement. See also Section 4.4.2.

(69) en ge hebt daar die cafes dien ton zo inspringe
  and you have there those pubs that.agr then so set.back

  ‘and there are those pubs that are slightly set back’  (Leemans I: p. 3)

Haegeman (1984) views the dat/die alternation in West Flemish as the West Flemish 
counterpart of the French que/qui alternation, illustrated in French (70). In (70a), 
subject extraction across que (‘that’) is ungrammatical, while object extraction 
is licit. Subject extraction is made possible by replacing the complementizer que 
(‘that’) by the alternative form qui in (70c). See also the discussion in Section 4.5.2.

(70) a. *Quii crois-tu que [SubjP ___i va partir]?
   who think-you that     will leave
   b. Quei crois-tu que [SubjP Jean a fait ___i]?
   what think-you that   Jean has done  

   ‘What do you think (that) John did?’
   c. Qui crois-tu qui va partir?
   who think-you qui will leave

   ‘Who do you think will leave?’
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However, while (68b) does present a linear dat-trace sequence, the nature of the 
data is quite different from that associated with the dat/die alternation. In the latter 
case, replicating the French que/qui effect, replacing dat by die is a rescue strategy 
to facilitate a subject trace in SpecTP, and in all the analyses of the alternation the 
subjecthood of the trace plays an important part. Indeed, the relevance of subject-
hood has become a core property in recent work in the cartographic tradition (Rizzi 
& Shlonsky 2006, 2007). In (68b), though, the constituent trace is not obviously 
associated with subjecthood, but rather it occupies SpecFinP and is basically the 
result of the transiting of the initial constituent in the V2 pattern. At this point there 
seem to be no restrictions on the nature of what would be the offending trace and 
the analysis in De Clercq & Haegeman (2018) also does not make any suggestions 
as to the properties or features of die that would be at stake in the alleviation of the 
alleged dat-trace violation.21

For completeness ‘sake we acknowledge that the hypothesis that die is a LP head 
does not as such preclude a movement analysis whereby die or some component 
originates TP-internally and moves to the LP in the spirit of a d- complementizer 
in Germanic (Leu 2015) or the analysis of emphatic topicalization in Bavarian 
(Lutz 2014) in Samo (2019: 172). However, as far as we can see, the Ghent data do 
not provide any specific empirical evidence in favour of any of these approaches.

4.4.2 Some predictions of the analysis
The analysis proposed in De Clercq & Haegeman (2018) leads to a number of pre-
dictions, some of which we elaborate on in this and the following sections.

– Like regular V2 (=V movement to the LP) in the Ghent dialect, die resumption, 
whose derivation implies that the finite verb moves to Fin, is correctly predicted 
to be a root phenomenon (see Section 1.3.2).

– (71a) shows that die resumption can co-occur with a (fronted) specialized re-
sumptive (Section 2.3, Examples (17)/(58)), which we assume to be phrasal. 
(71a) is derived as in (71b). Our hypothesis is that the specialized resumptive, 
daar (‘there’), is merged TP-internally and moves to the LP. The constituent 
left-adjacent to the specialized resumptive is merged in a clause-external po-
sition (Broekhuis & Corver 2016). Concretely, following Haegeman & Greco 
(2018a,b), we propose that it occupies the specifier of the clause-external pro-
jection FrameP.

21. We thank Marcel den Dikken for pointing out this shortcoming.
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(71) a. In Sint Kruis, daar die hebben we …
   in Sint Kruis there die have we  

  b. [FrameP in Sint Kruis [ForceP daar [Force die] [FinP [Fin hebben [TP we  
daar …]]]]

– While in the Ghent dialect the regular complementizer (dat (72a)) may display 
complementizer agreement, invariant die is incompatible with complementizer 
agreement (72b).

(72) a. A ze zegge dan de autobuase der kome•…
   they say that-pl the coaches there come

   ‘they say that there will be coaches’  (Leemans, Ghent Corpus I: 3)
   b. Een jaar nadien die/*dien   waren ze al gescheiden.
   one year after die/*die agr were they already divorced

   ‘One year later they were already divorced.’ 
    (judgement: CM, 24.2.2015)

The absence of complementizer agreement is predicted. In terms of the Wolfe/
Poletto V2 typology, C-agreement is most plausibly located in Fin (73a). In 
die resumption, the finite verb has moved to Fin and will spell out the phi 
features (73b).

 (73) a. [ForceP [Force da-/die-] [FinP [Fin phi] [TP …]]]
  b. [ForceP [Force die] [FinP [Fin Vfin phi] [TP …]]]

– According to the analysis, the constituent left-adjacent to invariant die satisfies 
the V2 condition associated with Force. This leads to two predictions:
i. constituents that fail to qualify as the first constituent in a V2 pattern will 

not qualify as initial constituents for invariant die;
ii. constituents that qualify as the first constituent in a V2 pattern are pre-

dicted to be licit first constituents for invariant die.

Below we discuss one correct prediction not discussed in De Clercq & Haegeman 
(2018). See De Clercq & Haegeman (2018) for additional predictions.

There is considerable literature on the external syntax of adverbial clauses which 
we cannot go into. We focus on those adverbial clauses that, following Frey’s (2016) 
classification, are taken to be syntactically unintegrated, abbreviated as NiC. NiCs 
modify some aspect of the speech act (e.g. its relevance, its timing etc.), rather than 
the content of the proposition contained in it. Typically, NiCs cannot constitute 
the first constituent in a V2 configuration; rather, they combine with a regular V2 
clause. Among NiCs we cite, for instance, relevance conditionals (74) and speech 
act modifiers (75) (see also d’Avis 2004). These systematically give rise to linear 
V3 patterns.
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NiCs are correctly predicted not to be able to immediately precede invariant 
die. In (74a) a relevance conditional combines with a regular V2 clause; (74b) shows 
that when interpreted as a relevance conditional, the conditional clause als je honger 
hebt (‘if you are hungry’) does not itself constitute the first constituent in the V2 
configuration. As predicted, a conditional clause with a relevance reading cannot 
appear left-adjacent to invariant die. The pattern is illustrated for an adverbial clause 
bearing on the timing of the speech event in (75).22

(74) a. Als g’honger hebt - der [‘daar, er’] ligt nog brood in
   if you hunger have   there     lies part bread in

de kast.
the cupboard  (LdG, 28/11/2018, score 5/5)

   b. (*)Als je honger hebt, ligt er nog brood in de kast. 22

   if you hunger have lies there part bread in the cupboard
   c. *Als je honger hebt, die ligt er nog brood in de kast.
   if you hunger have die lies there part bread in the cupboard

    (LdG, 28/11/2018, score 1/5)

(75) a. Voor we met de les beginnen, ik geef volgende week geen les.
   before we with the lesson start I give next week no class

   ‘Before we start, I am not teaching next week.’ 
    (LdG, 28/11/2018, score 5/5)

   b. *Voor we met de les beginnen, geef ik volgende week geen les.
   before we with the lesson start give I next week no class
   c. *Voor we met de les beginnen, die geef ik volgende week
   before we with the lesson start die give I next week

geen les.
no class  (LdG, 28/11/2018, score 0/5)

4.4.3 Verb first, null operators and invariant die
By De Clercq & Haegeman’s (2018) account summarized above, constituents qual-
ifying as the first constituent in a V2 pattern should invariably be able to appear 
left-adjacent to the invariant die. As is well known, among root sentences in V2 
languages, yes/no questions (76a) and imperatives (76b) depart from the linear 
V2 order and display a linear Verb first order. One hypothesis is that such patterns 
conform to the V2 constraint because a null operator satisfies the V2 condition on 
Force (76c, d) (cf. Holmberg 2016, for relevant discussion).

22. In its acceptable form, the conditional clause in (53b) does not have the intended relevance 
reading.
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(76) a. Komt Jan vanmiddag naar de vergadering?
   comes Jan this afternoon to the meeting
   b. Kom vanmiddag maar naar de vergadering!
   come this afternoon part to the meeting

  c. [ForceP OP [Force Komt] [FinP OP [Fin komt]
   [TP Jan vanmiddag naar de vergadering komt]]]?
  d. [ForceP OP [Force Kom] [FinP OP [Fin kom] [TP Ø vanmiddag naar de verga-

dering kom]]]]!

All things being equal, the De Clercq & Haegeman’s (2018) analysis would lead 
to the prediction that die resumption is available with yes/no questions and with 
imperatives, effectively leading to a pattern without an overt antecedent.23 However, 
such patterns are not attested in the corpus. On the contrary, yes/no questions and 
imperatives are judged incompatible with die resumption (77), also in those cases 
in which what would be a suitable initial constituent is supplied (78):

(77) a. *Die zou hij volgende week komen?
   die would he next week come
   b. *Die bel Stef misschien eerst in verband met de onderzoeksdag.
   die call Stef perhaps first in connection with the research day

(78) a. *In de supermarkt die hebben ze (daar) shampoo?
   in the supermarket die have they (there) shampoo
   b. *In Geneve die heb je (daar) ook aan de Universiteit gewerkt?
   in Geneva die have you (there) also at the University worked
   c. *Vroeger die verkochten ze (tons) shampoo in de supermarkt?
   before die sold they (then) shampoo in the supermarket
   d. *In de oorlog die hadden de mensen (dan/tons) nog groenten?
   in the war die had the people (then/then) still vegetables
   e. *Als de les gedaan is die kom (dan) maar langs!
   when the lesson finished is die come (then) part along

To account for the incompatibility of invariant die with the null operator in im-
peratives and in yes/no questions, De Clercq & Haegeman (2018) propose that die 
spells out a declarative Force head, i.e. it is a declarative root complementizer.24 
This revised hypothesis obviously leads to at least one empirical problem because 
we have seen that die resumption is compatible with wh-questions as in (31), re-
peated in (79).

23. Thanks to Giuseppe Samo (p.c.) for bringing up this point.

24. Thanks to Luc de Grauwe for very helpful discussion of these examples.
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(79) Wanneer die komt ze terug?
  when die comes she back  (11, 24, 31, 43, 53)

De Clercq & Haegeman (2018) speculate that (79) is licit because the complement 
of wanneer (‘when’) is in fact presupposed. For this proposal to go through, the 
concept ‘declarative’ should not be defined in terms of ‘assertion’ but rather it should 
be negatively defined as the default value of clause typing for clauses that are neither 
yes/no questions nor imperatives (cf. Roberts & Roussou (2002: 141)). Observe 
that this definition would be in line with the observation that, for instance, clausal 
complements of factive verbs or finite adverbial clauses though presuppositional, 
are also ‘declarative’ (Haegeman & Ürogdi (2010a; b) and references cited there). 
However, this solution is only partial since the complementizer dat is also present 
in the Ghent dialect in embedded yes/no questions, as shown in (80). While one 
may, of course, be tempted to associate the restriction to ‘declarative’ mood to just 
die, it remains the case that if – as is also proposed – die is a reflex of da, the data 
in (80) are at least puzzling.

(80) ‘k weet nie’ of da’k ’em nog zou kennen.
  I know not if that-I him still would know

  ‘I don’t know if I would recognize him.’  (Dialect recording, Ghent University, 
Afsnee, 22 September 1966, page 6, line 6)

In the next section, we reconsider the cartographic analysis of invariant die in terms 
of a more richly articulated left periphery.

4.5 Enriching the Wolfe/Poletto hypothesis: An articulated left periphery

De Clercq & Haegeman (2018) opt for the Wolfe/Poletto derivational typology of 
V2 which conceives of an impoverished LP featuring only ForceP and FinP. They 
leave out of consideration any specialized projections that encode discourse proper-
ties such as TopP and FocP (cf. Rizzi 1997), which means that no specific discourse 
properties are associated with the constituent left-adjacent to invariant die.

However, the constituent left-adjacent to invariant die, which is assumed to 
occupy SpecForceP, is often associated with a specific discourse function (topic, 
wh, new information focus, etc) which, as it stands, is not formally encoded. In 
this section, we will elaborate an alternative derivation for invariant die resumption 
which remedies this shortcoming and aims at encoding the discourse function of 
the initial constituent.
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4.5.1 The articulated left periphery and indirect satisfaction of the criteria
In line with ‘classical’ cartographic approaches, let us assume that discourse func-
tions associated with the initial constituent in the invariant die resumption patterns 
are encoded in a LP functional projection. We will combine this hypothesis with 
the Poletto/Wolfe Force-Fin typology of V2 languages. From the account above we 
maintain the following ingredients:

i. following Wolfe (2015a; b, 2016) the Ghent variety of Dutch is a Force-V2 
language, thus requiring the Force head to be spelt out,

ii. in die resumption, the finite verb halts in Fin,
iii. invariant die ultimately spells out the topmost head, i.e. Force.
iv. the appearance of invariant die rather than dat as a Force head is an effect  

of a dat/die alternation.

While the constituent left-adjacent to invariant die could be argued to occupy 
SpecForceP, its discourse property is more naturally represented in association 
with a specialized LP projection, say Top or Foc. A first partial LP representation 
of die resumption with a topical constituent left-adjacent to invariant die, would 
be as in (81a).

 (81) a. [ForceP [Force die] [TopP [Top] [FinP [Fin Vfin] [TP …]]]]

If, in line with De Clercq & Haegeman (2018), the V2 requirement in Germanic is 
associated with both the heads Fin and Force. This means that the topical constitu-
ent matching the criterial topic feature of Top will first move to SpecFinP, it should 
then target the projection TopP and it should ultimately end up in SpecForceP as 
shown in derivation (81b), in which XPtop stands for the relevant topic constituent. 
However, (81b) is not licit: the feature [topic] being criterial, SpecTopP is a halting 
position and once XPtop has attained SpecTopP, it will be frozen there (cf. Rizzi 
2006) (see Hsu 2017: 13 for a similar argument).

 (81) b. *[ForceP XPtop [Force die] [TopP XPtop [Top] [FinP XPtop [Fin Vfin] [TP …]]]]

The same problem will arise if the constituent left-adjacent to die is focal, of course. 
The next section explores how this derivational paradox can be overcome.

4.5.2 Satisfying the LP criteria by enriched Force
In an attempt to tie the V3 pattern with die to the satisfaction of LP criterial features 
as well as with the Force/Fin V2 hypothesis, we explore an alternative implemen-
tation inspired by Rizzi & Shlonsky’s (2006, 2007) work on modes of satisfaction 
of the Subject criterion, which we briefly introduce before presenting our analysis.
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Rizzi & Shlonsky’s (2006, 2007) proposal concerning criterial satisfaction 
shows how the one-feature-one-head maxim inherent in the cartographic enter-
prise can be circumvented by virtue of a bypassing strategy and featural enrichment. 
For another application of the same idea see also Haegeman & Danckaert (2017).

4.5.2.1 SubjP, the Subject Criterion and subject extraction
In one cartographic implementation, the layer of the clause containing the canon-
ical subject position has been decomposed into three structural layers: TP, SubjP 
and the LP FinP, (82). In Rizzi & Shlonsky’s (from now on R&S) approach to subject 
extraction, SubjP is a criterial projection, that is a projection whose head comes 
with a criterial requirement, defined as in (82b) (R&S 2006: 138, their (53)):

 (82) a. FinP

Fin′

SubjP

Subj′

TP

T′

T° ...

Subj°
[crit]

Fin°

  b. For [+F] a criterial feature, X+F is in a Spec-head configuration with A+F.

Criterial features comprise among others, [wh], [Top], [Foc], [Rel] and [Subj]. 
Criterial projections are halting positions: a constituent which has satisfied the 
Subject criterion by moving to SpecSubjP is frozen in place, (82c).

 (82) c. SubjP

Subj′

TP

XPφ

Subj°
[crit]

In principle the Subject criterion requires that SpecSubjP cannot be skipped. In 
other words, the Subj criterion would block all extraction of subjects because once 
a subject nominal has landed in SpecSubjP, it will be halted there. R&S (2006, 2007) 
propose that the replacement of que by qui in French (70) is a reflex of a special 
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mechanism for the satisfaction of the Subject criterion which allows the subject to 
skip SpecSubjP. (83) repeats the relevant patterns:

(83) a. *Quii crois-tu que [SubjP ___i va partir]?
   who think-you that     will leave
   b. Qui crois-tu qui va partir?
   who think-you qui will leave

   ‘Who do you think will leave?’

For R&S (2007), qui in French (83b) is a manifestation of the functional head Fin 
enriched with φ-features. Haegeman and Danckaert (2017) represent the enriched 
Fin as ‘Φin’. By locally c-commanding the head Subj, the φ-features on Φin satisfy 
the Subject criterion, as shown in (84a):

 (84) a. ΦinP

Subj′

TP

Φin°

Subj°
[crit]

The relation of SpecSubjP with Subj in (82c) is geometrically identical to that be-
tween Φin and Subj in (84a). R&S (2007: 138–139) restate the criterial condition 
as in (84b).

 (84) b. For [+F] a criterial feature, X+F is locally c-commanded by A+F.

For R&S, the φ-features on enriched Φin have to be independently licensed. The 
licencing is achieved by the wh-moved subject; on its way to its ultimate LP landing 
site, the wh-subject moves through SpecΦin and licenses the φ-features of Φin.

 (84) c. ΦinP

Φin′

SubjP

TP

T′

T° vP/VP

twh-φ

t’wh-φ

wh-φ

Φin°

Subj°
[crit]
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4.5.2.2 Enriching Force
We now review the invariant die pattern in the light of the preceding discussion 
and recast our analysis according to whether the spell out of the LP head by die is 
a reflex of the dat/die alternation (cf. Section 4.4.1).

Consider (85a), with the adjunct morgen (‘tomorrow’) left-adjacent to invariant 
die. Let us assume that morgen (‘tomorrow’) carries a criterial topic feature which 
has to be associated with a LP criterial TopP. Let us also continue to follow Wolfe’s 
proposal (2015a; b, 2016) that the V2 property of Force-V2 languages requires 
that Force be overtly spelt out and that it must have a specifier. (85b) is not a licit 
derivation because once morgen has satisfied the Top criterion SpecTopP, it should 
be frozen for movement.

(85) a. Morgen die komt hij terug.
   tomorrow die comes he back

  b. *[ForceP Morgen [Force dat/die] [TopP morgen [FinP morgen [Fin komt]  
[TP hij terug t]]]]

The licit derivation for (85a) leads to an apparently paradoxical situation because 
it should allow satisfaction of the Topic criterion while at the same time moving 
morgen directly to SpecForceP, without transiting through SpecTopP. We propose 
that this is achieved through insertion of die in Force, i.e. the appearance of die is a 
reflex of R&S’s alternative bypassing mechanism now deployed to satisfy the Topic 
criterion. Specifically, assume that die differs from the complementizer dat in that it 
has a deictic D-feature which encodes discourse relatedness and that the D-feature 
on Force suffices to satisfy the Topic criterion in the projection TopP which it se-
lects. Put differently, adding the feature ‘D’ to Force ‘enriches’ Force in the way that 
adding nominal features enriches Fin in order to allow for indirect satisfaction of 
the Subject criterion. The enriched Force spells out as die:

 (86) a. [ForceP Morgen [Force die] [TopP [Top][FinP morgen [Fin komt]  
[TP hij terug t]]]]

  b. Force′

Force 
+D°=die

TopP

FinPTop°
[crit]

In line with Rizzi and Shlonsky, the enriched Force head must be licensed inde-
pendently, and this is achieved by the movement of the constituent morgen to its 
specifier. On its way to SpecForce morgen skips TopP, but it indirectly contributes 
to the satisfaction of the Topic criterion because it licenses the enriched head Force 
by virtue of its D-feature.
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The grammars of speakers allowing for both topical constituents and focal con-
stituents left adjacent to die might be taken to allow Force to be enriched either with 
a D-feature and with a Q-feature. The contrast between the judgements for (87a) 
and (87b) already pointed out in footnote 8 suggest that the presence of die entails 
a D-linking effect. It appears that the presence of dan (‘then’) in (87a) facilitates the 
presence of die. Given that dan (‘then’) anchors the sentence to the discourse, this 
might suggest there is a D-linking effect, i.e. that die is compatible with D-linked 
wh-constituents. In (87b), the hypothesis would be that the D-linked interpretation 
of wie is facilitated by the presence of dan. This needs further study.

(87) A: ‘t is mijn verjaardag. Ik wil een feestje geven.
it’s my birthday. I want a party give

   a. B: Wie die wilt ge dan allemaal inviteren?
who die want you then all invite  (10, 21, 34, 44, 53)

   b. B: (*) Wie die wilt ge allemaal inviteren?
  who die want you all invite  (16, 22, 31, 40, 52)

For speakers rejecting wh-specifiers in die patterns, we might narrow down the 
possible featural make up of Force/die to, for instance, being just D.

If D-linking is crucial in licensing die, the incompatibility between invariant 
die and imperatives and yes/no questions as discussed in Section 4.4.3 could then 
be related to the hypothesis that the relevant null operators in such cases are not 
D-linked.

That the featural enrichment of Force, spelt out as die, is licensed by the specifier 
of Force reintroduces a closer relation between the initial constituent and Force 
than that which we proposed in the analysis developed in Section 4.4.

As it stands, there unfortunately remains an undesirable redundancy in the 
system developed here. SpecForceP has to be filled for two distinct reasons: (i) on 
the one hand, SpecForceP has to be filled because the Ghent dialect is a Force-V2 
language in Wolfe’s typology, (ii) on the other, SpecForceP has to be filled because 
Force is featurally enriched and the added feature has to be licensed. We need to 
examine in future work how this redundancy can be eliminated.

We briefly look at the ramifications for the derivation of V2 in general in the 
next section.

4.5.2.3 The derivation of Force-V2
In De Clercq & Haegeman’s (2018) analysis outlined in Section 4.4.1 and summa-
rized in (88a), with an impoverished LP, the discourse property of the constituent 
left-adjacent to invariant die was not syntactically encoded. In the alternative anal-
ysis developed in the present section and illustrated in (88b), the discourse status of 
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the initial constituent is encoded via a LP projection. The initial constituent morgen 
(‘tomorrow’) bypasses TopP in (88b) but it indirectly contributes to the satisfaction 
of the Topic criterion because it licenses the enriched head Force.

 (88) a. [ForceP Morgen [Force die] [FinP morgen [Fin komt] [TP hij morgen terug]]]
  b. [ForceP Morgen+D [Force+D die] [TopP [Top]
   [FinP morgen [Fin komt] [TP hij morgen terug komt]]]]

In the light of (88b), we need to return to the derivation of regular V2 sentences. 
As a first proposal, we might adopt derivation (89), according to which a byproduct 
of V movement to Force is the formation of a complex head which recruits the 
discourse feature resident in the LP and which allows the satisfaction of the LP cri-
terion at the level of ForceP: (89) exemplifies the derivation with a LP topic feature.

 (89) [ForceP XPtop [Force+Top+Fin Vfin] [TopP [Top Vfin] [FinP XPtop [Fin Vfin] [TP …]]]]

(88b) and (89) differ subtly in terms of the way the Topic criterion is satisfied. In 
(88b), the Force head, enriched with a discourse feature, satisfies the Topic criterion. 
In (89) the initial constituent satisfies the Topic criterion in a specifier head relation 
with the complex head Force.

5. Summary

In this chapter, we analyze resumptive strategies in the Ghent dialect, focussing on 
patterns in which an initial adverbial constituent in a V2 clause is separated from 
the finite verb (which would be expected to be in second position) by what at first 
seems to be a resumptive demonstrative element. We examine the distribution of 
specialized and generalized resumptive constituents, focussing the discussion on 
the syntax and semantics of the Ghent invariant die, which we compare with the 
specialized resumptive adverbs dan, toens, daar ‘then, then, there’ and with the 
corresponding specialized resumptives for adverbial material in StD.

We show that given the distributional differences between the specialized re-
sumptives in StD and in the Ghent dialect on the one hand and invariant die in the 
Ghent dialect on the other, the two patterns should not be analysed in the same 
way. A first analysis of the material which is summarized here was couched within 
the Poletto/Wolfe typology of V2, according to which the Germanic languages, 
and hence also in the Ghent dialect, are characterised by a Force-V2 requirement, 
which means that the finite verb must move to Force. The finite verb moves to 
Force via Fin.
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We continue to endorse the main ingredients of that analysis. For the syntax 
of specialized resumptives like dan it is proposed – in line with the literature – that 
they are phrasal, they are merged TP-internally, they move from within TP to 
SpecForceP via SpecFinP and they satisfy the V2-constraint in Force. Any con-
stituent preceding a specialized resumptive is assumed to be clause-external. We 
propose that invariant die in the Ghent dialect is a head directly merged in Force. 
Because Force is spelt out by die the finite verb halts in Fin. The invariant die pattern 
thus represents a variant on the Wolfe’s Force-V2 patterns. This initial analysis of 
the data used a representation of the LP in the V2 languages which was devoid of 
any encoding of discourse functions of the initial constituent.

The final part of the chapter develops a fully cartographic analysis of the Ghent 
die resumption pattern deploying an articulated left periphery with two novel ingre-
dients. First the analysis explores the D-linking function of die as a prime ingredi-
ent, and in addition it is proposed that die spells out an enriched Force head which 
is responsible for the indirect satisfaction of LP criteria on Top and Foc. The analysis 
attempts to reconcile the one-feature-one-head maxim underlying the cartographic 
approach with the empirical observation that in V2 languages the root CP layer 
seems to be impoverished, which might suggest that the left peripheral discourse 
functions are not encoded in terms of featurally specialized functional heads.

In theoretical terms, our proposal extends the implementation of the concept 
of indirect satisfaction of the LP criteria first proposed in Rizzi & Shlonsky (2006, 
2007) and also developed in Haegeman & Danckaert (2017) to a new empirical 
domain.
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Uncovering the left periphery of Etruscan
Some theoretical insights
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In this paper, we attempt to address a Restprache like Etruscan by means of theo-
retical tools. This work approaches the syntax of Etruscan and proposes a num-
ber of descriptive generalizations on its clausal structure. Despite the intrinsic 
difficulty represented by the fragmentary data, we provide some theory-driven 
insights to detect pragmatic/semantic effects based on syntax. After having 
presented the theoretical insights related to word order reorderings and syn-
tacticization, we shall discuss qualitative data from Etruscan. We observe that 
modifications of the “canonical” word order might be related to interpretative 
properties. Following the criterial approach of scope-discourse semantics, we 
propose that the movement of the verb in Etruscan adjacent to the fronted XP is 
the strategy to realize the activated criterial position in the left periphery. In the 
last part, we also discuss attested complementizers and their mapping within the 
syntactic architecture.

Keywords: left periphery, Etruscan, syntacticization, criterial approach, 
scope-discource semantics, complementizers

1. Introduction

One of the most important contributions of cartographic studies is that they have 
provided a powerful tool for comparative syntax. The interaction of fine-grained 
maps of syntactic configurations and basic computational operations leads to de-
tailed descriptions of syntactic architectures and language variation. Beyond their 
heuristic capacity, the derived syntactic maps offer transparent configurations to 
which interpretive routines can be applied, ultimately resulting in the syntacticisa-
tion of semantic, pragmatic and prosodic properties. The program of syntacticisa-
tion (Cinque & Rizzi 2010; Si 2011, Rizzi & Cinque 2016) represents a formal tool 
to be implemented to investigate layers of information structures relying only on 
syntactic clues.

https://doi.org/10.1075/la.267.05sam
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This paper investigates the power of such analytical tool to shed light on the 
scope-discourse semantics properties derived from basic syntactic evidence. In 
this work, we focus on Etruscan (Rix 2005; Wallace 2008; Canuti 2008) an an-
cient non-Indo-European SOV language spoken in Central Italy. Following a 
theory-driven approach provided by Ledgeway (2012) on qualitative Early Romance 
textual data, the syntactic cartographic tools adopted for synchronic comparative 
linguistics help in uncovering further dimensions of interpretations concerning 
ancient languages.1 The aim of this work is thus to propose an analysis of the car-
tography of reordering of the canonical word order in Etruscan, discussing syn-
tactic properties and further challenges. We claim that, adopting a strong point 
of view coming from the theory of grammar, we might be able to infer further 
dimensions of the information structure investigating the linguistic (arti)facts of 
Etruscan, shedding further light on the properties of Etruscan grammar. In other 
words, can the insights provided by comparative syntax provide further insights 
on the semantico-pragmatics properties of Etruscan?

In particular, we investigate the syntax of a specific subset of artifacts and rel-
ative inscriptions labelled as “speaking objects”. These archaeological findings are 
inscribed with phrases expressing “ownership or change of ownership” (in terms 
of gifts, Wachter 2010: 250) as it is the object itself speaking in 1st person singu-
lar (see Agostiniani 1982 for an overview). Following Wallace (2008: 11–12), the 
inscriptions on these artifacts were mainly DP structures as given in (1), retrieved 
from Etruskische Texte (henceforth, ET2; Meiser (ed.) 2014). Typically, the inscrip-
tions contained a pronoun in nominative case (mi ‘I’), the name of the object also 
in nominative case (qutum ‘jar’), and the possessor’s name bearing genitive case 
(‘karkana-s’ ‘of Karkana’).

 (1) Etruscan (ET2 Cr 2.18), ca. 675 bce
   mi qutum karkanas
  I.nom jar karkanas.gen

  “I, Karkana’s jar”

“Speaking objects” inscriptions were not exclusive to the Etruscan population within 
the Italian peninsula, since similar textual material has been found in other lan-
guages of ancient Italy (Poccetti 2008). Example (2) provides two similar structures 
(Pronnom, Nounnom, ProperNoungen) from Faliscan (an ancient language akin to 
Latin spoken in Latium/Southern Etruria; Giacomelli 1963) and Latin (Agostiniani 
1982; Hartmann 2006).

1. Ledgeway (2012: 213) provides a list of mutual benefits derived from a conversation between 
linguistics (syntactic theory) and philology.
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 (2) a. Faliscan (Giacomelli 1963; 2), 600 bce
     eqo quton{e} uo<l>tenosio
   I jar Volteno.gen

   ‘I, Jar of Volteno’
  b. Latin (Hartmann 2006; 2.1.11), 600 bce

     eco urna tita<s> vendias
   I urn Tita Vendia.gen

   ‘I, urn of Tita Vendia’

Beyond their archaeological value, these types of inscriptions provide interesting 
insights from a semantic and pragmatic level. As for Etruscan, “speaking objects” 
are of interest to syntacticians when a verb, such as mulvanice ‘to give as a gift’ or 
turce ‘dedicated’, appears in the inscription, since the presence of a verbal elements 
tends to correlate with a non-canonical word order, as will be observed in Section 3.

We introduce the definition of canonical/non-canonical word orders and the 
benefits of a notion of syntacticisation of semantics and pragmatics in Section 2. 
In Subsection 2.2., we present the different theory-driven strategies to describe the 
richness of language variability which is adopted here as a formal tool. The core 
part of the paper is Section 3, in which we introduce the syntax of Etruscan in 
detail and provide a discussion on qualitative data concerning word orders pars-
ing cartographic representations. Section 4 presents some theoretical insights on 
how we can account for other layers of the syntactic architecture. Finally, Section 5 
summarizes and concludes.

2. Cartography and syntacticisation as formal tools

2.1 Cartography and reordering

Results from typological studies have led to the assumption that natural languages 
adopt one of the combinations of the verb (V) with its core syntactic dependencies, 
subject (S) and object (O), as a “canonical” word order2 (Greenberg 1975 inter alia; 
Dryer & Haspelmath 2013).

The term “canonical” is here intended as the standard ordering of constituents 
in which informational (semantico-pragmatics) properties are clause related/about 
the subject (Rizzi 2015; Belletti & Rizzi 2017). For instance, Italian is categorized as 

2. We will not discuss the notion of unfixed word order in Dryer (2005) since we here adopt a 
notion of word order based on Kayne (1994).
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an SVO language:3 therefore, an Italian “canonical” sentence shows an SVO order, 
as given by the example in (3).

 (3) SVO
   Un archeologo scoprì il labirinto.
  An archaeologist discovered the labyrinth

  ‘An archaeologist found the labyrinth.’

Phenomena related to scope-discourse semantics such as topicalization and fo-
calization (cf. Rizzi 1997 inter alia) might modify canonical word orders, trigger-
ing the displacement of syntactic constituents in dedicated functional projections. 
According to the criterial approach to scope-discourse semantics, a syntactic el-
ement merges in at least two positions dedicated to two kinds of interpretative 
properties: (i) a position where the element is generated and where the verb assigns 
its thematic role, and (ii) a landing site where the element moves so that its prop-
erties of scope-discourse semantics can be interpreted at the interfaces with the 
systems of sound and meaning (Bocci 2013; Rizzi 2015). Dedicated layers within 
the syntactic architecture, such as the left periphery (Rizzi 1997, Rizzi & Bocci 
2017) and the periphery within the Low IP area (Belletti 2004), host the relevant 
sets of functional projections expressing “articulations relevant for the structuring 
of discourse” (Rizzi & Cinque 2016: 145). The ultimate result is that the displace-
ment of syntactic constituents produces reorderings of the canonical word order.

As a matter of fact, strategies of focalization involve reorderings in natural 
languages. For example, the reordering of constituents is a possible option in Italian 
in those contexts in which an addressee (e.g. speaker B in (4)) aims to correct 
a previous assumption on the object (e.g. speaker A in (4)), and realize what in 
the literature has been depicted as a “corrective focus” (Bianchi et al. 2015 and 
following works; Contrastive in earlier descriptions such as in Rizzi 1997). If this 
strategy is adopted, the canonical word order changes, resulting in a superficial 
OSV structure:4 the object, bearing a particular type of feature (+focus) could be 

3. The values for the canonical word orders of the set of languages discussed here are extracted 
from the database of the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS, Dryer & Haspelmath 2013): 
<https://wals.info/feature/81A#2/18.0/153.1> (17 July 2020).

4. An anonmymous reviewer observed that certain varieties of Italian (northern/central) permit 
corrective focus “in final position” with the relevant intonational contour (e.g. un archeologo 
scoprì il labirinto (,non le catacombe)! ‘An archaeologist discovered the labirynth (,not the cat-
acombs!). As suggested by the reviewer, the analytical question arises of whether the focussed 
constituent “is in situ, in a low focus position (e.g. Low IP area, Belletti 2004), or in a LP position 
(with possibly a further remnant movement of the rest of the clause to a higher topic-like posi-
tion)”. Furthermore, in the case of fronting of the correctively focalized element, Italian allows the 
subject to undergo movement to a Topic position in the low IP area, resulting in an OVS order 
(e.g. il labirinto scoprì un archeologo ‘the labyrinth discovered an archaelogist’).
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displaced in the LP of the clause leaving a gap in its generation site, indicated with 
angle brackets in Example (4). The relevant intonational contour, together with the 
prosody assigned to the rest of the clause (see Bocci 2013), conveys the corrective 
focus interpretation.

 (4) OSV
   A: Ho sentito dire che, cadendo da un pozzo sulla piazza,
   Have.1sg heard say.inf that falling from a well on.the square

un archeologo scoprì le catacombe.
an archaeologist discovered the catacombs.

   ‘I heard that an archaeologist found the catacombs falling from a well in 
the square’

   B: No! il labirinto +focus un archeologo scoprì <il labirinto>!
   No! The labyirinth an archaeologist discovered  

   ‘No, it was the labyrinth that an archaeologist discovered, (not the catacombs)’

Similar reorderings can be observed for cases of topicalization (Rizzi 1997; 
Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl 2007) and relativization (Cinque 1982) involving respec-
tively resumptive (clitic) pronouns (Cinque 1990) or complementizer, if an element 
bears the relevant feature (e.g. +Topic, +Rel, etc.).

Crucially, here we assume that every change to the canonical order stipulated 
for the typology of languages should be representative of a modification conveying 
pragmatic dimensions. Reorderings therefore represent an important element to 
investigate beyond the mere syntactic patterns, implying that “uncanonical” pat-
terns5 hide further layers of information properties.

2.2 Linguistic variability in activating criterial positions

The real status of discourse related properties could be unclear in case of the lack of 
phonological evidence and reduced size corpora as is the case for dead languages 
(Fischer et al. 2000, Chapter 1; Roberts 2007 inter alia). Results in comparative 
syntax might provide an analytical tool: as is shown in (4), we observed that focal-
ization (e.g. in a language like Italian) can be signalled by the movement of the con-
stituent to the left periphery. Such functional projections are described as criterial 
positions providing the right instructions to the systems of sound and meaning. 
The criterial approach contributes to the “syntacticization” (Cinque & Rizzi 2010; 
Rizzi 2013) of semantics, pragmatics and prosodic properties which may help us 

5. In this work we possibly exclude fully free word order patterns. Indeed, a cartographic ap-
proach to the discourse-configurationality of a “free word order” languages like Latin can be 
found in Danckaert (2012: 18–28). Furthermore, Gulordava & Merlo (2015) have quantitatively 
shown with computational models that Ancient Greek and Latin lack of a fully “free” word order, 
since they display specific diachronic trends in the direction to their daughter languages.
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in investigating the deviation from “canonical” word orders. Criterial heads start 
the application of interpretative routines at the interface with the system of sound, 
through the assignment of the appropriate intonational contour (Bocci 2013), and 
at the interface with the system of meaning, by interpreting the dependent of the 
criterial head in terms of the appropriate notions (e.g. Topic – Comment, Focus – 
Presupposition, Subj – Predication, cf. Rizzi 2006, Rizzi 2015). In other words, dif-
ferent interpretations associated with distinct prosodic properties are determined 
by active features in the syntactic computation providing specific instructions to 
the interfaces. In (4), the object il labirinto ‘the labyrinth’ is first generated in its 
thematic position as a dependent of the verb in the vP layer (for a cartography of 
vP elements, cf. Si 2018) and then moved to the specifier of the activated criterial 
position Focus (SpecFocusP) in the LP, as given in (5).

 (5) OSV
   [CP [SpecFocusP il labirinto [focus° – [ip un archeologo
    the labyrinth an archaeologist

scoprì <il labirinto>]]]]
discovered

  ‘It was the labyrinth that an archaeologist discovered’

Natural languages vary concerning the activation of position such as FocusP and 
comparative syntax is able to crosslinguistically map the relevant strategies. As 
given in (5), the Italian strategy instructs the triggering of the movement of the 
relevant XP bearing +Focus features, but the Focus head (Focus°) remains phonet-
ically null. Other natural languages employ a focus marker to phonetically realize 
the criterial head, such as Gungbe (Aboh 2004; canonical order SVO) given in (6). 
As in Italian, we observe a reordering of the canonical order also in Gungbe from 
SVO to OSV, enriched by a marker between the fronted object and the subject.

 (6) O(marker)SV
  Gungbe  (Aboh 2007: 85, 9c)

   [SpecFoc Kòfí [Foc° wè[ ùn yró]]]!
    Kofi   Foc 1sg call

  ‘I called KOFI’

An additional strategy is to dislocate an already merged head to activate Focus°. 
A plausible candidate head able to undergo such movement is the inflected ver-
bal head, creating a Spec-Head configuration between the inflected verb and the 
fronted XP: Modern Greek6 given in (7a). This approach has also been proposed 

6. c5-fn6This strategy is often referred to as focus adjacency and it has been discussed for different lan-
guage and language families, such as Hindi-Urdu (Kidwai 2000), Malagasy (Keenan 1976), Georgian 
(Skopeteas & Fanselow 2010), Standard Arabic (Shlonksy 2000), Hungarian (Puskás 2000).
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for both Focus and Topic (and other heads within in the LP) for Verb Second lan-
guages, such as German, under a criterial approach (Samo 2019), given in (7b). In 
these cases, the superficial word order results in an OVS.

 (7) OVS
  a. Focus, Modern Greek  (Tsimpli 1995: 177; 2b)

     [SpecFoc To vivlio [Foc° edhose [I Maria sto Yani]]]
     The book             gave the.nom Mary to John

  b. Topic, German
     [SpecTop Dieses Fresko [Top° malte [der Künstler]]]
     This fresco   painted the artist

The linguistic variability in activating functional projections at the interfaces with 
pragmatics and semantics is therefore given by the different syntactic strategies 
leading to reordering: focalizing the object creates an O(S)V(S) order in Italian, 
O(marker)SV in Gungbe, OVS in Greek. Such marked superficial word orders sug-
gest that a reordering of “canonical” order is due to information structure require-
ments. In Section 3, we consider the evidence coming from Etruscan and examine 
if it is possible to detect informational properties only analysing syntax and the 
elements occurring in the LP.

3. Reorderings in Etruscan

3.1 Some notes on the syntax of Etruscan

In this section, we propose an analysis of Etruscan adopting cartographic tools, 
discussing syntactic properties and further challenges.

The evidence from which we draw our data belongs approximately to the pe-
riod from 8th century bce to the 1st century ce (Pallottino 2002; Rix 2005; Wallace 
2008: 2; Agostiniani 2013 inter alia). Etruscan is not an Indo-European language, 
even though it has been undoubtedly influenced by surrounding languages in all 
domains of grammar (Canuti 2008), and plausibly related to Retic (see Rix 1998) 
and Lemnian (Agostiniani 1986). It is not easy to apply a fully generative model 
to Etruscan because of the lack of accessibility to the grammar in an exhaustive 
way (Rix 1973: 46). The already existing linguistic analyses rely mainly on roughly 
11.000 texts in Etruscan (Agostiniani 2013: 457), which for the most part are short 
funerary inscriptions, composed principally of anthroponyms. Nevertheless, our 
major difficulties in a fine-grained description of the syntactic phenomena (Canuti 
2008: 141) are due mostly to our limited knowledge of Etruscan vocabulary, since 
longer texts are rare and often semantically/lexically opaque. The domain of syntax 
seems relatively clear on a specific subset of elements. As for the morphosyntax, 
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Etruscan was mainly an agglutinative language bearing case. Nominative is un-
marked and accusative could be observed by the presence of a nasal element in 
pronouns (mi ‘I’ vs. mini ‘me’, ca ‘this’ vs. cn ‘this.acc), whereas evidence suggests 
that DPs show two types of genitive, -l and -s; two forms of ablative -is and – al(a)s, 
two pertinetives in -si and -ale and a locative in -i.

As for verbal inflections in Etruscan, what we know is related to the attested 
inscriptions. Following Wallace (2008: 67–69), tense has been detected as having 
two categories, past and non-past. Evidence shows (lack of/and) inflection for a 
set of moods such as imperative (presence of the verbal stem), non-past indicative 
active -e, past indicative active -ce, past-passive -che, subjunctive (-a), necessitative 
(-ri), present participle -as(a), past participle -nas(a) and -u past perfective parti-
ciple. Finally, Rix (1981: 87) describes the morpheme -n that is representative of a 
causative7 inflection (reflexive/impersonal in Wylin 2000: 197). The lack of inflec-
tion signals an imperative function. No inflection for person, number or gender.

Despite similar challenges, generative approaches to ancient languages have 
been developed, such as a syntactic account on South Picene inscriptions (Benucci 
1997). Moreover, generative accounts have been provided for proto-languages such 
Indo-European (Kiparsky 1995) and Proto-Germanic (Walkden 2014), but, con-
trary to Etruscan, they have/had related daughter languages.

We need to computationally associate a frequent order as a “canonical” order.8 
According to the description of Rix (2005), Etruscan was an SOV language, as 
exemplified in (8).

 (8) SOV
   Laris Avle… cn σuθi ceriχunce
  Laris Aule this grave set.up.past

  ‘Laris [and] Aule…set up this grave’  (Rix 2005: 961; 23a)

We adopt the point of view that every occurrence of a non “canonical” word or-
der should be the result of reordering for discourse-based reasons. Indeed, Rix 
(2005: 961) claims that “not infrequently” we do find OVS and SVO in Etruscan, 
which will be investigated in Section 3.2.

7. A manual investigation on the ET2 (Meiser 2014) shows lack of co-occurrence of the causative 
and passive form. This seems to confirm the analysis provided by Belletti (2017) on the interaction 
between causative, passives and the labelling algorithm.

8. We adopt the general view that frequency might be signalling underlying grammatical prop-
erties, in the spirit of Merlo (2016) and Samo & Merlo (2019).
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3.2 “Speaking objects” and reorderings: A criterial approach

Particularly interesting from our point of view are the OVS patterns. Following Rix 
(2005: 962), “objects which consist of or contain a deictic pronoun regularly ap-
pear at the beginning of the sentence (topicalization) and draw the verb after them 
creating the order Object-Verb-Subject”. The sentence given in (9) can be observed 
in “speaking objects”, archaeological findings with inscriptions referring to them-
selves, as if it is the object itself speaking in 1st person singular (see Agostiniani 
1982 for an overview) when the verb is overt.

 (9) OVS
   mini mulvanice Mamarce Quθaniies
  me.acc gave.past Mamarce Kuthaniie

  ‘Mamarce Kutanie gave me (as a present)’  (Rix 2005: 962; 25)

Rix (2005: 962) discusses these reorderings as forms of “topicalization”. In car-
tographic terms, we might expect the object to be dislocated to the LP of the clause. 
Evidence from other inscriptions seems to suggest that it is not the case of a general-
ized case of object shift (cf. Holmberg 1986), since pronominal forms of 1st person 
singular may also appear in “canonical” SOV sentences,9 as given in (10, questions 
marks indicating uncertain lexical meaning)

 (10) SOV
   ạna alike apu mini kara
  Ana give; Apu me realize??

  ‘Ana gave me like a present; Apu should bring out the best in me’ 
   (ET2, Fa 3.3)

Since Rix’s notion of topicalization is unclear in detailed cartographic terms with-
out any other clear diagnostics to discern topic from focus (in the spirit of Rizzi 
1997), we refer here to both functional projections. We propose that the pronominal 
object moves to the specifier of the activated criterial position (SpecTop or SpecFoc) 
triggered by the movement of the inflected verb to the activated criterial head, as 
given in (11).

 (11) [SpecFoc/SpecTop object [Foc°/Top° verb [IP/vP subject <verb> <object>]

On the basis of the discussion presented here, we might also consider SVO orders 
as a reordering triggered by discourse reasons. SVO orders might indeed be another 
case of topicalization/focalization of the subject triggering the movement of the 

9. The dot under ạna means that ạ is a reconstructed letter from a readable character.
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verb. In other words, a topicalized/focused subject creates a Spec-Head configura-
tion with the verb in a LP position. Different to object fronting, from the knowledge 
we can draw from the (arti)facts, the Spec-Head configuration can also be built with 
full DPs, as given in (12).

 (12) SVO
   Vipia turce Verσenas cana
  Vibia dedicate.past Versana.gen statue

  ‘Vibia dedicated the statue to Versena’  (Etruscan, Rix 2005: 961; 24)

How can we account for such an asymmetry? A tentative solution (due to the lim-
ited set of evidence we draw our data from) might be defined in terms of locality. 
The theory of locality in syntax (Belletti 2018) in terms of (featural) Relativized 
Minimality (Rizzi 1990, 2004; Starke 2001) has played an important role in the 
interaction between cartographic maps and basic operations of grammar such as 
(criterial) movement. In a nutshell, the landing position becomes (less) accessible 
for an element to move to if a similar element hierarchically intervenes (inter-
vener) between the generation site and the landing position. Crucially, the property 
triggering intervention is not the amount of material that can be considered as 
intervener, but rather its quality. If the syntactic constituent that has to be dis-
placed and the intervener share feature sets relevant for locality, ungrammatical or 
marginal structures arise (Rizzi 1990, 2013). Concerning A’-movement, interven-
tion effects also show clear asymmetries in the comprehension and production of 
structures in typical development (Friedmann et al., 2009), atypical development 
(Durrleman et al., 2015; Stanford & Delage 2019) and in language pathology (Grillo 
2008; Martini et al. 2019). Similar asymmetries are found in studies in quantitative 
studies: Samo & Merlo (2019) show that mismatch configuration (disjunction of 
features) of sets of morphosyntactic features in A’-movement are preferred than 
matching configurations (similarity in features) in large-scale corpora. Due to the 
nature of the evidence discussed here, we only focus on a feature type having as val-
ues Pronoun (pron) and full DP (DP). In A’-movement of the object, the subject acts 
as an intervener (similarity or disjunction, cf. Friedmann et al. 2009; Villata et al. 
2016), while if the subject is focalized/topicalized no element intervenes, as in (13).

(13) Structure Configuration Focus/Topic Subj Obj
  Sdp Odp No intervention DP <DP> DP
  Sdp Opron No intervention DP <DP> pron
  Opron Sdp Disjunction pron DP <pron>
  Odp Sdp Similarity DP DP <DP>

However, typically A’-movement involving an object crossing a subject does not 
trigger ungrammatical structures in adult grammar (e.g. object relatives, questions 
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on the object, etc.). This suggest that in OVS structures as presented in (9), the 
subject can also target a criterial position. Due to the uniqueness of focus (Rizzi 
1997), we presume that (i) either the object and the subject may move to one focus 
and one topic position or (ii) both elements undergo movement towards two topic 
position, as presented in (14). The subject might target either a position in the LP 
after the inflected verb (cf. Samo 2019) or a Topic/Focus position in the Low IP 
area (Belletti 2004).

 (14) [SpecFocusP/SpecTopicP object [Focus°/Top° verb [… [TopicP/FocusP subject [vp <subject> 
<verb> <object>]]]]]

The reordering triggered by the object fronting in “speaking” artifact displays to 
some degree the activation of peripheral positions of the syntactic structures. As 
it has been observed in contemporary languages, locality principles might play a 
role in activating criterial positions and their interpretation. In Section 4, we aim 
to determine whether it is possible to detect other layers of activated functional 
projections for phrasal movement and verb movement.

4. Uncovering further portions of the left periphery: 
Relatives and imperatives

Etruscan data do not show questions or embedded questions, but we do find occur-
rences of relative clauses.10 Such clauses were introduced by a typology of relative 
pronouns. Following Agostiniani (2013), the subordinators ipa, an(c), in(c) vary 
according to the animacy of the relativized head as given in (15). In reduced rela-
tives (Rix 2008: 161), only in occurs as shown in (15b).

 (15) a. Animate:
     Vel… an cn σuθi ceriχunce
   Vel… who this grave set up.past

   ‘Vel, who set up this grave’  (Rix 2008: 162; 26a)
  b. Inanimate:

     Tins in [ṣ́]arle
   Jupiter.gen what ṣ́arle

   ‘Of Jupiter what [is] in ṣ́arle’  (Meiser ET2, LL VI-14: 162; 26c)

10. Building from Rix (2005: 694), we can also map a description of subordinations in car-
tographic terms. However, not every type of subordinate clause is attested in Etruscan artifacts. 
For example, we have no records of hypothetical clauses or embedded interrogatives.
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We here propose that these elements are the realization of left peripheral head, 
possibly a Relative head. As suggested by an anonymous reviewer that fact that 
these relativizers display animacy distinctions, it is plausible that the element may 
be a relative pronoun, since similar asymmetries concerning the status of animacy 
and relativizer are observed in languages like English (who vs. what/which).11 We 
here suggest the evidence here discussed could be representative of the activation 
of the LP in Etruscan. Due to the availability of the findings, the status of animacy 
and the asymmetry concerning reduced relatives needs further investigation.

Finally, we would like to briefly discuss the movement of the verb to the LP. 
We do find a reduced set of imperative clauses. The inflected verb moves very high 
in the structure, giving rise to a so-called verb first (V1) order. These orders are 
found only in longer texts, such as Liber Linteus (as the example given in (15)). We 
add question marks where the lexical meanings remaining opaque. However, the 
lack of lexical meaning does not hinder the analysis on the position of the verb.

 (15) Imperative clauses  (Liber Linteus XII- 3–4 from Facchetti 2002: 61)
   muθ hilarθune etertic caθre χim enaχ unχva
  collect (among).owners?? people?? in-assembly?? All? every your-thing

The superficial order, even though the interpretation of lexical entries are of difficult 
nature (Liber Linteus) shows the uninflected stem of the verb muθ ‘to collect’ in 
the very beginning of the clause. This element marking imperative, might suggest 
that the verb moves to the CP domain (cf. Henry 2002), plausibly to Force° (see 
Samo 2019 for a discussion on Germanic), typing then the utterance as imperative.

5. Conclusions

We aim to insert this work into an interdisciplinary exchange between Etruscan 
philology and linguistic theory: despite the intrinsic difficulty represented by the 
fragmentary data, we provided some theory-driven insights to detect interpreta-
tive effects. Indeed, we have observed that theoretical assumptions concerning the 
architecture of the LP adopted as investigative tools may help us shed light on the 
interpretation and strategies of textual data coming from Etruscan.

Starting from theory-internal considerations, we observed some phenomena 
concerning the LP of Etruscan. Following the criterial approach of scope-discourse 
semantics, we propose that the movement of the verb in Etruscan adjacent to the 
fronted XP is the strategy to realize the activated criterial position in the left periph-
ery. Locality may be involved, since only pronominal objects seem to be attested to 

11. We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for this remark.
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the left of subjects. In the same spirit, it is possible to observe other left peripheral 
elements, such as verb movement and types of relativizers. The specific inanimate 
relative operator in(c) occurring in reduced relatives could represent a further con-
tribution concerning the cartography of relative clauses and the status of animacy.

We focused on qualitative data to show the importance of cartographic results 
in detecting further layers of information. These tools have been useful for ad-
dressing understudied languages like Etruscan in generative terms: further research 
will be backed up by the application of the current methods of data collection and 
annotation in (generative) historical linguistics.
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Chapter 6

Subject drop in how come questions in English

Yoshio Endo
Kanda University of International Studies

In this paper, I will discuss a novel phenomenon which has not previously been 
discussed in the literature on how come questions – namely the fact that they 
can exhibit subject drop in diary-style English. I will first introduce Haegeman’s 
(1990) analysis of diary English with special attention to subject drop. I will next 
show some facts that how come questions can exhibit subject drop in diary-style 
English and suggest a mechanism responsible for subject drop in diary English. 
It will be shown that the same mechanism is used to license the null subject 
in Old English. I will further deal with a related but distinct question about 
the mechanism licensing an argumental element in the lower topic position 
in Old English, as opposed to Late Middle English. I will finally show that the 
same mechanism responsible for subject drop is used in licensing null Case in 
Japanese.

Keywords: subject drop, how come questions, diary-style English, Old English, 
Late Middle English, Japanese

1. Introduction

In this paper, I will discuss the nature of subjectless sentences in diary English. To 
be more specific, I will first introduce Haegeman’s (1990) idea that use of a null 
subject in diary English is not compatible with a root wh-question. I will next ask 
how the idea would deal with the fact that use of a null subject in diary English is 
compatible with a root how come questions, where I will suggest two approaches: 
the licensing approach and the truncation approach. To further our understanding 
of these approaches, I will compare and examine the nature of the licensing ap-
proach and the truncation approach by looking at similar but distinct null subject 
Case particles in Japanese. Finally, I will summarize the whole discussion.

https://doi.org/10.1075/la.267.06end
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2. Subject drop in how come questions in diary English

Haegeman (1990) discusses various properties of diary English, including the use 
of a null subject in sentences such as (1) (represented by <ec>):1

 (1) A very sensible day yesterday. <ec> Saw no one. <ec> Took the bus to Southwark
  Bridge. <ec> Walked along Thames Street. 
   (Virginia Woolf, Diary, vol.5, 1936–41, pp. 203–4)

Haegeman claims that use of a null subject in diary English is not compatible with 
a root wh-question, as we see in (2) below:

 (2) *When will <ec> be able to meet him?  (Haegeman 1990: 163–164)

However, Andrew Radford (personal communication) tells me that, following a 
query from Liliane Haegeman about whether how come allows subject drop, he 
googled numerous subjectless how come questions including those in (3):2

 (3) a. How come can’t use iPhoto anymore?  (discussions.apple.com)
  b. How come am listening to a part of the book?  (goodreads.com)
  c. How come haven’t got recon yet?  (halowaypoint.com)
  d. How come wasn’t stopped on the outward journey? 
    (whatdotheyknow.com)

How can these cases be dealt with? One of the possibilities is to adopt Rizzi’s (1997, 
2001, 2004) idea of articulated CP structure in (4) and Rizzi’s (2014) Fin recursion 
system in (5):

 (4) Force Top* Int Top* Focus Mod* Top* Fin IP  (Rizzi 2004)

 (5) a. In the presence of an intervening adverbial element, Fin recursion creates 
a split Fin structure (=Fin[−N] and Fin[+N]);

  b. Fin [−N] may host the complementizer that;
  c. Fin [+N] does not host the complementizer that, but instead licenses the 

subject position.3

1. See also Haegeman (2013, 2017) for the discussion of subject drop in diary English. I will 
come back to these works later on.

2. I am grateful to Andrew Radford (personal communication) for providing me with these 
facts. See Radford (2018: 257–258) for the discussion of subject drop in how come questions, 
where he uses how come questions different from those in (3). In what follows, I will mainly use 
how come questions that he suggested to me but does not appear in Radford (2018). See Endo 
(2015) for various properties of how come questions and Endo (2017, 2018) for interspeaker 
variation of how come questions.

3. With the mechanism in (5), Rizzi (2014) explains that-trace effects, where it is shown that in 
the presence of an intervening adverbial element Fin[+N] is created to license the local empty 
subject position.
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With this idea of Fin recursion in mind, I suggest that how come directly selects 
Fin[+N], which in turn licenses the subject head DSubj in how come sentences.4

 (6) [INTP how come [INT ø] [FINP [FIN[+N] φ] [DP [D-SUBJ ø]…]]]

With this representation in mind, let us consider the how come questions in (3). 
Here, a null subject in diary style may be licensed by an immediately adjacent 
nominal Fin head, i.e. Fin[+N]. Recall that Fin[−N], as opposed to Fin[+N], hosts 
the complementizer that. This predicts that we will not find null subjects with how 
come that. This is because how come directly selects Fin[+N] that does not spell 
out the complementier that. It is Fin[+N] that licenses null subjects in diary style 
English. This prediction is borne out by the observation that all the informants who 
I consulted said that sentences like (3’) below are ungrammatical, where how come 
that is followed by a null subject.

 (3’) a. *How come that <ec> can’t use iPhoto anymore?
  b. *How come that <ec> am listening to a part of the book?
  c. *How come that <ec> haven’t got recon yet?
  d. *How come that <ec> wasn’t stopped on the outward journey?

Why is different from how come in requiring subject-auxiliary inversion, where an 
inverted auxiliary moves into a non-nominal Fin which is verbal, i.e. Fin[+V] (cf. 
Rizzi and Shlonsky (2007)). Andrew Radford (personal communication) notes that 
if we replace how come in (3) by why, ungrammaticality arises as in (7), where why is 
followed by an inverted auxiliary verb found in the head of Fin[+V]. He also suggests 
that the ungrammaticality follows if a null subject can only be licensed by an imme-
diately adjacent Fin[+N], not by a Fin[+V] (e.g. Fin hosting an inverted auxiliary).5

 (7) a. *Why can’t <ec> use iPhoto anymore?
  b. *Why am <ec> listening to a part of the book?
  c. *Why haven’t <ec> got recon yet?
  d. *Why wasn’t <ec> stopped on the outward journey?6

4. This proposal was originally suggested to me by Andrew Radford (personal communication) 
in our discussion on how come questions.

5. He also reports that he managed to google only one example of how come that am…, but 
notes that it contained errors suggesting it was produced by a non-native speaker.

6. A reviewer reports that one informant (s)he consulted accepted the following how come ques-
tions with a second person subject drop in the presence of auxiliary verbs, for which I have no 
analysis.
i. How come did not talk to her when you were there?
ii. How come did not bring your laptop?
iii. How come did not mention the problem to the police?
See Haegeman and Starke (2021) for the person restriction seen in subject omission.
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As Andrew Radford (personal communication) points out, the real problem is 
why only a nominal Fin (not Fin-that or Fin[−N]) can license subject drop. He 
conjectures that the answer may lie in a nominal Fin carrying agreement properties 
that can license (and be valued by) a null subject in Spec, DPSUBJ. I will discuss this 
point later.

As Luigi Rizzi (personal communication) pointed out to me, there is an alterna-
tive approach to the null subject in how come questions that exploits the mechanism 
of truncation. Haegeman (2013, 2017) argues that subject drop in root clauses in-
volve truncation, where the relevant clauses are truncated or projects up only as far 
as SUBJP.7 If we adopt this analysis to how come questions with the null subject at 
issue, we could suppose that the sentence have the structure in (8) below. If SUBJP 
is the root phase, the constituent in the specifier of SUBJP, the subject, and the head 
SUBJP, cannot be spelt out. The complement of the phasal head Subj, TP, on the 
other hand, will be spelt out fully.

 (8) [INTP how come [INT ø] [SUBJP I [tp …

A consequence of our Fin-based approach to how come questions can be seen in 
the absence of subject-auxiliary inversion, where an inverted auxiliary moves into 
a non-nominal Fin which is verbal, i.e. Fin[+V]. Because the Fin-based approach 
assumes that how come selects Fin [+N], it is predicted that Auxiliary Inversion is 
not possible, because an auxiliary verb may not target Fin[+N]. How would the 
truncation approach deal with the absence of Auxiliary Inversion in how come 
questions? The truncation approach assumes that Fin is truncated or not projected, 
and thus the absence of Auxiliary Inversion can be attributed to the lack of landing 
site of an auxiliary verb.8

Up to here, we have seen two approaches to the null subject in how come ques-
tions: the licensing approach and the truncation approach. To further our under-
standing of these two approaches, the next section will compare and examine the 
licensing approach and the truncation approach by looking at similar but distinct 
null subject Case particles in Japanese.

7. Haegeman (2017: 240) adopts Rizzi’s (2006) hypothesis of the variable root phase and pro-
poses that in the relevant registers, the derivation may terminate at SubjP, by which the root SubjP 
acquires phasal status.

8. Radford (2018) emphasizes the factive status of how come questions and attributes the absence 
of the subject-auxiliary inversion to the fact that subject-auxiliary inversion cannot take place in 
factive environment. See Fitzpatrick (2005) for factive nature of how come questions.
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3. Null Case particle in Japanese

In this section, I will compare and examine the licensing approach and the trun-
cation approach we saw in the previous section by looking at null subject Case 
particles in Japanese.

Masunaga (1988: 148) observes that the Case particle ga suffixed to the subject 
can drop when the verb is followed by a sentence final particle (SFP) like yo, as 
illustrated below.

(9) Blond-no otokonoko-(ga) Taro-o nagutta *(yo).
  Blond-gen boy-(Nom) Taro-Acc hit SFP

  ‘A blond boy hit Taro.’

One way to deal with this fact is the licensing approach discussed in the previous 
section, where Miyagawa’s (2010, 2017) idea of Strong Uniformity is exploited. 
Strong Uniformity is formulated below:

 (10) Strong Uniformity  (Miyagawa (2010, 2017))
  Every language shares the same set of grammatical features, and every language 

overtly manifests these features.

The “grammatical features” in Strong Uniformity include both φ-features and 
δ-features, what Kiss (1995) calls “discourse-configurational” features.

 (11) φ-features
  δ-features: topic, focus

The idea is that these two types of grammatical features are computationally equiv-
alent, both serving to trigger operations within narrow syntax across languages.9 
Furthermore, all grammatical features are assumed to originate at a phase head – C. 
Based on this idea, I suggest that the licensor of a null Case particle in Japanese is 
a discourse feature carried by the SFP yo found in the CP zone, as depicted in (12). 
(See Endo (2007, 2012) for the evidence that SFP is found in the CP zone.)

 (12) [CP [IP DP-φ …] yo (discourse feature)] 
license

9. The subject-drop phenomenon in diary English has its root in discourse/text construals, 
which seems to be connected to Case particle drop in terms of the Strong Uniformity. I am 
grateful to a reviewer for reminding me of this point.
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Thus, the same mechanism responsible for subject drop in diary English (i.e. the 
agreement properties of φ-features) can be used in licensing the null subject Case 
in Japanese ga (i.e. the discourse features of discourse particle).

As Luigi Rizzi (personal communication) pointed out to me, there is an alter-
native truncation approach available to the null Case particle in Japanese by using 
the idea of Endo (2007, 2012). Endo shows that a SFP like yo has dual properties, 
one of which is a modal property of expressing various moods like epistemic mood, 
evidential mood, etc., which are arranged according to Cinque’s (1999) hierarchy 
in the IP zone and (ii) a discourse-related property of expressing various types of 
speech-acts like confirmation, speaker’s judgment, etc. in the CP zone.10 Endo 
proposes to capture the dual nature of SFPs by movement of SFPs from the IP 

10. As a reviewer points out, a principled distinction between modal adverbs and speech act 
adverbs should be made. This distinction is very clearly seen in speech-act particles, not mod-
al adverbs, in German and Japanese in (i) and (ii). In (i), speech-act modal particles (MPs) 
modify illocutionary force where the sentences express directives in the sense of Searle (1985). 
I borrowed the examples from Coniglio & Zegrean (2012: 233, see also Coniglio 2014 for the 
discussion of MPs in German.)

(i) Ruf die Polizei!
  call the police

  ‘Call the police!’
  a. Ruf halt die Polizei!
  b. Ruf mal die Polizei!
  c. Ruf doch die Polizei!
  d. Ruf JA die Polizei!
  bloss, nur, etc.
Here, the clause type is imperative in all cases, but the pragmatic strength of the order is modified 
and ordered according to the meaning of MPs. In parallel to this, illocutionary force in Japanese 
(modified by SFPs) and pragmatic strength are ordered as in the German case above, as shown 
by Dohi (2020).

(ii) Keisatu-o yobi-nasai.
  police-acc call-imp

  ‘Call police!’
   Keisatu-o yobi-nasai-na.
  police-acc call-imp-sfp
  Keisatu-o yobi-nasai-ne
  police-acc call-imp-sfp
  Keisatu-o yobi-nasai-yo.
  police-acc call-imp-sfp
  Keisatu-o yobi-nasai-tteba
  police-acc call-imp-sfp

See Endo (2020) on this point. See also Krifka (2017) on the distinction between modal adverbs 
and speech act adverbs. I am grateful to a reviewer for reminding me of Krifka’s work.
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zone into the CP zone. That is, various types of SFPs originate in the head positions 
dedicated to mood in the IP zone, which in turn moves into the head position of 
Speech-actP to fix its speech-act, as schematically shown below.11 (See Endo (2012) 
for motivation of the movement of a SFP.)

 (13) [Speech-actP….[IP   [MoodP…SFP

Because Japanese is a strictly head final language, the whole IP is displaced to the 
specifier position of Speech-actP, as shown in (14).

 (14) [Speech-actP….[Speech-act SFP….[IP……….]

Here, the displaced IP is located in the highest part of the main clause, where trun-
cation may take place. In this privileged position to undergo truncation, the Case 
layer of the subject noun phrase, i.e. CaseP, may be truncated or not projected.12 For 
this reason, the sentence in (9) with the SFP  yo may have a subject without a Case 
particle. Note that this point about Case particle is compatible with diachronic facts 
in Japanese. In Old Japanese, there was no Case particle at all, where the Case par-
ticles in Modern Japanese were used as focus particles. In the course of diachronic 
changes, the focus interpretation attached to DP was lost, but is sometimes found in 
some restricted environments in Modern Japanese as in (9). Here, in the presence 
of the Case particle ga, the subject DP is necessarily interpreted as focus and the 
non-focus interpretation can be attained in the absence of the Case particle. This 

11. To be more precise, a SFP transits through Fin head. In case a SFP like yo is used, it may 
satisfy the EPP because it is [+N] as shown by the compatibility with the nominal Fin no, mak-
ing it possible for particle-nominal Fin pair licenses the subject requirement and the quantified 
subject remain in VP and is interpreted to be in the scope of negation. In contrast, in case a SFP 
like wa is used, it may not satisfy the EPP because it is [−N] as shown by the incompatibility 
with the nominal Fin no, making it impossible for particle-nominal Fin pair licenses the subject 
requirement and the quantified subject moves to the spec, SubjP to be interpreted to be outside 
the scope of negation. See Endo (2012) for discussion on this point. See also Endo and Haegeman 
(2014, 2019) for Speech-actP.

12. To be more precise, the subject noun phrase and the associated IP are originally created in two 
distinct workspaces. In one workspace, the head of the highest layer of the subject noun phrase, 
i.e. CaseP, is truncated and not spelled out, while the complement of CaseP is spelt out fully. 
Thus, the head of CaseP, i.e. the nominative Case particle ga, is not pronounced and this subject 
DP without a Case particle is merged with the associated IP. Here, the subject DP without a Case 
particle can only be merged in Spec, IP that is located in the highest part of the main clause. More 
study is required for the exact mechanism of merging the subject DP without a Case particle with 
the highest IP.
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situation of the subject without a Case particle can be created by the truncation of 
the Case layer without projecting a Case particle layer at all. But what happens to 
the case where a SFP is absent? As Luigi Rizzi (personal communication) points 
out, in the absence of a SFP, the entire IP does not move into the CP zone. On the 
assumption that that there is C projection in the main clause even in the absence 
of CP-related elements, the subject is embedded by C projection and is not found 
in the highest projection to undergo truncation, where CaseP cannot be truncated 
in such an environment.13

4. Summary

To summarize the overall contents of the paper, I discussed how come questions 
that are followed by a null subject in diary English. First, I introduced Haegeman’s 
(1990) idea that use of a null subject in diary English would not be compatible with 
a root wh-question. Next, I discussed how this idea would deal with the fact that 
use of a null subject in diary English would be compatible with a root how come 
questions. To account for this asymmetry between how come questions and other 
wh-questions, I suggested two approaches: the licensing approach and the trun-
cation approach. Finally, to have a better understanding of the licensing approach 
and the truncation approach, I compared and examined these two approaches by 
looking at similar but distinct null subject Case particles in Japanese.
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Appendix. Lower topic: Agreement properties in the CP zone

Here, I will discuss implications of the licensing approach discussed in Sections 1 and 2. In 
Section 1, we asked why a nominal Fin can license subject drop in how come questions, where it 
was suggested that a nominal Fin carries agreement properties that can license (and be valued 
by) a null subject in Spec, DPSUBJ. I will examine this idea of the licensing approach by exploring 
agreement properties in the CP zone in Old English.
 Let me start with topic and focus elements in the CP zone in Modern English. Haegeman 
(2012) notes that the sequence ‘topic–focus’ in the CP zone is acceptable in English, as in (1a), 
while the sequence ‘focus–topic’ is unacceptable, as in (1b). In addition, Haegeman notes that 
wh-operators may be followed by an adjunct, but not by an argument, as in (1c–d). Based on the 
fact that wh-constituents represent new information, she suggests that the wh- operators in (1c–d) 
occupy the specifier of FocP. Given this idea and the facts above, it is suggested that the lower topic 
position, which is followed by FocP, is not available for an argumental element in Modern English.

 (1) a. This book to ROBIN I gave.  (Culicover 1991: 36, Example (117a))
  b. *To ROBIN this book I gave.  (Haegeman (2009: 11)
  c. Lee forgot which dishes, under normal circumstances, you would put on the table. 
    (Culicover 1991: 9, (17d))14

  d. *Robin knows where, the birdseed, you are going to put.  (Culicover (1991: 5))

The situation seems to be different in Old English. Kemenade (1987: 114) observes that when a 
focus element appears in the clause-initial position, a preposed direct object follows the finite 
verb (=V2) and precedes the subject, as in (2).15 On the assumption that a preposed direct  object 

14. The sequence ‘focus-topic’ is not universally ruled out. For instance, Rizzi (1997) notes that 
such a sequence is generally attested in Italian. Even in English, the judgment of the sequence ‘fo-
cus-topic’ vary from speaker to speaker, as noted by Haegeman (2012), i.e. some speakers accept 
the sequence ‘focus-topic’ in (1b). I am grateful to Andrew Radford (personal communication) 
for reminding me of this point.

15. As for the subject, when a topic element appears in the clause-initial position (i.e. in the 
higher Top position), the word order of the subject is sensitive to whether the subject is a noun 
phrase or a pronoun in Old English. If it is a noun phrase, it is preceded by the finite verb, as in 
(i); on the other hand, if the subject is a pronoun, it is followed by the finite verb, as in (ii).

 (i) Topic-V-Subject NP (=[TopP Topic [FinP V [SubjP NP (=subject)…]]]
   On twam þingum hæfde God þæs mannes sawle gegodod
  in two things had God the man’s soul endowed

  ‘With two things God had endowed man’s soul’  (ÆCHom I, 1.20.1)
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is found in the CP zone, I suggest that the preposed direct object in (2) appears in the lower 
TopP, and that the lower topic projection is available for an argumental element in Old English.16

 (2) Foc-V-NP-Subject (=[FocP not [Foc V [TopP NP [SubjP NP (=subject)…]]]
   Ne geseah hine nan man nates-hwon yyrre  (ASL, XXXI, 306)
  not saw him no man so little angry  

  ‘No one ever saw him so little angry’

Tanaka (2017) observes that in Late Middle English, a preposed direct object is no longer found 
in such an environment, along with the loss of V2. To capture this pattern, I suggest that a nom-
inal element carrying rich agreement properties on the verb in the CP zone, perhaps in FocP, 
can license a local argumental element in the lower TopP in Old English, as represented in (3). 
In Late Middle English, the rich agreement properties on the verb are lost along with the loss of 
V2, and consequently, a local licensor of an argumental element in the lower TopP (=preposed 
verb) is not available.

 (3) [FocP V [TopP preposed direct object [SubjP....

license

In contrast to an argumental element, an adjunct element can appear in the lower Top in Modern 
English, as we saw in (1c). I suggest that this is because adjuncts, having no agreement proper-
ties, do not require a local licensor in the form of a nominal element carrying rich agreement 
properties spelled out on the verb. Thus, an adjunct may appear in argumental element in Old 
English, unlike Modern English.

To summarize, I have examined some properties of the licensing approach, where it was sug-
gested that a verb with rich agreement properties in the CP zone may license a local argumental 
element in the lower topic position, and thus the lower topic position would be available for an 
argumental element in Old English, unlike Modern English.

 (ii) Topic-Subject Pronoun-V (=[TopP Topic [TopP Topic (=subject) [FinP V…]]
   Be ðæm we magon suiðe swutule oncnawan ðæt…
  by that we may very clearly perceive that

  ‘By that, we may perceive very clearly that …’  (CP 26.181.16)

Nawata (2009) proposes that the pronominal subject in (ii) appears in the lower topic position. 
I suggest that the pronominal subject in (ii) is not found in the lower TopP, but is cliticized on 
V, in keeping with a V2 format.

16. c6-fn16As a reviewer points out, Old English was an OV language with typical variation in word order 
in the middle field due to scrambling and to the movement of clitic nominals or weak nominals to 
higher positions. Then, an element preceding the subject might be found in the middle field rather 
than in the CP zone in (2). It is well known that in the middle field of OV languages there is a topic 
position within the middle field as in German, which might correspond with our lower topic. More 
research is required in this area. See Frey (2004) for an analysis of topic elements in the middle field 
in German. See also Belletti (2001, 2004) for topic elements in the middle field in Italian.
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Chapter 7

Causativity alternation in the lower field

Mohamed Naji
University Moulay Ismail Meknes

We will argue in this paper that the lower field of the sentence, little vP, is en-
dowed with a new functional category cause phrase (causP). We will severet 
anticausativity from voice. We will propose that anticausative morphology in 
standard Arabic (SA) is projected in syntax closer to the root, between the root 
and v°. Our proposition has two important consequences. The first one, it denies 
the existence of the strict locality between a root and its categorizer. The second 
one, it confirms that agentive and causer subjects will occupy different hierar-
chical positions inside of the sentence (IP). We will see that transcategorial deri-
vations of derived nominals from the verb conserves anticausative morphology, 
but it cannot do so with passive morphology. This is a strong fact confirming the 
different syntactic status of the two kinds of morphology. Moreover, the distri-
bution of agentive and causer subjects with subject oriented adverbs (SOA) and 
manner adverbs (MA) shows an asymmetry between the two in linking SOA 
and MA. We will explain this asymmetry between agent and causer subjects by 
their different syntactic positions into the structure of IP. Thereafter, we will ex-
tend our analysis to nominal events too.

Keywords: causativity, lower field, anticausativity, Standard Arabic, agent 
subject, causer subject, subject oriented adverbs (SOA), manner adverbs (MA)

1. Introduction

The new constructionist approaches to syntax assume that roots are generated with-
out any argument structure, and that part of the semantic interpretation is formed 
at the syntactic component. In this sense, Borer (2013) proposes that roots are null 
elements and that their categorical definition is made in the syntactic component, 
by the affixes. Also Marantz (2007) assumes that roots are adjuncts to little v. In 
these approaches roots are not heads and they do not project in the syntax.

In the same vein, De Belder & Craenenbrock (2015) argue for an approach 
in which roots are empty elements and they bear no grammatical or semantic 

https://doi.org/10.1075/la.267.07naj
© 2021 John Benjamins Publishing Company
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specification. If we adhere to this point of view, roots will play no role in determin-
ing the causative alternation.1

Besides, Doron (2003) assumes that anticausative morphology in Hebrew, and 
most probably in Semitics, is generated within the root in the lexicon.

In this paper, we will review the question of the status of anticausative mor-
phology: is it generated within the roots or in the syntactic component? We will 
argue that anticausative morphology is merged in syntax and not in the lexicon, in 
a position locally closed to roots. This position is mediated between roots and little 
v. Thereby, there is no strict locality between the categorizer head, little v, and the 
root as it is commonly admitted in Borer (2013) and Marantz (2007, 2013a, b & c).

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 lays out a description of the 
morpho-syntactic properties of anticausative and voice morphology. It shows that 
there is a fundamental difference between the two. In Section 3, we will review the 
nature of anticausative morphology as derivational morphology, and we will rise 
the question of its status: is it a part of the root, or is it a part of functional mor-
phology? We will propose that anticausative morphology is merged in syntax as an 
independent head Caus°, and we develop a decompositional syntactic structure in 
which Caus° is close to the root, mediating between a root and little v. The rest of 
the paper is dedicated to some arguments that strengthen our central claim about 
the existence of a causative head category in the syntactic structure of anticausative 
verbs. Essentially, we show in Section (4) that anticausative and voice morphology 
behave differently with respect to trans-categorial derivations. Section (5) shows 
that the distribution of some adverbs with causer and agent subjects gives more 
support to our analysis. More specifically, we show that there is an asymmetrical 
behavior of causer and agent external arguments in linking subject oriented adverbs 
(SOA) and manner adverbs (MA). We will see that our analysis in terms of decom-
positional syntactic structure, according to which the agent and the causer subject 
occupy different structural positions, explains this asymmetry syntactically in an 
elegant way. Section (6) exhibits the same asymmetry effects between the agent 
and the causer in linking SOA and MA in nominal event domains and additionally 
extends our analysis to event nominals too (for more studies on nominals, please 
also see Chomsky (1965 & 1970)). In Section (7), we conclude the paper by pointing 
out some important theoretical and empirical consequences of our analysis on the 
morpho-syntax and semantics of causativity and anticausativity.

1. There is another recent opposite approach to Roots that considers roots as meaningful head 
elements (Cf. Boecks (2008), Levinson Lisa (2008), Beavers & Koontz-Garboden (2013) and 
also Koontz-Garboden & John, Beavers (2017) for this kind of approach). Also, Maaera Al kaabi 
(2015) assumes, following Doron (2003), that roots project in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) 
and Emirati Arabic (EA).
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2. The morpho-syntactic nature of non-active morphology

The most recent analyses of anticausatives support the idea that anticausative mor-
phology is located in voice (Cf. Alexiadou, Anagnostopoulou & Everaert (2004), 
Alexiadou, Anagnostopoulou, & Schäffer. (2006), Alexiadou (2009, 2010, 2013), 
Beavers & A. Koontz-Garboden (2013), Horvarth (2013) etc.). English has a syn-
tactic anticausative in which the verb doesn’t show any functional morphology, as 
illustrated in the next sentences:

 (1) John broke the vase.

 (2) The vase broke.

Standard Arabic (SA) presents some evidence that is not compatible with the idea 
of locating anticausatives in Voice.

2.1 The multiples ways of anticausatives realization in SA

Anticausatives can be realized syntactically in SA as is the case in English:

(3) da-ww-aba zayd-un l-jalid-a.
  melt-caus-perf.act-3.sg.m zayd-nom det-ice-acc

  ‘Zayd melted the ice.’

(4) daba l-jalid-u.
  melt.perf.act-3.sg.m det-ice-nom

  ‘The ice melted.’

The structure in (4) illustrates a case of syntactic anticausativity. The intransitive 
verb is active, and it bears no anticausative morphology, with the derived subject 
bearing a nominative case.

2.2 Non-active morphology in SA

Even if anticausativity can be realized syntactically in SA, the structures with syn-
tactic anticausativity are very limited. The unmarked cases of anticausative struc-
tures are morpho-syntactic. Anticausative verbs in SA are formed by the realization 
of the anticausative morphemes on the verb as shown in the examples (6a–b) below:

(5) kasara zaydu-n n-nafidat-a
  break.act.perf.-3.sg.m zayd-nom det-window-acc

  ‘Zayd broke the window.’

(6) a. ta-kassara-ti n-nafidat-u.
   anticaus-break.perf-3.sg.f det-window-nom

   ‘The window broke.’
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   b. in-kassara-ti n-nafidat-u
   anticaus-break.perf-3.sg.m det-window-nom

   ‘The window broke.’

Anticausative morphology is borne on the verb by the consonant /t/ as a prefix in 
(6a), and by the consonantal element /n/ in (6b).2

2.2.1 On the difference between voice and anticausative morphology
If anticausative morphology is implemented on the verb via the consonantal ele-
ments,3voice morphology, by contrast, is marked on the verb by a vocalic melody 
known by the template, as the verbal passive in (7b) below shows:

(7) a. Kasara zayd-un l-ka?s-a.
   break.act.perf-3.sg.m zayd-nom det-glass-acc

   ‘Zayd broke the glass.’
   b. Kusira l-ka?s-u.
   break.pass.perf-3.sg.m det-glass-nom

   ‘The glass was broken.’

As we can observe in the structures (6a), (6b) and (7b) anticausative morphology 
is different from passive morphology. First, the phonological core of anticausative 
morphology is consonantal, akin to the root’s consonants. The second point, con-
cerns the morpho-syntactic realization of this morphology as prefixes merged at 
the left of the verb. By contrast, passive morphology is templatic. It is phonologi-
cally different from the root, it is formed from vowels intercalated within the root 
consonants.

2.2.2 The homonymy of voice morphology
Unlike in SA, where voice and anticausativity are realized by different morphology, 
in Greek, Latin and Albanian languages voice and anticausative morphology are 
realized by the same non-active morphology.4 The example in (8) from Alexiadou 

2. /in/ has the same morpho-semantic and syntactic function as the anticausative /ni/ in Hebrew. 
Doron (2003) calls it the middle morphology. For instance, we can derive from a three consonan-
tique root in Hebrew such as [š][b][r] the transitive verb šabar (break) and the middle ni-šbar 
(cf. Doron 2003). We think that the anticausative morpheme /in/in Arabic and its counterpart 
/ni/ in Hebrew were related in some interior stages of the Semitic diachronic evolution deriving 
from the same morpho-syntactic prefix realized phonologically as the nasal monoconsonat /n/.

3. The two prefixed morphemes are the indication of anticausativity. The difference between 
them relates to the fact that /t/ denotes a durative event, but /n/ does not.

4. Moroccan Arabic (MA) too is similar to these Romance languages concerning the realiza-
tion of the non-active morphology. For instance in MA, anticausative, passive and middle are 
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(2010) shows that the same morpheme denotes anticausativity and passive at the 
same time:

(8) To hirografo katastrafike.
  the manuscript-nom destroyed-Nact

  i. ‘the manuscript destroyed.’
  ii. ‘the manuscript was destroyed.’

In (8) the sentence can be interpreted as an anticausative in (8i) or as a passive 
in (8ii).

In the following, we will show that this difference in the realization of anti- 
causative and voice morphology between SA and these Roman languages is not 
accidental. Instead, it reflects a deep difference in the categories bearing these two 
types of morphemes.

3. Anticausative morphology is not a part of the root

Based on the facts outlined in the previous section, we distinguish between voice 
and anticausativity. Voice is always realized on the stem by a vocalic melody interca-
lated between the root consonants. It can never be spelled out through consonants. 
Only the core structure of the word in Arabic and in Semitics in general is formed 
by consonants (cf. McCarthy (1979); Aronoff (2013)). Doron (2003) claims that an-
ticausative morphology is part of the root.5 This seems natural, as the anticausative 
morphology is consonantal and different from the vocal melody of the template. In 
the next section we will review this question. More specifically, our analysis has to 
answer the question of the status of the consonantal anticausative morphology: is 
it a part of the root, or it is a part of the functional morphology?

If it is a part of the root, we have to admit that it is generated within the root, in 
the lexicon. If it is not, our analysis has to clarify where and how the anticausative 
morphology is merged in the syntax.

realized by the same morpheme. Hence, the structure bearing the non-active exponent /t / in (i) 
is ambiguous between anticausative, passive and middle interpretations:

   d-daw ka-y-t-qta3 darya
  det-electricity hab-imperf-3.sg.m-non.activ-cut quickly

  ‘Electricity cuts off quickly.’

5. Doron (2003) proposes that the templatic morphology is projected in syntax as functional 
heads representing agentivity and voice. She gives some semantic and syntactic arguments for 
the existence of these two functional heads.
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We can qualify the consonantal anticausative morphology as an Inner Mor-
phology in the terms of Wasow (1977). Wasow (1977) distinguishes between the 
inner morphemes which are internal or closer to root and outer morphemes which 
are external and correspond to functional morphology (cf. also Marantz (2000) and 
Dubinsky & Simango (1996)). Inner morphemes always occur closer to roots and 
can never occur outside functional morphology.

Clearly, we assume that anticausative morphology is not an integral part of the 
root. We propose, indeed, that it is projected in syntax as an independent category 
close to the root than to voice. This category is projected as a caus(ation)P phrase 
directly below the categorizing head little v°. Henceforth, we assume that roots are 
not directly merged as complements of their categorizer, little v. Instead, they are 
inserted as adjuncts to caus°. Marantz (2007, 2013a, b & c) admits that roots are 
adjuncts modifying little v, the head representing the event. Adapting this idea here, 
we assume that roots are not directly adjunts to v°, but rather adjuncts to caus°. 
This head contains a lexically realized morphology in SA, but it can be a null head 
in languages that have ambiguous non-active morphology as Modern Greek, Latin, 
Albanian and Moroccan Arabic. This fact explains the homonymy of the non-active 
morphology in these languages.

3.1 Locality between roots and little v

According to our central hypothesis, that of splitting voice and causativity, roots 
are closer to caus° and are not in structural locality to v°, as in (9):

 (9) vP

v° causP

caus°

√consonnant caus°

In (9) above the root is merged as an adjunct to the anticausative morphology in 
caus°, in a first step. In a second step, caus° is merged within v°.

Marantz (2007), (2013a) considers v° as a flavour of the event or eventuality. We 
admit that in the structure (10) below not only is the eventuality represented in the 
structure by v°, but the causation is also represented by the head caus° containing 
the anticausative morphology [t]/[n]:

 (10) [v° [caus° root [caus° t/n]]]
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Once caus° with its root modifier is merged with v°, the vP is sent to spell out in 
PF to receive a phonological interpretation, as a consequence of v° being a cyclic 
phase head in the sense of Chomsky (1995, 2001 & 2008).6

In what follows, we provide some arguments to support the existence of this 
new head category, caus°, representing anticausative morphology. In the next sec-
tion, we will see that trans-categorial derivation of event nominals from the root 
does not preserve passive morphology, but it preserves anticausative morphology.7 
This is a clear indication that the derivation of the word from the root target caus°, 
before the categorical identification by the categorizer head, little v° or little n° 
for event nominals, is made. We will argue in Section (5) that the syntax and the 
distribution of SOA and MA within verbal anticausative domains further confirm 
our analysis. In Section (6), we extend our analysis to the distribution of SOA and 
MA to the event nominals, we will show that the same interaction between SOA 
and MA and causativity upholds too in the event nominal domains.

4. Anticausative morphology and transcategorial derivation

More strikingly, the behavior of event nominals further supports our claim about 
the autonomy of anticausativity as an independent category and its independence 
from voice. Indeed, the derivation of event nominals from the root elements pre-
serve the anticausative morphology, but it can never do so with passive morphology. 
This fact is borne out by the following examples:

(11) a. ta-ksir-u l-ka?s-i axafa-ni.
   anticaus-break-nom det-glass-geni frighten.perf-3.sg.m-me

   ‘The glass’s breaking frightened me.’
   b. in-kisar-u l-ka?s-i axafa-ni.
   anticaus-break-nom det-glass-geni frighten.perf-3.sg.m-me

   ‘The glass’s breaking frightened me.’

6. If roots are adjuncts to caus° and do not project, we should expect that they do not select their 
arguments, and more specifically the internal argument, as the external argument is selected by 
little vP, or voice (Cf. Kratzer (1996); Davidson (2002) & Embick & Marantz (2008)). Following 
some recent propositions, we consider that roots do not select their complements too (Cf. Arad 
(2003 & 2005); Anagnostopoulou (2014); Anagnostopoulou & Samioti (2014); Lohndal (2014); 
Borer (2014); van Craenenbroeck (2014); Bayrou (2016); Jason (2016); Danbolt Ajer (2017) for 
some proposals in this way.)

7. The term trans-categorial here is only notational. It does not mean that the categorical label 
change from one category to another happens in syntax, as it was assumed in certain works in 
the literature. But we mean by the trans-categorial derivation the merging of the root in the 
categorizer category.
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(12) (*kusir-u) l-ka?s-i axafa-ni.
  break.pass-nom det-glass-geni frighten.perf-3.sg.m-me

  ‘The glass’s breaking frightened me.’

In (11a–b) the anticausative morphemes resist the trans-categorical derivation from 
roots to the event nominal. These morphemes reappear with the event nominal 
that determines the head of the construct state. The whole construct state is the 
subject of the sentence. This means that the nominal head’s root of the construct 
state has merged within caus° and picked up the anticausative morphology, before 
moving to the categorizer head n°. The complex [caus° √consonants [caus° t/n]] 
merged with little n, and all this complex is spelled out at PF. This is due to the the 
cyclic nature of nP.

Nevertheless, this is not the case with passive morphology. The ungrammatical-
ity of derived nominals with passive morphology shows that passive morphology 
cannot resist trans-categorical derivation from the root. The ungrammaticality of 
word formation in (12), due to the inability of the event nominal head to keep the 
passive morphology, can be explained syntactically by different ways. One of them 
is to suppose that voice is higher in the functional structure than the categorizer 
head little n. In this case, the root cannot move higher to check the voice morphol-
ogy in voice°, after the categorial identification is made by n°. This is because all the 
string should go to spell out for interpretation in PF interface, as nP is a cyclic phase.

The following sections show that the syntax and the distribution of adverbs 
and their interaction with subjects give further support to the existence of causP 
mediating between the root and the categorizer.

5. Adverb distribution within anticausatives

The syntactic distribution of adverbs in SA gives additional evidence for the exist-
ence of a causative functional head in the lower area of IP structure. More specifi-
cally the distribution of SOA and MA with agentive and causer subjects shows that 
the agentive external argument can co-occur with SOA and MA. But a non-agentive 
external argument can co-occur only with MA, and not with SOA. These observa-
tions are borne out by the following data:

(13) a. ?ahraq-a l-mujrim-u l-rabat-a
   burn.perf-3.sg.m det-criminal-nom det-forest-acc

bi-suhulat-in/bi-xubt-in
with-easiness-obli/with-maliciouness-obli

   ‘The criminal burned the forest easily/maliciously.’
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   b. ?ahraqat-i n-nar-u l-rabat-a
   burn.perf-3.sg.f det-fire-nom det-forest-acc

bi-suhulat-in/* bi-xubt-in
with-easiness-obli/with-maliciousness-obli

   ‘Fire burned the forest easily/*maliciously.’
   c. ?ih-ta-raq-at l-rabat-u
   burn-anticaus.perf-3.sg.f det-forest-nom

bi-suhulat-in/* bi-xubt-in
with-easiness-obli/ with-maliciousness-obli

   ‘The forest burned easily/*maliciously.’

Both the SOA and MA are linked by the agentive external argument in (13a). But 
in (13b), (13c) where the external argument is a causer or a cause, it cannot link 
SOA, but it links only MA.

These facts can be easily explained if we consider that the agentive subject in 
(13a) and the causer subject in (13b), or the cause in (13c), which is the anticaus-
ative derived subject, are not in the same structural position.

It is admitted in the literature that SOA and MA occupied different positions 
in the phrase structure representation (Cf. Cinque (1999); Alexiadou (1997)). In 
addition to that, we suppose following Moltmann (1997) that SOA are external to 
the event and they take the whole VP as its argument. By contrast, MA are internals 
to the event. They occur internal to VP. If we adopt this analysis about the semantics 
of SOA and MA, SOA should be represented above VP, in contrast to MA which 
should be represented inside the VP.

We consider, following Ernst (2000), (2001) among many other theories of right 
adjunction, that the adjunction of adverbs to X′ is possible. We propose according 
to this claim that SOA are right adjuncts outside vP, differently from MA which are 
adjunts lower to the right of caus′ in the following structure:

 (14) voiceP

spec voice′
vP

vP

spec
v° causP

spec

causer

caus′

caus′
caus°

MA

SOA

v′

voice°
agent

√consonnants caus°
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If our analysis is on the right track, the agentive subject in (14) is in Spec VoiceP. 
This position allows it to c-command and link both the SOA adjunct to vP and MA 
adjunct to caus′. However, the causer subject is structurally lower in the vP. It is in 
Spec causP. It fails to c-command SOA s from that position. This is why the causer 
and also the cause cannot link SOA in (13b), (13c). Nevertheless, this position 
allows them to c-command and link MA s which are adjuncts to caus′.

5.1 Repetitive and restitutive adverbs

Unlike in English where the adverb again can have a restitutive and a repetitive 
reading (cf. Von Stechow (2007)), Arabic denotes repetitivity and restitutivity by 
two different kinds of adverbs, for instance the two adverbs in the structures of (15), 
can have both the repetitive and the restitutive reading:

(15) a. ?ahraq-a zayd-un l-rabat-a marat-an
   burn.perf-3.sg.m det-zayd –nom det-forest-acc once-acc

 ?uxr-a/ min jadid-in
another-acc/ prep new-obli

   ‘Zayd burned the forest again/newly’
   b. ?ahraq-ti n-nar-u l-rabat-a mart-an ?uxr-a/
   burn.perf-3.sg.f det-fire-nom det-forest-acc once-acc another-acc/

min jadid-in
prep new-obli

   ‘Fire burned the forest again/ newly.’
   c. ?ihtaraqa-ti l-rabat-u marata-an ?uxr-a/
   burn-anticaus.perf-3sg.f det-forest-nom once-acc another-acc/

min jadid-in
prep new-obli

   ‘The forest burned again/newly.’

In all the structures (15a–c), the two adverbial PPs are ambiguous between a repet-
itive and restitutive reading, without any difference between the agentive subject 
in (15a) and the causer subject in (15b), or the cause in (15c).8 In order to denote a 
pure repetitive reading, Arabic uses a verb referring to a repetition of the event as 
is the case of the following structures:

(16) a. ?a3ad-a zayd-un harq-a l-rabat-i
   restart.perf-3.sg.m zayd-nom burn-acc det-forest-geni

   ‘Zayd restarted the burning of the forest.’

8. Each one of the two adverbs can have a wide and narrow scope in all the sentences of (15).
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   b. *?a3ada-ti n-nar-u harq-a l-rabat-I
   restart.perf-3.sg.m det-fire-nom burn-acc det-forest-geni

   *‘Fire restarted the burning of the forest.’
   c. *?a3ada-ti l-rabat-u l-?ihtiraq-a
   restart.perf-3.sg.m det-forest-nom

   *‘The forest restarted the burning.’

The contrast in the grammaticality between (16a) on one side, and (16b), (16c) 
on the other side, shows that pure repetitive events need agentivity. This can be 
explained by the fact that the agentive argument in (16a) is in Spec VoiceP and 
it can bear the [+,− agentive] feature present in the head of VoiceP through the 
Agree mechanism between the specifier and the Voice head.9 Inversely, the causer 
and cause subjects in (16b), (16c) are below in causP. Hence, they cannot bear the 
[+, − agentive] features present in Voice°.

5.2 PP instruments and goals

Similar facts can be observed with PP instruments and PP goals. Suppose that PP 
instruments and PP goals are also syntactically right adjoined to vP, in the same 
way as SOA in the structure (14). This means that only the external agent argument 
can c-command and link a PP instrument or a PP goal, from Spec VoiceP. However, 
the causer argument will not be able to link PP instruments and purpose adverbs. 
This is because the causer is merged in Spec causP, a position structurally below vP. 
These observations are confirmed by the following data:

(17) a. fa-yy-ad-a zayd-un l-halib-a bi-n-nar-i
   boil-caus-perf-3.sg.f Zayd-nom det-milk-acc with-det-fire-obli

   ‘Zayd has boiled milk with fire.’
   b. *fa-yy-ada-ti n-nar-u l-halib-a
   boil-caus-perf-3.sg.f det-fire-nom det-milk-acc

bi-l-hatab-i/bi-l-raz-i
with-det-wood-obli/with-det-gaz-obli

   * ‘Fire has boiled milk with wood/with gaz.’
   c. *fad-a l-halib-u bi-l-hatab-i /bi-l-raz-i
   boil.perf-3sg.m det-milk-nom with-det-wood-obli/with-det-gaz-obli

   * ‘Milk boiled with wood/with gaz.’

The PP instrument is compatible with the agentive subject in (17a) above. 
Nevertheless, in (17b) the PP instrument is, however, not compatible with a causer 

9. Cf. Kalluli (2006) for the presence of [+,− agentivity] features in voice.
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external argument. The same adverb is also not compatible with the cause argu-
ment in (17c), with a lexical anticausative verb. These facts can be explained by 
the failure of the causer argument to link a PP adverb adjunct to the right of vP 
from Spec CausP. This latter position is more embedded in the syntactic structure. 
It does not allow the Causer or the Cause to c-command the adverb which is an 
adjunct to vP.10

The same effect can be noted with the PP goals. The structures in (18) below 
show a clear asymmetry between agentive subjects and causer subjects concerning 
the linking of PP goals. While the agentive subject easily links the PP goal in (18a), 
the causer subject and the cause cannot link the PP goal in (18b–c):

(18) a. jam-m-ad-a zayd-un s-sa?il-a li-sti3mal-i-hi fi
   freeze-caus-perf-3.sg.m zayd-nom det-liquid-acc for-use-obli-it in

l- muxtabar-i
det -laboratory-obli

   ‘Zayd has frozen the liquid in order to use it in the laboratory.’
   b. * jam-m-ad-a l-mujamid-u s-sa?il-a
   freeze-caus-perf-3sg.m det-freezer-nom det-liquid-acc

li-sti3mal-i-hi fi-l-muxtabar-i
for-use-obli-it in det-laboratory-obl

   * ‘The freezer has frozen the liquid to use it in the laboratory.’
   c. *jamud-a s-sa?il-u li-sti3mal-i-hi fi-l-muxtabar-i
   freeze.perf-3sg.m det-liquid-nom for-use-obli-it in det-laboratory-obli

   * ‘The liquid has frozen to be used in the laboratory.’

The contrast in grammaticality between (18a) and (18b–c) cannot be explained 
on the basis of a semantic ground. It is due to a structural difference in hierarchy 
between the agentive external argument and the causer /cause ones. While the 
agentive argument can link the PP goals from Spec VoiceP, the causer/cause po-
sition in Spec causP is too low in the structure to c-command the PP goal at the 
right vP edge.

10. We consider that structural c-command is a necessary condition for a DP argument to be 
construed with these adverbs and also to determine their scope relations in LF (Cf. Ernst (2000) 
for more details about this point.).
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6. Causativity and agentivity in event nominals

At this point, we should reconsider the concept of voice, which is not clear enough 
theoretically. Borer (2005) assumes that there is no Voice in nominals. This seems 
true, as there is no passive morphology in Arabic event nominals (cf. Fassi Fehri, 
1988; Ayyat, Sultan & Yasin, 2013). Moreover, the complement of a nominal head 
can have more than one interpretation. The following data show that referential 
construct state in Arabic is ambiguous due to the failure of Voice.

(19) surat-u r-rajul-i
  picture-nom det-man-geni

  ‘The picture of the man.’

The DP complement of the referential nominal head in (19) is ambiguous between 
a possessor and a theme interpretation. In the first interpretation, this complement 
has a possessor reading, but in the second one, it is interpreted as a theme. This 
double interpretation is also instantiated in event nominals as shown in (20) below:

(20) qasf-u l-3aduw-i
  shooting-nom det-enemy-geni

  ‘The ennemy’s shooting.’

In the structure (20) the DP complement of the event nominal head can be inter-
preted as an agent external argument, or as a theme argument. Nevertheless, we can 
see that when the nominal head takes an accusative DP object, as its complement, 
the genitive DP argument is obligatorily interpreted as an agent external argument. 
In this instance, the accusative object forces the agentive interpretation of the gen-
itive argument, even if there is no voice morphology on the nominal head of the 
construct state.

(21) qasf-u l-3aduw-i l-madint-a
  shooting-nom det-enemy-geni det-city-acc

  ‘The ennemy’s shooting of the city.’

This situation shows that the presence of the agentive external argument is inde-
pendent from the existence of voice, at least in event nominals.

Marantz (2013a) assumes that the absence of voice morphology indicates the 
absence of Voice in languages that mark their passive verbs morphologically. In 
addition to that, Harley (2017) based on some data from Hiaki, considers that the 
function of Voice projection is to introduce the external argument and also to mark 
the DP object with the accusative case. Nonetheless, the coexistence of the agentive 
external argument and the DP accusative with the absence of voice morphology 
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from the nominal head in (21) invalidates Harley’s assumption, at least for Arabic 
and most probably for other natural languages.

As this is the case with the verbal predicates, event nominals can also have a 
causer as an external argument, and not only agentive ones:

(22) a. ?ihraq-u zayd-in l-rabat-a
   burning-nom zayd-geni det-forest-acc

   ‘Zayd’s burning of the forest.’
   b. ?ihraq-u n-nar-i l-rabat-a
   burning-nom det-fire-geni det-forest-acc

   ‘Fire’s burning of the forest.’
   c. ?ih-ti-raq-u l-rabat-i
   burning-anticaus-nom det-forest-geni

   ‘the forest’s burning.’

In (22a) the event nominal takes an agent external argument as a subject of the 
sentence. But, in (22b) the subject is realized as a causer argument. In (22c) the 
event nominal bears the anticausative morphology, with a cause argument as a 
derived subject.

We can draw three generalizations from the structures in (22a–c):

1. The agent argument can appear with an event nominal in the absence of Voice.
2. The causer external argument can exist in event nominal domains inde-

pendently from Voice.
3. Unlike passive morphology, anticausative morphology can occur with event 

nominals.

6.1 Adverbs distribution in nominal domains

As we have done with verbal predicates, we would like, now, to use SOA and MA 
and their interaction with agent and causer arguments as a diagnostic test for the 
existence of these two kinds of subject position in the functional structure of DP.

It is very surprising to find that the distribution of SOA and MA in event nom-
inal domains is the same as the one observed in the verbal domains, and with the 
same interpretations. Take the following examples:

(23) a. tahtim-u l-3aduw-i l-madinat-a
   destruction-nom det-ennemy-geni det-city-acc

bi-suhulat-in/bi-xubt-in/3amdan
with-easiness-obli/with-maliciousness-obli/deliberately

   ‘The destruction of the city by the enemy easily/maliciously/deliberately.’
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   b. tahtim-u l-3asifat-i l-madinat-a
   destruction-nom det-storm-geni det-city-acc

bi-suhulat-in/*bi-xubt-in/*3amdan
with-easiness-obli/ with-maliciousness-obli/deliberately

   ‘The destruction of the city by the storm easily/*maliciously/*deliberately’
   c. ta-hatum-u t-ta?irat-i
   anticaus-destruct –nom det-plane-geni

bi-suhulat-in/*bi-xubt-in/*3amdan
with-easiness-obli/with-maliciousness-obli/deliberately

   ‘The destruction of the plane easily/*maliciously/*deliberately.’

In a similar way to the verbal domains, the agentive external argument is compati-
ble with SOA and MA in (23a). However, the causer and also the cause arguments 
cannot co-occur with SOA. They are compatible only with MA, as the structures 
of (23b–c) above show.

If our claim about the existence of a causative head below the categorizer head 
v° and also below the nominal head n° is on the right direction, the causer in (23b) 
and the cause in (23c) cannot c-command, nor can they link SOA, which is higher 
in the structure’s hierarchy.

6.2 Agentivity in event nominals

If the agent subject is located in Spec Voice in IP domain, what should the position 
of agentive argument be in the nominal event domains, given that they are taken 
to lack a Voice projection?

If we adopt the standard approaches to the structure of construct states, the 
agentive external argument will occupy the same specifier position as the possessive 
DP’s, this is because there is no other potential position for agentive subjects in the 
structure of DP in this case:

 (24) DP

nP
n′D°

n°
possessor/agent

DP

spec

The structure in (24) is compatible with the aforementioned properties of posses-
sive DP’s. More particularly, it is compatible with the absence of the active passive 
morphology alternation, which is a strong indication of the absence of voice in 
nominals. It is also compatible with the ambiguity of the external argument between 
the possessive/agent and the theme interpretation.
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We have seen, however, that one of these two properties at least disappears with 
event nominals. Specifically, when the event nominal has a DP internal argument, 
this forces the agentive interpretation of the external argument and there is no am-
biguity interpretation of the subject theta-role. This situation requires a representa-
tion of construct states that can take the properties of event nominal structures 
and more particularly the agentivity of the external argument into consideration.

Harley (2013) considers that the unique function of Voice is to introduce the 
external argument (See also Folli & Harley (2005, 2007 & 2008), Kratzer (1996) for 
more discussions on argument structures and related issues). If we consider this 
assumption, there will be no way to introduce the agentive external argument in 
the case of event nominals; this will be due to the absence of Voice morphology 
into these nominals as was reported before.

Even if event nominals have no voice morphology alternation, the syntactic 
properties of the agentive external argument suggest the existence of a prominent 
structural position in which the genitive subject appears. We propose that this 
position is the specifier of agentP(hrase). Indeed, the structure of event nominals 
is endowed with a functional head agent° that contains the genitive agent in its 
specifier. This structure is represented as in (25) below where the genitive agent is 
located in spec agentP:

 (25) 

√consonnant caus°

DP

D°
agentP

agent′
np

SOAnp
spec n′

n°
spec

DP causer

causP

caus′

caus′ MA

DPcaus°

DP agent agent°

spec

The agentive external argument can c-command and link both the SOA adjoined 
to the right of nP and MA adjoined to the right of caus#x2032; in a structure like 
(25). Contrary to that the causer subject and the cause cannot c-command SOA 
adjoined to nP from Spec causP, so they fail to link it. They can only c-command 
and be construed with an MA, which is adjoined to caus′.
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The structure (25) successfully explains the grammaticality judgments due to 
the distribution of SOA and MA with agentive and causer subjects within the event 
nominal domains in (23).

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have examined the nature of anticausative verbs. A strong ex-
plicit hypothesis in much recent literature has it that anticausatives are located in 
Voice. We have shown here that anticausativity and Voice have different natures. 
The two behave morpho-syntactically in different ways. Voice morphology is a 
pure functional category, while anticausative morphology is a part of derivational 
morphology.

We have assumed that anticausative morphology can be represented in syntax, 
and not in the lexicon, as a derivational morphology. This proposition meets the 
attempt of Marantz (2007, 2013a) to represent derivational morphology in syntax. 
Based on this idea, we have proposed that the anticausative morphology is merged 
as an independent head, caus°, in syntax. Afterward, we have elaborated a decom-
posed structure for anticausatives where the head caus° is closer to the root; it is 
mediating between the root and the categorizer head, little v. This implies that there 
is no syntactic locality between the root and its categorizer head.

The separation of causativity from Voice semantically implies that the domain 
of intentional subjects is different from the domain of causativity. More particularly, 
the domain of agentivity, VoiceP, is more prominent. It is structurally and hierar-
chically higher than the domain of causativity, causP. The existence of causation 
as an independent head in syntax goes hand in hand with the generative semanti-
cists’claim that causation is a principal constituent of the event.

Furthermore, our analysis supposes two different positions for the subject in-
side IP, the subject argument can appear in the specifier of VoiceP, or in the specifier 
of causP, depending on the nature of its theta-role as agent or as causer/cause.

This analysis equally explains the well-known asymmetry between agent 
and causer subjects in linking subject oriented adverbs and manner adverbs. The 
asymmetry is due to a difference in the structural hierarchical positions of the 
agent and the causer arguments inside IP: it derives from the fact that the agent 
c-commands both subject oriented and manner adverbs, while the causer, and 
cause, c-commands only the latter. Our analysis thus provides a syntactic explica-
tion of this asymmetry, as opposed to a semantically based one.
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Chapter 8

Another argument for the differences 
among wa-marked phrases

Koichiro Nakamura
Meio University

The aim of this paper is to argue that the focal stress and structural position de-
termine the interpretation of wa-marked phrases in a Japanese sentence. Namely, 
our argument is, based on, and extended out of Nakamura (2017: 356–359), 
that in sentence initial position, wa-marked phrases denote Thematic Topic 
(tt) or Contrastive Topic (ct). Besides, our claim is that within vP domain, 
focally-stressed wa-marked phrase, denoted here as wa-marked phrase, signals 
Contrastive Focus (cf). In (1a), wa-marked phrase denotes exhaustivity. On the 
other hand, wa-marked phrase in (1b), which occurs below the VP adverb maji-
meni (=seriously), signals contrast.

(1) a. c8-abstract-q1Iya, demo ano-ronbun-wa Taro-ga yon-da (yo).
   no, but that paper-ei Focus T-Nom read-Past Par

    ‘Not, but Taro read that paper, and he read nothing more.’
   b. Majimeni Taro-wa hon-4-satu-wa yon-da
   seriously t-tt book-4-cl-cf read-Past

    ‘Taro seriously read the four books (, opposed to four papers).

Through the examples of the scopal interactions between negation, verbs and 
focus particles and wa-marked phrases, we demonstrate that the wa-marked 
phrase in vP domain denotes contrastive focus (cf). We go on to propose the 
following elaborated left peripheries for both CP and vP territories.

 (2) a. [TopP [FocP [TopP [TP [vP [VP ….]]]]]: CP periphery
  b. [TopP [FocP [TopP [vP [VP ….]]]]: vP periphery

Keywords: wa-marked sentences, contrastive focus (cf), left periphery,  
CP periphery, vP periphery, Japanese
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1. Introduction

It has been argued in cartographic investigations in Japanese that wa-marked 
phrases at the sentence initial position can mark Contrastive Topic (ct) in the 
sense of Tomioka (2010). This paper argues that the focal stress and structural po-
sition determine the interpretation of wa-marked phrases. Namely, our argument 
is, based on and extended out of Nakamura (2017: 356–359), that in sentence in-
itial position, wa-marked phrases denote Thematic Topic (tt) or ct. Besides, our 
claim is that within vP domain, focally-stressed wa-marked phrase, denoted here 
as wa-marked phrase, signals Contrastive Focus (cf).

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly reviewed 
the previous analyses on the Japanese particle wa. In Section 3, we put forward 
examples that show the differences among wa-marked phrases. Our emphasis is 
on the behavior of wa-marked phrases within vP domain. In Section 4, we turn 
our eyes into Hungarian and German. Section 5 elucidates the elaborated Japanese 
phrase structure. Section 6 takes up some apparent problems for our analysis and 
concludes the paper.

2. Previous analyses on the Japanese particle wa

Since Kuroda (1965) and Kuno (1973), various analyses have been made on the 
Japanese particle wa. The common idea among these is that wa can denote contrast. 
Let us first overview Tomioka (2010). Tomioka (2010) suggests that mostly pitch 
peak is preferred to be put on particles, not the whole DP. This is indicated below.

 (1) a. Who passed?
   b. Ken-wa ukat-ta
   K-top pass-Past

   ‘(At least)Ken passed.’  (Tomioka (2010: 119))

To the question in (1a) we can answer in (1b). Tomioka (2010) gives the transla-
tion for (1b) as “At least Ken passed.” Besides, he states that this focally stressed wa 
denotes contrastive topic (ct).

Next, let us examine Hara (2006), who extensively investigated the behavior 
of the particle wa.

 (2) a. Who passed the exam?
   b. Mary-wa ukat-ta
   M-ct pass-Past

   ‘At least Mary passed, but I don’t know whether the other(s) passed.’
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   c. Mary-ga ukat-ta
   M-Nom pass-Past

   ‘It is (only) Mary who passed.’  (Hara (2006: 7))

Hara (2006), in line with Tomoika (2010), argues that in (2b), wa with focal stress 
denotes ct. In addition, Hara (2006) points out that the particle ga specifies the 
exhaustive identification, which is shown in (2c). In a similar vein, let us cite ex-
amples from Nakamura (2020).

 (3) a. Among Taro, Ken, Hanako, and Mari, who passed?
   b. Mari-wa ukari-mashita.
   M-Top pass-Hon-Past

   ‘At least Mari passed.’
   c. Mari-wa ukari-mashita.
   M-Top pass-Hon-Past

   ‘Mari, but not others, passed.’  (Nakamura (2020: 163–164))

My point here is that when wa is given focal stress, as in (3c), the particle provokes 
exhaustive identificational focus (ei-Focus) effect. Most, if not all, of my informants 
agree with my judgment.

Next, let us take a look at how wa-phrases in embedded sentences have been 
investigated. As have been discussed by Kuroda (2005) and Heycock (2008), among 
many others, wa can occur in certain embedded sentences. Kuroda (2005) indi-
cates wa phrases can appear only in statement-making contexts. Heycock (2008) 
generally supports his idea. On the other hand, Tomioka (2015) offers a detailed 
investigation of the embedded wa phrases and puts forward many contexts in which 
wa-phrases can occur in embedded sentences. Tomioka (2015) argues that what 
Kuroda calls “statement-making contexts” means complements of propositional 
attitude verbs. Let us cite some of his examples.

(4) a. Mari-wa [Ken-wa moo kaet-ta to] omotte-iru
   M-Top [K-Top already go home-Past-Cdecl] think-Prog

   ‘Mary thinks that Ken has gone home already.’
   b. Yoko-wa [Naoya-wa doko-no syussin-ka]   oboete-iru
   Y-Top [N-Top where-Gen birth place CQUEST] remember-Prog

   ‘Yoko remembers where Naoya is from.’  (Tomioka (2015: 270))

Wa can be used in the complements of the verbs such as omou (=think) and oboet-
eiru (=remember). Besides, Tomioka (2015) points out the exhaustive identifica-
tonal focus effect the particle ga has, which is shown below. Tomoika shows wa and 
ga not in capital letters, but he mentions the focus effect. This indicates the particles 
are supposed to be given focal stress.
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 (5) a. Neutral Statement
     Mari-wa tensai-da
   Mari-Top genius-be

   ‘Mari is a genius.’
  b. Exhaustive statement with ga

     Mari-ga tensai-da
   M-Nom genius-be

   ‘[Mari]F is a genius.” Or It is Mari who is a genius.’ 
    (Tomioka (2015: 299))

In addition, Tomioka (2015: 299) mentions that the exhaustive effect is possible but 
not obligatory in embedded sentences.

(6) a. Ken-wa [Mari- wa/ga tensai da to] omotte-iru
   Ken-Top [Mary- Top/Nom genius-be-C] think-be

   ‘Ken thinks that Mari is a genius.’

However, if we consider a different situation, Contrastive Focus (cf) effect emerges. 
If we are asked a question like (7a), we can answer it as in (7b).

(7) a. Ken-wa [Taroo-wa tensai da to] omotte-iru n da-yo-ne?
   Ken-Top Taro-Top genius-be-C thinks-be   Dec-prt-Q

   Does Ken think Mari is a genius, doesn’t he?
   b. Iya, Ken-wa [Mari-wa tensai da to] omotte-iru yo
   No, Ken-Top [Mari-cf genius be-C] think-be prt

   No, Ken thinks Mari, not Taro, is a genius.’

This indicates focally marked wa gives rise to the contrastive focus effect in embed-
ded sentences. This effect is what I would like to advocate in this paper.

3. Japanese data

3.1 Types of adverbs and their structural positions

First, we have to touch upon the differences among adverb types and their struc-
tural positions. Noda (1984) makes a distinction among adverb types in the fol-
lowing way.

 (8) a. adverbs of mood: tabun (=perhaps), ainiku (=unfortunately), yoosuruni 
(=in short)

  b. adverbs of tense: rainen (=next year), mukasi (=formerly), ni-san-nichi 
mae (=several days ago)
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  c. adverbs of aspect: tokidori (=sometimes), sankagetu (=for three months), 
dandan (=gradually)

  d. adverbs of voice: wazato (=intentionally), tanosisooni (=joyfully), oogoede 
(=loudly)

  e. adverbs referring to objects: gatagata (=shaky), kireini (=neatly), maru-
maruto (=fully)]

Noda (1984: 81) further distinguishes modal adverbs into four types as follows.

 (9) a. pragmatic adverbs: yoosuruni (=in short), kantann-ni ieba (=simply put)
  b. evaluative adverbs: ainiku (=unfortunately), zannen-nagara (=regretfully)
  c. modal adverbs: tabun (=perhaps), osoraku (=probably)
  d. domain adverbs: kihon-teki-ni-wa (fundamentally), omote-muki-wa  

(= officially)

Endo (2007: 204–208) divides Japanese adverbs into three types, according as the 
particles attached to: High adverb, middle adverb, and low adverb. The particle 
koto-ni attaches to high adverbs, while the particle mo attaches to middle adverbs. 
On the other hand, the particle ni attaches to low adverbs. These are presented below.

(10) a. odoroita-koto-ni zan’nenna-koto-ni koounna-koto-ni
   surprising-fact-Prt unfortunate-fact-Prt lucky-fact-Prt
   ‘surprisingly’ ‘unfortunately’ ‘luckily’
   b. mazime-ni-mo kenage-ni-mo syooziki-ni-mo
   serious-Prt-Prt admirable-Prt-Prt honest-Prt-Prt
   ‘seriously’ ‘admirably’ ‘honestly’
   c. mazime-ni kenage-ni syooziki-ni
   serious-Prt admirable-Prt honest-Prt
   ‘seriously’ ‘admirably’ ‘honestly’

Fujimaki (2009), inspired by Noda’s (1984) hierarchy and Endo’s (2007) distinction, 
puts forward a more precise hierarchy of Japanese adverbs, as shown below.

 (11) a. domain
  b. speech act
  c. evaluative
  d. modal -CP
  e. subject oriented -TP negation
  f. manner adverb -vP

Next, let us again cite Endo’s (2007) investigation on how well types of Japanese 
adverbs predict the distributions of elements. As shown above, Endo (2007) divides 
Japanese adverbs into three types: high adverb, middle adverb, and low adverb.
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(12) a. *Natsuyasumi-ni Taroo-wa mazime-ni-mo odoroita-koto-ni
   summer vacation-in T-Top diligently surprisingly
       (middle) (high)

benkyoosita
study-Past

   ‘In summer vacation, surprisingly, Taro diligently studied.’
   b. Natsuyasumi-ni Taroo-wa odoroita-koto-ni mazime-ni benkyoosita
   summer vacation-in T-Top surprisingly diligently study-Past
       (high) (low)  

   ‘Surprisingly, in summer vacation, Taro studied diligently.’
   c. *Natsuyasumi-ni Taroo-wa mazime-ni odoroita-koto-ni benkyoosita
   summer vacation-in T-Top diligently surprisingly study-Past
       (low) (high)  

   ‘In summer vacation, surprisingly, Taro studied diligently.’ 
    (Endo (2007: 209))

Examples shown here clearly indicate the hierarchical order of adverbs. (12a) sug-
gests that the middle adverb cannot occur above the high adverb. Besides, (12c) 
implies that the low adverb cannot occur above the high adverb.

Next, let us take a look at the interactions between adverbs and negation.

(13) a. Taroo-wa mazime-ni-mo asoba-na-katta
   T-Top seriously play-Neg-Past

   ‘Taro seriously didn’t play.’  (*Neg>Adv, Adv>Neg)
   b. Taroo-wa mazime-ni asoba-na-katta  (Neg>Adv, Adv>Neg)
   T-Top seriously play-Neg-Past  (Endo (2007: 207))

Here, (13a) shows that the middle(subject-oriented) adverb mazime-ni-mo scopes 
over negation. On the other hand, the low adverb mazimeni can be in the scope of 
negation. Based on the various types of data, Endo (2007: 208) puts forward the 
following hierarchy of adverb types and negation.

 (14) subject oriented (middle) adverbial> negation>manner (low) adverbial

Furthermore, Endo (2007: 210) states that high, speaker-oriented adverbs occur in 
the Modepistemic head, which is in the fourth position in the Cinque’s (1999) hierar-
chy. Based on Endo’s hierarchy, we can detect the clause boundary: Namely, as the 
following examples demonstrate, scope of quantifiers are easily depicted when we 
reflect on the adverb types and the positions of quantifiers.
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(15) a. Dono- gakusei-mo odoroita-koto-ni mazime-ni hon-4-satu-o
   every student surprisingly seriously book-4-cl-Acc

yomi-oe-ta
read-finish-Past

   ‘Surprisingly, every student seriously finished reading four books.’ 
    every>four books

   b. Hon-4-satu-o odoroita-koto-ni dono-gakusei-mo mazime-ni
   book-4-cl-Acc surprisingly every student seriously

yomi-oe-ta
read-finish-Past

   ‘Surprisingly, there are four books that every student seriously finished 
reading.’  four books>every: dominant reading

In (15a), the subject is above the high adverb odoroita-koto-ni and scopes over the 
object. On the other hand, in (15b), where the object scrambles into the sentence 
initial position over the subject and the high adverb, the moved object easily takes 
wider scope.

We can provide another set of examples to illustrate the point.

(16) a. Dono-gakusei-mo zan’nen-na koto-ni kossori hon-4-satu-o
   every student unfortunately secretly book-4-cl-Acc

kat-te-ita
buy-State-Past

   ‘Unfortunately, every student has secretly bought four books.’
    every>four books

   b. Hon-4-satu-o zan’nen-na-koto-ni kossori dono- gakusei-mo
   book-4-cl-Acc unfortunately secretly every student

kat-te-ita
buy-State-Past

   ‘Unfortunately, there are four books that every student has bought secretly.’ 
    four books>every: dominant reading

In (16a), the universal quantifier in the subject position is above the high adverb 
zann’nen-na koto-ni and scopes over the object. In contrast, in (16b), the object 
scrambles over the subject and the high adverb. The dominant reading is the one 
in which the moved object takes wider scope.

Next, let us take a look at Tomioka (2010) again, who points out the scopal 
interaction between negation and wa-marked phrase.

(17) a. Minna-ga ko-nak-atta
   All-Nom come-Neg-Past

   ‘All the people were such that they didn’t come.’  all>Negation
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   b. Minna-wa ko nak-atta
   all-Top come-Neg-Past

   ‘Not all people came.’  Negation>all
    (Tomioka (2010: 118–119))

In (17a), the quantified subject scopes over negation. On the other hand, wa-marked 
subject takes narrower scope than negation. This indicates the necessity of postu-
lating a slot for wa-marked elements below both negation and the low adverb. In 
addition, we can use Endo’s (2007: 208) observation to strengthen our idea.

(18) Taroo-wa kasiko-ku syukudai-o si-na-katta
  T-Top cleverly homework-Acc do-Neg-Past

  ‘Taro didn’t do his homework cleverly.’ 
   cleverly>Negation & Negation>cleverly

In (18), the adverb kasiko-ku can scope over negation when it is interpreted as the 
middle adverb. When interpreted as the low adverb, it is in the scope of negation. 
This means that the low adverb is hierarchically below the negation, which is an-
other indication of the validity of the hierarchy proposed in (14).

The facts indicated here have demonstrated that adverbs can be used for test-
ing a clause boundary. Besides, the structural positions of the low adverbs like 
mazimeni (=seriously) and kossori (=secretly) demonstrate that the elements below 
them sit in the domain below negation. With these facts in mind, let us move onto 
the next section.

3.2 wa-marked phrases and their structural positions

Let us begin with the following paradigms.

(19) a. Taroo-wa ano-hon-o yon-da no?
   T-Top that-book-Acc read-Past Q

   ‘As for Taro, Did he read that book?
   b. Iya, demo ano-ronbun-wa Taroo-ga yon-da (yo).
   no, but that book-ct T-Non read-Past Par

   ‘No, but as for that paper, Taro read it.’
   c. Iya, demo ano-ronbun-wa Taroo-ga yon-da (yo).
   no, but that paper-ei Focus T-Nom read-Past Par

   ‘No, but Taro read that paper, and he read nothing more.’
   d. Iya, demo ano-ronbun-dake-wa Taroo-ga yon-da (yo)
   no but that paper-only-ei Focus T-Nom read-Past Par

   ‘No, but it is the only that paper Taro read.’
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   e. Iya, demo ano-ronbun-wa odoroita-koto-ni Taroo-ga yon-da
   no but that paper-ei-Focus surprisingly T-Nom read-Past

   ‘No, but surprisingly, Taro read only that paper.’

Here in (19b), wa-marked DP that moves into sentence initial position denotes ct, 
and signifies uncertainty in the sense of Tomioka (2010). The sentence indicates 
the speaker tells that at least as for that paper, he/she knows that Taro has read it. 
In contrast, the DP marked by focally marked wa in (19c) gives rise to exhaustive 
identificational focus (ei-Focus) effect. The sentence indicates what (19d), which 
uses the focus particle dake (=only), specifies. When we put into the high-adverb 
odoroita-koto-ni, as in (19e), the ei-Focus reading is much more easily detected.

Let us present another set of paradigms, cited from Nakamura (2020).

(20) a. Gakusei-tachi-wa (riidingu -risuto-no) hon-yon-satu-wa
   student-pl-tt (reading list-Gen) book-four-cl-ct

yomi-oe-ta
read-finish-Past

   ‘As for the students, they finished reading (at least) four books from the 
reading list.’

   b. Gakussei-tachi-wa (riidingu-risuto-no) hon-yon-satu-wa
   student-pl-tt (reading list-Gen) book-four-cl-ei-Focus

yomi-oe-ta
read-finish-Past

   ‘It is four books(, not four papers, for example) that the students finished 
reading from the reading list.’

   c. (Riidingu -risuto-no) hon-yon-satu-wa gakusei-tachi-wa
   (Reading list-Gen) book-four-cl-tt students-pl-ct

yomi-oe-ta
read-finish-Past

   ‘As for the four books from the reading list, the students finished reading.’
   d. (Riidingu -risuto-no) hon-yon-satu-wa gakusei-tachi-wa
   (Reading list-Gen) book-four-cl-ei-Focus students-pl-ct

yomi-oe-ta
read-finish-Pas

   ‘There are four books (from the reading list) such that the students finished 
reading.’  (Nakamura (2020: 165))

In (20a–d), the sentence initial wa-marked phrases signal Thematic Topic (tt) in 
the sense of Tomioka (2016), among many others. The second wa-marked phrases 
in (20a&d) denote ct. On the other hand, wa-marked phrases in (20b&d) mark 
Exhaustive Identificational Focus (ei-Focus). When we add the high adverbs such 
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as koounna-koto-ni (fortunately) here, the ei-Focus interpretation is much more 
easily obtained. This is shown below.

(21) hon-yon-satu-wa koounna-koto-ni gakusei-tachi-wa yomi-oe-ta
  book-four-cl-ei-Focus fortunately students-pl-ct read-finish-Past

  ‘Fortunately, there are four books such that the students have finished reading.’

The facts shown above indicate the sentence initial wa-marked DP designates tt or 
ct, whereas the scrambled wa-marked DP specifies ei-Focus. Adapting Cinque’s 
(1999) universal hierarchy of clausal functional projection, we argue that the adverb 
koounna-koto-ni sits in Moodevaluative, which is the second highest projection. Also, 
with Endo (2007) and Fujimaki (2009), we suggest this slot is in the CP territory.

Let us next examine the examples below, where wa-marked phrases are as-
sumed to sit within vP domain. Before moving on to Japanese data, however, let 
us review Belletti and Shlonsky (1995) and Belletti (2001, 2004). This is because, 
as an anonymous reviewer points out, they put forward the left periphery below 
TP: that is, the focus and topic slots in vP territory. Let us begin with the following 
examples.

(22) a. ?Capirà completamente Maria
   will understand completely Maria

   ‘Maria will understand it completely.’
   b. *Capirà Maria completamente
   will understand Maria completely  (Belletti (2001: 61))

The judgments shown in (22a&b), together with the fact that the adverb comple-
tamente sits in Aspcompletive, which is assumed to be the lowest in Cinque’s (1999) 
hierarchy, suggest that the subject occurs low in the structure. In addition, we can 
add more examples to reinforce the view that we should postulate the left periphery 
in vP territory.

(23) a. Chi è partito/ha parlato?
   who has left/has spoken?
   b. E’ partito/ha parlato Gianni
   has left/has spoken Gianni  (Belletti (2004: 21))

In (23b), the postverbal subject denotes new information focus. In addition, the 
post verbal subject in (24b) can be interpreted as a topic.

 (24) a. Che cosa ha poi fatto Gianni?
   ‘What has Gianni finally done?’
  b. Ha parlato, Gianni
   ‘He has spoken, Gianni’  (Belletti (2004: 22))
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Moreover, Belletti and Shlonsky (1995) put forward the following example.

(25) a. ha mangiato Gianni
   has eaten Gianni
   b. ha mangiato GIANNI
   has eaten GIANNI  (Belletti & Shlonsky (1995: 502))

They argue that the subject in (25b) is contrastively stressed. By scrutinizing various 
Italian data, Belletti (2004) proposes the following vP peripheral structure.

 (26) TopP

FocusP

TopP

vP   (Belletti (2004: 25))

This structure is what we would like to utilize and extend to Japanese.
Now, let us present Japanese examples.

(27) a. kanzenni Taroo-wa hon-4-satu-wa yomi-oe-a
   completely t-tt book-4-cl-ct read-finish-Past

   ‘Taro completely finished reading (at least) four books, but I don’t know 
whether he read anything more.’

   b. kanzenni Taroo-wa hon-4-satu-wa yomi-oe-ta
   completely t-tt book-4-cl-cf read – finish-Past

   ‘Taro completely finished reading the four books (, opposed to four papers).
   c. Soo-ie-ba Taroo-wa syohyoo-mo yomi-oe-ta
   come to think of it t-tt review-also read-finish-Past

   ‘Come to think of it, Taro finished reading a review, too.’

(28) Hon-4-satu-wa odoroita-koto-ni Taroo-ga yomi-oe-ta
  book-4-cl-ei-Focus surprisingly T-Nom read – finish-Past

  ‘Surprisingly, there are four books such that Taro finished reading.’

Here in (27a), the second wa-marked phrase denotes ct, whereas wa-marked 
phrase in (27b) signals cf. This marks the sharp contrast with the one in (28), 
which evidently shows ei-Focus effect. We can easily continue (27c) to (27b), which 
indicates that wa-marked DP in (27b) does not exhibit exhaustivity. The fact that we 
cannot easily continue (27c) to (28) constitutes another evidence that the structural 
positions make clear distinction between wa-marked phrases. Moreover, the low 
adverb kanzenni (=completely) comes at the top of the sentence. Assuming Cinque’s 
(1999) hierarchy, the adverb shows up in the ASPcompletive, which sits in the lowest. 
This indicates the whole sentence is in vP domain.
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3.3 Scopal interactions between negation and wa-marked phrases

We can provide another set of paradigms to strengthen our point that wa-marked 
phrases can sit in vP domain: scopal interactions between negation and wa-marked 
phrases.

(29) a. Taroo-wa riidingu-risuto-no hon-4-satu-wa yoma-nakat-ta
   t-tt (reading list-Gen) book-4-cl-ct read-Neg-Past

   ‘As for Taro, he didn’t read four books among the reading list. I don’t know 
whether he read anything else.’  Negation>four books

   b. Mazimeni Taroo-wa riidingu-risuto-no hon-4-satu-wa yoma-nakat-ta
   seriously t-tt (reading list-Gen) book-4-cl-cf read-Neg-Past

   ‘It is not the case that Taro seriously read four books among the reading 
list.’  Negation>four books

In (29a–b), both wa-marked object and wa-marked object are under the scope of 
negation. This indicates that the wa-marked phrases are below negation. Moreover, 
our claim is that the wa-marked phrases are in vP domain.

(30) Mazimeni gakusei-4-nin-wa gakkai-ni ko-nakat-ta
  seriously student-4-cl-cf conference-to come-Neg-Past

  ‘It is not the case that four students seriously came to the conference.’ 
   Negation>four books

Similarly, the wa-marked QP in (30) has narrower scope than negation. We share 
the judgment suggested in Tomioka (2010). Cinque (1999: 121) analyzes Italian 
negation non sits in the position below C0. In contrast, Japanese has the sequence 
ko-natat-ta, which is verb-Negation-Tense. This indicates Japanese negation sits 
below Tense. The facts shown in (29a–30) suggest wa-marked phrases are below 
negation.

3.4 Scopal interactions between verbs and wa-marked phrases

In this sub-section, we will argue that intentional verbs and modal auxiliary verbs 
have scopal interactions with wa-marked phrases.

(31) a. Taroo-ga hon-4-satu-wa yomu tumori-da
   T-Nom book-4-cl-ct read intend to do-Dec

   ‘Taro intends to read four books.’  Intend >four books
   b. Taroo-ga hon-4-satu-wa yomu tumori-da
   T-Nom book-4-cl-cf read intend to do-Dec

   ‘Taro’s intention is to read four books, (not four papers).’ 
    Intend >four books
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Here, in (31a&b), wa-marked phrase and wa-marked phrase scope under the in-
tentional verb tumori (=intend to). Adapting again Cinque’s (1999) hierarchy, we 
argue that the verb tumori (=intend to) occurs in Modvolitonal slot.

(32) a. Taroo-ga hon-4-satu-wa yomu daroo
   T-Nom book-4-cl-ct read will

   ‘Taro will read four books.’  Will>four books
   b. Taroo-ga hon-4-satu-wa yomu daroo
   T-Nom book-4-cl-cf read will

   ‘It is likely that Taro reads four books (, not four papers).’  Will>four books

Similarly, wa-marked phrase in (32b) signifies cf, and is under the scope of the 
modal verb daroo (=will). Cinque’s (1999) hierarchy predicts that a modal verb in 
its possibility use sits in Modpossibility.

(33) a. Taroo-ga hon-4-satu-wa yomu-tumori- naka-tta
   T-Nom book-4-cl-cf read-intend to Neg-Tense

   ‘Taro didn’t intend to read four books.’
   b. Taroo-ga hon-4-satu-wa yoma-nai-tumori da-tta
   T-Nom book-4-cl-cf read-Neg intend to-Cop-Past

   ‘Taro’s intention was not that he would read four books.’
   c. Taroo-ga hon-4-satu-wa yomna-nai-daroo
   T-Nom book-4-cl-cf read-Neg-will

   ‘Taro will not read four books.’

As are presented in (33a–c), Japanese allows the sequence of verb-intend to-Neg-
Tense, verb-Neg-intend to-Tense, and verb-Neg-will. (34a–c) are the structure for 
these possibilities.

 (34) a. [Tense[Neg[Modvolitional[V yomu]tumori]na]katta]
  b. [Tense[Modvolitional[Neg[v yoma]nai]tumori]datta]
  c. [Modpossibility[Neg[V yoma]nai]daroo]

The facts that the wa-marked phrases occur below these elements indicate that 
these are in vP domain.

3.5 Scopal interactions between focus particle and wa-marked phrases

Still another piece of evidence comes from the scope interaction between focus 
particle and wa-marked phrases.

(35) Taro-ga oya-ni-made soodan-si-nakat-ta
  T-Nom parent-Dat-even consult with-do-Neg-Past

  ‘Taro didn’t dare to tell his problems even to his parent(s).’  Negation>even
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As is discussed in Sano (2006), in (35), the DP marked with the focus particle 
made (=even) can have narrower scope than negation. This indicate that the focus 
elements sit below negation.

3.6 Scopal interactions between DPs in DOC

(36) a. Taro-ga dono-insee-ni-mo hon-2-satu o suisen-si-ta 1

   T-Nom every grad student-Dat book-2-cl-Acc recommend-does-Past
   ‘Taro recommended every grad student two books.’ 1 every>two

   b. Taro-ga hon-2-satu o dono-insee-ni-mo suisen-si-ta
   T-Nom book-2-cl-Acc every grad student-Dat recommend-does-Past

   ‘There are two books such that Taro recommended to every student.’ 
    two>every: preferred reading

In (36a), with the IO-DO order, the IO takes wider scope. In contrast, in (36b), 
with DO scrambling, the much more preferred reading is that the scrambled DO 
scopes over the IO. This denotes that DO scrambling should be regarded as a focus 
movement. Similar sets of data are provided below.

(37) a. Sensei-ga dono- gakusei-ni-mo kadai-hitotu-o atae-ta
   teacher-Nom every student-Dat assignment-cl-Acc give-Past

   ‘The teacher gave every student one assignment.’  every>one
   b. Sensei-ga kadai-hitotu-o dono- gakusei-ni-mo atae-ta
   teacher-Nom assignment-cl-Acc every student-Dat give-Past

   ‘The teacher gave one (specific) assignment to every student.’ 
    one>every: preferred reading

In (37a) the assignments vary according as students. In contrast, in (37b), the pre-
ferred reading is that the teacher gave one specific assignment to every student. 
This again demonstrates that the DO scrambling across the IO should be regarded 
as focus movement.

Up to now, Japanese examples presented in this section have indicated that the 
operations within vP domain should be regarded as topic-focus movement. In the 
next section, we turn our eyes into Hungarian and German data.

1. As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, It has been assumed since Kamio (1977) and 
Watanabe (2006), among many others, that NP-Case-numeral quantifiers order forces non-spe-
cific interpretation, we use the form “hon 4-satu-o” instead of “hon-o-4-satu.”
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4. Hungarian and German data

4.1 Hungarian data

Kenesei (1998) presents very interesting sets of Hungarian examples and discusses 
the focus types and their syntactic positions.

(38) a. Mit csinált Edison 1877-ben?
   what-Acc did Edison 1877-ine

   ‘What did Edison do in 1877?’
   b. FEL-TALÁLTA A FONOGRÁFOT
   pfx-invented-3sg the photograph-Acc

   ‘He invented the photograph.’
  c. ?? [A FONOGRÁFOT] találta fel
   ‘It is the photograph that he invented.’  (Kenesei (1998: 58))

The point here is that we cannot use (38c) as an answer to the question (38a). This 
is because generally in Hungarian, the preverbal focus position designates exhaus-
tive identification. As is well known, the photograph is not the only invention by 
Edison. This indicates that there is another focus slot in Hungarian, which denotes 
non-exhaustive focus. This position is assumed to be in vP domain. In the same 
vein, É. Kiss (1998) demonstrates the examples below.

(39) a. Hol jártál a nyáron?
   where went.you the summer.in

   ‘Where did you go in the summer?’
   b. Jártam OLASZORSZÁGBAN
   went.I Italy.to

   ‘I went to Italy [among many other places.]’
  c. Olaszországban jártam
   ‘It was Italy where I went.’  (É. Kiss (1998: 249–250))

(39b) denotes non-exhaustive focus, whereas in (39c) ei-focus is indicated. This 
clearly signifies that there should be separate slots for focuses in Hungarian.

4.2 German data

(40) a. Er hat ja fast allen mindestens zwei Fragen gestellt
   he has prt almost all at-least two questions put

   ‘He has put almost all (of them) at least two questions.’  all>two
  b. Er hat ja mindestens zwei Frageni fast allen ei gestellt
   ‘He has put at least two questions to almost all (of them.)’ 
    all>two & two>all
    (Haider (2010: 172))
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In (40a), the IO scopes over the DO, while in (40b), with the DO scrambling, both 
the IO and DO can have wider scope. This signifies the focus effect DO scrambl-
ing has.

In this section, we have examined Hungarian and German data to strengthen 
our view that there should be topic and focus slots within vP domain.

5. Elaborated left periphery in both CP and vP domains

Following Belletti (2004) and Rizzi (1997&2004), we are now in a position to pro-
pose the following elaborated phrase structures both in CP and vP domain.

 (41) a. [ForceP [TopP [FocP [TopP [FinP [IP ….]]]]]]: CP periphery
  b. [TopP [FocP [TopP [vP [VP ….]]]]: vP periphery

Based on these, we can schematize the structures for (42a&b) as in (43a&b).

(42) a. Iya, demo ano-ronbun-wa Taro-ga yon-da
   no, but that book-ei-Focus T-Non read-Past
   b. Majimeni Taro-wa hon-4-satu-wa yon-da
   seriously t-tt book-4-cl-cf read-Past

 (43) a. [TopP Iya, demo [FopP ano-ronbun-wa [TopP[TP Taro-ga [vP tsubj  
[VP tobj yon]]da]]]]

  b. [TopP majimeni [TopP Taro-wa [FocP hon-4-satu-wa [TopP [TP tsubj  
[vP tsubj [VP tobj yon]]da]]]]]

When negation is involved, we can demonstrate the structure as in the following way.

 (44) a. majimeni Taro-wa (riidingu-risuto-no) hon-4-satu-wa yoma-nakat-ta 
seriously t-tt (reading list-Gen) book-4-cl-cf read-Neg-Past

  b. [TopP majimeni [TopP Taro-wa[FocP riidingu-risuto-no hon-4-satu-wa 
[TP tsubj [NegP [vP tsubj [VP yom]]akat]ta]]]]

The vP adverb is assumed to adjoin to TopP, and wa-marked DP is in the FocP slot.
In addition, when negation and a focus particle are involved, we have the fol-

lowing structures.

(45) a. Taro-ga oya-ni-made soodan-si-nakat-ta
   T-Nom parent-Dat-even consult with-do-Neg-Past

  b. [TP Taro-ga [NegP [TopP [FocP oya-ni-made[TopP [vP tsubj [VP tobj soodan]si]]]] 
nakat]ta]
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6. Conclusion, apparent problems, and theoretical implications

Summing up, throughout this paper, we have argued that there are topic and 
focus slots both in CP and in vP zone. Moreover, we have claimed that focally 
marked wa-marked phrases are divided into two: the one that marks Exhaustive 
Identificational Focus (ei-Focus) sits in the FocP in CP territory. On the other hand, 
the one that marks Contrastive Focus (cf) is in the FocP in vP domain.

Here, one may wonder this kind of movement operation violates some kinds of 
locality conditions. This is because when the DP hon-4-satu-wa moves into FocP, 
as in (44b), it crosses the subject traces in Spec-TP and Spec-vP. However, this is 
not the case, since we assume that the feature triggers the movement. The DP has 
the only one with cf feature; the elements in Spec-TP nor in Spec-vP does not, and 
hence this movement is licit.

Finally, the theoretical implications are in order. We have demonstrated that 
the structural positions determine types of wa-marked focus phrases. This is in 
line with É. Kiss (2014), who argues that structural positions determine types of 
Hungarian focus elements. Finally, we have provided another empirical support 
for the validity of Belletti’s (2004) proposal for postulating topic and focus slots in 
vP domain.
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Chapter 9

Quantifictional binding without surface 
c-command in Mandarin Chinese

C.-T. James Huang and Jo-Wang Lin
Harvard University / Academia Sinica

This article discusses quantificational binding without surface c-command in 
Mandarin Chinese. Jin (1998) pointed out that Chinese quantificational NPs 
(Q-NPs) headed by mei ‘every’ are capable of binding out of containers such as 
sentential subjects, relative clauses or adverbial clauses and there is a subject/ob-
ject asymmetry with respect to such binding. This asymmetry, if correct, is remi-
niscent of the non-coreference rule on pronominal anaphora which also displays 
an effect of subject/object asymmetry (cf. Huang 1982 and Teng 1985) and 
would call for a unifying treatment of the two phenomena. However, contrary 
to Jin’s observation, this article shows that universal Q-NPs in object position 
may actually bind out of their containers just like universal Q-NP subjects, thus 
making it infeasible to define a common locality domain to which both quantifi-
cational binding and referential pronominal anaphora are sensitive. Instead, this 
article argues that quantificational binding is an LF phenomenon constrained 
by LF mechanisms. A minimum requirement for quantificational binding is 
that the pronoun bound by a given quantifier must be within the scope of that 
quantifier at LF. Though this minimum requirement in principle enables Q-NPs 
to have high scope, they are subject to other conditions such as the general 
Condition on Scope Interpretation, which prevents a Q-NP from taking scope 
over another one that c-commands it at surface structure. The interaction of 
the two conditions explains why in some cases Q-NPs may take high scope 
and bind a pronoun that they do not c-command but not in some other cases. 
Backward quantificational binding, on the other hand, is a result of the interac-
tion of several independently motivated mechanisms, including the possibility of 
reconstruction at LF, the Chinese-specific non-coreference rule and Chomsky’s 
Leftness Condition.

Keywords: quantificational binding, c-command, Chinese, mei, subject/object 
asymmetry, LF
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1. Introduction

Studies of pronominal anaphora in generative grammar have long recognized, at 
least since the early 1970s, a distinction between pronouns with referential ante-
cedents and those construed with quantificational NPs, as illustrated in (1)–(2) 
respectively:1

 (1) a. Johni likes hisi teacher.
  b. The old ladyi said that shei won a lottery.

 (2) a. Every mani put a screen in front of himi.
  b. No childi will admit that hei is sleepy.

In both (1a) and (1b), a pronoun is in co-reference with its antecedent. But in (2) 
the pronoun corresponds more closely to a logician’s use of bound variables. The 
LF representations of (2a–b) after Quantifier Raising (QR, May 1977) are (3a–b), 
respectively.

 (3) a. LF: Every mani [IP ti [VP put a screen in front of himi]]
  b. LF: No childi [ti will admit that [hei is sleepy]]

The pronoun in each representation above is construed as a bound variable whose 
reference co-varies with the value assigned to the trace t, itself a variable bound by 
the raised quantificational NP (Q-NP).

It has been widely assumed, especially since Reinhart (1983a; b), that quantifi-
cational binding as illustrated by (2) requires surface c-command (also see Partee 
(1978/2004) and Evans (1977, 1980). Some supporting examples for this assump-
tion involve examples of the following kind.

 (4) a. Every mani walked out. He*i slammed the door.
  b. John loves every woman, and he hopes to date her*i soon.
  c. If no studenti cheats on the exam, he*i will pass the course.
  d. The secretary who works for him*i despises eachi of the managers.

By contrast, Postal (1971); Wasow (1972), Higginbotham (1980a, 1983), Huang 
(1982, 1994, 2010), Bresnan (1994, 1998), Barker (2005, 2009), Shan and Barker 
(2006), among many others, have provided examples showing that quantificational 
binding does not require surface c-command. One such example is (5) discussed 
in Huang (1994: 144).

1. The examples in (2) are taken from Partee (1978/2004). See this and Evans (1980) for a good 
survey of the distinction between the referential and bound variable uses of pronouns.
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 (5) The election of no president will please his or her opponents.

Significantly, the pronoun his/her in (5) related to ‘no president’ must be a bound var-
iable pronoun rather than an e-type pronoun, because ‘no president’ does not refer.

More recently, along the same lines of the above authors, Barker (2012) argues 
that Q-NPs are actually capable of binding out of containers of essentially any syn-
tactic category, as illustrated by the following examples many of which are earlier 
observations from the previous literature.

 (6) Possessors:
  a. [Everyonei’s mother] thinks hei’s a genius.
  b. [No onei’s mother in law] fully approves of heri.

 (7) Inverse Linking:
  [Someone from everyi city] hates iti

 (8) Binding out of nominal arguments:
  This shows that [the fate of everyi individual] is decided by hisi inner ego.

 (9) Binding out of PP:
  Our staff keeps a watchful eye [on everyi situation] and on iti’s development.

 (10) Binding out of VP:
  a. We [will sell noi wine] before itsi time.
  b. A book [was given to everyi boy] by hisi mother.  (Harley 2002: 64)

 (11) Binding out of an adjunct
  …[after seeing eachi animal] but before categorizing iti on the computer or 

recording iti on their response sheet.

 (12) Binding out of a tensed clause: a universal does not take scope outside of a 
tensed clause as in (12a), but each can.

  a. *[That Mary seems to know everyi boy] surprised hisi mother.
  b. The grade [that eachi student receives] is recorded in hisi file.

Given examples like the above, Barker speculates that the impression to the surface 
c-command requirement may be an illusion of the fact that “in predicate logic, a 
quantifier takes scope over exactly the proposition it is adjoined to”. This scope 
requirement, however, should be an LF requirement because in natural language 
the scope of a quantifier can be different from its surface c-command domain, as 
the ambiguity of (13) shows.

 (13) Someone loves everyone.
  a. Some person x is such that x loves everyone.  (scope: ∃ > ∀)
  b. Every person x is such that someone loves x.  (scope: ∀ > ∃)
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When (13) is construed as (13b), everyone has scope over someone, permitting the 
individual denoted by someone to vary with the individual picked for everyone. 
In this construal, the actual scope of everyone at LF is different from its surface 
c-command domain.

Since Q-NPs obtain their scope at LF, in order for a pronoun to be construed as 
a bound variable, it must be within the scope of the quantifier that binds it at LF (but 
not necessarily at surface structure). Given this requirement, Barker argues that the 
contrast between (14a) and (14b) is not an argument for the surface c-command 
requirement for quantificational binding because the pronoun in (14b) is not within 
the scope of the quantificational expression ‘each woman’ at LF (though he does 
not explain why).

 (14) a. Each woman denied that she met the shah.
  b. The man who travelled with each womani denied that she*i met the shah.

Unlike English quantificational binding, quantificational binding in Chinese has 
not received much attention. This article attempts to fill this gap with an eye to 
investigating constraints on scope-taking of Q-NPs and the interaction between 
scope taking and quantificational binding. In particular, we will focus on exam-
ples where Q-NPs do not c-command the pronouns bound by them at surface 
structure. We will refer to such quantificational binding as QBWC. This article 
is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews QBWC in the previous litera-
ture. Section 3 is a preliminary attempt to account for the previous observations. 
Section 4 refutes the preliminary attempt by pointing out some counterexam-
ples which are not compatible with the predictions of the preliminary attempt. 
Section 5 and 6 establish QBWC as a scope phenomenon and discuss the interac-
tion between scope ambiguity and QBWC. Section 7 is devoted to weak crossover 
situations, demonstrating how reconstruction, non-coreference and Chomsky’s 
Leftness Condition or Bianchi’s reformulation of it as a pure anti-c-command 
condition to account for a complex set of data. Section 8 concludes the discussion 
and points out some residual problems.
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2. The case of Chinese: Previous literature

There are very few works specifically focusing on bound pronouns in Mandarin 
Chinese, but Huang’s (1982) early example in (15) already shows that quantifica-
tional binding in Chinese does not require surface c-command.2

 (15) Binding out of a relative clause  (Huang (1983: 73; 1982: 409))
   [DP [CP Mei-ge reni shoudao de] xin] shangmian] dou you tai taitai
    every-cl person receive Rel letter top all have his wife

de mingzi
de name

  ‘Letters that everyonei received have hisi wife’s name on top of them.’

The most detailed discussion of quantificational binding without c-command in 
Mandarin Chinese was provided by Jin (1998). She discovered a subject/object 
asymmetry, claiming that subject universal NPs inside an embedded clause may 
bind a pronoun in the main clause without c-commanding it, whereas universal ob-
ject NPs may not do so. This is illustrated by the following examples taken from her.

(16) a. [Mei-ge reni baoming hou], Zhangsan dou hui zai shi tian
   every-cl person register after Zhangsan all will within ten day

ne zhao tai shou qian
within find him collect money

   ‘After everyonei has registered, Zhangsan will collect the money from himi.’
   b. *Zhangsan xunwen mei-ge reni hou, Lisi hui yao tai zuo
   Zhangsan ask every-cl person after Lisi will want him make

ge jueding
Cl decision

   ‘After Zhangsan asked everyonei, Lisi will want himi to make a decision.’

(17) a. Ruguo mei-ge reni ken nuli, tai jiu yiding
   if every-cl person willing work.hard he then definitely

hui chenggong
will succeed

   ‘If everyonei is willing to work hard, hei will definitely succeed.’
   b. *Ruguo ni ai mei-ge reni, tai yiding hui hen gaoxing
   if you love every-cl person he definitely will very happy

   ‘If you love everyonei, hei will definitely be very happy.’

2. Aoun and Li (1990) discuss bound pronouns in Mandarin Chinese but their focus is not on 
quantificational binding without c-command.
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(18) a. Mei-ge lükei rujing zhiqian, haiguan yiding dou hui jiancha
   every-cl traveler enter before customs definitely all will examine

tai-de xingli
his luggage

   ‘Before every traveleri enters, the customs will definitely examine hisi 
luggage.’

   b. *Zai laoshi yuetan meige xueshengi zhiqian, banzhang dou
   at teacher arrange.talk every student before class.leader all

hui yao tai zuohao zhunbei gongzuo
will want him do.well preparation work

   ‘Before the teacher talks with every studenti, the class leader will ask himi 
to prepare well.’

(19) a. Buguan mei-ge reni yuan bu yuanyi, you yi tian tai dou
   no.matter every-cl person willing not willing have one day he all

hui likai renjian
will leave the world

   ‘No matter whether everyonei is willing, hei will leave the world one day.’
   b. *Buguan ni xi bu xihuan mei-ge reni, wo dou hui qing
   no.matter you like.not.like every-cl person I all will invite

tai lai
him come

   ‘No matter whether you like or dislike everyonei, I will invite himi to come.’

In what follows, we shall refer to the above observed asymmetry as Jin’s 
generalization.

3. A preliminary first attempt to account for QBWC in Chinese

Jin’s discussion of QBWC reminds us of Huang’s (1982) and Teng’s (1985) early 
discussions of referential pronominal anaphora in Chinese because the subject/
object asymmetry for the QBWC discovered by her looks quite similar to the sub-
ject/object asymmetry of pronominal anaphora discussed by Huang (1982) and 
Teng (1985).

In English both forward and backward pronominalization are allowed in a 
complex sentence, as illustrated by (20).

 (20) a. When John visited me, he gave me a gift that I had long wanted to buy.
  b. When he visited me, John gave me a gift that I had long wanted to buy.

However, Huang (1982, 1998) observed that though failure of a pronoun to c-com-
mand an NP may be sufficient for a pronoun to be coreferential with a NP in English 
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(Reinhart 1976), this is not the case in Chinese. For example, the pronoun in (21a) 
is embedded to a sentential subject, hence not c-commanding the proper name 
Zhangsan in the matrix VP, but the former cannot be coreferential with the latter.

(21) a. *[Tai neng-bu-neng lai] dui Zhangsani mei guanxi
   he can-not can come to Zhangsan no matter

   ‘Whether hei can come or not doesn’t matter to Zhangsani.’
   b. [Zhangsani neng-bu-neng lai] dui tai mei guanxi
   Zhangsan can-not-can come to him no matter

   ‘Whether Zhangsani can come or not doesn’t matter to himi.’

Huang (1982) also observed that when the pronoun ta in (21a) is further embed-
ded (with no change in linear relation with the antecedent Zhangsan), coreference 
becomes possible:

(22) [[Tai de mama] neng-bu-neng lai] dui Zhangsani mei guanxi
  he de mother can-not-can come to Zhangsan no matter

  ‘Whether or not hisi mother can come does not matter to Zhangsani.’

This suggests that the impossibility of coreference between the pronoun and the 
proper name Zhangsan in (21a) is not due to linear precedence. Instead, he pro-
posed a hierarchical condition on Chinese pronominal anaphora in terms of the 
notion ‘cyclic c-command’, as defined below.

 (23) Condition on Pronominal Anaphora in Chinese  (Huang 1998: 280)
  A pronoun may not cyclic c-command its antecedent.3

 (24) Cyclic c-command  (Huang 1998: 279)
  A cyclic c-commands B if and only if:
  a. A c-commands B, or
  b. If C is the minimal cyclic node (NP or S’) that dominates A but is not 

immediately dominated by another cyclic node, then C c-commands B.4

3. ‘A pronoun’ here means ‘an overt pronoun’. With a null pronoun (pro), (21a) is quite good:

(i) [pro neng-bu-neng canjia biyedianli] dui Zhangsan bu zhongyao.
    can-not-can join commencement to Zhangsan not important

  ‘Whether or not he can participate in the commencement is not important to Zhangsan.’

The non-coreference rule regulates the relation of an overt pronoun with its (referential) ante-
cedent in Chinese, in a manner to be distinguished from Principle C.

The basic intuition of (23) is that a pronoun in Chinese obeys a stricter condition than the 
familiar Condition C: it can neither c-command, nor even ‘almost’ c-command its antecedent.

4. Intuitively, when one cyclic node immediately dominates another, the higher one counts as 
the relevant cyclic node; or they together count as one. This idea also runs through the definitions 
of phase-c-command to be discussed below.
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In (21a), the pronoun ta does not c-command Zhangsan, but its containing senten-
tial subject c-commands it with C (of 24b) = S’ (= CP). Therefore, (21a) is ill-formed 
in violation of (23), with ta cyclic-c-commanding its antecedent. On the other hand, 
in (22), neither ta nor the minimal cyclic NP/DP containing it, ta de mama ‘his 
mother’, c-commands Zhangsan. So the pronoun does not cyclic-c-command its 
antecedent, and coreference is allowed.

Huang’s (1982) analysis of pronominal anaphora predicts that an object pro-
noun in an embedded clause may not be coreferential with a proper name in the 
matrix clause and he provided (25) as evidence for this prediction, marking it as 
disallowing coreference:

(25) Wo kanjian tai de shihou, Zhangsani zai dazi
  I see him de time Zhangsan Prog type

  ‘When I saw himi, Zhangsani was typing.’

Huang’s judgement of (25), however, was challenged later by Teng (1985) and Zhu 
(1997). Indeed, we found that many examples of a similar type are acceptable to 
the native speakers we consulted, for example, (26)–(28) below.

(26) [Wo zheng yao ma tai de shihou], Zhangsani que xian da
  I be.going to want scold him de time Zhangsan but first make

dianhua guolai peizui le
call come apologize Asp

  ‘At the moment when I was about to scold himi, Zhangsani made a phone call 
to apologize first.’

(27) [Yaoshi dajia dou yuanyi zhu tai yibeizhili], Daniui meiyou
  if everyone all willing help him with.one.arm.effort Daniu not

bu chenggong de daoli
not succeed de reason

  ‘If everyone is willing to help himi, there is no reason that Daniui will not 
succeed.’

(28) [Renjia yuanyi jia gei tai] jiu yijing shi A-niui zui da de
  she willing marry to him Emp already be A-niu most big de

fuqi le
blessing Asp

  ‘That she is willing to marry himi is already A-Niui’s biggest blessing.’

In other words, there exists a subject/object asymmetry with respect to pronominal 
anaphora in Chinese.

Given Jin’s observations of QBWC and Huang-Teng’s observations of refer-
ential pronominal anaphora, it seems that restrictions on referential pronominal 
anaphora and quantificational binding exhibit parallel patterns, as summarized 
below:
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 (29) a. A universal Q-NP in subordinate subject position can be linked to a bound 
pronoun in the matrix clause, but a universal Q-NP in subordinate object 
position can’t.5

  b. A pronoun in subordinate subject position cannot be referentially linked 
to a proper name (referential NP) in the matrix clause, but a pronoun in 
subordinate object position can.

In other words, the positions where quantificational binding is possible seem to be 
those where overt pronominal coreference is ruled out. The question is to define 
a proper domain that is relevant to both quantificational binding and pronominal 
non-coreference.

In a recent article on binding theory, Bruening (2014) argues that not every 
node in a tree but only phasal nodes are relevant to the binding theory. In his 
theory, phasal nodes are CP, vP and DP. vP is the maximal VP projection. Now 
suppose we define a notion of phase-c-command based on Huang’s (1982, 1998) 
cyclic-c-command as defined in (24). Then the parallel patterns between referential 
pronominal anaphora and quantificational binding may be accounted for by the 
two conditions in (31) and (32).

5. A reviewer observes an interesting contrast between mei-ge ren ‘everyone’ and henshao ren 
‘few people’. According to the reviewer, while henshao ren may bind a pronoun in its surface 
c-command domain, this is not possible when it is in the subject position of an adverbial clause 
as illustrated below.

(i) Henshao xueshengi xihuan wo ba tai de chengji gongbu chulai
  few student like I ba his de grade announce out

  ‘Few ‘studentsi like me announcing theiri grades.’
(ii)  *Ruguo henshao xueshengi lai xuexiao, ni hui ba tai de chengji gongbu

  if few student come school you will ba he de grade announce
chulai ma?
out Q

  ‘If few studentsi come to school, will you announce hisi grade?’
(iii)  *Henshao xueshengi lai xuexiao de-shihou, ni hui ba tai de chengji

  few student come school when you will ba he de grade
gongbu chuai ma?
announce out Q

  ‘When few studentsi come to school, will you announce hisi grade?’
Note that henduo ren ‘many people’ seems to behave like henshao ren, as a replacement of the 
latter with the former leads to the same grammaticality judgement. Given this asymmetry be-
tween mei-ge ren ‘everyone’ and henshao/henduo ren ‘few/many people’, we suspect that it is the 
lexical property of mei-ge that has an inherent distributive feature (akin to each) that encourages 
its ability to take wide scope, while henshao and henduo do not have such a feature and therefore 
are weaker in their scope-taking power (cf. Lin 1998). We recognize that different quantificational 
NPs exhibit different lexical properties that lead to their different strengths in scope taking, but 
we shall focus on the behavior of mei-ge in this article.
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 (30) α phase-c-commands β iff:
  a. α c-commands β, or
  b. If γ is the minimal phasal node (=vP, cp, dp) that dominates α but is not 

immediately dominated by another phasal node, then γ c-commands β.

 (31) Condition on quantificational binding
  A bound-variable pronoun is licit only if it is in the phase-c-command domain 

of its Q(uantificational)-antecedent (in surface syntax).

 (32) The non-coreference rule (Principle C′)
  A pronoun may not be coindexed with an R-expression in its phase-c-command 

domain.6

In other words, what unifies quantificational binding and referential pronominal 
anaphora might be the notion of a phase-c-command domain.

To illustrate, reconsider the illicit and licit cases in (21a) and (26), both repeated 
below for sake of convenience.

(21a)  *[Tai neng-bu-neng lai] dui Zhangsani mei guanxi
  he can-not can come to Zhangsan no matter

  ‘Whether hei can come or not doesn’t matter to Zhangsani.’

(26) [Wo zheng yao ma tai de-shihou], Zhangsani que xian da
  I be.going to want scold him when Zhangsan but first make

dianhua guolai peizui le
call come apologize Asp

  ‘When I was about to scold himi, Zhangsani called to apologize first.’

In (21a), the pronoun is the subject of the embedded sentential subject. The min-
imal phasal node dominating the pronoun is the embedded subject CP. This CP 
c-commands the proper name Zhangsan. So Zhangsan is in the phase-c-command 
domain of the pronoun. Thus by the non-coreference rule in (32), the pronoun may 
not be coindexed with Zhangsan. By contrast, in (26), the minimal phasal node 
dominating the pronoun but is not immediately dominated by another phasal node 

6. As mentioned in footnote 3, the non-coreference rule does not apply to empty pronouns, as 
all the unacceptable cases in violation of (32) in this article become acceptable when the overt 
pronoun is replaced with a covert one. A detailed investigation of the contrast between overt 
and covert pronouns will take us too far afield. One way to resolve this question is to say that 
the non-coreference rule is a kind of Avoid Pronoun effect that causes a stricter restriction than 
the original Principle C on overt pronouns. That is, the availability of pro precludes the overt 
pronoun under co-indexation. The reason why the non-coreference rule does not apply to lan-
guages such as English might be because English does not allow a pro as an option. There is also 
a natural question why (32) is specific to Chinese and is not applicable to other languages such 
as English. It suffices for the purpose of this article to assume that different languages employ a 
different command relation to instantiate Principle C. For most languages, Principle C is sensitive 
to “c-command”, but for Chinese, it is “phase-c-command” that matters.
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is the vP containing the pronoun. But that vP does not c-command the proper name 
Zhangsan. So co-indexing between the pronoun and the proper name is permitted.

Quantificational binding is reversed to pronominal non-coreference in the sense 
that we are looking for possible domains of binding rather than non-coreference. 
As we saw earlier, Jin (1998) claims that when a Q-NP is the object of a transitive 
verb in a subordinate clause, it is very difficult for a pronoun in the matrix clause 
to get bound by the Q-NP. The bound variable reading is not permitted because the 
embedded vP containing the Q-antecedent is a phasal node not immediately dom-
inated by another phasal node and the vP does not c-command the pronoun in the 
main clause. This explains the ungrammaticality of the (b) examples in (16)–(19). 
By contrast, when the Q-NP is a subject of an adverbial clause left-adjoined to the 
matrix clause or a relative clause modifying a subject noun phrase, the minimal 
phasal node dominating it is the containing subordinate CP or the DP immedi-
ately dominating the relative. Since the phasal CP or DP in such configurations 
c-commands any pronoun to the right in the main clause, quantificational binding 
is allowed. Jin’s generalization is thus captured in a way parallel to constraints on 
referential pronominal anaphora.

Indeed, this is an attempt that we made to account for QBWC in Huang & Lin 
(2016) and Lin & Huang (2015, 2018a; b). This attempt is theoretically interesting as 
it would unify the domains where quantificational binding and referential depend-
ency of pronouns are allowed/disallowed. However, it is a failed attempt, because 
as we will show in the next section, the subject/object asymmetry that Jin (1998) 
claims as a generalization has many counterexamples.

4. Problems of the preliminary attempt

One crucial assumption behind this unification is the impossibility for an object 
universal NP in a subordinate clause to bind a pronoun in the matrix clause. Yet, 
upon our further investigation, we have encountered many examples that allow 
quantificational binding in such configurations, contrary to Jin’s (1998) original 
observation. For example, (33)–(39) below all sound acceptable to us and many 
native speakers we consulted.

 (33) Universal NP inside PP and VP of a relative clause
   [NP/DP[NP/DP[CP Laoban [VP xie [PP gei mei-wei yuangongi]] de]
    boss   write   to every-cl employee de

qinbi xin] limian] dou fushang-le yi-zhang yao jiangli tai de zhipiao
personal letter inside all attach-Asp one-cl want reward him de check

  ‘The personal letters that the boss wrote to every employeei contains a check 
that was to reward himi.’
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 (34) Universal NP inside VP of a when-clause
   [DP [CP [IP Jianchaguan [AspP zai [VP xunwen mei-wei waiji
    prosecutor   Prog   interrogate every-cl foreign

xianyifan]]]] de shihou], yiding dou hui anpai yi-wei fanyiyuan zai
suspect de time definitely all will arrange one-cl translator at
ta pangbian zuo fanyi
he beside do translation

  ‘(At the time) when a prosecutor interrogates a foreign suspect, the court will 
definitely arrange a translator to do the translation beside him.’

 (35) Universal NP inside VP of an after-clause
   [CP [IP Haiguan [VP jiancha wan mei-wei lüke de xingli]] hou], ta
    customs   examine finish every-cl passenger de luggage after he

jiu bixu jinsu likai jiancha qu, yimian fangai
then must quickly leave examination area in.order.not hinder
qita lüke
other passengers

  ‘After the customs unit finishes examining every passenger’s luggage, he must 
leave the examination area quickly in order not to hinder other passengers.’’

 (36) Universal NP inside VP of a as.long.as-clause
   [CP Zhiyao [IP ni [VP zixi guancha mei-wei chenggong de
    as.long.as   you   carefully observe every-cl successful de

kexuejia]]], ni hui faxian ta beihou yiding you yi-wei momo zhichi
scientists you will find he back definitely have one-cl silently support
ta de qizi
him de wife

  ‘As long as you carefully observe every successful scientist, you will find that 
his back definitely has a wife who silently supports him.’

 (37) Universal NP inside VP of a no.matter-clause
   [CP Buguan [IP ni zenme [VP hengliang [DP mei-ge ren de
    No.matter   you how   evaluate   every-cl person de

jiazhi]]]], ta dou you cunzai de yiyi
value he all have exist de meaning

  ‘No matter how you evaluate everyone’s value, he has his own meaning of 
existence.’

 (38) Universal NP inside VP of an if-clause
   [CP [IP Ruguo ni [zixi guancha mei-ge ren]]], ni hui faxian ta
    if you carefully observe every-cl person you will find he

shenshang yiding you ni zhide xuexi de difang
body definitely have you worth learn de places

  ‘If you carefully observe everyone, you will find that there must be some places 
that you can learn from him.’
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 (39) Universal NP inside a preverbal PP of an embedded clause
   a. [CP [IP Wo [VP [PP zai ti mei-wei fayinren] luyin] zhiqian]], wo
     I   Prog for every-cl informant record before I

dou hui xian yaoqiu ta qian tongyishu
all will first request him sign authorization.agreement

   ‘Before I recorded the speech of every informant, I will request him to sign 
an authorization agreement.’

   b. [CP [IP Wo [AspP zai [VP [PP ti mei-wei bingren] kanbing shi]]]],
     I   Prog   for every-cl patient treat when

(wo) yiding hui wen qingchu ta you-mei-you qita bingshi
I definitely will ask clearly he have-not-have other history.of.illness

   ‘When I see every patient, I will definitely ask if he has any history of other 
illness.’

We admit that speaker variations exist regarding the judgements of (33)–(39). 
A few native speakers we consulted do not accept the bound pronoun reading 
in (33)–(39), but most of our 13 consultants accept such a reading. Despite lack 
of uniform agreement, we take it that an object universal Q-NP in a subordinate 
clause, be it an adverbial or relative clause, may bind a pronoun in the main clause 
without c-commanding it at surface structure. This leads us to explore another 
alternative to account for quantificational binding in Chinese. Before looking into 
such a possibility, we first show that quantificational binding is subject to a scope 
requirement.

5. Scope requirement on quantificational binding

As mentioned in Section 1, Barker (2012) argued that most examples respecting the 
superficial c-command requirement for quantificational binding can be accounted 
for by the weaker scope requirement of quantifying expressions. In this section, 
we will investigate the interaction between scope and quantificational binding in 
Mandarin Chinese.

It is widely assumed that the scope of a quantifying expression is clause 
bounded. Thus, in (40) below, the embedded universal quantifier may not take 
scope over the matrix existential.

 (40) Yesterday, [a guide]∃ ensured [CP that [every tour to the Louvre]∀ was fun] 
   (Fox & Sauerland 1996: 72)

The Chinese counterpart to (40) is similar. (41) does not have a reading according 
to which the tour guide varies with the tour to Louvre.
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(41) Zuotian (you) yi-wei daoyou quebao-le mei-tang dao Louvre de
  Yesterday have one-cl guide ensure-Asp every-cl to Louvre de

lucheng dou shi youqu de
tour all be interesting Emp

  ‘Yesterday, a guide ensured that every tour to Louvre was interesting.’

The narrow scope of the universal in (41) is predicted by the clause-boundedness 
constraint on quantifiers. But if the scope of a quantifier were always clause-bounded, 
that would mean that a universal NP embedded to a relative clause or any type of 
adverbial clause may not bind a pronoun outside the containing relative or adver-
bial clause regardless of the position of the universal NP in the clause. That in turn 
predicts that (16a)–(19a) and (33)–(39) should not have a bound pronoun reading, 
contrary to fact.

It should be emphasized that the universal NPs in those examples do have 
scope outside their containing clause. Take (34) for example. In (34), the translator 
may vary with the suspect, though not necessarily, depending upon the nationality 
of the suspect. Likewise, in (33), the check that a given employee receives varies 
with the employee and the total number of checks sent by the boss equals to the 
number of the employees who receive the letters. In other words, every employee in 
the embedded clause of (33) must take scope over a check in the matrix clause. The 
covariation reading clearly shows that the universal NP in the subordinate clause 
has wide scope over the existential in the matrix clause that is not in the former’s 
surface c-command domain.

It is worth noting that (33) has a past episodic interpretation and can be true 
in a situation where the boss sent every letter to his employees in one single event. 
This excludes the possibility that only generic tense gives rise to the wide scope 
interpretation of the universal NP.7

Clearly, universal quantifiers in Chinese are capable of escaping scope islands 
when they are embedded to an adjunct clause, though their scope is sometimes 
restricted to a local domain under certain conditions. Below we discuss some such 
conditions.

It has often been assumed that in Chinese when a quantifier or quantificational 
expression A c-commands another quantifier or quantificational expression B in 

7. Fox and Sauerland (1996) argue that universal quantifiers can bring about scope illusions 
in environment of generic tense, giving the impression that they escape scope islands, having a 
scope wider than their actual scope at LF. For example, though (i) is almost identical to (40) in 
the text except for its generic tense, the embedded universal quantifier seems capable of taking 
scope over the matrix existential, meaning that for every tour to Louvre, there is a guide who 
ensures that the tour is fun.

 (i) In general, a guide ensures that every tour to the Louvre is fun.
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surface syntax, A has scope over B. This has been stated as the following condition 
by Huang (1982: 220) (also see Aoun & Li (1989) and others for some variants of 
this condition.).

 (42) The General Condition on Scope Interpretation
  Suppose A and B are both QPs or both Q-NPs or Q-expressions, then if 

A-commands B at SS, A also c-commands B at LF.

The above scope condition predicts that (41) does not have a reading according 
to which the matrix existential varies with the universal in the embedded clause, 
because the existential c-commands the universal at surface structure. Very im-
portantly, the General Condition on Scope Interpretation as given in (42) actually 
does not say that a quantificational expression A may not have scope over another 
quantificational expression B when B does not c-command A or may not have scope 
outside its containing clause when there is no B at all. Granted that this is correct, a 
universal quantifier should be able to have high scope unless it is blocked by another 
c-commanding quantifier.8 If the above discussion is correct, then bound pronoun 
readings may be regarded as a pure phenomenon of scope requirement as Barker 
(2012) suggests. What matters is when a quantifier or quantificational expression 
may have scope outside its c-command domain and what governs this possibility.

6. Scope ambiguity and quantificational binding

In this section, we provide evidence involving quantifier scope to support the view 
that bound pronoun readings reflect an LF scope requirement rather than a syn-
tactic c-command requirement at surface structure.

Huang (1982) discussed some NP constructions in which a quantificational 
expression properly contains another possessive Q-NP with a quantifier of its own, 
as illustrated below.

(43) Wo mai-le [Q-NP1 [Q-NP2 san-ge ren de] mei-ben shu]]
  I buy-Asp   three-cl person de every-cl book

  ‘For three men x, I bought every one of x’s book’

(44) Wo mai-le [Q-NP1 [Q-NP2 mei-ge ren de] san-ben shu]]
  I buy-Asp   every-cl person de three-cl book

  ‘For every man x, I bought three of x’s books.’

8. Crossover situations will be discussed later.
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In both (43) and (44), the two quantificational expressions, Q-NP1 and Q-NP2 are 
not in a relationship of c-command but a relationship of containment. Yet, they 
exhibit a relationship of relative scope. The less inclusive possessive Q-NP2 is un-
derstood to have wider scope than the more inclusive Q-NP1, as the only reading 
available, being a case of “inversely linked quantification” (see May 1977).

Significantly, when a preceding Q-NP, instead of being a possessive, is con-
tained within a relative clause modifying another Q-NP, the sentence is ambiguous 
between an external and internal reading on the Q-NP inside the relative clause. 
This can be illustrated by Huang’s (1982: 213) example below:

(45) [DP [CP Ta piping meige ren] de mei-pian wenzhang] dou hen youqu
    he criticize every man de every-cl article all very interesting

  a. ‘For every man x, every article in which he criticized x is very interesting.’
  b. ‘Every article in which he criticized everybody is very interesting.’

In (45), the relative clause is contained in the DP headed by meipian wenzhang 
‘every article’ and the Q-NP ‘every man’ inside the relative clause has both an ex-
ternal and internal reading with respect to the bracketed complex NP.

Note that in Chinese, the determiner that modifies the head noun may also 
appear before the relative clause (cf. Chao 1968; Lin 2003/2004, among others). 
When this is the configuration as in (46), the sentence becomes unambiguous, with 
the Q-NP inside the relative clause having only internal scope, i.e., scope inside the 
relative clause (See Huang 1982: 213).

(46) [DP Mei-pian [CP ta piping mei-ge ren de] wenzhang] dou
    every-cl   he criticize every-cl person de article all

hen youqu
very interesting

  ‘Every article in which he criticized every man is very interesting.’

Huang (1982) argues that the non-ambiguity of (43), (44) and (46), as well as the 
ambiguity of (45), follows from the General Condition on Scope Interpretation 
stated in (42).

In (43) and (44), the less inclusive Q-NP2 must have wider scope than the 
containing Q-NP1 because it is a case of inverse linking (see May 1977). In (46), 
where the determiner QP meipian ‘every’ that modifies wenzhang ‘article’ is placed 
before the relative clause, it c-commands the Q-NP  meige ren ‘everyone’ embedded 
in the relative clause. So meige ren ‘everyone’ can only have narrow scope relative 
to meipian wenzhang ‘every article’. In contrast, the Q-NP  meige ren ‘everyone’ in 
(45) is not c-commanded by the Q-determiner meipian ‘every’, which follows the 
former; so it can have either wide or narrow scope.

With Huang’s above discussion as background, now consider (47).
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(47) [DP [CP Ni piping mei-wei zhengke de] mei-pian wenzhang] bujin
    you criticize every-cl politician de every-cl article not.only

mei dadao mudi, faner shi rang ta/tamen gengwei bianbenjiali
not achieve goal but be make him/them more aggravate

  a. For every politician x, every article in which you criticize x not only did 
not achieve its goal but make him get even worse.

  b. Every article in which you criticized every politician not only did not 
achieve its goal but make them get even worse.

(47) is a construction akin to Huang’s (45) but the matrix VP is now a conjoined 
VP containing a pronoun. As (45) has two readings, (47) is ambiguous for ‘every 
politician’ between the external and the internal reading. However, only the external 
reading licenses the bound pronoun reading. When every politician is understood 
as having internal scope, only the plural pronoun tamen is legitimate but not the 
singular pronoun ta.

When the Q-determiner meipian in (47) is placed before the relative clause, 
hence c-commanding the Q-NP  meiwei zhengke ‘every politician’ in the relative 
clause, only the plural pronoun is allowed to refer back to every politician, as is 
shown by (48).

(48) [DP Mei-pian [CP ni piping mei-wei zhengke de] wenzhang] bujin
    every-cl   you criticize every-cl politician de article not.only

mei dadao mudi faner shi rang *ta/tamen genwei bianbenjiali
not achieve goal but be make him/them more aggravate

  a. *For every politician x, every article in which you criticize x not only did 
not achieve its goal but make him get even worse.

  b. Every article in which you criticized every politician not only did not 
achieve its goal but make them get even worse.

The contrast between (47) and (48) clearly shows that the possibility of the bound 
pronoun reading is a result of the scope of the Q-NP inside the relative clause. 
When it has external scope, the bound pronoun reading is permitted; when it has 
internal scope, the bound pronoun reading is not allowed.

The following examples point to the same direction. When a universal NP is 
embedded to a negated if-clause with a modal, the universal NP may have scope 
over the if-clause, hence over the negated modal, i.e., the external reading, or have 
the narrowest scope, i.e., the internal reading, as is shown by (49).9 Again, the ex-
ternal reading licenses the bound pronoun reading, but the internal one does not. 

9. A reviewer wonders whether the scope interpretation in (49b) violates the General Condition 
on Scope Interpretation stated in (42). The answer is negative if the “Q-expressions” in (42) are 
understood as quantificational determiners/numerals in noun phrases.
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This lends further support to the view that the scope requirement at LF rather than 
the c-command requirement in surface syntax is the key factor responsible for the 
bound pronoun reading.

(49) a. Ruguo bu keneng gei mei-ge xiaohai yi-fen da jiangpin, shi bu shi
   if not possible to every-cl child one-cl big prize be not be

keyi gei *ta/tamen yi-fen xiao liwu
possible give him/them one-cl small gift

   ‘If it is not possible to give every child a big prize, is it possible to give *him/
them a small gift?’ (scope: if> not > possible > every)

   b. Ruguo bu keneng gei mei-ge xiaohai yi-fen da jiangpin, shi bu
   if not possible to every-cl child one-cl big prize be not

hi keyi gei ta/tamen yi-fen xiao liwu 10

be possible give him/them one-cl small gift
   ‘For every child x, if it’s not possible to give x a big prize, is it possible to 

give him a small gift?’10 (scope: every > if > not > possible)

10. A reviewer pointed out that if the scope interpretation in (49b) is allowed, it will mean that 
the following unembedded sentence should have a similar interpretation.

(i) Ta bu keneng kandao mei-ge ren
  he not possible see every-cl person

  ‘He is not likely to have seen everyone.’

We agree that it is difficult for the universal NP in (i) to have scope over negation and the modal, 
but it is relatively easy for the universal NPs in (ii) and (iii) to have high scope.

(ii) Jin nian bu keneng gei mei-ge ren yi-fen da jiangpin le, zhi neng
  this year not possible give every-cl person one-cl big prize Asp only can

fa ge xiao liwu
give Cl small gift

  ‘This year, we are not able to give everyone a big prize. We can only afford a small gift.’
(iii) Jin nian wo kending shi bu neng gen mei-wei lao you jianmian le,

  this year I definitely be not possible with every-cl old friend meet Asp
yinwei wo bu hui chuxi huiyi
because I not will attend meeting

  ‘This year I definitely will not be able to meet with every old friend, because I will not 
attend the meeting.’

We will not discuss the above contrast in this article.
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7. Weak crossover and the c-command requirement

In the previous sections, we saw that Q-NPs such as mei-ge-N ‘every N’ may take 
high scope even out of a relative or adverbial clause. We also saw that the interac-
tion between quantificational expressions is subject to the General Condition on 
Scope Interpretation. As has been widely discussed in the literature, this condition 
explains why (50) is not ambiguous with the only reading that the existential scopes 
over the universal.

(50) (You) yi-ge nanren aishang mei-ge nüren
  have one-cl man love every-cl woman

  ‘A man loves every woman.’

When the existential in (50) is replaced with a pronoun as in such examples as 
(51b), the pronoun may not be construed as being bound by the universal, parallel 
to its English counterpart (51a).

 (51) a. *Hei loves everyonei.
   b. *Tai aishang mei-ge ren
   he love every-cl person

   ‘*Hei loves everyonei’

Examples such as (51a, b) are known as cases of strong crossover because the subject 
pronoun c-commands the universal. When the pronoun is embedded as in (52), 
the bound pronoun reading is still not possible, though the pronoun no longer 
c-commands the universal. Again, this applies to both English and Chinese and 
such a configuration is referred to as the weak crossover configuration.

 (52) a. *Hisi mother loves everyonei.
   b. *Tai de mama ai meigereni

   he de mother love everyone
   ‘*Hisi mother loves everyonei.’

Chomsky (1976) invoked the Leftness Condition (LC) to account for the impossi-
bility of variable binding under weak crossover.

 (53) Leftness Condition  (Chomsky 1976: 342)
  A variable cannot be the antecedent of a pronoun to its left.

According to Leftness Condition, both (51) and (52) are ruled out because after 
the Q-NP has undergone quantifier raising at LF, the pronoun is co-indexed with 
a variable, i.e., the trace of the Q-NP, to its right.
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Some linguists such as Higginbotham (1980b) and Bianchi (2001), however, 
argued that reference to linear order is not necessary and propose a pure config-
urational account for crossover situations. Take Bianchi (2001) for example. She 
proposed to employ the notion of asymmetric c-command to account for crossover 
examples. Briefly, her idea is that “neither the bound pronoun nor any category 
containing it can asymmetrically c-command the variable” that it depends on. 
According to her, a bound pronoun inherits the value of the real variable left by 
the Q-NP via QR. Denotationally, the bound pronoun is said to directly depend on 
the variable to which the pronoun is linked. Since the value of the pronoun is not 
fixed, the denotation of a larger constituent containing the pronoun also varies with 
the denotation of the pronoun. The larger constituent is said to indirectly depend on 
the variable for its denotation. With these assumptions, Bianchi restated Leftness 
Condition as something like the following Anti-c-command Condition at LF:

 (54) Anti-c-command Condition  (Bianchi 2001: 10)
  If a constituent X asymmetrically c-commands a constituent Y, then X does 

not (directly or indirectly) depend on Y.

Though (54) is not Bianchi’s final version of Anti-c-command Condition, this ver-
sion of the pure configurational account for the Leftness Condition is sufficient for 
the purpose of this article.

Returning to (51) and (52), the subject pronoun in (51b) and the possessor 
pronoun in (52b) are not quantificational expressions. So meige ren ‘everyone’ in 
these examples are not c-commanded by any quantifier or Q-NP. According to the 
General Condition on Scope Interpretation in (42) and our above discussion, meige 
ren ‘everyone’ in (51b) and (52b) should in principle be able to take sentential scope 
and bind the pronoun, which is contrary to fact. Barker (2012) says (for English) 
that such crossover situations are the only cases that he is aware of in which the 
scope requirement alone is not able to explain why quantificational binding fails, 
but a c-command requirement correctly predicts the failure of quantificational 
binding. It is therefore worth investigating crossover situations more deeply.

Note that crossover situations are not restricted to sentences such as (51) and 
(52). A pronoun can also be embedded to a relative or adverbial clause which in 
turn precedes a quantificational expression. For example, in (55) and (56), the pro-
noun is inside a relative clause and precedes the universal which is part of the matrix 
VP. The pronoun in this configuration can by no means obtain the bound pronoun 
reading, be it in the subject position such as (55) or object position such as (56).
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(55)  *[DP [CP Tai shoudao de] xin shangmian] dou you mei-ge reni de
    he received de letter top all have every-cl person de

taitai de mingzi 11

wife de name
  ‘*The letters that hei received have everyonei’s wife’s name on it.’11

(56)  *Laoban ji gei ta de qinbixin dou fushang-le yi-zhang jiangli
  boss send to him de personal.letter all attach-Asp one-cl reward

mei-wei yuangong de zhipiao
every-cl employee de cheque

  ‘*The personal letters that the boss sent to himi contain a cheque to reward 
everyonei.’

When a pronoun is embedded in the subject position of an adverbial clause, binding 
of the pronoun also seems to be unacceptable or difficult to get. For example, in 
(57)–(59), the subject pronoun of an adverbial clause is co-indexed with a Q-NP 
subject of the main clause and this is not acceptable, respecting Leftness Condition.

(57)  *Ruguo tai haohao xuexi, mei-ge haizii dou keyi fahui zui da
  if he properly learn every-cl child all can show most big

de qianneng
de potential

  ‘For every child x, if x properly learns, x can show the biggest potential.’

(58)  *Tai fayan zhiqian, mei-wei tingzhongi dou bixu xian ju shou
  he speak before every-cl audience all must first raise hand

  ‘For every audience x, before x speaks, x must raise his hand.’

(59)  *Tai jinru haiguan de-shihou, mei-wei lükei dou bixu jieshou
  he enter customs when every-cl passenger all must receive

shaomiao jiancha
scanning examination

  ‘For every passenger x, when x enters the custom, x must receive the examina-
tion of scanning.’

Significantly, however, when a pronoun is embedded to an object position in an 
adverbial clause, more than half of our fifteen consultants (11, 9 or 8 people) accept 
the bound pronoun reading of this configuration relatively easily, surprisingly not 
in consonance with the Leftness Condition. This is in contrast to (56) we discussed 

11. (55) is adapted from Huang (1982) by reversing the position of the pronoun and the universal. 
If the universal is in the relative clause and the pronoun in the matrix VP, the bound pronoun 
reading is permitted.
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above, where an object pronoun appears in a relative clause and is correctly pre-
dicted to be ill-formed by Leftness Condition. Compare (60)–(62) with (57)–(59).

(60) Ruguo ni haohao yindao ta, mei-ge haizi yiding dou keyi fahui
  if you properly lead him every-cl child definitely all can show

zui da de qianneng
most big de potential

  ‘For every child x, if you lead x properly, x definitely can show the biggest 
potential.’

(61) Zhiyao ni ken yong xin jiao ta, (wo xiangxin) mei-wei
  As.long.as you willing with heart teach him I believe every-cl

xuesheng dou hui ganji ni
student all will appreciate you

  ‘For every student x, as long as you are willing to teach x with heart, (I believe 
that) x will appreciate you (for your kindness).’

(62) Zai shangji zudang ta de fayan zhiqian, mei-ge ren dou keyi ziyou
  at superior block he de speech before every-cl person all can freely

fabiao yanlun
make speech

  ‘For everyone x, before the superior blocks x from speaking, x has the freedom 
to make speeches.’

So, there seems to be a subject/object asymmetry with respect to backward quan-
tificational binding of a pronoun in an adverbial clause.12

The asymmetry in question seems very similar to the subject/object asymmetry 
for pronominal anaphora in Chinese we discussed in Section 3. There we saw that 
a pronoun in the subject position of an adverbial clause may not be co-referential 
with a proper name or definite description in the main clause, but an object pro-
noun may. The contrast between (57)–(59) and (60)–(62) reflects a similar pattern. 

12. An anonymous reviewer pointed out that he does not find a contrast between (ia) and (ib), 
contrary to our discussion of the contrast between (56) and (60)–(62). Though the anonymous 
reviewer is aware of speaker variations, he says that (ia) and (ib) might both be bad or good for 
him. Although the judgement is subject to the speaker variation, (ia) sounds to us better than (ib).

(i) a. Ruguo ni gei tai hao chengji, mei-ge xueshengi dou hui hen gaoxing
   if you give him good grades every-cl student all will very happy

   ‘If you give himi good grades, every studenti will be happy.’
   b. Ni gei tai de hao chengji rang mei-ge xueshengi dou hen gaoxing
   you give him de good grade let every-cl student all very happy

   ‘The good grade that you gave himi made every studenti happy.’
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The similarity is not identical, however. Recall that as we saw in (56), a pronoun in 
a relative clause may not be backward-bound by a universal NP following it even 
when the pronoun occupies an object position. When the universal NP is replaced 
by a proper name, however, co-reference is permitted. Compare (63) with (56).

(63) Laoban ji gei ta de qinbixin limian hai fushang-le yi-zhang
  boss send to him de personal.letter inside also attach-Asp one-cl

jiangli Zhangsan de zhipiao
reward Zhangsan de cheque

  ‘The letter that the boss sent to himi contains a check to reward Zhangsani.’

We conclude that there is a contrast between object pronouns in relative clauses and 
those in adverbial clauses with respect to backward quantificational binding. This 
certainly calls for an explanation, as one construction respects Leftness Condition, 
whereas the other one does not.

Another interesting observation to note is that in (57) through (62), the Q-NPs 
occupy the subject position of the main clause. When the Q-NPs appear in an object 
position or belong to part of the VP in the main clause as in (64)–(66), the percent-
age of people who accept the bound pronoun construal decreases. Our investiga-
tion shows that at most around 30 percent of our 16 informants accept the bound 
pronoun construal for such constructions, depending upon individual sentences. 
Again, though this is not a unanimous agreement among the native speakers we 
consulted, the contrast seems clear and real for many people.

(64)  #Ruguo ni haohao jiao tai, ni yiding neng tisheng meige
  if you well teach him you definitely can improve every

xueshengi de chengji
student De grade

  ‘If you guide him well, you will definitely improve every student’s grade.’

(65)  #Zai shangji yunxu ta fayan yiqian, wo bu zhun meige ren
  at superior allow him speak before I not allow every person

fabiao yijian
express opinion

  ‘Before the superior allows him to speak, I do not allow everyone to express 
his opinion.’

(66)  #Wo jiandao ta de-shihou, wo dou (hui) gen mei-ge ren da
  I see him when I all will to every-cl person do

ge zhaohu
Cl greeting

  ‘When I see/saw him, I will/would greet to everyone.’
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To sum up, the weak crossover patterns of quantificational binding in Chinese can 
be summarized as follows.13

(67)   Main clause Subject Q-NP Object Q-NP
  Subordinate clause  
  I. relative clause subject pronoun NA 13 X
  II. relative clause object pronoun NA X
  III. adverbial clause subject pronoun X X
  IV. adverbial clause object pronoun √ X

Recall that Q-NPs in Chinese may in principle take wide scope unless there is some 
rule which otherwise prevents them from doing so, such as the General Condition 
on Scope Interpretation in (42). We would like to propose that in addition to this 
condition, quantificational binding is subject to the same non-coreference rule in 
(32) as coreferential pronouns do. That is, this rule applies not only to the relation 
between a pronoun and an R-expression but also to the relation between a pronoun 
and a Q-NP as well. This assumption seems entirely justified in view of the general 
view that environments in which quantificational binding is possible are a proper 
subset of the environments in which definite pronominal co-reference is allowed. 
(See Higginbotham (1980a, 1980b) for an explicit statement to this effect.) Recall 
that our non-coreference rule is formulated as the Chinese version of Principle C of 
the theory of A-Binding. It is then entirely natural that in Chinese, a pronoun under 
consideration for quantificational binding must also first obey this non-coreference 
rule. (A quantificational NP is an R-expression in the sense of Binding Theory, 
including rule (32).) Given this extension, (67-I) and (67-III) simply fall under 
this rule: in each case a pronoun phase-c-commands its intended antecedent and 
coindexing is ruled out by (32). What remains to be explained is the contrast be-
tween pattern (67-II) and pattern (67-IV).

It is important to emphasize that quantificational binding is an LF phenom-
enon. This must be so because for a Q-NP inside a subordinate clause to bind a 
pronoun not in its surface c-command domain, the Q-NP must occupy a position 
different from its surface position at LF in order to obtain the right scope configu-
ration. It is also well-accepted that at LF some phrases need to reconstruct in order 
to obtain a certain reading. For example, someone in the English sentence someone 
is likely to lose is ambiguous between the wide and narrow scope reading with 
respect to the modality word likely. When someone takes narrow scope, it is often 

13. In order for a pronoun inside a relative clause to precede a Q-NP in the main clause, the 
relative clause must modify a subject NP. Consequently, the Q-NP may not occupy the subject 
position of the main clause.
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assumed that it reconstructs back to the lower subject position. This reconstruction 
idea inspires us to think that perhaps the pattern in (67-IV) can be accounted for 
by reconstruction.

Adverbial clauses in Chinese often have two surface positions, either before the 
subject or after the subject. For example, all the adverbial clauses in (60)–(62) can 
be placed after the subject position, too, as shown below.

(68) [Mei-ge haizi] [ruguo ni haohao yindao ta] yiding dou keyi fahui
  every-cl child if you properly lead him definitely all can exert

zui da de qianneng
most big de potential

  ‘For every child x, if you lead x properly, x definitely can unleash x’s biggest 
potentials.’

(69) [Mei-wei xuesheng] [zhiyao ni ken yong xin jiao ta, (wo
  every-cl student as.long.as you willing use heart teach him I

xiangxin) dou hui ganji ni
believe all will appreciate you

  ‘For every student x, as long as you are willing to teach x with heart, (I believe 
that) x will feel grateful to you.’

(70) [Mei-ge ren] [zai shangji zudang ta de fayan zhiqian] dou keyi
  every-cl person at superior block he de speech before all can

ziyou fabiao yanlun
freely make speech

  ‘For everyone x, before the superior blocks x from speaking, x has the freedom 
to make speeches.’

In (68)–(70), since the Q-NPs are in subject position, they c-command constituents 
following them, including the adverbial clauses.14 Therefore, those Q-NPs can bind 
the pronouns contained in the adverbial clauses.

Now let us assume that the adverbial clauses in (60)–(62) are preposed clauses 
and can be reconstructed back to the position after the subject NP at LF. Then, at 
LF, the structures of (60)–(62) should look the same as the structure in (68)–(70), 
where the pronoun is not to the left of the variable after quantifier raising of the 
Q-NP but to its right. Therefore, there is no violation of the Leftness Condition or 
Bianchi’s configurational anti-c-command condition.

14. A reviewer says that the QPs in (68)–(70) can also be analyzed as topics and the adverbial 
clauses are base-generated. This is indeed possible, but the point is that the phrase structure rules 
in Mandarin Chinese also allow the QPs in (68)–(70) to be generated at the subject position 
followed by an adverbial clause adjoined to some projection of VP or higher than VP.
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The proposed reconstruction account is also compatible with the fact that when 
the Q-NP is an object in the main clause, that Q-NP may not bind an object pro-
noun in an adverbial clause as in Examples (64)–(66). This is the case because even 
if reconstruction occurred in these constructions, the pronoun would still be to the 
left of the variable left by QR-ing the Q-NP in violation of the Leftness Condition 
or the Anti-c-command condition. We therefore correctly predict that the pattern 
(67-IV) is not acceptable.

A clarification about the reconstruction account is now in order. If the recon-
struction account is to succeed, the non-coreference rule must apply to surface 
structure representations (or S-Structure) in contrast to the Leftness Condition or 
the Anti-c-command Condition, which applies to LF representations. As noted, a 
pronoun embedded in a subordinate subject position cannot be co-referential with 
a proper name in the main clause. Therefore, (71) is ungrammatical.

(71)  *Dang ta jinlai de-shihou, Zhangsan haoxiang hen lei de-yangzi
  When he enter when Zhangsan seem very tired as.if

  ‘When he entered, Zhangsan seemed to be very tired.’

If we are to reconstruct the adverbial clause and put it below the subject, coreference 
becomes acceptable:

(72) Zhangsan, dang ta jinlai de-shihou, haoxiang hen lei de-yangzi
  Zhangsan when he enter de-time seem very tired as.if

  ‘Zhangsan seemed to be very tired when he entered.’

The contrast between (71) and (72) illustrates what has been known in the literature 
as the anti-reconstruction effects on adjuncts, famously represented by examples 
like (73):

 (73) Which picture that Johni took does hei like t?

(73) shows an anti-reconstruction effect in the sense that reconstruction would 
wrongly render co-reference impossible, as predicted by Principle C. The con-
trast between (71) and (72) also shows an anti-reconstruction effect because re-
construction of (71) would render it well-formed with coindexing, contrary to 
fact. The classical solution in GB (Chomsky 1981) was that Principle C applies 
to S-Structure, after overt movement but before LF. This view does not preclude 
reconstruction of an adjunct, but simply predicts that reconstruction will have no 
effects on co-reference possibilities governed by Binding Principle C.

Another well-known proposed solution, due to Lebeaux (1988, 2009) and in-
herited by others, is the idea that adjuncts are ‘late-merged’ – they are merged in 
their surface position, never originating from a lower position, from which they 
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would or might violate the relevant conditions. This view assumes that there is no 
reconstruction for adjuncts in LF.

Note that our account of Pattern (67-IV) crucially assumes that adverbial ad-
juncts can be reconstructed. When an adverbial clause contains an object pro-
noun is reconstructed below the main clause subject, a subject Q-NP is able to 
bind the pronoun (obeying the Leftness Condition), but an object Q-NP cannot 
(still violating the Leftness Condition). Furthermore, our account of the distinc-
tion between Patterns (67-III) and (67-IV) crucially assumes that Rule (32) – the 
Chinese Principle C′ – applies at S-Structure, and that the ill-formed configura-
tions of Pattern (67-III) cannot be saved by reconstruction. In short, under our 
assumptions, adjuncts can be reconstructed, but while they do not have effects on 
principles applied earlier (e.g., after overt movement), they do have effects applied 
in LF (e.g., the Leftness Condition or Bianchi’s Anti-c-command formulation of 
it). The Pattern (67-III) is dead by Rule (32) and has no chance to become good in 
LF. The Pattern (67-IV) does not violate (32) and can be reconstructed to a form 
that meets the LC at LF.

Finally, let us consider the case of relative clauses. As mentioned, pattern (67-I) 
is explained by the non-coreference rule (32) blocking a subject pronoun in a sub-
ordinate clause from being linked to an R-expression in the main clause. However, 
the non-coreference rule does not apply to pattern (67-II), which involves an ob-
ject pronoun within a subordinate VP. Note that reconstruction does not rescue 
Pattern (67-II) because there is no possibility of reconstructing the relative clause. 
So Pattern (67-II) must involve a configuration where a pronoun is to the left of a 
Q-NP in violation of Chomsky’s Leftness Condition or Bianchi’s Anti-c-command 
Condition.

To sum up this section, whether or not backward quantificational binding in 
Chinese is legitimate involve several mechanisms or conditions in the theory of 
Chinese grammar, which are: (i) the language-specific non-coreference rule, (ii) re-
construction possibility, and (iii) Chomsky’s LC or Bianchi’s reformulation of it 
as a pure configurational Anti-c-command Condition. All these mechanisms are 
independently needed and the distribution of backward quantificational binding 
is a consequence of the interaction between them.
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8. Dou and the scope of universal NPs

It is often pointed out by Chinese linguists that universal Q-NPs are usually accom-
panied by the word dou ‘all’, as is shown below.

(74) Mei-ge ren dou likai-le
  every-cl person all leave-Asp

  ‘Everyone left.’

As far as we know, linguists haven’t come to a consensus as to the semantic function 
of dou (See Lin (1998); Huang (2005); Luo (2011); Giannakidou & Cheng (2006) 
for example). So in this article, we will not try to settle the semantic contribution 
of dou. What is crucial to our concern here is another observation made in Huang 
(1982) and later discussed by Jin (1998). Huang pointed out that the position of dou 
may influence the possibility of licit quantificational binding. He observed that for a 
Q-NP in a relative clause to bind a pronoun in the main clause, dou must be placed 
in the main clause rather than in the relative clause, as is shown by the following 
contrast between (75a)–(75b).

(75) a. [Mei-ge reni shoudao de xin] shangmian dou you tai taitai
   every-cl person receive de letter top all have he wife

de mingzi
de name

   ‘For every person x, letters that x received have x’s wife’s name on them.’
   b. *[Mei-ge reni dou shoudao de xin] shangmian you tai taitai
   every-cl person all receive de letter top have he wife

de mingzi
de name

   ‘Letters that everybodyi received have hisi wife’s name on them.’

The following example from Jin (1998: 58) illustrates the same point.

(76) a. Mei-ge kaoshengi jin kaochang zhiqian, tai dou
   every-cl candidate.student enter examination.room before he all

bixu daishang zhunkaozheng
must wear permission.id

   ‘Before every candidate studenti enter the examination room, hei must 
wear the permission id.’

   b. *Mei-ge kaoshengi dou jin kaochang zhiqian, tai

   every-cl candidate.student all enter examination.room before he
bixu daishang zhunkaozheng
must wear permission.id

   ‘Before every candidate studenti enter the examination room, hei must 
wear the permission id.’
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According to Huang, dou is a scope adverb and it indicates the scope of the univer-
sal Q-NP. So, in (75a), where dou is in the matrix clause, the universal Q-NP may 
have matrix scope and bind the pronoun. In contrast, in (75b), dou is in the relative 
clause, so the universal Q-NP must have scope internal to the relative clause, where 
it fails to c-command the pronoun. This account further supports our position that 
quantificational binding in Mandarin Chinese has to do with scope of quantifiers 
at LF rather than their surface positions.

9. Conclusions, implications and residues problems

This article discussed quantificational binding without c-command in Mandarin 
Chinese. We argued that quantificational binding is an LF phenomenon constrained 
by LF mechanisms. A minimum requirement for quantificational binding is that the 
pronoun bound by a given quantifier must be within the scope of that quantifier at 
LF. In principle, Q-NPs can have high scope, scoping even out of their containing 
clause. That is why they may bind a pronoun in the main clause even when they are 
embedded to a subordinate clause such as a relative or adverbial clause.

The phenomenon of quantificational binding without c-command in Chinese 
implies that the traditional assumption of the clause boundedness constraint on 
Q-NPs is empirically inadequate. Under this assumption, many examples of quan-
tificational binding without surface c-command discussed in this article would be 
wrongly ruled out by that constraint. However, scope taking of Q-NPs is not with-
out constraints. It is subject to conditions such as the general Condition on Scope 
Interpretation, which prevents a Q-NP from taking scope over another quantifier 
or Q-NP that c-commands it at surface structure.

Backward quantificational binding, on the other hand, is a result of the inter-
action of several independently motivated mechanisms, including the possibility of 
reconstruction at LF, the Chinese specific non-coreference rule (Principle C′ applied 
following overt movement), and Chomsky’s Leftness Condition or Bianchi’s refor-
mulation of it as a pure configurational Anti-c-command Condition (applied at LF). 
If our analysis is on the right track, another implication is that adjunct reconstruc-
tion must be allowed, so as to rescue some Leftness Condition constructions at LF 
and that the so-called anti-reconstruction effect with respect to Binding Principle C 
can be accounted for by having the principle apply to the output of overt movement. 
It will be worthwhile to see how our facts and analysis can be reconciled with the 
current works exploring the consequences of the Late Merge hypothesis.

Since our account of quantificational binding without c-command involves 
only rules or assumptions that are needed elsewhere, to the extent that it is suc-
cessful, this is a much welcome result. However, there is still one curious thing that 
needs to be explained. Recall that our attempt to find a new alternative explanation 
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of quantificational binding in Chinese is based on the refutation of Jin’s (1998) 
observation that an embedded Q-NP in the object position of a subordinate clause 
may not bind a pronoun in the main clause. A question then arises. What hap-
pens to Jin’s original unacceptable examples? Why are they bad? One possibility 
is that Jin’s examples are due to idiolect variation. As noted in the text, our own 
investigation of quantificational binding shows that there is no absolute, uniform 
agreement on the judgements of the bound pronoun reading in many examples. 
So Jin’s judgements may be just one example of such variation. This speculation, 
however, may be refuted by the fact, pointed out to us by a reviewer, that if Jin’s 
examples are slightly modified by adding some “additional” expressions and phrases 
as most of the authors’ examples in this article do, the judgments vary. Choosing 
the right words thus seems to be crucial in addition to the structural factors. But 
what is exactly the nature of the “additional” expressions and what counts as such 
expressions are unclear to us.

With regard to the judgment variations, another reviewer raises a similar 
question for Principle C′, applying at S-structure. As discussed, according to our 
Principle C′, a subject pronoun in an adverbial clause is not allowed to be co-refer-
ential with a proper name in the main clause. So, (77) is unacceptable.

(77)  *Buguan tai xi-bu-xihuan, Zhangsani dou dei lai
  regardless he like-not-like Zhangsan all must come

  ‘Regardless of whether hei likes it or not, Zhangsani has to come.’ 
   (Huang 1998: 275)

However, the reviewer pointed to us that (78) seems to be acceptable to him.

(78) Suiran/yaoshi/jishi tai yizai shibai, (wo zhidao) Zhangsani hai shi
  although/if/even.if he repeatedly fail I know Zhangsan still be

hui yizhi nuli xiang qian de
will always strive toward front de

  ‘Although/(even) if hei failed/fails repeatedly, (I know that) Zhangsani will keep 
striving forward.’

Note that (77) and (78) are of the same syntactic form with a pronoun embedded 
to the subject position of an adverbial clause. Yet, pronominal anaphora in (78) 
is more acceptable than that in (77). The contrast in question is similar to the 
quantificational binding contrast between Jin’s (1998) examples and our examples 
discussed above. The question is why such contrasts exist. Again, this is a difficult 
question that we are not able to answer at this time and must leave it as a residual 
problem for future research. It is hoped, however, that the research results of this 
article represent a positive step toward our understanding of quantificational bind-
ing and pronominal anaphora in natural language, especially in Mandarin Chinese.
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Chapter 10

Towards a cartography of light verbs

Fuzhen Si
Beijing Language and Culture University

A common goal shared by cartographic studies is “to draw maps as precise and 
detailed as possible of syntactic configurations” (Cinque & Rizzi 2008). In the 
past two decades, a great progress has been made in the study of peripheries of 
different domains such as CP domain, VP domain and DP domain. The “more 
precise and detailed” cartographic research goal enables us to rethink those 
projections which believed to be single projections in earlier theoretical models. 
A rich literature on peripheries have shown that many of these superficial single 
projections are actually abbreviations of much richer structural zones. For in-
stance, the C layer is split into Topic and Focus components (Rizzi 1997; Rizzi & 
Bocci 2017) and Topic and Focus themselves are also conceived as Topic “field” 
and Focus “field” (Benincà & Poletto 2004), encoding different and hierarchi-
cally arranged topic elements or focus elements. Similarly, this chapter suggests 
that “light verb” can also be further analyzed as a “light verb field”, containing 
several layers of different light verbs, conveying different information. Following 
this tradition, also in light of Larson (1988, 2014), Harley (2002), and Benincà & 
Poletto (2004), the present chapter provides a zoom-in/zoom-out mental mag-
nifier for the study of various light verb structures. One major assumption and 
two subsequent assumptions are proposed: (1) Split light verb hypothesis: from a 
cartographic point of view, the light verb “v” is not “ONE” head, but an umbrella 
name of a rather “rich structural” zone, call it “light verb field” or “light verb 
zone”. (2) About the argument structure, it is proposed that in the complex light 
verb constructions, the core of the predicate is not composed of one single argu-
ment structure, but a chain of several argument structures. (3) Correspondingly, 
the event structure can also be looked at in more details in these structures: the 
idea is that in the sentences contain chain argument structures, the event can 
also be analyzed as a chain of event fragments, following rule-to-rule corre-
spondence principle.

Keywords: split light verb hypothesis, chain argument structures, chain event 
structures, ‘zoom-in/zoom out’, mental magnifier, light verb field, rule-to-rule 
correspondence principle
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1. Introduction

Relation between deep simplicity and apparent surface complexity in the descrip-
tion of nature is a common issue shared by all fields of science, including theoretical 
linguistics. In linguistics, the paradoxical relationship between superficial com-
plexity and deep simplicity can be observed not only at the macro level of theory 
paradigms, but also at the micro level of basic structures. The history of generative 
grammar, to some extent, can be seen as a history of ongoing efforts to seek out 
a careful balance between simplicity at the deep level and the complexity on the 
surface of human language. Ever since its very beginning, the efforts towards the 
two dimensions (i.e., the investigations on both deep simplicity and superficial 
complexity) have been moving on in parallel. While a remarkable accomplish-
ment related to general theory formulation at macro aspects has been achieved 
from its origin and firmed its revolutionary reputation, the exercises and efforts 
towards reformulation concerning descriptions of atomic elements at micro lev-
els also never stopped. The innovative syntactic descriptions on the inflectional 
(functional) elements such as “-ed(past)”, “-s”, “-en”, “-ing” etc. in Chomsky (1957), 
recent studies on split structures such as shell structures of VP and NP by Larson 
(1988, 2014 etc), split IP hypothesis made by Pollock (1989), cartographic studies 
by Rizzi (1997, 2013, 2015, 2017 etc.), Cinque (1999, 2002c etc.), Belletti (2004), 
Samo (2019) the inspiring proposals on the lexical argument structures/lexical re-
lational structures/LRSs by Hale & Keyser (1993), among many others, all point 
to a same direction. That is, these studies are all interested in giving more detailed 
analysis on those more-micro elements from different perspectives. In these stud-
ies, some fundamental theorems related to simplicity have been suggested, such as 
“Unambiguous Paths” suggested by Kayne (1984), Single Complement Hypothesis 
proposed by Larson (1988), “an unambiguous system of structural relations holding 
between the head, its categorial projections and its arguments (specifier, if present, 
and complement)” and “Unambiguous Projections” discussed by Hale and Keyser 
(1993), “Local Simplicity” proposed by Rizzi (1997, 2004, etc.). These gave birth 
to the cartographic approach and sparked a great interest of detailed descriptions 
of more “primitive” elements. In pretty much the same way, the Chinese syntactic 
studies are also moving on towards a similar direction, Micro-parameters relevant 
to analyticity-synthesis continuum proposed by Huang (2005, 2015 etc.), Chinese 
cartographic studies made by Tsai (2008, 2016, 2018 etc.), Si (2002, 2018, 2019), 
Stepanov and Tsai (2008); Tang (2019); Xiong (2017); Liu (2017); Shi (2018); Peng 
and Sun (2017), Li (2020) etc. are the representative examples. Following these 
footsteps, this paper discusses different types of light verbs in both Chinese and 
English, with an attempt to gain some new insights into the properties of functional 
heads under the umbrella term “light verbs” and their possible interactions as well 
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as distributions. To achieve this goal, some important views of previous studies, 
cartographic views in particular, will be adopted and adapted as the theoretical 
background. Specifically, except for the works directly related to the light verb 
studies that will be quoted in the following discussions, some inspiring proposals 
dealing with verbal complexes in the functional structure of clause will also be taken 
as the background knowledge of the discussion, in particular, the “Restructuring 
Rule” which was originally discussed by Rizzi (1976a & b, 1978, 1981, 1982a & b), 
and then reconsidered from a cartographic perspective by Cinque (2001, 2002a, 
2002b, 2006), as well as studies on verbal complexes by Belletti (2004), Koopman 
and Sazbolcsi (2000), among many others.

In general, a common goal shared by all cartographic studies is “to draw maps 
as precise and detailed as possible of syntactic configurations” (Cinque & Rizzi, 
2008). Following the same direction, a great progress the cartographic linguists 
have made is enabling us to consider a single projection such as CP or TP as an 
abbreviation for a much richer structural zone. For instance, the C layer is split 
into Topic and Focus components (Rizzi 1997; Bocci 2004; van Gelderen 2004) and 
Topic and Focus themselves are also conceived as Topic “field” and Focus “field”, 
encoding different and hierarchically arranged topic elements or focus elements 
(Benincà & Poletto 2004). Similarly, this paper suggests that “light verb” can also 
be further analyzed as a “light verb field”, containing several layers of different light 
verbs, conveying different information. The basic assumption is as follows:

Split light verb hypothesis
From a cartographic point of view, the light verb “v” is not “ONE” head, but 
an umbrella name of a rather “rich structural” zone, call it “light verb field” or 
“light verb zone”.

With the development of the argumentation, some sub-assumptions related to ar-
gument structure and event structure will also be suggested through the discussion. 
In addition, a methodological means of “mental magnifier” will be introduced.

“Zoom-in” and “Zoom-out” Mental Magnifier
The term “mental magnifier” here is used as a metaphor of the abstract meth-
odological means that can be used either “zoom-in” or “zoom-out” between 
macro-simplicity at the general scope and the complexity as well as the 
micro-simplicity at the most deeply rooted atomic level. (See also Si 2019).

The theoretical consequences of proposing the “mental magnifier” are multiple. 
For one thing, via this “mental magnifier”, richer internal layers and structures can 
be discovered, by clicking the mental ‘zoom-in” button. For another, so-called the 
“tension” between the Minimalist Program and the Cartographic Approach might 
be softened, from theoretical perspective at least. We might understand the relation 
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between the Cartographic Approach (CA) and the Minimalist Program (MP) in 
this way: Cartographic studies prefer the direction of “zoom-in” and the Minimalist 
Program are more interested in the landscape view by “zoom-out”.

With the above understandings as the theoretical background, the major con-
tents of this paper will be organized as follows to support the hypotheses: (1) Firstly, 
a clarification of the term “light verb” will be presented; (2) Secondly, an investiga-
tion on internal structures of both simpler light verb structures and more complex 
light verb structures will be conducted, using English and Chinese as major data 
resources. (3) Thirdly, a concluding remark will be made.

2. About the term “light verb”

2.1 LVNs vs. LVBs

It is generally believed that the term “light verb” was first coined by Otto Jespersen 
(1954, VII: 117) and then became famous in generative studies mainly due to the 
Shell Structure Theory initiated by Larson (1988) and then adopted and developed 
by Hale & Keyser (1991, 1993, 1997 & 1998), Chomsky (1993 & 1995), and Huang 
(2005 & 2008), among many others. Notice that although Jespersen was responsible 
for the creation of the term, he didn’t really provide a definition of it. In generative 
linguistics, the term “light verb” was often used to refer to the head higher than 
the relevant matrix verb in a “shell” projection of a verbal predicate, conventionally 
labelled as a small v (Let’s call it Larsonian light verb) in the following tree diagram.

vP

VP

Y

X v′

V′

V Z

v

Diagram 1. Larsonian light verb

But in the actual discussions, the nature of light verbs and their distributions are 
less clear than it should be. For instance, at least from surface structure point of 
view, some of the “light verbs” are followed by VP structures, like what the classical 
Larsonian structure indicated (Larson 1988 & 2014; Chomsky 1995); but there are 
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also some other “light verbs” are followed by nominal structures or substantives, 
e.g., “da dianhua (lit. do telephone, meaning make a phone call)””1 (Huang 2015), 
instead of VP. To avoid confusion, and to make the discussions simpler, I would 
suggest a distinction between light verb in a narrow sense (LVN) and light verb in 
a broad sense (LVB). Light verbs in Larsonian sense will be called LVNs and light 
verbs including other types like the “da(roughly corresponding to English “do”)”2 
in the above Chinese example “da dianhua (lit. do telephone, meaning make a 
phone call)” are named as light verbs in broad sense (LVBs). The discussions in the 
following will try to cover not only the LVNs, but also other types of light verbs in 
LVBs and try to provide a unified analysis on all of these light verbs.

2.2 Characteristics of “light verb” in Jespersenian sense

When Jespersen coined the term “light verb”, he was mainly concerned with some 
special “nonce words” like the ones in “have a talk” “take a break” “give a talk”. He 
named the verbs like “have” “take” “give” as “light verbs” (Let’s call it “Jespersenian 
light verbs”). A question should be asked immediately is the following: What is the 
categorical status of the words (e.g. the “talk” “break” in the above examples) that 
follow the “Jespersenian light verbs” (represented by the small v in the following 
diagram as well)?

vP

?P

Y

X v′

?′

? Z

v

Diagram 2. Jespersenian light verb

1. The Chinese phrase “da dianhua (打电话)” means ‘making a phone call’.

2. The word da (打) orginally means “to hit” in Chinese. It has been grammaticalized in the light 
verb constructions like “da dianhua (打电话)”, in which it is more or less like “make”, “take” or 
“have”.
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Jespersen did mention it and considered the complement of the “light verbs” to be 
deverbalized “substantives”. Syntactically speaking, “talk” “break” in these examples 
are nominals, because they are located in the typical nominal position and modified 
by the determiner “a”. Derivationally speaking, these words have their own internal 
generative structures. Following Si (2013), the internal generative process of these 
deverbalized nominals can be analyzed as follows:3

nW

VW

Y

X n′

V′

V

ti

Z

n

nV

talk i

Diagram 3. Deverbalization of the “talk” in Jespersenian light verb Structures

The analysis of the internal structure of deverbalized nominals is not something 
new. The similar insights can be found in Hale & Keyser (1993) as well, in which 
they analyze the denominal verbs such as laugh as a result of incorporation in 
an initial lexical projection of abstract verb and its nominal complement. “The 
resulting ‘compound’ of which only the N component is phonologically realized, 
corresponds to the denominal verb.” Our analysis on the deverbalized nominals 
shares similar insights in terms of “restructuring” or “internal configuration” of 
the compounds, but differently in the levels it occurs, i.e., instead of putting it into 
a pure syntactic level, we consider it an interface between word level structure and 
phrase level structure.

To incorporate it with the phrase structure of the “have a talk”, the structure 
will be as follows:

3. Note that the nW/VW are used in the tree diagram to differentiate the word level generation 
of the structure from the phrase level generation of the structure such nP and VP)
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vP

v′

n′

V′

V Z

n VW

Y

v DP

D nW

X

subject

ti

nV

talki

a

have

Diagram 4. Jespersenian light verb structures

Note that the “light verbs” in Jespersenian sense are “light” from a semantic per-
spective. They are not very light from a syntactic perspective, for that they serve 
as a main verb of the predicate, taking the deverbalized nominal as its object. To 
distinguish between Jespersenian light verbs from Larsonian ones, I will suggest the 
former ones “heavy light verbs” and the latter ones “light light verbs”.4

Concerning the syntactic procedure of the deverbalization of the Jespersenian 
light verb constructions, one of the anonymous reviewers of this paper posed a 
very interesting question which is worth responding overtly here. “In the so called 
Jespersenian light verb structures, we first have deverbalization and then verbal-
ization again through use of light verb. Why the deverbalization stage?” Before 
answering this question, let’s look at more examples provided by Jespersen himself:

 (1) a. have a talk
  b. take a drive
  c. make a plunge
  d. give a person a kiss

4. However, to put it in a more complicated way, if we consider the phrase level derivation and 
the word level derivation as a continuum, then when comparing to the internal VW “talk”, the 
light verb “have” is still lighter than the word-internal verbal element “talk”. It is a more compli-
cated story I would like to reserve for a future discussion.
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  e. to give someone the slip.
  f. someone gave a loud laugh (single burse of laughter)
  g. dreamed a sweat dream

The real question to ask is the following: why bothers to have deverbalization pro-
cess of “talk” “drive” “plunge” “kiss” “slip” “laugh” deriving from a verb into a noun 
and then denominalization of the whole nominalized phrase by adding a light verb 
“have” “take” “make” “give” etc. or more interestingly, to repeat the same word 
“dream” in both the deverblized position and the verbal position in the structure 
with “cognate object”. Isn’t language system economic one?

To this question, Jespersen provided an explanation as follows: Firstly, in 
Modern English, there is a general tendency to place “an insignificant verb” (namely 
“light verbs”) before the really important ideas. Secondly, “such constructions also 
offer an easy means of adding come descriptive trait in the form of an adjunct”, 
the examples he illustrated include “a loud laugh”, “a sweat dream”, “a delightful 
bathe”, “a quiet smoke” “a good recommend”, “a bad lie”, etc.. Thirdly, these light verb 
structures form a parallel to the structures with a ‘cognate object’, the examples he 
mentioned include “dreamed a sweat dream”, “fight the good fight” etc.

Besides the reasons what Jespersen has discussed, there are also other semantic 
reasons and syntactic motivations to do so. First, by deverbalizing the verb and then 
adding a light verb, the syntactic length of the structure becomes longer, which 
means more information can be conveyed than the original non-deverbalized ver-
bal structure. Comparing “Kiss me” and “Give me a kiss”. The former is direct and 
aggressive and latter is more indirect and euphemistic. A native speaker of English 
would say that “I have no problem giving my wrinkly, old, great aunt Edna a kiss. 
But there is NO WAY that I would kiss her”5 Second, the structures with a light verb 
such as “have a talk” “give a talk” are more analytic and the non-deverbalized ver-
bal structure “talk” (as in “he talks) “scare” (as in “she had given him a bad scare”) 
are synthetic. The more analytic a structure is, the clearer the internal/underlying 
structure of construction will be. As in “Someone gave a loud laugh (single burse of 
laughter)”, not only is the position for describing the trait of the laughter created 
(i. e. “loud”), but also the thematic role of “She” as a “doer” of the action becomes 
prominent due to the introduction of the light verb “give”. Just like what Jespersen 
remarked: “These cannot be explained as ordinary verbal sbs.” (Jespersen, 1954)

Thinking from a cartographic perspective, the generation of the Jespersenian 
light verb structures contain two steps: The first step is the deverbalizaztion of “talk” 
“smoke” “fight” etc. at the word formation level, which is realized by a process that 

5. This explanation given by a native speaker is quoted from the following website: <https://www.
teenink.com/fiction/realistic_fiction/article/572006/The-difference-between-giving-a-kiss-and- 
kissing-someone/>
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a nominal functional head (e.g. the “n” in the “nW” in the Diagram 4) selects the 
verbal root such as “talk” “smoke” “fight” as its complement, forming up a nominal 
substantive selected by a determiner head. The second step is the insertion of the 
Jespersenian light verb into the main verb position at phrase structure level to form 
up a “heavy light verb” phrase which is furtherly selected by a “light light verb” as a 
complement, as illustrated in the Diagram 10 of this paper in the following.

2.3 Huang’s light verb analysis in Chinese

Chinese light verbs in Huang (2015)’s discussions belong to an alternative type of 
light verb, different from both Larsonian light verbs and Jespersenian light verbs, in 
the sense that the complement of the light verb in Huang’s light verbs are neither a 
VP as in the Larsonian light verb structures (as illustrated in Diagram 1) nor a de-
verbalized nominal as in the Jespersenian light verb structures (as illustrated in the 
Diagram 4). Instead, the complement of the Huang’s light verbs are pure nouns such 
as “dianhua(telephone)” ‘you (oil) ” “majiang (mahjong)” in the “da dianhua (make 
a phone call)” and “da you (to get oil)” “da majiang (play mahjong)”. I suggest that 
the light verbs in these examples are semantically light but syntactically not light: 
they are the main verbs in the structures, which can be illustrated as the follows:

VP

subject V′

V NP

da
(make/play)

diahua/majiang
(phone call/mahjong)

Diagram 5. Huang’s light verbs in Chinese

From this perspective, I would like to suggest that Huang (2015)’s light verbs are 
also “heavy light verbs”, though there are differences between Huang’s heavy light 
verbs and Jespersenian heavy light verbs, in the sense that there is no deverbaliza-
tion process involved in the object position.6 Thinking from a cartographic per-
spective suggested by this paper, Huang’s heavy light verb structures also share 
something in common with Jespersenian light verb structures, that is, they will 

6. Through a personal communication, Jie Xu (Macau University) made some nice remarks on 
Jespersenian light verb and Huang’s light verb, as follows: The difference between Jespersenian 
light verb and Huang’s light verb is only in the nature of their object, essentially a lexical but not 
syntactic difference.
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also furtherly projected to a light light verb layer, which the prototype light verb in 
Chomsky’s sense (Chomsky 1995).

Notice also that the structures like “da dianhua (make a phone call)” are not 
unique to Chinese language. They are “very widespread across languages”.7 It is 
worthy conducting a further investigation in future studies, based on a crosslin-
guistic comparison.

3. Internal configuration of light verb structures

Having discussed some representative studies on light verbs, let’s go back to the 
following question: what categories should a light verb select as its complement? 
My suggestion is the following: a proto-type light verb selects a “XPA” (argument 
projection) as its complement, which could be a VP in Larsonian shell structure, or 
a predicative NP or AP, PP etc. in other cases.8 I therefore would like to demonstrate 
the proto-type light verb structure as follows:

vP

spec v′

v XPA

argument structure/event

Diagram 6. A generalized proto-type light verb structure

Based on this, some empirical evidence will be presented to support the following 
assumptions:

Hypothesis 1: Split v Hypothesis
From a cartographic point of view, the light verb “v” is not “ONE” head, but 
an umbrella name of a rather “rich structural” zone, call it “light verb field” or 
“light verb zone”.

7. This is a helpful comment made by Adriana Belletti via a personnal communication.

8. From this point of view, there is a crucial difference between Huang’s light verb and the 
other two types of light verbs proposed by Larson and Jespersen respectively, in the sense that 
in Huang’s light verb structures such as “da dianhua”(lit. Make a phone call), the complement 
of the light verb is a simple noun phrase denoting an entity, but the other types of light verbs all 
takes predicative category as their complements: either VP or deverbalized Nominals denoting 
some kind of event.
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Hypothesis 2: About Argument Structure Chain
In complex sentential structures, the core of the predicate is not composed 
of one single argument structure, but a chain of several argument structures.

Hypothesis 3: About Event Fragment Chain
A sentential structure consisting of a chain of several argument structures will 
be encoded to represent the event consisting of a set of event fragments, fol-
lowing rule-to-rule correspondence principle.

Studies of light verbs is inseparable with studies of verbal domain (Belletti 2004 & 
2009; Bruening 2016; Alessandro, Franco, & Gallego 2017, etc.) or event domain 
(see Bodomo 1993; Ramchand 2013) and argument structures (see Baker 1989, 
1991; Hale & Keyser 1993, 1997, 1998 & 2002; Collins 1997, etc.). The discussions 
related to argument sharing and internal layers of verbal domain will be incorpo-
rated with the discussion of the light verb distributions in the following.

3.1 Observation step 1: Simplex Light Verb Shell Structures

The following discussion will begin with the simplex constructions such as follows:

 (2) John read the book carefully.  (Chomsky 1995)

 (3) I thumbed my nose.  (Jespersen 1954)

 (4) I have a bad lie.  (Jespersen 1954)

(5) Zhang San da dianhua.  (Huang 2015)
  Zhang San Da(make) telephone.  

  ‘Zhang San made a phone call.’

(6) Wang Mian si le fuqin.
  Wang Mian die Asp father.

  ‘Wang Mian (experienced/suffered from the fact that) his father died.”

The examples above represent five kinds of simplex light verb structures. The exam-
ple (2) is a standard transitive structure with a unergative transitive verb as the main 
verb of the predicate.9 The sentence (3) is a non-standard transitive structure with a 
denominalized verb/nonce word occupies the main verb position of the predicate; 

9. Huang (2010) made a distinction between unergative transtive verbs and unaccusative tran-
sitive verbs. Along with Sybesma (1992), Hoekstra (1999), Mateu (2005), Washio (2005), Huang 
(2010) argued that the distinction between unergative-unaccusative is not always clear-cut, and 
some verbs may have a dual status. “In various languages (Dutch, German, and Old Japanese), 
certain transitive verbs (with meaning like follow, pass, forget, and approach), in spite of being 
transitive, may behave as unaccusatives under auxiliary selection.” (Huang 2010)
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the example (4) is a Jespersenian light verb structure with an overt verb without 
clear meaning for action but taking a deverblized nominal complement which de-
notes an action. the example (5) is an overt light verb construction discussed by 
Huang (2015) in which the “light verb” occupies the main verb position of the 
predicate denoting a vague meaning and taking a typical noun as its complement. 
the example (6) is a special unaccusative structure in which two “argument-like” 
constituents occur in an intransitive unaccusative structure which supposed to have 
only one argument according to the S-selection of the main verb “si (die)”. “Simplex 
light verb structures” is an informal expression to distinguish the above structures 
from more “complex light verb structures”, in that they have less “argument-like” 
elements than the canonical light verb structures as in double object constructions, 
or less overt verbal elements than other types of complex predictive structures as in 
verb-complement causative structures. However, being “simplex” doesn’t mean less 
importance. Instead, the further considerations on these structures will be crucial 
starting point for deeper understandings of the full picture of light verb theory.

To begin with, let’s look at the example (2), a typical standard transitive struc-
ture. Chomsky (1995) adopted Larsonian proposal on the VP shell structure and 
described the structure of the example (2) as follows:

VP

V′

carefully

v VP

NP V′

V

john

the book

read

e

Diagram 7. Chomskyan light verb in standard transitive structures

This analysis indicates that light verb shell structures not only exist in more complex 
structures as double object constructions, but also in the most simplex transitive 
structures, in other words, it implies that almost all sentential structures can be ana-
lyzed as shell structures. Further discussions on light verb structures also suggested 
that light verbs are not empty, from both syntactic and semantic point of views: there 
are different kinds of light verbs, encoding different semantic contents (Si 2002, 
2018; Feng 2005, 2015; Zhu 2005; Huang 2008). Following Huang (2008), the basic 
structure of the sentence (2) can be reanalyzed as follows, with a light verb “DO”:
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vP

v′

Adv

v VP

NP V′

V

NP

john

the book

read carefully

DO

Diagram 8. A revised Chomskyan light verb structure following Huang (2008)

Similarly, (3) and (4) also contain a light verb “DO”, but the derivational processes 
of them are worth further mentioning, in that they each contain a nonce word and 
the internal structures of these nonce words are also very interesting to see:

vP

v′

VP

V′

v′

N′

N

tj

N-v NW

Y

vW

X

DP

v

DP

Ii

DO DP
ti

my nose

thumbj

Diagram 9. vP structure in “I thumbed my nose”
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vP

v′

v

DP

VP

V′

V(heavy-light-verb)

DP

DP

D nW

A

I

DO

have

bad

a

lie

V

tj

n′

n

Vj-n VW

X V′

Diagram 10. vP structure in “I have a bad lie”

It should be noticed that, in our system, while normal transitive structures 
have only one light verb (a light light verb) which is higher than the main verb, 
Jespersenian light verb structures have two light verbs: one is a “light light verb” 
(e.g., “DO” in the Diagram 10), the other one is a “heavy light verb” (e.g., “have” 
in the Diagram 10). More interestingly, including the base form of the deverbal-
ized nominal “lie” (the nonce word), there are actually at least three verb-like 
predicative elements10 in the sentence “I have a bad lie”: (1) light light verb “DO”; 
(2) heavy light verb “have” and (3) predicative nominal “lie” which has been de-
verbalized on surface. The properties of the three predicative elements in “I have 
a bad lie” can be analyzed as follows:

10. The adjective “bad” is also a predicative element, but I will not include it here in the discussion.
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Table 1. Properties of the three Predicative elements in “I have a bad lie”

Categorial status lie Predicative nominal
have LVB: heavy light verb
DO LVN: light light verb

Distribution lie Complement of D
have Main verb
DO VP-shell: higher than the main verb

Argument taking/sharing lie Two arguments: I; Sth.(covert A)
have Two arguments: I; Action “a lie”
DO Two arguments: I; Event “to have a lie”

In brief, the three predicative elements distributed hierarchically as:

 (7) […[…light light verb “DO” […heavy light verb “have” […deverbalized nominal 
with a verbal base “lie”]]]

The “heavy light verb” “have” here is light semantically, but heavy syntactically. 
From syntactic functional perspective, it functions as a main verb, just as the main 
verbs (the first “fight”, “die” “dream” “smile”) in the following examples:

 (8) …fight the good fight.
  …die a dry death.
  …dreamed a sweat dream.
  …smile a friendly smile.

In the structure, the light light verb “DO” and the heavy light verb (“have”)/main 
verbs (first “fight”, “die” “dream” “smile” in (8)) and their argument structures formed 
a syntactic zone and the derived nominal (“lie” and the second “fight”, “die” “dream” 
“smile” in (8)) and its argument structure together with the upper empty functional 
nominal head “n” formed the lexical zone. Both syntactic zone A1 and lexical zone 
A2 here are shell structures. These two zones formed a continuum of chain argument 
structures, sharing certain argument in common (“I” in this example).
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vP

v′

v

DP

VP

*A2 ZONE-LEXICAL ZONE *

* A1 ZONE-SYNTACTIC ZONE *

V′

V(heavy-light-verb)

DP

DP

D nW

A

I

DO

have

bad

a

lie

V

tj

n′

n

Vj-n VW

X V′

Diagram 11. Revised analysis of “I have a bad lie”

The example (5) also has two light verbs: light light verb “DO” and heavy light verb 
“da (打)”, but it is slightly different from (4) in that it doesn’t have a more heavy pre-
dicative base as “lie” in (4). Therefore, the structure is simpler than both (3) and (4).

Following the same light verb zone schema suggested above, we suggest a fur-
ther projection of a light light verb layer above Huang’s light verb which is a heavy 
light verb. The revised analysis of the structure is as follows:

vP

v′

v

light light verb

subject

subject

VP

V′

V NP

da
(make/play)

heavy light verb

diahua/majiang
(phone call/mahjong)

Diagram 12.  Revised analysis of “da dianhua/mahjong”  
(lit. making a phone call/playing mahjong)
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The example (6) is more complicated than the (2)–(5) for the following reasons: 
(1) its event structure and argument structure are more complex; (2) its light verb 
belongs to a different type: not “DO”, but “EXPERIENCE” (for more details, see 
also Zhu 2005): the light verb takes event fragment “si le fuqin (lit. die ASP father)” 
as its complement without sharing a common argument with it.

The notion of “argument sharing” (Baker 1989, 1991 & Collins 1997 etc) is also 
called “token-sharing” in some literature (see Beermann, Sahoo & Hellan 2007). It 
has been discussed by previous studies such as Baker (1989, 1991, etc.) and Collins 
(1997) etc. that in other languages such as African languages, argument sharing 
is a necessary process in certain constructions such as serial verb constructions 
(Collins 1997; Baker 1989, 1991; Bamgbose 1974, 1982). Shared arguments play a 
very important role in linking two event structures or clauses in a complex sentence 
structure. It worth an independent further study.

3.2 Observation step 2: Complex Light Verb Shell Structures

In this section, I will follow the same track to look at, very briefly, some more com-
plex structures in both English and Chinese. “Causative structure”, for instance, 
belongs to such kind of complex structure. Consider the following example:

 (9) He will have the eye specialist examine the patient. 
   (English causative structure)

Viewing the internal structure of the sentence (9) in details by clicking our “zoom-in” 
button of the abstract mental magnifier, we should be able to see a richer configu-
ration of the light verb layers as follows:

vP external light verb layer

*UPPER LIGHT VERB ZONE*

*LOWER LIGHT VERB ZONE*DP
He

vP

DP

DP
V

have DP

DP
v

DP
V

V′

DP

VP

the patient

the eye specialist

SHARED ARGUMENT

CHAIN LINKERS

vP

v′

V′

VP

vP
v′

v′

v′

DO

examine

v

v

DO

v

CAUSE

internal light verb layer

external light verb layer

internal light verb layer

BECOME

Diagram 13. Light verb zones in “he will have the eye specialist examine the patient”
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As what can be seen in the Diagram 13, there are two shell structure zones in 
the structure of the sentence (9), the upper light verb zone can be roughly called 
“Cause Zone” and the lower one “Result Zone”. Each zone contains two layers of 
light verbs: internal light verb layer introducing the relevant argument structure/
event fragment and external light verb taking care of the chain relation with the 
other zone. In the upper Cause Zone, “have” is a “heavy light verb”, the same as the 
Jespersenian light verb “have” in the Example (3). There is also a light light verb 
“DO” upper than “have” introducing the event fragment encoded by the heavy light 
verb projection. In the lower Result Zone, there is a light light verb “DO” upper 
than the main verb “examine”, similar to the “DO” in the Example (1), introducing 
the argument structure/event fragment encoded by the main verb projection. “DO” 
in each zone is an internal light verb. Then the external light verbs “Cause” and 
“Become”, together with the shared argument “the eye specialist” serve as the chain 
linkers to help the two zones connect to each other as a chain.

The analysis on causative structures is also inspired by previous studies on event 
structures, double object constructions etc. (c.f. Harley 1995, 2002, etc.) The pro-
posal of the hierarchy of vCAUSE and vBECOME also parallels with Ramchand (2008, 
2017) in which it was suggested “that (i) argument positions related to causation are 
structurally high and in a privileged feeding relationship to formal subjecthood, and 
that (ii) arguments related to the undergoing of change are lower in the structure 
and are related to the boundedness of the event.”

The empirical studies on Mandarin illustrates that the same approach can also 
be applied in the analysis of various of Chinese causative structures. Consider the 
following example:

(10) Ta xi ganjing le yifu.
  He wash clean Asp clothes.

  ‘He washed the clothes clean.’

Sentence (10) is a typical example of Chinese “verb-complement structure”, the cause- 
result relation existed in the structure has been widely recognized (see also Li 1990; 
Cheng & Huang 1995 among many others). Li (1990) proposed a systematic ac-
count of the argument structure of resultative compounds on the basis of argument 
structure of their component verbs. Cheng & Huang (1995) observed four types 
of resultative compounds and argued “the argument structure of a compound is 
essentially a composition of the event structure, rather than the transitivity prop-
erties of its component parts.” Both Li (1990) and Cheng & Huang (1995) were 
concerned with the potential number of the argument of V1 and V2 in the resul-
tative compounds and their relationship with configuration of the structure. They 
also made an observation of the causative paradigm, in both the cases that either 
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when the subject of Vs is a Theme or Experiencer or the Subject of V1 is a Causee, 
the external argument is neither an argument of V1 nor of V2, but is a Causer 
added from outside of the basic argument structures of V1 and V2. In Cheng & 
Huang (1995), they also suggested that the generation of the resulting verbal com-
pounds are derived from underlying left headed event structures whose semantics 
determines their linking with appropriate thematic and argument structures. These 
inspiring statements perfectly explained the relationship between semantics, argu-
ment structure and their configurations. The possibility of the status of the light 
verb Cause is also indicated.

Following this tradition, many studies on resultative verb compounds have 
been conducted in Chinese syntactic studies. In the more recent studies, “Cause” 
is usually analyzed as a light verb which I agree. What I furtherly suggest in the 
following is that actually the Cause is not one light verb, but a light verb zone, and so 
is the Result. In each of the two zones, there are two light verb layers. The two light 
verbs in the upper Cause Zone are external light verb CAUSE and the internal light 
verb DO; and the two light verbs in the lower Result Zone are external light verb 
BECOME and the internal light verb “BE”. The two zones are connected together by 
the shared argument “yifu (clothes)” and the linking of the two external light verbs 
“CAUSE” and “BECOME”. The basic idea is conveyed by the two light verb zones in 
this example can be understood as: The first event fragment encoded by “[vP ta (he) 
DO [VP xi (wash) yifu (clothes)]]” cause to the second event fragment encoded by 
“[vP yifu(clothes) BE [AP ganjing(clean)]]”. The structure is be illustrated as follows:

vP external light verb layer

*UPPER LIGHT VERB ZONE*

*LOWER LIGHT VERB ZONE*DP vP

DP

DP
V
xi

wash
DP

DP
v

Ap

ganjing
clean

yifu
clothes

SHARED ARGUMENT

CHAIN LINKERS

vP

v′

V′

VP

vP
v′

v′

v′

BE

v

v

DO

ta
He

v

CAUSE

internal light verb layer

external light verb layer

internal light verb layer

BECOME

Diagram 14. Light verb zones of “ta xi ganjing le yifu”(lit. he wash clear ASP clothes)
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Note that most so-called “Chinese peculiar sentence patterns” such as “ba” con-
structions, “verb-complement constructions” should be sorted as “complex light 
verb structures”. More examples:

(11) a. wo ba ta guan-zui le.
   I Ba him make-drunk Asp

   ‘I made him drunk.’ (Chinese Ba-sentence+verb-complement structure)
   b. Ta he-jiu he-zui le.  (Chinese verb series structure)
   He drink-liquor drink-drunk Asp.  

   ‘He drank and got drunk.’
   c. Wo pai ta mai zaocan.  (Chinese pivotal sentence)
   I send him buy breakfast  

   ‘I sent him to buy breakfast.’
  d. John gave Mary a book  (DOC)

   e. wo chi le ta san-ge pingguo.  (Pseudo-DOC)
   I eat Asp him three-cl apple  

   ‘I ate his three apples.”

To save the space, I will not provide the detailed the structural analysis for all of 
these examples, but just give a generalized structure which can be applied to all the 
complex causative light verb structures, including double object constructions and 
Chinese pseudo-double objection constructions:

 (12) […[vExP CAUSE [vIntP DO [VP [vExP BECOME [vIntP DO/HAVE/BE [VP]]]]]]]

Following this schema, more other facts can be explained both in Chinese and 
crosslinguistically, such as nominal predicate structures (as in “na wei tongxue jin-
shiyan.(lit. That student myopia), as one of the reviewers of this paper suggested. 
The type of the light verb in these structures might be slightly different though. The 
above light verb zone schema and the mental magnifier tool can also be applied 
in studies of more other constructions. In addition, the detailed description of the 
underlying structures might also provide some insights for language proceeding. 
We will leave these issues for future discussions.

4. Concluding remarks

In summary, what this paper intends to do is to provide a “magnifier-like” or 
“microscope-like” means for the study of various light verb structures. Looking at 
the light verb structures by clicking the “zoom-in” button of the “mental magnifier”, 
a richer and detailed internal configuration of light verb structure is presented. 
According to this, one major assumption and two subsequent assumptions are 
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proposed: (1) Split light verb hypothesis: from a cartographic point of view, the 
light verb “v” is not “ONE” head, but an umbrella name of a rather “rich struc-
tural” zone, call it “light verb field” or “light verb zone”. (2) About the argument 
structure, it is proposed that in the complex light verb constructions, the core of the 
predicate is not composed of one single argument structure, but a chain of several 
argument structures. (3) Correspondingly, the event structure can also be looked 
at in more details in these structures: that is, in the sentences containing chain 
argument structures, the event can also be analyzed as a chain of event fragments, 
following rule-to-rule correspondence principle.

Superficially, the structures provided here look more complicated than the 
traditional ones. But it is just like a geographic map, no one would complain the 
“complexity” of the information: the richer the information the map offers, the 
more helpful and clearer its function will be. Surely one could also “Zoom-out” 
if you just want to get a more general picture of the place. The same is true to lin-
guistic descriptions. It depends on which direction of the power you prefer to work 
on. It is now well-known that a common goal shared by all cartographic studies 
is “to draw maps as precise and detailed as possible of syntactic configurations” 
(Rizzi & Cinque, 2008). Due to the detailed description of the rich internal layers 
of various structures, it looks like the products of the theory are more complex. 
However, if one’s attention is turned to the “local” relations of the basic projections, 
the simplicity of the basic configuration will self-present clearly. Koopman and 
Szabolcsi (2000) also illustrated the relations of the two aspects, i.e., the complexity 
of syntactic representations (“syntactic representations are large structures, much 
larger than previously thought on the basis of the actual lexical material in a par-
ticular sentence”) and the simplicity of syntactic structures (“Syntactic structures 
themselves became quite simple, binary-branching structures, obeying the X-bar 
schema, with both lexical heads and functional heads projecting”). Rizzi (2015) 
might provide readers with some clue about why it is necessary to do so: “……
natural languages seem to privilege local simplicity of configurations and relations 
(with featurally simple heads and configurationally simple projections), accepting 
to pay the price of an increased global complexity through the accumulation of 
simple atomic structures.”

Simply speaking, the local simplicity and clarity will lead to a “complexity”, 
if counting the numbers of layers. But it is merely a necessary result defined by a 
physical law: “the law of conservation (indestructibility) of matter”. In practice, it is 
also a good deal, as long as we could really achieve the goal of the “local simplicity” 
and the simplicity of system formulation.
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Chapter 11

Attitudinal applicative in action

Seng-Hian Lau and Wei-Tien Dylan Tsai
National Taiwan Normal University / National Tsing Hua University

In this study, we have investigated a rather peculiar attitudinal construal of an 
applicative pronoun in Taiwan Southern Min (TSM), which may well advance 
our understanding of the split affectivity in Chinese dialects (cf. Tsai 2017), as 
exemplified below:

(1) Guá beh lim hōo i kàu-khuì!
  1sg want drink hoo 3sg satisfied

   “I want to drink to my satisfaction!”

It is also established that this type of pronominal usage is not specific to TSM but 
widely observed crosslinguistically (e.g., Vietnamese, Finnish, West Flemish, and 
Dominican Spanish; see Greco et al. 2017). Furthermore, the attitudinal applica-
tive pronoun, though non-referential, has its root in an Affectee argument in 
association with the causative/passive marker of hōo. As it turns out, the expres-
sion hōo i has developed a speaker-oriented construal, expressing the intention 
to carry out the activity to the extreme.

Keywords: attitudinal applicatives, Taiwan Southern Min (TSM), applicative 
pronoun, causative/passive marker of hōo, affectee argument, speaker-oriented 
construal

1. A peculiar pronoun

In the literature, gěi ‘give’ in Mandarin Chinese (MC) is often taken as the coun-
terpart of hōo in Taiwan Southern Min (TSM), based on their similar syntactic 
behavior as shown in the following double object constructions (cf. Cheng et al. 
1999, among others):

(1) Akiū gěi wǒ wǔshí yuán.  (MC)
  pn gei 1sg fifty dollar  
  阿Q 給 我 五十 元  

  “Akiu gave me fifty dollars.”

https://doi.org/10.1075/la.267.11lau
© 2021 John Benjamins Publishing Company
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(2) A-bîng hōo guá gōo-tsa̍p khoo.  (TSM)
  pn hoo 1sg fifty dollar  
  阿明 予 我 五十 箍  

  “Abing gave me fifty dollars.”

On the other hand, hōo and gěi differ from each other with respect to a variety of 
applicative construals. As illustrated below, the causative/affective usages of hōo in 
(4a, b) are not available for Mandarin gěi in (3a, b):1

(3) a. *Akiū gěi tāmen hěn dānxīn.  (MC)
   pn gei 3pl very worried  
   阿Q 給 他們 很 擔心  

   (Intended) “Akiu worries them quite a lot.”
   b. *Wǒ yào hē gěi tā tòngkuài.
   1sg want drink gei 3sg satisfied
   我 要 喝 給 他 痛快

   (Intended) “I want to drink to my satisfaction.”

(4) a. A-bîng hōo in tsiok huân-ló.  (TSM)
   pn hoo 3pl very worried  
   阿明 予 怹 足 煩惱  

   “Abing worries them quite a lot.”
   b. Guá beh lim hōo i kàu-khuì!
   1sg want drink hoo 3sg satisfied
   我 欲 啉 予 伊 到氣

   “I want to drink to my satisfaction!”

The disparity between hōo and gěi is also found in the reference of their pronom-
inal objects: While the 3PL pronoun in (4a) may refer to a group of people in the 
discourse, the reference of the third-person singular (3SG) pronoun in (4b) is not 
easy to pin down.

In this paper, we focus on the rather peculiar construal of (4b): The expres-
sion in question consists of a functional element hōo and a referentially nullified 
pronoun i, which follows the main verb but precedes a resultative complement. 
Most importantly, it is construed with a distinct touch of extremity/ferocity on the 
speaker’s attitude, as shown by the contrast between (5) and (6):

1. Some Taiwan Mandarin speakers may consider (3b) acceptable, presumably due to the heavy 
influence from TSM (cf. (4b)).
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(5)  # Bô tio̍h-kip, lán ta̍uh-ta̍uh-á sip --tsi̍t-ē sip tsi̍t-ē, lim hōo
  not hurried 1pl slowly sip a.while sip a.while drink hoo
  無 著急 咱 沓沓仔 sip 一下 sip 一下 啉 予

i kàu-khuì.
3sg satisfied
伊 到氣

  (Intended) ‘There’s no hurry. We can sip the wine slowly to our satisfaction.’

(6) Kín! Lán kā tsiú lóng khui –lueh, ing-àm īng kuàn –ê, beh
  hurry 1pl ka wine all open down.go this.evening use gulp prt will
  緊 咱 共 酒 攏 開 落去 下昏暗 用 灌 的 欲

lim hōo i kàu-khuì.
drink hoo 3sg satisfied
啉 予 伊 到氣

  ‘Hurry up! Open all the wine bottles. This evening, we’ll gulp down to our 
satisfaction.’

The relevant discourse involves an individual inviting a group of people to drink. 
While the speaker of (5) has no intention to drink fast and furious, the speaker of 
(6) can’t wait to drink, and is determined to gulp down all the beer. It is possible to 
drink and feel satisfied in both scenarios, but the extremity/ferocity usage of hōo i 
is compatible only with (6), hence the inappropriateness of (5). To offer a plausible 
account, we put forth the claim that i is a defective applicative pronoun, and the 
mood encoded by hōo i is speaker-oriented and attitudinal.

We start with reviewing some previous studies in Section 2. Section 3 continues 
to examine the attitudinal applicative pronoun i (henceforth attitudinal i) from a 
crosslinguistic perspective along the line of Greco et al. (2017). Section 4 puts the 
construction under scrutiny through various syntactic tests, followed by a car-
tographic analysis of hōo i in Section 5 and its Mandarin counterpart in Section 6. 
Section 7 then concludes this study in the new light.

2. Previous studies of applicative pronouns in TSM

In the literature, hōo is taken as either a passive marker or a causative predicate. 
When it is construed as causative, the pronoun i takes the role of causee (e.g., Tsao 
1997; Lee 2009). In this study, we will focus on the causative usage, leaving out the 
passive.

Cheng (1974) treats hōo as a conjunction, and looks into a number of syntactic 
properties of hōo i, including the optional presence of i, and its choice of resultative 
predicate type. It is pointed out that causative hōo cannot be omitted when it takes 
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a modal or aspect marker, unless the intention of the causer is emphasized. On the 
other hand, Tsao (1997) argues that hōo is a causative predicate. Moreover, hōo 
typically goes with a directive or imperative mood, while i may refer to a specific 
individual when it is not silent. A thorough investigation is also carried out by 
Cheng et al. (1999), where it is argued quite forcefully that all six usages of hōo can 
be seen as representing special instances of the causative construal.

In recent years, the non-canonical usages of hōo have drawn much attention 
in the literature. For instance, Lee (2009) takes causative hōo in-between a verb 
and a resultative complement to convey the causer’s intention. Lee & Hsieh (2009) 
pursue further the issue surrounding the pronominal reference in the ka … hoo i 
construction, where kā is taken to be a role indicator that marks its object as either 
a patient, a beneficiary, a goal, or a source, depending on the context. It is suggested 
that i most likely refers to the kā-object when the construction involves a resultant 
state. However, if it involves a ditransitive instead, the construal is non-resultative, 
and the reference of i can only be identified through discourse.

Departing from the mainstream treatments, Lin (2011) identifies hōo as an 
adversative marker, in addition to being passive and causative.2

(7) Ba̍k-tsuí hōo (i) ta --khì --ah.  (Lin 2011: 2037(7b); TSM)
  ink advs 3sg dry go prt  
  墨水 予 伊 焦 去 矣  

  “The ink has gone dry (and this event has an adverse effect on someone).”

Disregarding irrelevant details, Lin argues that this pronoun (i) is a non-referential 
expletive, and it may occur in either the overt or the covert form.3 Under this view, 
hōo i serves as an adversative adjunct, required to appear in a sentence denoting 
a change of state. The theoretical status of this 3SG pronoun is very similar to the 
one under our investigation, but their functions differs.

To sum up, while the non-referential use of i has long been recognized in the 
literature, the extremity/ferocity flavor of postverbal hōo i remains unexplained. 
In the next section, we will look into the referential property of expletive i from a 
crosslinguistic perspective before presenting our detailed analysis.

2. The expression --khì --ah is a grammatical aspect denoting the inchoation of a state, compa-
rable to le2 in Mandarin Chinese. Moreover, this aspect may follow another phase marker such 
as liáu ‘finish’, and is therefore structurally higher than its Mandarin counterpart.

3. In an earlier study, Lin (2009) has already noted the non-referential usage of i after kā. Cf. 
Lin (2012).
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3. The (non-)referentiality of i from a crosslinguistic viewpoint

To address the referentiality issue of an adversative adjunct, Matthews et al. (2005) 
suggests that there are only two possible antecedents if the pronoun is referential: 
one is an implicit agent, while the other a grammatical subject. Based on this insight, 
Lin (2011) examines pronominal expressions in the TSM adversative construction. 
She rules out the first option since the agent in an unaccusative construction is al-
ways implicit. The second option is also rejected, due to the fact that the pronoun in 
question remains third-person singular even if its antecedent (i.e., the grammatical 
subject) is plural. In other words, no other agreement forms are acceptable. First 
consider the contrast between (8a) and (8b):

(8) a. Hit-nn̄g-kuàn tsiú lóng hōo i tshìng-siau --khì --ah.  (TSM)
   dem-two-cl wine all hoo 3sg evaporate go prt  
   彼兩罐 酒 攏 予 伊 衝消 去 矣  

   “Those two bottles of wine have been vaporized and this event has an 
adverse effect on someone.”

   b. *Ba̍k-tsuí hōo guá ta --khì --ah.  (Lin 2011: 2042(33))
   ink advs 1sg dry go prt  
   墨水 予 我 焦 去 矣  

   (Intended) “The ink has gone dry and this event has an adverse effect on 
me.”

As shown in (8a), the plural grammatical subject can co-occur with the third-person 
singular pronoun that follows hōo. On the other hand, although it is semantically/
pragmatically conceivable to have a first-person singular entity incur adversity, in 
no case can the pronoun be replaced with a first-person singular one syntactically, 
as shown in (8b). Therefore, i has to be an expletive or a non-referential pronoun.

In fact, the non-referential usage of a 3SG pronoun has been observed cross-
linguistically. As noted by Greco et al. (2017), non-referential 3SG pronouns are 
used in several languages as expletives for speaker-related construals. Here is a 
Vietnamese example:

(9) (Nó) không có cái bút nào.  (Vietnamese; Greco et al. 2017: 75 (12b))
  3sg neg exist cl pen any  

  “There are no pens.”

Since Vietnamese is a radical pro-drop language without subject-verb agreement, a 
pronoun can be omitted so long as its reference can be retrieved from discourse. As 
a result, the subject of (9) cannot be a dummy motivated by EPP. The interpretation 
shows that it simply lacks referential content, and cannot be focused. Nonetheless, 
Greco et al. suggest that this expletive is not vacuous: Namely, its function is to 
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narrow down the context so that the sentence would be appropriate in terms of 
speaker-related epistemic specificity.

A similar construal of 3SG pronouns can also be found in West Flemish, as 
exemplified below:

(10) Vrydag moet tet Valere werken.
  Friday must 3sg Valere work

  “On Friday Valery must work.” (West Flemish; Greco et al. 2017: 82 (29d))

Unlike Vietnamese, West Flemish is not a pro-drop language. Still the 3SG pro-
noun tet in (10), just like its Vietnamese counterpart, does not have a place in the 
argument structure. According to Greco et al., the insertion of tet is a way for the 
speaker to signal a conflict between the propositional content of the utterance and 
some contextually salient assumptions.

Based on the relative distribution of the pronoun tet and other elements, Greco 
et al. suggest that tet is situated in a functional projection that immediately above 
the subject. The functional projection encodes Point of View. In other words, this 
expletive is not functionally empty, but serves as a linker to the discourse.4

All in all, using non-referential pronouns for a particular pragmatic construal 
is nothing new across languages. Along this line, it is conceivable that, when 
co-occurring with hōo postverbally, the TSM pronoun i functions as an expletive 
with an attitude of extremity/ferocity. We therefore adopt Greco et al.’s (2017) view 
that this type of expletives brings on extra speaker-oriented sense. They can only be 
found in specific constructions, and are position-wise constrained. We will investi-
gate relevant phenomena in depth, and pinpoint their morpho-syntactic properties 
in cartographic terms.

First consider the following contrast between (11a) and (11b) in TSM:

(11) a. Hit-kuí-king pâng-king, guá lóng ū sàu hōo i tshing-khì.
   that-several-cl room 1sg all asp sweep hoo 3sg clean
   彼幾間 房間 我 攏 有 掃 予 伊 清氣

   “Regarding those rooms, I have swept them pretty well clean.” (TSM)
   b. *Hit-kuí-king pâng-king, guá lóng ū sàu hōo in tshing-khì.
   that-several-cl room 1sg all asp sweep hoo 3pl clean
   彼幾間 房間 我 攏 有 掃 予 怹 清氣

   (Intended) “Regarding those rooms, I have swept them pretty well clean.”

4. An anonymous reviewer wonders if it is possible to have a silent do next to tet., which may 
well be a clitic. If so, this silent do is reminiscent of the use of hōo. We do not have a definite 
answer, but suggest that tet is actually a discourse particle to the right of a subject clitic (cf. Greco 
et al. 2017: 85). This presents another example of employing an expletive for pragmatic purposes 
across languages.
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In (11a), we have a plural subject, but it is impossible to replace i with a plural one, 
as evidenced by (11b). Note that the English translation here is a bit misleading, as 
the plural form in ‘them’ can never appear in this construction. This in turn shows 
that i refers to neither the matrix subject nor an argument of the resultative predicate.

Last but not least, one might attempt to identify the 3SG pronoun through 
contextual association (cf. Matthews et al. 2005). Yet however rich the background 
information is, the reference of the postverbal hōo i remains elusive.

Before we conclude this section, there is one more thing to consider: Unlike 
Indo-European languages, a TSM pronoun cannot refer to an inanimate entity, as 
evidenced by the deviance of (12a,b):

(12) a. *Hit-king pâng-king, i tsiok tshing-khì.  (TSM)
   that-cl room 3sg very clean  
   彼間 房間 伊 足 清氣  

   (Intended) “Regarding that room, it is very clean.”
   b. *Hia-ê thn̂g-ái tsiok hó tsia̍h, lí kám beh kā ini the̍h
   those candy very good eat you int want ka 3pl take
   遐的 糖仔i 足 好 食 你 敢 欲 共 怹i 提

lâi tsia̍h.
come eat
來 食

   (Intended) “Those candies are tasty. Would you want to eat them?”

Parallel to the failure of the 3SG pronoun referring to the room in (12a), the plural 
pronoun in (12b) can only refer to certain salient animate individuals in the dis-
course rather than the candies. With this constraint in place, the referentiality of a 
TSM pronoun is further restricted, which has a direct impact on its productivity. By 
contrast, the same restriction does not apply to the non-referential usage of the 3SG 
pronoun, which, as we have seen above, is associated with an attitude of extremity/
ferocity. This observation, therefore, further supports our position.

4. The status of attitudinal i and its habitat

In this section, we look into the characteristics of the non-referential 3SG pronoun 
and its attitudinal/applicative properties through a series of tests. Firstly, unlike other 
hōo-pronoun combinations, the one containing attitudinal i does not allow disloca-
tion. As shown in (13b), the combination of hōo and lâng ‘person’ can be preposed to 
the sentence-initial position, so is the typical pronominal construal of hōo i in (14b).5

5. The usage of lâng ‘person’ here can be characterized as pronominal. Its combination with hōo 
is often contracted as hông.
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(13) a. A-bîng hōo lâng kóng liáu, tō m̄-kánn tsò pháinn --ah  (TSM)
   Abing hoo person say finish then not-dare do bad asp  
   阿明 予 人 講 了 就 毋敢 做 歹 矣  

   “Abing dare not to do evils after people told him not to do so.”
   b. Hōo lâng kóng liáu, A-bîng tō m̄-kánn tsò phiánn --ah.
   hoo person say finish Abing then not-dare do bad asp
   予 人 講 了 阿明 就 毋敢 做 歹 矣

   “After people told him not to do so, Abing then dare not to do evils.”

(14) a. Tsit-kiānn tāi-tsì tshian-bān m̄-thang hōo i tsai.  (TSM)
   this-cl thing must not.allowed hoo 3sg know  
   這件 代誌 千萬 毋通 予 伊 知  

   ‘This thing must not be known by him.
   b. Hōo i tsai Tsit-kiānn tāi-tsì sī tshian-bān m̄-thang.
   hoo 3sg know this-cl thing is must not.allowed
   予 伊 知 這件 代誌 是 千萬 毋通

   “For him to know this thing is totally not allowed.”

By contrast, it is impossible for non-referential hōo i to raise from its postverbal 
position in (15a), as evidenced by the deviance of (15b). This indicates that the com-
bination is neither a VP nor a PP (which is subject to preposing in TSM). Instead, it 
forms part of the clausal spine as a functional projection (presumably applicative).

(15) a. A-bîng beh lim hōo (i) kàu-khuì! 6  (TSM)
   Abing want drink hoo 3sg satisfied  
   阿明 欲 啉 予 伊 到氣  

   “Abing wants to drink to his satisfaction.”6

   b. * Hōo (i) kàu-khuì sī A-bîng beh lim.
   hoo 3sg satisfied is Abing want drink
   予 伊 到氣 是 阿明 欲 啉

   (Intended) “Drinking to his satisfaction is what Abing wants to do.”

Besides its limited distribution, attitudinal i behaves quite differently from ordi-
nary TSM pronouns. Consider the following examples: In (16a, b), we have typical 
pronominal construals linked to their respective topics (as reflected by the number 
agreement).

(16) a. [A-tshun kap A-tiong]i, guán beh kái-sueh hōo ini liáu-kái.
   Atshun and Ationg 1pl want explain hoo 3pl understand
   阿春 佮 阿忠 阮 欲 解說 予 怹 了解

   “As for Atshun and Ationg, we’d like to explain this for them to be able to 
understand.” (TSM)

6. Note that the 3SG pronoun i can be omitted here with a tonal change on hōo.
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   b. A-tshuni, guá beh kóng hōo (ii) liáu-kái.
   Atshun 1sg want say hoo 3sg understand
   阿春 我 欲 講 予 伊 了解

   “As for Atshun, I’d like to talk to him and make him understand this.”

In the case of the extremity/ferocity construal of (17), however, the co-referential 
dependency between attitudinal i and the topic A-tshun simply breaks down. This 
again shows that attitudinal i is neither an argument nor referring to an individual 
in the discourse.

(17) A-tshun*i, lán beh tsò-hué lim hōo (ii) sóng-khuài!  (TSM)
  Atshun 1pl want together drink hoo 3sg satisfied  
  阿春 咱 欲 做伙 啉 予 伊 爽快  

  (Intended) “As for Atshun, we’d like to drink in order to make Atshun satisfied.”

First note that Huang (1984) takes an empty object to be an A’-bound variable, 
which can be licensed by a discourse topic. The fact that attitudinal i cannot re-
fers to the topic A-tshun in (17) further supports our view that it is not a typical 
pronominal.

Then what about island-sensitivity? Following is an example of hōo i embedded 
in a complex NP, where no island effects are detected.

(18) Lí kám ē kah-ì [kha̍p-bē-tio̍h tō beh lim hōo i sóng-khuài
  2sg q will like apt.to then want drink hoo 3sg satisfied
  你 敢 會 佮意 磕袂著 就 欲 啉 予 伊 爽快

ê] lâng?  (TSM)
lk person  
的 人  

  “Do you like people who drink to their satisfaction whenever they have a 
chance?”

Furthermore, since it is possible to embed hōo i in a subordinate clause, as shown 
below, the attitudinal applicative construal in question may involve an unbounded 
dependency, presumably through unselective binding:

(19) A-bîng in tsi̍t tīn lâng teh phah-sǹg kóng tán --leh in beh
  Abing 3pl one group person asp plan comp wait a.while 3pl will
  阿明 怹 一 陣 人 咧 拍算 講 等 咧 怹 欲

khì lim hōo i sóng-khàui.  (TSM)
go drink hoo 3sg satisfied  
去 啉 予 伊 爽快  

  “Abing and a group of people, they are planning to go to drink to their satis-
faction later.”
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To sum up, the attitudinal version of hōo i is quite unique, and does not pattern 
with other combinations of hōo and a pronoun in various aspects: First, it is not 
subject to preposing. Second, it cannot refer to a topic. Last but not least, it is not 
island-sensitive, and can undergo long-distance construals.

5. The syntax of attitude: A cartographic analysis

Based on the distribution of attitudinal i, we propose it is an applicative projection 
above VP that introduces an applicative argument. However, the impossibility of 
identifying attitudinal i with a discourse referent shows that this pronoun is not 
referential, but associated with the attitude of extremity/ferocity. Moreover, since 
the construal in question is not island-sensitive and can undergo long-distance 
construals, no movement or Agree applies during its derivation. Instead, we enter-
tain the possibility that here the pronoun provides a degree variable bound by an 
attitudinal operator hosted by AttP (attitude phrase) in the left periphery. Through 
unselective binding, its force adds to the otherwise ordinary resultative construc-
tion a touch of extremity/ferocity.

In the same vein, we propose that hōo is an applicative head, and the extremity/
ferocity reading is from binding of the pronoun i bound by the OpAtt in the Spec 
of AttP. In the literature, Hill (2007) first splits the speech act phrase (SAP) into 
two parts: The higher SAP expresses the speaker’s viewpoint, and the lower SAP 
the addressee’s viewpoint. Haegeman (2014), on the other hand, takes the higher 
SAP to relate the utterance to the addressee, while the lower SAP more ‘attitudinal’. 
Adopting Haegeman’s proposal, we may well translate the function of the lower 
SAP (the AttP in our terms) into the speaker’s attitude towards the utterance to the 
addressee, in our case, the ferocious attitude to bring things to their extreme (see 
also Paul 2014 for an AttP analysis of Mandarin sentence final particles).

This move accounts for the attitudinal construal in question. Take (20a) for 
instance ((4b) repeated here): It follows from our proposal that the 3SG pronoun 
i is hosted by an applicative projection headed by hōo (Pylkkänen 2002; Tsai 2017; 
Tsai 2018), which is typically supplemented by a resultative clause (RC).7

(20) a. Guán beh lim hōo i kàu-khuì.
   1pl want drink hoo 3sg be.satisfied
   阮 欲 啉 予 伊 到氣

   “We want to drink to our satisfaction.”

7. In (20a), the subject in the Spec of ModP is a 1PL pronoun. An anonymous reviewer raises 
the question as to whether it can be 3rd person. The answer is positive, as we have already seen 
in (15a), (18), and (19). Namely, the subject does not have to be or include the speaker who utters 
the sentence.
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 b. 
AttP

Att′

Mod′
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‘want

[limi-hōo]-v
‘drink-HOO’

head movement

ApplP

Appl′

VP

V′

ik

3sg

unselective binding

vP

v′tj

RCti

PROj kàu-khuì
‘satis�ed’

… ModP

guánj

1pl

ATT

OpAttk

As sketched in (20b), the attitudinal operator OpAtt binds the pronoun in the Spec of 
ApplP, thus deriving the speaker-oriented construal (that is, an attitude of extrem-
ity/ferocity; cf. Huang & Ochi 2004; Chou 2012, among others). Within the verbal 
domain, the verb picks up the Appl head hōo on its way to v, hence the illusion that 
hoo i appears postverbally. Crucially, the binding construal triggers the pragmatics 
that the proposed activity should be carried out to the extreme such that some indi-
vidual(s) will be affected in some manner. Under this view, the applicative pronoun 
i may well function as a variable whose value is designated as an extreme degree.

More specifically, the attitudinal operator is not formally linked to the ModP 
subject. Under our analysis, the attitude construal is associated instead with the 
degree construal, where the dependency is built through unselective binding of the 
degree variable associated with the expletive. In other words, it is the unselective 
binding dependency that licenses the atypical usage of i (cf. (12)). Consequently, 
the speaker-oriented construal in question is immune from island effects.

Finally, at the postverbal complement position, there is a resultative clause (RC) 
whose subject is empty (presumably a PRO) and controlled by the matrix subject 
(cf. Huang 1984). Its status can be illustrated by the fact that the subject position 
of RC cannot be filled by a lexical DP:
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(21) Guán beh lim hōo i (*guán) kàu-khuì.  (TSM)
  1pl want drink hoo 3sg 1pl satisfied  
  阮 欲 啉 予 伊 阮 到氣  

  “We want to drink to our satisfaction.”

In the literature, hōo is often characterized either as a passive marker or as a caus-
ative marker. One way to look at the evolution of the attitudinal applicative in 
question is to say that the 3SG pronoun i actually developed from the affectee ar-
gument involved in the causative/passive relationship associated with hōo. Through 
the bleaching process, the applicative pronoun has become non-referential, and 
cannot denote a human individual (unlike a typical pronoun in this language). 
Even more interestingly, this bleaching process is accompanied by an enrichment 
on the pragmatic/prosodic side, i.e., the extremity/ferocity construal of a distinct 
intonation pattern. We then predict that i may be weakened to the point that it 
either becomes a clitic, or loses its prosodic status entirely. This is borne out by 
the fact that, as an attitudinal applicative, i behaves like a clitic to hōo, and can be 
omitted, as evidenced by (22):

(22) Guán beh lim hōo (i) kàu-khuì.  (TSM)
  1pl want drink hoo 3sg satisfied  
  阮 欲 啉 予 伊 到氣  

  “We want to drink to our satisfaction.”

6. Further consequences: A cross-dialectal perspective

A natural extension of our view is to apply the above cartographic analysis to the 
non-referential usage of the following object pronoun tā in Mandarin: Just as its 
TSM counterpart, the construal is distinctly attitudinal and speaker-oriented.

(23) Wǒ yào hē tā ge tòngkuài!  (MC)
  1sg want drink 3sg cl satisfaction  
  我 要 喝 他 個 痛快  

  “I want to drink to my satisfaction!”

But Mandarin does not employ a lexical applicative marker gei, as in (24) ((3b) re-
peated here). Rather, Tsai (2018) presents a comprehensive argument for an implicit 
applicative head above VP, which attracts the main verb hē ‘drink’ very much like 
its lexical counterpart hōo in TSM (cf. the diagram of (20b)).
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(24)  *Wǒ yào hē gěi tā tòngkuài.  (MC)
  1sg want drink gei 3sg satisfaction  
  我 要 喝 給 他 痛快  

  (Intended) “I want to drink to my satisfaction.”

As a matter of fact, there are already a number of proposals which deals with the 
expletive-like behavior of the object pronoun tā in (23) (cf. Ma 1983; Lin & Zhang 
2006, among others). Some defining properties have been sorted out in the litera-
ture, as summarized below:

I. The object expletive tā is optional.
II. The object expletive tā follows the main verb closely, and is incompatible with 

an aspect.
III. The object expletive tā precedes a nominal with a certain quantifier/classifier.

As illustrated below, the object expletive tā can be omitted, but the extremity/
ferocity flavor is also gone. On the other hand, the indefinite nominal complement 
yī ge tòngkuài remains, providing the expected resultant state, i.e., to the speaker’s 
satisfaction.

(25) Wǒ yào hē yī ge tòngkuài.  (MC)
  1sg want drink one cl satisfaction  
  我 要 喝 一 個 痛快  

  “I want to drink (one round) to my satisfaction.”

While we agree with the previous studies in the non-referential status of the object 
expletive tā, none of the proposals have approached the attitudinal construal shared 
by Mandarin and TSM in a systematic manner. Its pragmatics has been described as 
either indifference or emphasis (cf. Iljic 1987; Lei 2012, among other), which does 
not capture the flavor of extremity/ferocity mentioned above. Therefore, departing 
from the classic double object analysis (Zhu 1982; Ma 1983; Lü 1985) as well as 
the cliticization analysis (Lin & Zhang 2006), we would like to offer a cartographic 
point of view to the issue, pretty much in parallel to our treatment of attitudinal i 
in TSM, as shown in the following diagram:
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 (26) 
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�

Here we essentially combine Tsai’s (2018) applicative analysis of the so-called 
pseudo double object construction like (27) and the attitudinal operator analysis 
presented above. Under this view, it is an implicit applicative head AFF that intro-
duces the object pronoun tā while triggering verb movement. The difference is that 
tā is actually an affected argument in (27), hence referential. Moreover, it is compat-
ible with the perfective aspect, and does not carry the extremity/ferocity attitude.

(27) Wǒ hē-le tā sān píng jiǔ.  (MC)
  1sg drink-prf 3sg three cl wine  
  我 喝了 他 三 瓶 酒  

  “I drank three bottles of wine on him.”

Armed with our cartographic treatment of the attitudinal construal of (23), we 
not only capture the similarity between the pseudo double object construction 
and the attitudinal applicative construction, but also provide a unified analysis of 
non-referential object pronouns across Chinese dialects: On the one hand, this 
treatment enables us to explain the adjacency restriction between tā and the main 
verb without resorting to clitic climbing from D to V (cf. Lin & Zhang 2006). 
We have reservations about the cliticization approach partly because the object 
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expletive actually carries a intonational stress in (23), partly because we would like 
to maintain the crosslinguistic generalization that clitics are mostly specific (cf. 
Uriagereka 1995). On the other hand, the aspectual restriction receives a straight-
forward account as the attitudinal construal is irrealis by nature, hence incompat-
ible with the tense-anchoring effects of Chinese aspects (cf. Tsai 2008).

As for the apparent optionality of the objective expletive in question, we do not 
submit to the observation that it can be omitted. Rather, it may well be the case 
that it is the key to the attitudinal construal as a legacy to the affective usage as 
seen in (27). More specifically, while the applicative pronoun undergoes semantic 
bleaching, its affectedness lingers on, turning into a degree variable licensed by the 
attitudinal operator in the left periphery.

7. Conclusion

In this study, we have investigated a rather peculiar attitudinal construal of an 
applicative pronoun in Taiwan Southern Min (TSM), which may well advance our 
understanding of the split affectivity in Chinese dialects (cf. Tsai 2017). It is also 
established that this type of pronominal usage is not specific to TSM but widely ob-
served crosslinguistically (e.g., Vietnamese, Finnish, West Flemish, and Dominican 
Spanish; see Greco et al. 2017). Furthermore, the attitudinal applicative pronoun, 
though non-referential, has its root in an affected argument in association with the 
causative/passive marker of hōo. As it turns out, the expression hōo i has developed 
into a speaker-oriented applicative, expressing the intention to carry out the activity 
to the extreme. This line of thinking receives independent support from the atti-
tudinal construal of Mandarin object expletive tā: It works in very much the same 
way as its TSM counterpart except that there is no lexical applicative marker, and 
the resultative complement is a nominal rather than a clause.
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Chapter 12

Multiple counterparts of Mandarin qu (go) in 
Teochew and their cartographic distributions
A new perspective into its multiple syntactic 
functions and grammaticalization process

Zhuosi Luo
Georgetown University

Qu (lit. go, 去) in Mandarin is a thorny topic for syntactic analyses, considering 
that it has multiple functions but only one phonetic form, not to mention that 
Mandarin also has some other complicated syntactic constructions intertwined 
in the discussions. However, in Teochew, a variety of Southern Min, which boasts 
a richer phonetic and phonological system, its counterparts of Mandarin qu 
have different realizations, each corresponding to different syntactic functions. 
Through analyzing these different phonetic forms in Teochew and exploring 
their cartographic distributions, this paper aims to provide a new view from the 
perspective of Chinese dialect on the discussions on this topic. In addition to 
Zhang’s (2016: 188–197) descriptive observations on two Teochew counterparts 
of Mandarin qu – k’a and k’u, this paper also discusses another counterpart – k’ə, 
analyzes their syntactic characteristics and finds out that their cartographic distri-
butions are located from the VP layer all the way up to the CP layer – namely VP, 
vP, AspectP, TP and SAttP in the CP domain, demonstrating a grammaticalization 
process. And k’u and k’ə are the outcome of morphological/phonological deriva-
tion from k’u. Some crosslinguistic comparisons between Teochew, Old Chinese, 
Mandarin Chinese and English are also made to make the picture clearer.

Keywords: qu, k’u, k’a, k’ə, Teochew, cartography, grammaticalization

1. Introduction

Qu 去, which means go in English, is one of the most commonly used words in 
Mandarin Chinese and there is numerous research on it (see Liu 1980; Xu 1983; 
Lu 1985; Yue 1987,1994; Chen 1992; Wang 2002, 2003; Xiao 2003; Sun 2005; Liang 
2005; Hu 2006; Chen 2007; Zhang 2007; Tian 2010, etc.). Its multiple functions are 

https://doi.org/10.1075/la.267.12luo
© 2021 John Benjamins Publishing Company
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apparent, however hard to be captured and analyzed, mainly due to the same pho-
netic forms in all situations and the complex characteristics of Mandarin Chinese.

This word also has its counterparts in Teochew, a variety of Southern Min 
in China. Zhang (2016: 188–197) discusses two counterparts of Mandarin qu in 
Teochew, namely k’a and k’u in his book. The morphological changes, as well as 
their grammatical functions, were well elaborated in detail, which is groundbreak-
ing. However, he misses taking another counterpart of Mandarin qu in Teochew, 
which is k’ə, into account. In other words, the counterparts of Mandarin qu in 
Teochew should have three phonetic forms – k’a, k’u and k’ə. Considering that the 
approach Zhang adopted for analyses is from the perspective of traditional gram-
mar, some subtle linguistic phenomena are failed to be caught, which contributes 
little to unveil the syntactic performances of these words. Thus, on the foundation of 
Zhang’s research, with some crosslinguistic comparisons covering other languages 
like Old Chinese, Mandarin Chinese and English and using cartography approach 
as its tool, this research aims to shed light on the cartographic distributions of the 
Teochew counterparts of Mandarin qu and depict a fine cartographic map for them. 
In this way, this research can contribute a new perspective on the study of qu based 
on the data from the Chinese dialect.

The following table shows three counterparts of Mandarin qu in Teochew –

Table 1. Teochew counterparts of Mandarin qu*

  Mandarin Teochew

Phonetic forms Qu k’u
k’a
k’ə

* Although Mandarin has four tones and Teochew has eights, tone exerts no influences on the discussions in 
this paper. Thus, we choose to ignore it. Besides, for the phonological denotation of language data, following 
the tradition of Chinese linguistic studies, IPA system is used to denote Teochew data while Pinyin system 
is used to denote the Mandarin data.

First, here are some introductions of Teochew. Teochew, also known as Chaoshan 
Dialect (潮汕话), is a variety of Southern Min, but its speech community lives in 
the eastern part of Guangdong Province, namely in the cities of Shantou or Swatow, 
Chaozhou and Jieyang with the total population of about 10 million people. Besides, 
the number of overseas Chinese whose mother tongue is Teochew reaches nearly 
10 million. According to Lin (1997a, 1997b, 1997c), it keeps many phonetic and 
phonological features as well as vocabularies of Old Chinese. Thus, Teochew is also 
called ‘the living fossil of Old Chinese’. Karlgren (1934) even regarded Teochew 
as the most ancient and unique dialect in China. Thus, through clearing up the 
syntactic performances of Mandarin qu in Teochew, this research may also give 
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some inspirations on the study of the grammaticalization of Mandarin qu from the 
perspective of diachronic syntactic change.

Further discussions on this topic will be presented as follows. First, some the-
oretical primaries, namely the cartography approach, will be introduced so as to 
support the following analyses. Then, an in-depth study of the above three coun-
terparts will be conducted respectively, based on the linguistic data in Teochew 
(mainly from Zhang (2016)). And in this part, most of Zhang’s (2016: 188–197) 
discussions will be reanalyzed under the theoretical framework of generative gram-
mar. At the same time, some crosslinguistic comparisons between Teochew and Old 
Chinese, Mandarin Chinese and English will be made, through which the syntactic 
performance of the Teochew counterparts of Mandarin qu can be better elaborated. 
And in the concluding session, based on the previous analyses, a comprehensive 
cartographic map will be given to show its cartographic distributions.

2. Theoretical primaries: Cartography approach

Since Rizzi (1997) and Cinque (1999), cartographic research aiming ‘draw maps as 
precise and detailed as possible of syntactic configurations’ (Cinque & Rizzi 2008) 
have made much progress. In the left periphery, which is the starting point of this 
line of research, there are numerous studies, like Rizzi’s split-CP hypothesis (1997, 
2001, 2004) and its further expanded discussion (Rizzi & Bocci 2015). Discussions 
on other languages like Paul’s (2014, 2015) and Pan’s (2015) research on Mandarin 
sentence final particles also prevail. In the IP domain, Pollock’s (1989) split-IP 
hypothesis and other discussions with the spirit of ‘splitting functional head’ also 
raised much attention. In the VP domain, based on Larson’s VP shell (it is some 
kinds of ‘split VP’ work) theory (1988), Chomsky (1995) put forward the concept 
of ‘light verb, v’ and Huang (1997) further demonstrated the semantic meanings of 
light verb v using some empirical evidence from Mandarin and other Chinese lan-
guages. Even for this new vP domain, some cartographic works are also conducted 
like Si’s Split-vP hypothesis (2018) and Tsai’s (2016) discussions on the inner and 
outer light verbs in Chinese. As for other functional projections, Cinque (1999, 
2010), Shlonsky (1997); Gong (2018) and Kang (2018) also did some in-depth 
discussions on some specific language phenomena like adverb, adjective and some 
speaker-oriented projections. And at the morphological level, Si’s (2012, 2017, 
2019a, b) and Luo (2019) extend the cartography approach to the lexical domain. 
To conclude, with the strong hypothesis that ‘if some language provides evidence 
for the existence of a particular functional head (and projection), then that head 
(and projection) must be present in every other language’ (Cinque & Rizzi 2008) 
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and the guideline ‘one feature, one head, one projection’ (Rizzi 2013) as guidance, 
cartographic research tends to explore the complicated language phenomena using 
this split functional head approach.

According to Rizzi (2013), ‘the fundamental guideline of cartographic studies 
is that syntactic representations are locally simple, ideally in a rather radical sense’ 
and he pointed out ‘some guidelines’ – ‘simple heads: one (morphosyntactically 
relevant) property is expressed by one feature, which in turn defines one functional 
heads…simple branching: a head can take a single complement (because of binary 
branching: Kayne 1984) and a single specifier: no adjunction, no multiple Specs, 
no multiple complement’. And in this spirit, this research intends to depict the 
cartographic distributions of the Teochew counterparts of Mandarin qu, which will 
spread across different domains of the sentence structure.

3. An in-depth analysis of k’u

According to Zhang (2016: 188–197), there are five usages of k’u in Teochew from 
the perspective of traditional grammar. In this session, the linguistic data given 
by Zhang will be re-elaborated and re-organized one by one under the theoretical 
framework of generative grammar.

3.1 k’u as Verb head

When k’u functions as a verb in Teochew, it always conveys the semantic meanings 
of ‘get rid of, eliminate or reduce’. The examples given by Zhang can be seen in (1).

(1) a. k’u t’am
   去 痰
   eliminate phlegm

   ‘eliminate the phlegm’
   b. k’u hue
   去 火
   eliminate internal heat

   ‘eliminate the internal heat of body’
   c. k’u su
   去 暑
   eliminate hotness

   ‘eliminate the hotness of body’
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   d. k’u sip
   去 湿
   eliminate wetness

   ‘eliminate the wetness of the body’
   e. k’u tak
   去 毒
   eliminate poison

   ‘eliminate the poison’  (data from Zhang (2016: 193))

K’u in this case is functionally equivalent to the formally written-version qu 祛 in 
Mandarin Chinese. However, any native speaker of Mandarin Chinese can accept 
both qu 去 and qu 祛 version of the above expressions. However, in Teochew, the 
祛 version does not exist, and only 去 has this kind of semantic meaning as ‘get rid 
of, eliminate or reduce’. According to Wang (1963, 2018; 1: 136), qu in Old Chinese 
also has this kind of semantic meaning. For example, in The Analects of Confucius 
(Yan Yuan） (《论语·颜渊篇》), qu bing 去兵 means ‘reduce the military power’ 
and in The Book of Mencius (The Lord of Tengwen) (《孟子·滕文公下》), qu guan 
shi zhi zheng 去关市之征 means ‘eliminate the taxes of custom as well as trade’. 
We mentioned above that Teochew keeps many relics of Old Chinese, and this is 
one piece of evidence.

Based on the above linguistic data, one can draw a structure map like this:

V′

V
k’u
去

eliminate

VP

N
痰

t’am
phlegm

N′

NP

Therefore, k’u in this case functions as a Verb head.
Some may argue that in Mandarin Chinese, qu with the semantic meaning of 

‘go somewhere’ also functions as a verb. However, k’u in Teochew only has this se-
mantic meaning in the literary system, while this semantic meaning does not exist 
in its colloquial reading system.1 Instead, in the colloquial system, it uses wang 往 

1. One unique characteristic of Teochew is that there are two language systems – literary reading 
and colloquial readings (Wen Bai Yi Du, 文白异读). And people tend to mix the usage of these 
two systems in daily life. Lin (1991b), Li (1994: 312–314) and Zhang (2016: 89–125) have done 
some detailed researches on it.
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to refer to this meaning. Wang (1962, 2018; 1: 136) also pointed out that in Old 
Chinese, the antonym of lai2 来,3 which means ‘come’, is wang rather than qu. In 
Old Chinese, wang refers to ‘go to the destination’ while qu refers to ‘leave some-
where’ (also see Wang 2002 and Hu 2006). Therefore, the antonym of lai should 
be wang in Old Chinese. For example, the meaning of meng zi qu qi 孟子去齐 in 
Modern Chinese is ‘Mencius goes to the country Qi’, but in Old Chinese, it means 
‘Mencius leaves the country Qi’. The colloquial case in Teochew, which is called the 
‘living fossil’ language in China, shares some similarities with it in some way – in 
the colloquial reading system of Teochew which keeps more ‘relics’ of Old Chinese 
than its literary reading system, k’u does not have the semantic meaning as ‘go 
somewhere’. However, in the literary reading system of Teochew, k’u does have 
the same semantic meaning ‘go somewhere’ as Mandarin Chinese (it also has the 
semantic meaning of ‘get rid of, eliminate, reduce’), which is easy to understand 
for the reason that the literary reading system of Teochew is deeply influenced by 
Mandarin Chinese so that it is less original. Considering that in the context of both 
semantic meanings, k’u functions as a verb, we still choose to see it as a Verb head.

3.2 k’u as Comp of VP

According to Zhang, k’u can occur after some verbs, meaning ‘away’. And these 
verbs usually indicate the semantic meaning of location change. Examples of this 
case can see the following phrases:

(2) a. t’au k’u
   偷 去
   steal away

   ‘steal and take away’
   b. k’a k’u
   叼 去
   hold in the mouth away

   ‘hold in the mouth and take away’

2. The pinyin denotation of Old Chinese is as same as that in Mandarin Chinese. Although the 
word pronunciation changes during the historical development, considering that historical pho-
nology is not the topic of this paper and no one actually knows how these words are pronounced 
in Old Chinese, this paper just uses the pinyin system based on the Mandarin pronunciations to 
mark them.

3. Considering that we have no idea about the pronunciation of these characters in Old Chinese, 
we only use character instead of the Pinyin system to refer to them.
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   c. p’iang k’u
   骗 去
   lie away

   ‘lie to be away’
   d. liaʔ k’u
   掠 去
   rob away

   ‘rob away’
   e. tiaʔ k’u
   摘 去
   pick away

   ‘pick away’
   f. t’iaʔ k’u
   拆 去
   take apart away

   ‘take apart and take away’  (data from Zhang (2016: 190))

Some may argue that k’u functions like a ‘complete’ particle indicating the telicity 
of the predicate here. Actually, k’u does have an aspectual function, but it is a gram-
matical, not lexical one, and we will discuss it later. However, in this case, k’u is a 
complement of verb for the reason that any native speaker of Teochew can easily 
add o, which is an aspectual marker in the colloquial reading system of Teochew, 
after all the above verb phrase. We can see it from the following example:

(3) Bun tsu k’i yi t’au k’u o.
  本书 乞 伊 偷 去 哦
  this book by he steal away asp 4

  ‘This book has been stolen and took away by him.’4

What is more, in the literary reading system of Teochew, k’u in (3) can be replaced 
by tsao 走, which in this context also means ‘away’. And this is also another evidence 
supporting that k’u functions as the complement of verb. Lu (1985) also mentioned 
that in Mandarin Chinese, in some cases of the structure VP + qu去 (lit. go), qu去 
(lit. go) also functions as a complement of the verb indicating the direction of the 

4. c12-fn4A reviewer points out that o in this case may function as sentence final particle instead of as 
aspectual marker. There are two reasons why this paper chooses to see o as an aspectual marker – 
first, though Teochew like Cantonese, has a rich system of sentence final particles, these particles 
in Teochew all convey the attitude of the speaker, therefore they are not neutral in tone; however, 
(3) has a neutral instead of objective reading. Second, native Teochew speaker can get the past-tense 
interpretation from (3), which follows the spirit of Lin (2006), should be derived from the precedence 
relation between the topic time tTOP and the evaluation time t0 in the lexical entry of the perfective 
makers in Chinese language. Therefore, this paper chooses to see o as an aspectual marker.
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action. Based on the discussions above, we can draw the structural map the first 
example of (2) as follows.

V′
Spec

VP

V
t’au
偷

steal

Comp
k’u
去

away

As for the specific function of k’u in this case, it is assumed that it is the resulta-
tive complement of the VP. Some people may argue that it may be a phrasal verb 
structure like V + k’u located at the V head. However, if V + k’u is a phrasal verb 
structure, a DP or a pronoun should be able to be put between V and k’u, but it 
cannot. Therefore, this phrasal verb structure alternative cannot work.

3.3 k’u as Aspect head

According to Zhang, when k’u occurs after certain adjectives (usually with deroga-
tory sense), it implies that the object has turned into a particular state (usually be-
come worse). We have mentioned above that k’u can function as an Aspect marker 
in the former session. And this is the case. Examples can be seen as follows:

(4) a. mi k’u
   糜 去
   become millet-like asp

   ‘became millet-like’
   b. sue k’u
   衰 去
   (become) declining asp

   ‘became declining’
   c. pai k’u
   败 去
   become withered asp

   ‘became withered’
   d. p’ua k’u
   破 去
   become broke asp

   ‘became broke’
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   e. sak k’u
   塞 去
   stuffed asp

   ‘became stuffed’
   f. bo k’u
   无 去
   disappearing asp

   ‘became disappearing’
   g. iang k’u
   蔫 去
   withered asp

   ‘became withered’
   h. sang k’u
   瘦 去
   thin asp

   ‘become thin’
   i. ngeng k’u
   软 去
   soft asp

   ‘became soft’
   j. nge k’u
   硬 去
   tough asp

   ‘became tough’
   k. mo k’u
   坏 去
   bad asp

   ‘became bad’  (data from Zhang (2016: 190))

A reviewer points out that in this case, k’u is more like diao (lit. ‘fall’), which is a 
‘complete’ particle in Mandarin Chinese. However, this is not the case in Teochew. 
The evidence comes from the change of state construction – bian ‘become’+ adjec-
tive. Either in Mandarin or Teochew, this predicate can be interpreted as either telic 
or atelic. In Mandarin, aspectual particle le can be located after this construction to 
indicate the finishing of the changing process, while in Teochew, the counterpart 
particle o cannot. Besides, unlike Teochew k’u, Mandarin diao cannot be used after 
this construction – bian ‘become’ + adjective + (*diao) is ungrammatical. Therefore, 
Teochew k’u in this case is not the counterpart of Mandarin diao.

Another piece of crucial evidence supporting that k’u is an aspectual maker 
is that Teochew native speaker can get the sense that all examples in (4) have an 
apparent past-perfect interpretation (cf. Footnote 4). Thus, we choose to see k’u as 
an aspect marker. Liang (2005) also mentioned that in Old Chinese, qu can function 
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as a ‘quasi-aspect marker’. He pointed out that in the Tang Dynasty (618–907AD), 
when used after some adjective or intransitive verbs, qu indicates that the very 
state has happened. We can see it from some poems mentioned by Liang (2006) 
as follows. However, there is one thing we need to point out: in Teochew, though 
both o and k’u function as aspectual makers (counterpart of Mandarin le5), they 
have different tone colors – o conveys a neutral or positive reading while k’u, as 
indicated by Zhang’s (2016) description and the Old Chinese data, conveys a neg-
ative reading. This is another topic in the Teochew studies, so it will not be further 
elaborated here.

(5) a. Lao qu tu shangbei.
   老 去 徒 伤悲
   old perf only sad

   ‘After being old, one can only feel sad.’ 
    (A poem written by Li Bai) (李白《相和歌辞 相逢行二首》其一))

   b. Shiqing pin qu zhi.
   世情 贫 去 知
   worldly affairs poor asp know

   ‘After being poor, one can know the worldly affairs.’ 
    (A poem written by Meng Jiao) (孟郊《病起言怀》))

   c. Huilan sui qu shi duoqing.
   蕙兰 衰 去 始 多情
   cymbidium withered asp begin emotional

   ‘After the cymbidium withered, people begin to be emotional’ 
    (A poem written by Wu Rong) (吴融《秋事》)

Although Liang saw it as a quasi-aspectual marker, here in this research, we prefer 
to see it as the Aspect head in the syntactic structure. However, this triggers an-
other question: how can an aspect affix be attached to an adjective? Here, what we 
assume that although Zhang holds that the category of the first word is adjective, 
we believe that there should exist two separate light verb [Become] and [be] at the 
higher layer, which triggers the movement of the adjective at the lower layer to at-
tach to them one by one successively if following the spirit of Si’s (2018) split-light 
verb hypothesis. Moreover, this can also explain why in the English translations 
of (4), there occurs a new semantic meaning – ‘become’, which is invisible in the 
surface structures of the above phrases. Thus, the structural map of the sentence like 
(6) can be drawn as follows, while the Aspect-to-v movement follows the spirit of 
Huang (2015), which holds that Chinese language shares similarities with English 
on T-to-V movement, contrasting French.

5. The imperfective option of Mandarin le (Lin 2006) which is also shared by o and k’u in Teo-
chew is beyond the discussion scope of this paper. Thus, it is omitted.
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(6) Yi sang k’u.
  伊 瘦 去
  He become thin asp

  ‘He became thin.’

  

C′
AspectP

Aspect′

vP
v′

vP

AP
A′

v′

A
sang
瘦

thin

CP

C
Ø DP

yi
伊
he

Aspect
k’u
去

perf

DP
yi
伊
he

v
[Become]

v
[Be]

3.4 k’u as Voice head

According to Zhang, k’u can be used in the Teochew structure Verb + oi + k’u, 
which is the counterpart of Mandarin Verb + de 得 + complement. Examples can 
be seen as follows.

(7) a. ka oi k’u
   咬 得 去
   bite can pass.

   ‘can be bit’
   b. pou oi k’u
   嚼 得 去
   chew can pass.

   ‘can be chewed’
   c. boi oi k’u
   卖 得 去
   sell can pass.

   ‘can be sold’
   d. soi oi k’u
   洗 得 去
   wash can pass.

   ‘can be washed’
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   e. tsoiʔ oi k’u
   切 得 去
   cut can pass.

   ‘can be cut’
   f. tsoʔ oi k’u
   做 得 去
   do can pass.

   ‘can be done’
   g. ts’o oi k’u
   装 得 去
   pack can pass.

   ‘can be packed’
   h. iʔ oi k’u
   睡 得 去
   sleep can pass.

   ‘can be slept on’  (data from Zhang (2016: 191))

de 得 in Mandarin Chinese is always a hot-spot topic in linguistic discussions. Many 
scholars have conducted numerous researches on it (see Hashimoto 1971; Lv 1980; 
Li & Thompson 1981; Zhu 1982; Huang 1982, 1988, 2006, 2009; Sybesma 1992; 
Tang 1990; Tang 1997, 2010; Yang 1998; Lin 2001; Xiong 2004, 2014; Si 2009, etc.). 
As for the analyses of de in other Chinese dialects, Cheng & Sybesma (2004) and 
Tang (2010) also made some studies on the syntactic performances of Hakka and 
Cantonese counterparts. In Cheng & Sybesma (2004), they analyzed dak, which 
is the Cantonese counterpart of de as a modal verb with the semantic meaning of 
‘can’. According to Luo & Kang (in preparation), oi in this Teochew structure is 
functionally equivalent to the modal dak in Cantonese, and it is the Modal head. 
Therefore, the passive semantic meaning can only be conveyed by k’u in this struc-
ture since the verb itself does not have this function. Therefore, k’u is seen as the 
Voice head with [+PASS] feature. Thus, we can draw the structure map as follows:

VoiceP
Voice′

VP
V′

ModalP

Modal′

Modal
-oi-
得
can

Voice
[+PASS]

k’u
-去
Pass

V
ka
咬-
bite
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3.5 k’u as v head

According to Zhang, k’u can be used in the structure Verb + k’u + adjective, which 
is the counterpart of Mandarin structure Verb + de 得 +adjective like xi de ganjing 
洗得干净, which means ‘sth is washed to be clean’. Moreover, k’u in this structure 
can be replaced by lai 来, which is a regional difference in the speech community 
of Teoswa. Examples of this case can be seen as follows:

(8) a. se k’u ngia
   生 去 雅
   grow [be] pretty

   ‘look very pretty’
   b. se k’u ho
   生 去 好
   grow [be] pretty

   ‘look pretty’
   c. soi k’u peʔ
   洗 去 白
   wash [be] clean

   ‘sth is washed to be (very) clean’
   d. sueʔ k’u peʔ
   刷 去 白
   brush [be] clean

   ‘sth is brushed to be (very) clean’
   e. sia k’u t’ong
   写 去 通
   write [be] smoothly

   ‘sth like article is written (very) smoothly’
   f. hue k’u siau
   画 去 似
   draw [be] alike

   ‘the painting of sth is drawn (very) vivid’
   g. hue k’u tsiang
   画 去 然
   draw [be] alike

   ‘the painting of sth is drawn (very) alike to itself ’ 
    (data from Zhang (2016: 192))

According to Tang (2010: 118–129), there are two counterparts of Mandarin de 得 
in Cantonese – dak and dou. When used in the structure ‘verb + 得 +stative com-
plement (including both ‘descriptive complement and resultative complement’ (see 
Huang (1988)) or ‘static complement and dynamic complement’ (see Zhu (1982))’, 
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dak is used in the case of descriptive/static complement (see (9)) while dou is used 
in the case of resultative/dynamic complement (see (10)), which is used to support 
the view that de should have several functions in Mandarin Chinese. Considering 
that although de has only one phonetic form in Mandarin, some of its syntactic 
performances are different from others, the different pronunciations of 得 in (9a) 
and (10a), which is a perfect minimal pair, help substantiate this point, consider-
ing that their Mandarin translations look like the same at first sight if ignoring the 
in-depth semantic interpretation.

(9) a. Ngo dei sik dak hou hoi sam.
   我们 吃 得 好开心
   we eat dak very happy

   ‘We eat very happily.’
   b. Keoi paau dak hou faai.
   他 跑 得 很快
   he run dak very fast

   ‘He runs very fast.’

(10) a. Ngo dei sik dou hou hoi sam.
   我们 吃 得 好开心
   we eat dou very happy

   ‘We eat and become very happy.’
   b. Keoi paau dou hou leoi.
   他 跑 得 很累
   he run dou very tired.

   ‘He runs and becomes very tired.’  (Tang 2010)

Tang (2010: 123) held the opinion for (9), dak is an affix already attached with the 
verb sik/paau in the lexicon and proposed that there is a light verb [Be] located 
higher than the verb with the affix dak and its strong functional feature will trigger 
the movement of both verb and its affix, which corresponds to the nature of the 
complement of the verb – a descriptive/static complement. He drew the syntactic 
operation of (9a) as follows:

VP
TP

…vP

v′

BE 吃得 e很开心我们

V

DP

v
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VP
TP

…vP

v′

吃得 t e很开心我们

V

DP

v

However, Luo & Kang (in preparation) argue that dak in this case as a lexicalized 
light verb [Be] itself, which follows the same spirit as Yang (1998); Lin (2001); 
Xiong (2004) and Huang (2006)’s discussions. More detailed analyses can be seen 
in Luo & Kang’s (in preparation) discussions on the nature of 得 in the structure 
Verb + 得 + complement. In this research, this view is adopted and k’u is regarded 
as a lexicalized light verb [Be] in Teochew. The structural map of k’u in this case 
can be drawn as follows:

VP
V′

vP

v′

v
[Be]
k’u
去

[Be]

VP
se
生

grow

AP
ngia
雅

pretty

3.6 Interim conclusion

We have elaborated five usages of one of Teochew counterpart of Mandarin qu – 
k’u under the theoretical framework of generative grammar, and we can see its 
cartographic distributions in the following table.

Table 2. Cartographic distributions of k’u in Teochew

Hierarchy Layer Label Example

AspectP Aspect Sang k’u (瘦去)
VoiceP Voice K’a oi k’u (咬得去)
vP v Se k’u ngia (生得雅)
VP V K’u t’am (去痰)

Comp T’au k’u (偷去)
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4. An in-depth analysis of k’a

Zhang (2016: 195–196) also pointed out there is another counterpart of Mandarin 
qu in Teochew, which is k’a and it has two functions – one is to indicate the pro-
gressive aspect, and the other one is used to convey speaker-oriented attitude. We 
will illustrate them under the theoretical framework of generative grammar in the 
following sessions.

4.1 Progressive aspect

Zhang raises an example as follows:

(11) Ua k’a ts’ia tsam boi pio.
  我 去 车站 买票
  I go-prog station buy ticket

  ‘I am heading for the station to but ticket’.

To see the picture more clearly, we can see the following minimal pair to capture 
the different aspect reading between k’a and k’u.

(12) Ua k’a ts’ia tsam.
  我 去 车站
  I go-prog station

  ‘I am heading for the station.’

(13) Ua k’u ts’ia tsam.
  我 去 车站
  I go-simp station

  ‘I go/went to the station.’

Zhang chooses to see k’a as a separate word different from k’u. Here in the spirit of 
cartography, we adopt the approach that k’u is the original form of k’a, while the 
latter one is the outcome of combining the Verb head k’u and an operator located 
at the position of the Aspect head with the function of changing the vowel from u 
to a in PF. Evidence comes from the other three vowels i, e and o sharing the same 
[+ATR] phonological feature with u. In some varieties of Teochew,6 when a mono-
syllabic verb has these four vowels, through changing the vowel to a, the predicate 
can get a progressive meaning. It indicates that this vowel-changing approach is 
productive in some way. Thus, the structural map (12) should be drawn as follows:

6. Thank Lin Hu, whose mother tongue is the Jieyang and Chao’an varieties of Teochew, for 
providing this data source.
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AspectP

PRN
Ua
我
I PRN

Ua
我
I

V
k’u
去
go
↓

k'a

NP
ts’ia tsam
车站

station

Aspect′

V′

CP

VP

C′

C
Ø

Aspect
Ø (changing

vowel)

Some may argue that this kind of inflection change seldom exists in Mandarin 
Chinese and wonder about the reason why this occurs in the Teochew case. In 
fact, Huang (2015) puts forward a synthesis hierarchy, and he mentioned that Old 
Chinese is more synthetic than Modern Chinese. As a dialect or language deeply 
influenced by Old Chinese, Teochew keeps many phonetic, phonological and lexical 
features of Old Chinese, some of which can even trace back to the Han Dynasty 
(206 BC-220 AD) even Qin Dynasty (221 BC-206 BC) (Lin 1997a, 1997b, 1997c). 
Taking this into account, it is reasonable for Teochew to boast some synthetic per-
formances and inflectional change is one of them (Luo 2019).

Thus, though Zhang sees k’a and k’u as two separate words, this research is 
inclined to see the former one as the progressive aspectual variant of the latter one.

4.2 Speaker-oriented

Zhang also mentioned that the use of k’a is related to the speaker’s role in the event 
(agent of the same action or not). In order to see it clearer, we can see the minimal 
pair as follows:

(14) Yi k’a kue pak kia
  他 去 过 北京
  He go asp Beijing

  ‘He has gone to Beijing’ implying that the speaker also went there  
with him/her.

   Yi k’u kue pak kia
  他 去 过 北京
  He go asp Beijing

  ‘He has gone to Beijing’ implying that the speaker did not go there  
with him/her.
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The morphological/phonological changes of Teochew k’a related to speaker attitude 
are as follows:

Table 3. Morphological changes of Teochew k’a related to the speaker’s role  
in the event (agent of the same action or not)

Pronunciation Onset Nucleus Role of the speaker

k’a k’ a Agent of the same action
k’u k’ u Not agent of the same action

According to Paul (2014), there is an AttitudeP in the CP domain, which ‘encodes 
the speaker/hearer’ attitude’. Moreover, Pan (2015) also pointed out that ‘the AttP 
postulated by Paul (2014) in fact can be further subdivided into two layers’. He 
raised the combination of Mandarin sentence final particles ne 呢 (particle of the 
first layer) and ba 吧 (particle of the second layer) as an example. Luo (2018) holds 
the opinion that in Pan’s corpus, ne is speaker-oriented while ba is hearer-oriented, 
and the head related to ‘speaker-oriented’ is lower than that of ‘hearer-oriented’. 
Based on the cartographic distributions of Cantonese sentence final particles, Luo 
(2018) put forward that there exist two layers in the CP domain – SAttP (S indicates 
‘speaker-oriented’) and HAttP (H indicates ‘hearer-oriented’).

Here we propose that there is an operator with the function of changing the 
vowel of the verb located at the head SAttP in the CP domain, and its strong func-
tion feature triggers the movement of the head verb which already moved to the 
head T to attach with the perfective aspectual affix of kue. And this operator will 
help k’u kue transform to k’a kue. The specific operations can be seen as follows:

AspectPPRN
Ua
我
I

PRN
Ua
我
I

PRN
Ua
我
I

V
k’u
去
go
↓

k'u kue

DP
pak kian
北京

Beijing

Aspect′

V′

SAttP

VP

SAtt′

SAtt
Ø

Aspect
keu
过

perf
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Therefore, though Zhang sees k’u and k’a as two separate words, this research holds 
the view that the latter one is the product of morphological changes of k’u in the 
context of indicating the speaker’s role in the event, which is speaker-oriented.

4.3 Interim conclusion

Through our discussions on two cases of k’a, which is another counterpart of 
Mandarin qu in Teochew, this research holds a different opinion compared with 
Zhang’s proposal. That is, k’u and k’a are not two separate words with no connection 
between each other. K’a should be the outcome of morphological change of k’u, 
and there are two motivations to trigger this morphological change – indicating the 
progressive aspect of the sentence and operating the speaker-oriented function. We 
can see its cartographic distributions more clearly in the following table:

Table 4. Cartographic Distributions of k’a in Teochew

Hierarchy Layer Label Example

CP the head SAtt (operator: k’u → k’a) Yi k’a kue pak kian  
(他去过北京).

Aspect the head Aspect (progressive) (operator: k’u → k’a) Ua k’a ts’ia tsam  
(我去车站).

5. An in-depth analysis of k’ə

Zhang (2016: 195–196) mentions two counterparts of Mandarin qu in Teochews – 
k’u and k’a, but there is another one left which is k’ə. It is often used in the ECM 
structure with verbs like kio/‘ask’ and yao k’iu/‘demand’. Here are some examples 
in Teochew:

(15) a. Yi kio ua k’ə/*k’u/*k’a sia tsak ngiap.
   他 叫 我 去 写作业
   He ask me to writehomework

   ‘He asks me to do my homework.’
   b. Ua yao k’iu yi k’ə/*k’u/*k’a sio ua.
   我 要求 他 去 洗碗
   I demand him to wash dishes

   ‘I demand him to wash dishes.’

Some may ask the question of why we mark k’ə as to in English. In this paper, we 
hold the opinion instead of functioning as a verb, k’ə functions like infinitival ‘to’ 
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in English. There are two reasons. First, as we can see in (15), in no way can k’u or 
k’a replace k’ə in this case. And we have discussed above that k’u can function as 
a verb and k’a is the variant of the verb k’u. There is no need for k’u, the original 
form of the verb, to have another morphological change here. And there already 
has a verb phrase behind it. The second reason, which the most important one is 
that k’ə and k’u can co-occur as follows:

(16) Yi kio ua k’ə k’u hak hao.
  他 叫 我 去 去 学校
  He ask me to go school

  ‘He asks me to go to school.’

As we can see, there are two counterparts of Mandarin qu – k’ə and k’u, and it is 
impossible to have two verbs occur in this syntactic position. Si (class discussions) 
once proposed an idea that in Mandarin Chinese, qu may have some functions 
which are equivalent to the infinitival to in English. In the cartography study, there 
is a strong hypothesis that ‘if some language provides evidence for the existence of 
a particular functional head (and projection), then that head (and projection) must 
be present in every other language.’ (Cinque & Rizzi 2008). When we compare the 
Teochew kio…k’ə… structure with the English ask…to… structure, it is easy to find 
some similarities and the same syntactic position of k’ə and to indicate that k’ə in 
this case is functionally equivalent to the infinitival ‘to’ in English. Lu (1985) already 
mentioned that in some cases of the Mandarin structure qu + VP, qu seems less 
verb-like and can be replaced by the word lai with no obvious semantic difference. 
He held the opinion that it is because this qu/lai + VP structure emphasizes on the 
event rather than the direction of the action. Therefore, in some literature (see Liu 
et al. 2001; Lv 2005), this structure is used to express the willingness to ‘be about 
to do something’. Lu mentions the two following examples put forward by Zhu in 
Mandarin, which have no obvious semantic differences:

(17) a. Yong jianrenbuba de jingshen lai kefu kunan
   用 坚忍不拔的 精神 来 克服 困难
   use persistent attitude come overcome difficulties

   ‘use persistent attitude to overcome difficulties’
   b. Yong jianrenbuba de jingshen qu kefu kunan
   用 坚忍不拔的 精神 去 克服 困难
   use persistent attitude to overcome difficulties

   ‘use persistent attitude to overcome difficulties’

As we can see, lai and qu have no noticeable semantic difference. And the reason 
why we also choose to mark them as infinitival to in English is that if we translate 
the first example in (17) into Teochew, qu will also pronounce as k’ə instead of k’u 
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or k’a. Lv (1983: 300) also held the view this qu has no semantic meaning, which 
further proves our point.

Following the above discussions, the syntactic map of the TP structure in (16) 
can be drawn as follows:

V
k’u
去
go

V′

…TP

VP
T′

T
k’ə
去
to

DP
hak hao
学校

school

Therefore, different from k’a, which is the morphological transformation of k’u, k’ə 
is a separate word from these two and is functionally equivalent to the infinitival 
‘to’ in English, which should be located at the T head.

6. Conclusion

Through the detailed discussions on Zhang’s (2016: 188–197) research on the 
two Teochew counterparts of Mandarin qu – k’u and k’a and adding one more 
counterpart – k’ə, we elaborate their syntactic performances under the theoretical 
framework of generative grammar one by one, from VP layer all the way up to 
CP layer, and further draw the cartographic map of their distributions following 
their respective functions. The specific cartographic distributions of the Teochew 
counterparts – k’u, k’a and k’ə of Mandarin qu are as follows. And among them, k’a 
is the outcome of morpho-phonological derivation from k’u.

Table 5. The cartographic distributions of Mandarin qu

Hierarchy Layer Label Example

CP SAtt (operator: k’u → k’a) Yi k’a kue pak kian (他去过北京)
TP T Yi kio ua k’ə k’u hak hao. (他叫我去学校)
AspectP Aspect (progressive) 

(operator: k’u → k’a)
Ua k’a ts’ia tsam (我去车站).

Aspect Sang k’u (瘦去)
VoiceP Voice K’a oi k’u (咬得去)
vP V Se k’u ngia (生得雅)
VP V K’u t’am (去痰)

Comp T’au k’u (偷去)
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Further looking into the table, we can see that the higher of the position in the syn-
tactic hierarchy is, more grammatical phonetic modifications occur, which is also 
in accordance with the fact that the higher the position of a syntactic component 
is located in the syntactic tree, the more functional it turns out to be. From the 
perspective of grammaticalization, their relative positions also represent the whole 
process. Through our discussions, k’ə and k’a are undoubtedly more functional than 
k’u. And that is why their positions are higher than k’u in the cartographic map.

There remain some problems to be solved in the future: in what way can this 
research on Teochew contribute to the studies on Mandarin qu, which is a fasci-
nating topic, considering that the rich phonetic forms of Teochew counterparts of 
Mandarin qu may mirror some of its different functions. Following this direction, 
this research will undoubtedly make contributions to the Mandarin studies on 
this topic.
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Chapter 13

On the syntactic representation of Chinese 
you (有) in “you + VP” construction

Fuqiang Li
University of Chinese Academy of Sciences

This paper aims at drawing the syntactic maps of you(有 lit. have) in “you + VP” 
construction in Chinese within the cartographic framework (Rizzi 1997; Cinque 
1999, and much subsequent work) and splitting IP on the basis of Huang (1988). 
More precisely, a syntax-semantic mismatch of you is observed in the literature, 
namely, previous studies claim that you can convey several semantic readings, 
for instance, past tense, future tense, perfective, as well as (emphatic) affirmative 
reading; its syntactic representation, however, is put under the syntactic node 
of I/T (Huang 1988, etc.). This paper first verifies the features on you and then 
offers a cartographic account to this mismatch. The results show that you only 
conveys the perfective feature and the (emphatic) affirmative feature, and it is 
spelled out at the phrasal lever under AffP. Besides, a You-Support Hypothesis in 
Chinese is suggested.

Keywords: Chinese you, split IP, AffP, you-support hypothesis, syntactic 
cartography

1. Introduction

Syntactic cartography promotes the principles of “one feature, one head, one pro-
jection” and “local simplicity” (Rizzi 1997, 2004a, b; Cinque 1999; Si 2018a & b, 
2019, etc.), indicating that each feature should have its syntactic projection and be 
locally simple, in other words, feature and projection are in a one-to-one relation.

This relation seems to be challenged by the Chinese auxiliary you in “you + VP” 
construction. Previous studies claim that there exist more than one feature on you, 
including the [+past tense] feature (Zhang 1983, etc.), the [+future tense] feature 
(Xiang 1997; Li 1998, etc.), the [+perfective] feature (Liu 1997; Li 1998; Zheng 1985, 
etc.), as well as the [+(emphatic) affirmative] feature (Wang, Wang & Jiang 2006; 
Wang & Ma 2008, etc.), see the examples in (1).

https://doi.org/10.1075/la.267.13li
© 2021 John Benjamins Publishing Company
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(1) a. 册 *（有） 1 摕 来 咧。  ([+past tense])
   ce  you t’e┥ lai lie  
   book  you take come part 2  

   ‘I took the book here.’12

   b. 春晚 *（有）请 奥运 冠军。  ([+future tense])
   Chunwan  you qing aoyun guanjun  
   sfg 3  you invite Olympic champions  

   Intended: ‘Spring festival gala will invite Olympic champions.’3
   c. 他 今天 上午 （有） 来。  ([+perfective])
   Ta jintian shangwu you lai  
   He today morning you come  

   With you: ‘He came this morning.’4

   Without you: ‘He will come this morning.’
   d. 你们 *（有）提前 沟通 一 下 吗？
   nimen you tiqian goutong yi xia ma?
   you  you in advance communicate one down Q 5

   ‘Have you communicated with each other in advance?’5
    ([+ (emphatic) affirmative])
Syntactically speaking, however, you, together with the negative particle mei (没 lit. 
not), is put under the syntactic node of I in Huang (1988) or T in the present term, 
see (2), in which the subject Zhang San will undergo subject raising to the spec of IP.

(2) a. 张 三 没 （有） 看 见 李 四。
   Zhang San mei you kan jian Li Si
   Zhang San not you look -rvc 6 Li Si

   ‘Zhang San did not see Li Si.’6

  b. IP

NP

<e>

meiyou Zhang San kanjian Li Si

I′

I IP

1. *（） means the omission of the character would result in the sentence.

2. Particle

3. Spring festival gala

4. The perfective reading in Chinese will be translated into past-tense form in English to avoid 
the confusion between perfective and perfect, thanks for the suggestion from the reviewer.

5. Question

6. Resultative verb constrcution
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Considering these claims, the syntactic description of Chinese you mismatches with 
its semantic readings, to put it in a more specific way, they are in a one-to-more 
relation, i.e., one syntactic projection with more features, rather than the one-to-one 
relation proposed in cartography.

Along the line of syntactic cartography, this paper attempts to address two 
main research questions, see (3), i.e., to draw syntactic maps of you in “you + VP” 
construction in Chinese as precise as detailed as possible and to split the inflectional 
phrase (IP) based on Huang (1988).

 (3) a. Does Chinese you possess these features, namely, [+past], [+future], 
[+perfective],

   [+(emphatic) affirmative], as claimed in literature?
  b. If not, what is the syntactic representation of Chinese you if cartography 

is strictly followed?

The results show Chinese you in “you +VP” construction only conveys two features, 
that is, the [+perfective] ([+Perf]) feature and the [+affirmative] ([+Aff]) feature; its 
[+emphatic] feature in [+(emphatic) affirmative] is optionally realized through the 
change of intonation in Chinese. These two features differ for their prominences. 
More precisely, you only conveys the [+Aff] feature when there is another per-
fective marker, like -le/-guo, in the sentence; while you conveys the [+Perf, +Aff] 
features when there is no other perfective marker. Syntactically speaking, you is 
spelled-out at the phrasal level with the syncretism of two strategies, i.e., nanosyntax 
(Caha 2009) and feature incorporation, under the maximal projection of affirmative 
phrase, AffP for convenience. Also, the requirement for the occurrence of you in 
“you + VP” construction is not arbitrary; some crosslinguistic parallels are ob-
served by comparing with the strategies applied in emphatic affirmative sentences 
in Basque and English (Laka 1990), i.e., auxiliary fronting and do-support respec-
tively. As such, a you-support hypothesis is suggested concerning the occurrence 
of you in “you + VP” construction.

The data in this paper comes from the collections in research papers, newspa-
pers, Weibo, WeChat, TV series, movies, as well as the online corpus, for instance, 
BCC.7 The sources of these data consist of ancient Chinese, Modern Mandarin, as 
well as some dialects used in China, in particular, dialects used in southern China, 
to put it in a more general way, the Chinese discussed in this paper refers to the 
Chinese in a broad sense.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 looks into the previous studies 
on “you + VP” construction in Chinese; a detailed investigation on you’s func-
tional usages is provided, and a legible table is then summarized. In Section 3, 

7. <http://bcc.blcu.edu.cn/>
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based on the claims reviewed in the last section, a syntax-semantic mismatch of 
you is proposed in Section 3.1; Section 3.2 is dedicated to prove or to eliminate 
these seeming-features on you by adopting some testing methods; a cartographic 
approach is suggested to cope with this observed mismatch of you in Section 3.3. 
A conclusion is then provided in Section 4.

2. Previous studies on “you + VP” construction

Chinese you (有 lit. have), as one of the frequently used characters, can express dis-
tinct meanings or behave differently according to its syntactic positions (Liu 1997; 
Li 1992; Lv 2005; Li 2020). Given the review work on you’s semantic readings, it is 
observed that you in Chinese can express both lexical and functional meanings. Its 
lexical usage can convey possessive and existential readings, usually followed by an 
NP; the functional you can follow a main verb, or be followed either by a numeral 
phrase or a verbal phrase, and its feature varies. This paper mainly pays attention 
to the last type of functional use of you, namely, auxiliary you in “you + VP” con-
struction. The rest of this section will give a brief introduction of you’s lexical and 
other functional usages, and then turns into the review of previous studies on 
“you + VP” construction from two aspects, i.e., its semantic readings and syntactic 
analysis, aiming to present a comprehensive understanding of you in “you + VP” 
construction.

When you is used as a lexical verb, it is in the syntactic position of VP, under 
which you is interpreted as possession or existence (Lv 1999: 630; Liu et al. 2001; 
Si 2002; Kang to appear), for instance, (4).

(4) a. 他 *（有） 两 个 孩子。  (Possessive reading)
   Ta  you liang ge haizi.  
   He  you two -cl 8 child  

   ‘He has two children.’8
   b. *（有） 鬼。  (Existential reading)
    you gui  
    you ghost  

   ‘There are ghosts.’  (Liu et al. 2001)

Also, you is capable of being a functional item when it is preceded by a verbal phrase 
(VP, Zhang 1983; Shi 1984; Song 1994; Sun 1996; Zhang 2005; Wang 2014), see (5); 
followed by a numeral phrase (NumP, Lv 1999; Liu et al. 2001; Xiong 2016; Wen 
2012; Li to appear), see (6), or a verbal phrase (VP, Zhang 1983; Liu 1997; Chen 

8. Classifier
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2004; Zhang 2005; Wang, Wang & Jiang 2006; Li 2020), see (7), indicating various 
readings or features.

(5) 桌上 放 *（有）一 本 书。  (VP + you)
  zhuoshang fang  you yi ben shu.  
  Table above put  you one -cl book  

  ‘There is a book on the table.’  (Zhang 2005)

(6) 他 吃 了 （有）三 大 碗。  (you + NumP)
  ta chi le you san da wan  
  he eat perf 9 you three big bowl  

  With you: ‘He ate for three big bowl(’s rice).’9

  Without you: ‘He ate three big bowl(’s rice).’   (Li to appear)

(7) 你们* （有）提前 沟通 一 下 吗？  (you + VP)
  Nimen you tiqian goutong yi xia ma?  
  you you in advance communicate one down Q  

  ‘Did you communicate with each other in advance?’ 
   (Wang, Wang & Jiang 2006)

The present analysis focuses on the auxiliary use of you in “you + VP” construction 
see (7). You in this construction is claimed to be related to four readings or features 
according to previous researches, namely, (1) the action has happened, or the event 
has been finished; (2) the upcoming action or event; (3) the affirmation and em-
phasis of the existence of an action or an event; (4) the past tense reading. These 
different readings can be observed in Mandarin and some dialects in the literature, 
see Table 1. However, these readings’ validities still call for further verification, 
which will be discussed in Section 4.

More precisely, Zhang (1983) and Zhang (2005) claim that in Taiwanese, you 
can precede verbs or verb-complement structure; see (8), in which you has lost its 
lexical meanings.

(8) a. 有 卖， 有 听
   you mai, you ting
   you sell, you listen

   ‘have sold, have listened’
   b. 有 合 伊 讲， 有 叫 我 去
   you he yi jiang, you jiao wo qu
   you and he speak, you call I go

   ‘told me, ask me go’  (Zhang 1983)

9. Perfective
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Zheng (1985) and Li (1998) find that you in Fuzhou10 dialect indicates the action 
or behavior has happened, or the event has been accomplished, for example,

(9) a. 我 *（有）接到 通知。
   wo  you jiedao tongzhi
   I  you receive notice

   ‘I received the notice.’
   b. 我 发票 *（有）带 来
   wo fapiao  you dai lai
   invoice    you bring come

   ‘I brought the invoice.’
   c. 我 （有）共 伊 拍 电话。
   wo you gong yi pai dianhua
   I you with he hit phone

   With you: ‘I talked with him.’
   Without you; ‘I (will) talk with you.’  (Zheng 1985)

10. The capital of Fujian province

Table 1. Examples of you in “you + VP” construction

Semantic meaning Possible 
categories

Examples

Perfective: indicating  
the action or event has 
been realized

Aspect 他 今天 上午 （有）来。
Ta jintian shangwu you lai
He today morning you come
With you: ‘He came this morning.’
Without you: ‘He will come this morning.’

Future reading Tense 春晚 *（有）请 奥运 冠军。
Chunwan  you qing aoyun guanjun
sfg  you invite Olympic champions
Intended: ‘sfg will invite Olympic champions.’

Past reading 册 *（有）摕 来 咧。
ce  you t’e┥ lai lie
book  you take come PART
‘I took the book here.’

To affirm or emphasize  
the truth or the action  
has already happened

Emphatic 
affirmation

你们 *（有） 提前 沟通 一
Nimen  you tiqian goutong yi
you  you in advance communicate one
下 吗？
xia ma?
down Q
‘Did you communicate with each other in advance?’
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Xu & Gongtian (1999) and Zhou (1998) argue you in Xiamen11 dialect can precede 
a VP, and it functions as a perfective marker, like -le, -guo, or adverb yijing (已经 
lit. already) in Chinese, see (10).

(10) a. （有） 去 北京。
   you qu Beijing
   you go Beijing

   With you: ‘went to Beijing’
   Without you: ‘(will) go to Beijing’

   b. 我 *（有）接着 你 的 批。
   Wo  you jiezhe ni de pi
   I  you receive you de letter

   ‘I received your letter.’  (Zhou 1998)

Shi et al. (2002) compare you in Hong Kong Cantonese with the English perfective, 
and they claim auxiliary you and have may share some common ground, i.e., you 
also indicates a perfective reading (Huang 1996). Li (1998) and Bai (1998) put forth 
that you in Guangzhou12 dialect preceding a verb can express that the event has 
happened, see (11).

(11) a. 你 （有）读 书 呢? 我 （有） 读 书。
   ni you du shu ne? wo you du shu
   you you read book Q? I you read book

   With you: ‘Did you read books? I did.’
   Without you: ‘Are you reading books? *I read books.’  (Bai 1998)

Besides, similar usage of you is also observed in ancient Chinese. Liu (1997) finds 
when you is followed by a VP, it conveys a perfective reading, indicating the fact 
that the action or behavior has been finished,13 for examples, you tao (有讨) in 
(12a) means “punished,” you chu (有出) can be interpreted as “already exceeded.”

(12) a. 吾 私 有 讨 于 午 也。  （《左转•定公十三年》）
   Wu si you tao yu wu ye  (Zuo’s Commentary •Dinggong, year 13)

   (lit. I privately punished Zhao Wu.)

11. A city in Fujian province

12. The capital of Guangdong province

13. Liu (1997) further claims that you can be seen as a counterpart of some additional functional 
word in Chinese (虚词, Xuci in Chinese), for instance, adverb ji (既, lit. already).
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   b. 且 吾 子 之 心 有 出 焉， 可 征 讯 也。 《国语•晋语八》）
   qie wu zi zhi xin you chu yan, ke zheng xun ye  (Guoyu•Jinyu 8)

   (lit. Your idea exceeded what I am in charge; you should go and ask others.)

Dunhuang Bianwen (《敦煌变文》 Dunhuang Narrative Literature), composed in 
Tang dynasty (618–907 A.D.), Lao-Qi-Da (《老乞大》) and Pu-Tong-Shi (《朴通事》), 
written in Yuan dynasty (1271–1368 A.D.), also exist this usage of you, see (13).

(13) a. 夫人 既 有 身 亡， 家 内 营 其 殡 送。 《欢喜国王缘》）
   furen ji you shen wang, jia nei ying qi bing song  

   (lit. The King of Huangxi’s wife passed away, her family arranged her 
funeral.) (Huanxi Guowang Yuan)

   b. 我 有 认 色 了， 不 拣 几 时 要 换。  （《老乞大》）
   wo you ren se part, bu jian ji shi yao huan  (Lao-Qi-Da)

   (lit. I knew the colour, but I do not know when it will be changed.)
   c. 黑夜 道 场 里 你 有 来 么？ 我 有 来。  （《朴通事》）
   heiye dao chang li ni you lai Q? wo you lai  (Pu-Tong-Shi)

   (lit. Did you go to the field during the night? Yes, I did.)

This usage of you does not only exist in dialects but also widely observed in Man-
darin by the generations born since 1990. Chen (2004) lists four types of “you + 
VP” construction, for instance, see (14).

(14) a. 有 说 有 笑
   you shuo you xiao
   you speak you laugh

   ‘while speaking, while laugh’
   b. 有 增 无 减
   you zeng wu jian
   you increase no decrease

   ‘increased without decreasing’
   c. 有 劳， 有 请
   you lao, you qing
   you work, you please

   ‘bother, please’
   d. 有 赖
   you lai
   You rely

   ‘rely on’

Xing (1990), Yang and Dong (2003), Zhu (2004), Wang, Wang & Jiang (2006), Li 
(2008) all observe you’s examples in corpora see (15), or Li (2020) for a detailed 
exemplification.
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(15) a. 他 今天 上午 （有）来。
   Ta jintian shangwu you lai
   He today morning you come

   With you: ‘He came this morning.’
   Without you: ‘He will come this morning.’

   b. 那 件 衣服 她 昨天 *（有）穿。
   Na jian yifu ta zuotian  you chuan
   That -cl clothes she yesterday  you wear

   ‘She wore those clothes yesterday.’
   c. 我 每天 都 （有）喝 旺仔 牛奶。
   wo meitian dou you he Wangzai niunai
   I every day all you drink Wangzai milk

   With you: ‘I DO drink Wangzai milk every day.’
   Without you: ‘I drink Wangzai milk every day.’

   d. 我 在 上面 是 *（有）看 到 地球 上 的 情况。
   wo zai shangmian shi  you kan dao diqiu shang de qingkuang.
   I on up be  you see -rvc earth on de 14 situation

   ‘I did see the situation on the earth from the universe.’14

In (15), you lai (有来) indicates “the event of come happened”, you chuan (有穿) 
means “that clothes were worn”, you he (有喝) says “drank the milk”, and you kandao 
(有看到) is interpreted as “saw.”

To sum up, you in these dialects and Mandarin, is presented a perfective read-
ing, which can be summarized as follows,

Table 2. Perfective reading in the literature

Semantic meaning Sources

Perfective: indicating the 
action or event has been 
realized

Fuzhou, ancient Chinese, Guangzhou, Xiamen, Hong Kong 
Cantonese, Dunhuangbianwen, Lao-Qi-Da, Pu-Tong-Shi, 
Mandarin

This perfective reading is not the only feature claimed in the literature, Li (1998), 
Xiang (1997) and Wang, Wang & Jiang (2006) find you can also be used to indicate 
an upcoming action or event in Fuzhou dialect, Hakka dialect,15 and Mandarin, 
for example,

14. A particle which functions like English of.

15. Hakka dialect is widely used in Guangdong province, Fujian province, Guangxi province, 
and some other southern provinces.
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(16) a. 这 车 （有）去 福州， 有 去 无？
   Zhe che you qu Fuzhou, you qu wu?
   This car you go Fuzhou, you go not

   With you: ‘This car will go to Fuzhou, does anyone go there?’
   Without you: ‘This car goes to Fuzhou, does anyone go there?’  (Li 1998)

   b. 明 年 正 *（有）来。
   mian┑ na┑ tşa┥ iau┥ liu┑
   next year exactly  you come

   ‘(It) will come next year.’  (Xiang 1997)
   c. 春晚 *（有）请 奥运 冠军。
   Chunwan  you qing aoyun guanjun
   Spring festival gala  you invite Olympic champions

   Intended: ‘Spring festival gala will invite Olympic champions.’ 
    (Wang, Wang & Jiang 2006)

However, in the Taiwan Minnan dialect, you is claimed to be able to express a past 
reading see (17).

(17) 册 *（有）摕 来 咧。
  ce  you t’e┥ lai lie
  book  you take come part

  Intended: ‘I took the book here.’

Given the review above, it seems that you may also relate to the tense feature, see 
the table below,

Table 3. Tense reading in the literature

Semantic meaning Sources

Future reading Fuzhou, Hakka, Southen Min, Mandarin
Past reading

More interestingly, you’s fourth reading is also observed in Taiwan Minnan dialect16 
by Zhang (1983), and it is used to affirm or to emphasize the existence of the action 
or behaviour which has been finished in the past, with the intonational change of 
you,17 for example,

16. Minnan dialect is used in Fujian, Taiwan, Chaoshan, and other southern cities in China.

17. Li (2020) compares the (emphatic) affimative use of you in “you + VP” construction and the 
lexical use of you in “you + NP”, their Praat tests show a difference on intonation change of you. 
You indicating a perfective reading does not require the intonational change.
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(18) a. 有 买 /卖 /听 /讲 /讨 /钓 /收
   You mai3 /mai4 /ting /jiang /tao /diao /shou
   you buy /sell /listen /speak /ask /fish /collect

   ‘bought/sold/listened/spoken/asked/fished/collected’
   b. 早 昏 伊 *（有）来。
   zao hun yi  you lai
   morning night he  you come

   ‘He came last night.’  (Zhang 1983)

Zheng (1985), Luo (1994), Cao & Zheng (1997), Xiang (1997), Bai (1998), Yan 
(2000) and Wang (2007) confirm this usage of you in different dialects, for example,

(19) a. 伊 厝 *（有）养 鸡 鸭。
   yi cuo  you yang ji ya
   he home  you raise chicken duck

   ‘His family raised chicken and duck.’  (Fuzhou, Zheng 1985)
   b. 饭 我 *（有）食。
   Fan wo  you shi
   Food I  you eat

   ‘I ate the food.’  (Xiamen, Li 1998)
   c. 伊 昨方 *（有）写 好 啊。
   Yi zuofang  you xie hao a
   He yesterday  you write well part.

   ‘He finished it well yesterday.’  (Minnan, Wang 2007)
   d. 佢 不 时 都 *（有）来 新泉。
   Ju bu shi dou  you lai Xinquan
   He not time all  you come Xinquan

   ‘He often came to Xinquan.’  (Hakka, Xiang 1997)
   e. 上海 我 *（有）走, 北京 冇 走。
   Shanghai wo  you zou, Beijing mou zou
   Shanghai I  you walk, Beijing mou walk

   ‘I went to Shanghai, but I did not go to Beijing.’  (Ou,18 Luo 1994)

The (emphatic) affirmative reading can also be found in Mandarin, for instance,

(20) a. 你们 *（有）提前 沟通 一 下 吗？
   nimen  you tiqian goutong yi xia ma?
   you  you in advance communicate one down Q

   ‘Did you communicate with each other in advance?’ 
    (Wang, Wang & Jiang 2006)

18. Ou dialect is mostly used in Wenzhou area, Zhejiang province.
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   b. 我 *（有）看 到 他。
   wo  you kan dao ta
   I  you see -rvc he

   ‘I saw him.’  (Wang & Ma 2008)
   c. 那天 我 *（有）走 到 立交桥 上面 去 哦。
   natian wo  you zou dao lijiaoqiao shangmian qu o
   that day I  you walk -rvc bridge above go part

   ‘I walked to the bridge that day.’  (Yang & Dong 2003)

Considering the review above, you is also related to an (emphatic) affirmative read-
ing, see the table below,

Table 4. (Emphatic) affirmative reading in the literature

Semantic meaning Sources

To affirm or emphasize the truth  
or the action has already happened

Fuzhou, Xiamen, Taiwan Minnan, Minnan, 
Hakka, Ou, Mandarin

To conclude, previous studies observe the different usages or readings of you in 
“you + VP” construction, including the past reading, future reading, perfective 
reading, as well as (emphatic) affirmative reading. These features possess their ex-
amples in Chinese, while these claims in literature still call for further verifications, 
and this will be presented in detail in Section 4.

3. A syntax-semantic mismatch of you

This section is dedicated to present the paradox observed between the semantic 
readings of you mentioned in last section and its syntactic analysis in Huang (1988), 
for instance, who claims that Chinese intransitive you is an auxiliary which allows 
subject fronting, and it shares the same deep structure with existential you, for 
example,

(21) a. 张 三 没 （有）看 见 李 四。
   Zhang San mei you kan jian Li Si
   Zhang San not you see -rvc Li Si

   ‘Zhang San did not see Lisi.’
   b. *（有） 一 个 人 在 教室 里。
    you yi ge ren zai jiaoshi li
    you one -cl person at classroom in

   ‘There is someone in the classroom.’
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As such, the syntactic representation of you in Huang (1988) is drawn, in which 
you in both constructions are under the node of I or T, see (22).19

 (22) IP

NP

[e]

meiyou
you

Zhang San kanjian Li Si
yi ge ren zai jiaoshi li

I′

I IP

Given the syntactic analysis and the features mentioned in previous studies, a 
syntax-semantic mismatch is attested. More precisely, four semantic readings or 
features of you in “you + VP” construction are observed in the literature, namely, 
[+past tense], [+future tense], [+perfective aspect], as well as [+(emphatic) affirm-
ative] feature. Syntactically speaking; however, it is put under the node of I/T for 
some reason, then the relation between syntactic representation of you and its 
semantic features is one-to-more, which can be shown by the diagram below,

 (23) aspect

tense T/Iyou

focus

The present analysis, however, is under the framework of syntactic cartography, 
which promotes the principles of “one feature, one head (OFOH)” and “local sim-
plicity,” indicating that each feature should have its syntactic projection and be 
locally simple, namely, a one (feature)-to-one (syntactic projection) relation. By 
observing the studies of auxiliary you (有 lit. have) in “you + VP” construction in 
Chinese, however, it seems to go the opposite way with cartography.

Concerning the language facts and the paradox, two main research questions 
rise, that is, (3), repeated here.

19. (21a) is generated through subject fronting, while the subject in (21b) stays in situ.
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 (24) a. Does Chinese you possess these features, namely, [+past], [+future], 
[+perfective],

   [+(emphatic) affirmative], as claimed in literature?
  b. If not, what is the syntactic representation of Chinese you if cartography 

is strictly followed?

As such, the next section will contribute to the verification of these features men-
tioned in previous studies, to prove or to eliminate.

4. Verification of the features on you

Features are claimed in previous studies; however, they may not be a property of 
you, rather, it could be the result of other elements in the sentence, or the integrated 
reading of the whole construction. Putting this in mind, different testing methods 
will be adopted in this section to verify or to eliminate these features mentioned 
in the last two sections.

Our story begins with the perfective readings observed in the literature. The 
evidence is mainly presented from two aspects, that is, the parallel between you 
in some dialects and perfective marker -le in Mandarin, and the co-occurrence of 
aspectual adverbs with you. The former is further divided into six sub-sections, 
that is, from the viewpoints of the previous claims, deletion of you, diachronic data, 
conjunction test, as well as the semantic consideration.

Heine (1993, 1997) compares the verbal use of have with its auxiliary usage 
and claims that “constructions using ‘have’ as their predicate base have given rise to 
both expressions of verbal possession and of perfective aspect. Such constructions 
involve the items ‘be’ or ‘have’ as auxiliaries….” If this claim has its universality, you 
should also be in the scope of Heine’s claim; in other words, you also show some 
perfective feature.

This assumption is evidenced by the parallel between you in some dialect and 
the perfective marker -le in Mandarin. Wang (1965) and Huang (1988) claim that 
you in Chinese (more precisely, in particular dialect) is an aspectual marker, Huang 
(1989) posits you is a suppletive form of -le.20 Song (1994); Sun (2005) and Wang 
(2014) find “you + VP” construction in some dialects can be replaced and inter-
preted as “VP + -le” in Mandarin, for example,

20. A detailed comparison between you and -le for their featural relation will be presented in 
Section 5.1, indicating that you conveys more features than the [+perfective] feature on -le.
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 (25) 

Table 5. Parallel between you in dialects and -le in Mandarin

Dialect Mandarin English

有买 you mai 买了 mai-le bought
有去 you qu 去了 qu-le went
有睇 you ti 看了 kan-le watched
有计划 you jihua 计划了 jihua-le planned
有来 you lai 来了 lai-le came
有食 you shi 吃了 chi-le ate
有批评 you piping 批评了 piping-le criticized
有接到 you jiedao 接到了 jiedao-le picked up
有觉察 you juecha 觉察到了 juecha dao-le* noticed
有欠 you qian 欠了 qian-le owed

c13-TF-a* Dao (到 lit. arrive) in Mandarin Chinese is a resultative verb marker (Tai 1984), this is because there is 
no distinction between accomplishment verb and achievement verb discussed in Vendler (1967).

The perfective feature on you can also be attested by the deletion of you, as it can 
be replaced by the perfective marker -le or -guo in Chinese, for instance, (26), the 
deletion of you results in the ungrammaticality of (26); however, it becomes gram-
matical when you is replaced by -le or -guo, see (26).

(26) a. 杨 利伟：我在 上面 是 有 看 到 地球 上
   Yang Liwei: wo zai shangmian shi you kan dao diqiu shang
   Yang Liwei: I on up be you see -rvc earth on

的 情况。
de qingkuang.
de situation

   ‘Yang Liwei: I did see the situation on earth in the universe.’
   b. *杨 利伟：我在 上面 是 看 到 地球 上
   Yang Liwei: wo zai shangmian shi kan dao diqiu shang
   Yang Liwei: I on up be see -rvc earth on

的 情况。
de qingkuang.
de situation

   (‘Yang Liwei: I did see the situation on earth in the universe.’)
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   c. 杨 利伟：我在 上面 是 看 到 了/过 地球 上
   Yang Liwei: wo zai shangmian shi kan dao le/guo diqiu shang
   Yang Liwei: I on up be see -rvc perf 21 earth on

的 情况。
de qingkuang.
de situation

   ‘Yang Liwei: I did see the situation on earth in the universe.’21

From a diachronic perspective, Zhai (1988) puts forth that the prepositioned mor-
phological elements occur much earlier than those occurring in the postposition in 
Sino-Tibetan languages, which means that you as a perfective marker is used much 
earlier than -le. This claim can be evidenced by the widespread use of “you + VP” 
construction in southern dialects, which are seen as “more conservative”, in other 
words, it remains the usages in the past. Besides, some evidence is also found in 
ancient Chinese, Song (1994) argues that in Yinshang Jiagu Buci (殷墟甲骨卜辞, 
The Inscriptions on Bones or Tortoise Shells in Yinxu) and some literature in pre-Qin 
dynasties (先秦典籍, Xianqin Dianji, paleolithic period – B.C. 221), you is used as 
a perfective marker, see (27).

(27) a. 于 己 丑 有 来。  （《合》33063）
   Yu ji chou you lai  (He 33063)

   ((He) came on the day of Jichou.’)
   b. 月 有 食。  （《丙》56）
   Yue you shi  (Bing 56)

   (‘There came the eclipse of the moon.’)
   c. 则 连 有 赴 东海 而 死 耳。  （《战国策•赵策》）
   Ze lian you fu donghai er si er

   (‘I drowned myself in the Eastern Sea.’)
    (Intrigues of the Warring States • Zhaoce)

Moreover, the conjunction test can shed some light on the parallel between -le and 
you, by the cancellation of the ending point. More precisely, perfective -le indicates 
closed events of a single point, for example,

(28) a. 张 三 昨天 写 了 一 封 信。
   Zhang San zuotian xie le yi feng xin
   Zhang San yesterday write perf one -cl letter

   ‘Zhang San wrote a letter yesterday.’
   b. 张 三 昨天 有 写 一 封 信。
   Zhang San zuotian you xie yi feng xin
   Zhang San yesterday you write one -cl letter

   ‘Zhang San wrote a letter yesterday.’

21. Perfective
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In (28), perfective marker -le has both endpoints (Smith 1997) and presents a closed 
event; the interpretation indicates that the event of writing a letter has been termi-
nated. This interpretation can also be attested by the sentences with you, see (28). 
However, it can also be cancelled by other information (Grice 1975), for instance, 
by adding some further information, the interpretations of sentences with -le can 
be changed, for example, see (29), in which the termination of writing a letter is 
cancelled, and this testing method works for you too.

(29) a. 张 三 昨天 写 了 一 封 信， 但是 还 没 写 完。
   Zhang San zuotian xie le yi feng xin, danshi hai mei xie wan
   Zhang San yesterday write perf one -cl letter, but yet not write-rvc

   ‘Zhang San wrote a letter yesterday, but he has not finished yet.’
   b. 张 三 昨天 有 写 一 封 信， 但是 还 没 写 完
   Zhang San zuotian you xie yi feng xin, danshi hai mei xie wan
   Zhang San yesterday you write one -cl letter, but yet not write -rvc

   ‘Zhang San wrote a letter yesterday, but he has not finished yet.’

In this sense, the terminations of (28) are changed into the state of being uncom-
pleted. From this comparative perspective, you shares the same property with -le.

Based on the discussion in Alexiadou (1997: 90–91), the perfective aspect can 
co-occur with some cardinal count or definite frequency adverbs in Greek, such as 
molis “just”, amesos “immediately”, mja fora “once”, djo fores “twice”, for example.

(30) a. Pigame mjafora s’ afto to musio
   wentperf:lpl one time to this+the-museum-acc

   ‘We went once to this museum.’
   b. Ta pedja xipnisan amesos
   the-children-nom wokeperf:3pl immediately

   ‘The children woke up immediately.’

These aspectual adverbs are very sensitive to the aspectual morphology on the verb. 
If Alexiadou’s classification has its universality, then the corresponding adverbs in 
Mandarin can also be used as a testing method. The related adverbs are ganggang 
(刚刚 lit. just now), cengjing (曾经 lit. once), liangci (两次 lit. two times), zhijie 
(直接 lit. directly).

(31) a. 他 刚刚 *（有）去 学校。
   Ta ganggang  you qu xuexiao
   He just  you go school

   ‘He went to school.’
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   b. 李 先生 曾经 （确实） *（有）写 一 封 信 给
   Li Xiansheng cengjing (queshi)  you xie yi feng xin gei
   Mr. Li once (for sure)  you write one -cl letter to

孙 老师。
Sun laoshi
Sun teacher

   ‘Mr. Li once (for sure) wrote a letter to the Prof. Sun.’
   c. 之前 两次 你 都 *（有）抓 到 吗？
   Zhiqian liangci ni dou  you zhua dao ma ?
   Before two times you both  you catch -rvc Q

   ‘Did you catch them for the last two times?’
   d. （昨晚 离开 这里 后，） 他（确实） *（有）直接 打 给 我。
   (zuowan likai zheli hou,) ta (queshi)  you zhijei da gei wo.
   (last night leave here after,) he (for sure)  you directly hit to me

   ‘(After leaving here,) He (for sure) called me directly.’

In the examples above, you gets along well with these aspectual adverbs, which 
means that you is an aspectual marker.

Is you related to the tense feature, such as the past or future? The answer is neg-
ative. The discussion will be presented from three viewpoints, i.e., from language 
itself, empirical studies as well as the perspective of theoretical reasoning.

Different languages have their system for tense representation, for example, af-
fixes or the present participle (Reichenbach 1947: 291). While Chinese, as a tenseless 
language (Saussure 2011: 11), does not have the “marking of time.” There are, how-
ever, “a number of adverbial morphemes … in these languages to specify temporal 
reference when needed” (see Saussure 2011: 11). Smith (1997: 263) also claims that 
“[T]emporal location is given by adverbials and modal auxiliaries” in Chinese.

From an empirical perspective, the claim that you conveys the tense feature 
can also be refuted by the co-occurrence with some temporal adverbs. In other 
words, if you is related to the tense feature, then the sentence should be grammat-
ical when you co-occur with some temporal adverbs, for example, zuotian (昨天 
lit. yesterday), mingtian (明天 lit. tomorrow), liangtian qian (两天前 lit two days 
ago), liangtian hou (两天后 lit. “two days later”), see (32).

(32) a. 他 昨天 *（有）去 学校。
   ta zuotian  you qu xuexiao
   He yesterday  you go school

   ‘He went to school yesterday.’
   b. *他 明天 有 去 学校。
   ta mingtian  you qu xuexiao
   he tomorrow  you go school
   c. 他 两天 前 *（有）去 学校。
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   ta liangtian qian  you qu xuexiao
   he two days ago  you go school

   ‘He went to school two days ago.’
   d. *他 两天 后 有 去 学校。
   ta liangtian hou you qu xuexiao
   he two days later you go school

However, as indicated in the examples above, the result shows that you cannot 
co-occur with temporal adverbs indicating a future reading; instead, it can only 
co-occur with the past temporal adverbs, such as zuotian, liangtianqian. In this 
sense, you may be a past tense marker.

If so, the question is changed into “whether you is a past tense marker?” The 
prediction can be presented as follows: If you is a past tense marker, then no matter 
whether there is a temporal adverb or not, the sentence should still be interpreted 
as past, in other words, these two sentences in (33) should share the same tense 
diagram as described in Reichenbach (1947).

(33) a. 昨天 他 *（有）去 学校。
   Zuotian ta  you qu xuexiao
   Yesterday he  you go school

   ‘He went to school yesterday.’
   b. 他 *（有）去 学校。
   Ta  you qu xuexiao
   He  you go school

   ‘He went to school.’

In sentence (33), zuotian indicates the reference time, shown by R; the speech time 
is marked by S. With the interpretation of the sentence, the relative order on the 
diagram can be shown in (34).

 (34) R S

In sentence (33), however, there is no overt temporal adverb indicating the ref-
erence time; therefore, the reference time coincides with the speech time, shown 
below:

 (35) R, S 

Given the diagram (35), the reference time coincides with the speech time, which 
means sentence (33) should be with the present tense, but this is contrasted with 
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the language facts in (33). In this sense, you in the sentence (33) cannot be a past 
tense marker.22

Last but not least, the affirmative feature on you can be verified through the 
comparison between you and its negative form mei (you). Shi & Li (2001) and Shi 
(2004) claim that meiyou is a negative perfective marker, given the parallel between 
them, it is reasonable to see you as an affirmative marker, see (36). Wang (1965), and 
Gu (2016) also mention the parallel between affirmative and negative sentences.

(36) a. 他 没 （有）去 学校。
   Ta mei you qu xuexiao
   He not you go school

   ‘He did not go to school.’
   b. 他 *（有）去 学校。
   Ta  you qu xuexiao
   He  you go school

   ‘He went to school.’

Based on the discussion in Chao (1968), Edmondson (1983: 54) claims that Chinese 
you’s auxiliary use shows the property of polarization, namely, the relation of 
“negation-affirmation.”

From a comparative perspective, the affirmative feature on you can also be ver-
ified. Holmberg (2003, 2016: 3) finds that in some languages, for example, Finnish, 
the affirmative answer of a yes-no question can be answered with an elliptic com-
bination of auxiliary + verb, see (37).

(37) Q: Voinko panna maidon jääkaappiin?
   can.1sg put milk fridge.ine

   ‘Can I put the milk in the fridge?’
   A: Voit (panna).
   can.2sg put

   ‘Yes (you can).’

If this is right, then the possibility of answering with auxiliary you indicates that 
you conveys the [+affirmative] feature, see (38).

(38) Q: 他 有 去 学校 吗？
   Ta you qu xuexiao ma
   He you go school Q

   ‘Did he go to school?’

22. The past reading in these sentences is from the perfective aspect, which always refers to some 
action or event that has happened, see Stowell (2008); Li (2020) for more detailed discussion.
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   A: 有 （去）.
   you (qu)
   you go

   ‘Yes (he did).’

What is more, the affirmative feature on you can be found in the context below, 
which occurs typically in opera or Chinese TV series. For instance, when an em-
peror or officer in Qin dynasty orders the guard to arrest someone, he will shout 
it out:

(39) 皇帝 /官员： 武士 们！ 武士： 有！
  Huangdi/guanyuan: Wushi men! Wushi: you!
  Emperor/officer: Guard -pl Guard: you
  Emperor/officer: Guards! Guards: Here!

In this sense, you can be applied to answer and then to affirm. Similar evidence 
is also found in Wechat moment (20, Oct. 2019), in which a person YR posted 
a picture of her boyfriend, another person ZYX says: shuai guoguo (帅锅锅 lit. 
“What a handsome boy!”). YR answers: you ma (有嘛 lit. “Is he handsome?”). In 
this dialogue, you is used to answer this comment to indicate an affirmation with 
some modest.

From a historical perspective, the affirmative feature on you can also be enlight-
ened through the investigation in Chomsky (1957), in which he claims that there 
is a morpheme λ applied to affirm the proposition. Inspired by the transformation 
rule in Chomsky (1957), Laka (1990: 84) compares the similarities between ne-
gation and emphatic affirmation in English and Basque, see the examples below:

Table 6. Parallel between English and Basque (Laka 1990)

Sentence type English Basque

Declarative sentence a. Mary left. a. Mari joan da
 Mary left has

‘Mary has left.’
Negative sentence b. Mary did not leave. b. Mari ez da joan

 Mary not has left
‘Mary hasn’t left.’

Declarative sentence c. *Mary did leave. c. * Mari da joan
 Mary has left

(‘Mary has left’)
Emphatic affirmative sentence d. Mary did leave. d. Mari da joan

 Mary has left
‘Mary has left.’
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Laka (1990: 84) shows that the auxiliary in Basque declarative sentence is after the 
main verb, and did cannot be used in English declarative and affirmative sentence. 
However, English did is allowed to occur in an emphatic affirmative sentence, and 
the auxiliary also moves to the left of the main verb in Basque. No matter how 
different these two languages are, the same strategy used in negative sentences is 
applied in emphatic affirmative sentences in both languages, which can be shown 
by the table below:

Table 7. Strategies adopted in Basque and English negative/affirmative sentences

Sentence type Basque English

Negative sentence Auxiliary fronting Do-support
Affirmative sentence Auxiliary fronting Do-support

Given the similarities between these two constructions, she proposes that “there is 
a morpheme Aff (for affirmation) which introduces do-support in the same way in 
which negation does.” Besides, following the proposal of the functional projection 
NegP in Pollock (1989); Laka (1990) claims that there is an Aff head, which projects 
an affirmation projection and the Aff is a functional head, generated lower than 
tense in English by considering the Tense C-command condition (TCC),23 the 
diagram can be shown in (40).

 (40) TP

T A�P

AspP

VP

A�

Asp

Following the discussion in Chomsky (1957); Laka (1990), among others, and con-
sidering the language facts of you, the [+ (emphatic) affirmative] feature on you in 
“you +VP” construction seems to be related to the AffP to some degree. The com-
parison between English and Chinese shows the instinct is in the right direction, 
see the table below.

23. Based on the discussion in Laka (1990: 9), the Tense C-command Condition (TCC) refers to 
the requirement that “Tense must c-command at S-structure all propositional operators of the 
clause,” which is based on the discussion of do-support and verb raising in English and French by 
Pollock (1989) as well as in Chomsky (1989). And this requirement is not only valid on sentence 
negation, “but on the dominance relations holding betweenTense and all other functional heads 
that operate on the clause.” As English is an inflected language, and Aff is an inflectional head, 
therefore, Aff is under the c-command condition of Tense. Also see Pollock (1989) on English 
and Feench, Laka (1990: 77) for Hebrew.
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Table 8. Comparison between English and Chinese sentences

Sentence type English Chinese

Declarative sentence a. Mary went to school. a. 张 三 去 了 学校。
 Zhang San qu le xuexiao
 Zhang San go perf school

‘Zhang San went to school.’
Negative sentence b.  Mary did not go to 

school.
b. 张 三 没 有 去 学校。
 Zhang San mei you qu xuexiao
 Zhang San not you go school

‘Zhang San did not go to school.’
Declarative sentence c. *Mary did go to school. c. * 张 三 有 去 学校。

 Zhang San you qu xuexiao
 Zhang San you go school

(‘Zhang San went to school.’)
Emphatic affirmative 
sentence

d. Mary did go to school. d. 张 三 有 去 学校。
 Zhang San you qu xuexiao
 Zhang San you go school

‘Zhang San went to school.’

For example a, the English sentence has an inflected verb, and the Chinese sentence 
consists of a non-inflected lexical verb and an aspectual marker. For example b, 
the English sentence shows its negative form by introducing do, while the Chinese 
sentence does not display do-support, instead, it applies an auxiliary verb you to the 
left of the lexical verb. English does not allow do-support in declarative sentences, as 
shown in example c and auxiliary verbs cannot be applied in declarative sentences 
in Chinese either. In the case of emphatic affirmative sentences, however, both 
languages resort to the same methodologies that applied in declarative negative 
sentences, that is, do-support and you-support respectively, see example d.

Concerning the comparison above, the parallel property between you in 
Chinese and do in English can be illustrated clearly, namely, do-support in English 
and you-support in Chinese, see the table below.24

24. A similar claim can be found in Cheng (2019), in which she argues that in Cantonese, jau5 
(you) can be seen as a do-support type of answer, for instance,

a. 你 有 冇 送 礼物 畀 老 板 啊？
  nei5 jau5 -mou5 sung3 lai5 mat6 bei2 lou5 baan2 aa1?
  you have -not. have give gift to boss sfp

  ‘Did you give a gift to the boss?’
b. 有 啊/ 送 咗 啦。
  jau5 aa3/ sung3 -zo2 laa3

  have sfp/ give -perf sfp
  ‘Yes, I did.’
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Table 9. Parallel between you in Chinese and do in English

Sentence type English Chinese

Negative sentence Do-support You-support
Affirmative sentence Do-support You-support

From an empirical perspective, the co-occurrence of an emphatic adverb jiushi  
(就是 lit. exactly) can also be used to verify the existence of AffP, for example,

(41) 就是 （有）想 你 了。  （微博）
  jiushi you xiang ni le   (Weibo)
  exactly you miss you perf   

  With you: ‘It is true that I did miss you.’
  Without you: ‘I really miss you.’

In (41), the adverb jiushi can occur in front of you and give the semantic interpreta-
tion of a much higher affirmation or emphasis. Syntactically speaking, it generates 
at the specifier of AffP, a similar idea in Cinque’s (1999) adverbial hierarchy.

To sum up, you in “you + VP” construction convey only two features, namely, 
[+perfective] feature and [+ (emphatic) affirmative] feature, as for its syntactic 
representation, it will be discussed in the next section under the framework of 
syntactic cartography.

5. A cartographic attempt: The licensing of you

Features are related to syntactic representations; in other words, where there is a 
feature, there is a projection. In this section, given the number of features on you, a 
synthetic perspective is subject to, and syntactic analysis is presented by following 
the cartographic approach.

5.1 A synthetic viewpoint

From the discussion above, a conclusion reached is that you in Chinese only con-
veys 2 features, that is, [+perfective] and [+ (emphatic) affirmative] feature. In these 
two features, however, there exist two options, one is you with both of these two 
features, the other is that you only convey the second feature, when the [+perfective] 
feature is expressed by some other perfective markers, such as -le or -guo.

To put it more precisely, the features expressed by you are in a synthetic form. 
Based on Huang’s (2015) analysis on the differences between synthesis and analy-
ticity and following Si’s proposal, Li (2017: 32) presents a formal representation of 
these two notions, which can be shown below.
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 (42) i. 

LI, then language L is synthetic.

[+F1]
If [+F2]

[+F3]

  ii. 

If
[+F1]

[+F2]

[+F3]

LI1

LI3

LI2, then language L is analytic.

Language L is synthetic if and only if the multiple grammatical functions or features 
[+F1], [+F2] and [+F3] are morphologically realized as one single lexical item LI; 
L is analytic if and only if [+F1], [+F2] and [+F3] are morphologically realized as 
separate lexical items LI1, LI2, and LI3.

In parallel, features on you can be shown by the representation below, even the 
discussion on you is not on the level of language types, but the notions of synthesis 
and analyticity is the same, concerning the asymmetry between the features con-
veyed by you and its spell-out morph.

 (43) [+perfective] Spell out
you

[+a�rmative]

In (43), these features on you are spelled out as a single item or morph you. In this 
sense, you is a combination of features. Similar ideas can be found in Wang and 
Chen (2004), which also claim that you itself conveys multiple meanings.

To some degree, this analysis shares some common ground with the proposal 
in Starke (2002, 2005, 2009, 2014, 2018), Caha (2009), from a nanosyntactic per-
spective. They claim that “nanosyntax allows for an elegant approach to syncretism” 
(Starke 2002, 2009), Caha (2009: 6) defines the phenomenon of syncretism as “a 
surface conflation of two distinct morphosyntactic structures,” and is “a direct de-
scendant of cartography” (Baunaz, De Clercq, Haegeman & Lander 2018: 3), see 
Li (2020) for much detailed analysis or the references cited there.

As discussed in the last several sections, the synthetic morph of you is the spell- 
out form of two syntactic features, namely, [+perfective] feature and [+ (emphatic) 
affirmative] feature. While considering the discussion in nanosyntax and the lan-
guage facts in Chinese, it is not always the case that the spell-out form you conveys 
both of these two features, which means that it can convey only one of them in some 
sentences or we can say, the more prominent one, for example, when it co-occurs 
with other perfective markers:
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(44) a. 他（有）去 过 学校。
   ta you qu guo xuexiao
   he you go perf school

   With you: ‘He did go to school.’
   Without you: ‘He went to school.’

   b. 美军 4 月 22 日 在 伊拉克 首都 巴格达 的 一处
   Meijun 4 yue 22 ri zai yilake shoudu bageda de yichu
   U.S army 4 month 22 day in Iraq capital Baghdad de one

高档 居民区 （有）发现 了 1.12 亿
gaodang juminqu you faxian le 1.12 yi
place high-quality community you find perf 1.12 billion
美元 的 现钞。
meiyuan de xianchao
U.S dollars de cash

   With you: ‘On 22nd April, the U.S army DID find 1.12 billion U.S cash in 
a high-quality community in Baghdad, the capital of Iraq.’

   Without you: ‘On 22nd April, the U.S army found 1.12 billion U.S cash in 
a high-quality community in Baghdad, the capital of Iraq.’

In these two examples, you co-occurs with other perfective markers, -guo in (44), 
-le in (44). In these cases, you does not show its [+perfective] feature in these ex-
amples, because there is already a perfective marker -le/-guo in these sentences, 
considering the economic condition, you can only convey the feature of [+Aff] or 
we can say, in this sentence, the [+perfective] feature on you is not prominent as 
the [+perfective] feature on -le/-guo.25

In contrast, when there is no other perfective marker shown in the same sen-
tence, you in the sentence will convey the feature of [+perfective], see (45), in which 
you is with the feature of [+Perf, +Aff]. What is more, in these sentences, you is the 
necessary element in the sentence.

(45) a. 那 天 我 有 走到 立交 上面 去 哦。
   Na tian wo you zoudao lijiaoqiao shangmian qu o.
   That day wo you walk-rvc bridge above go part

   ‘I had walked to the bridge that day.’

25. The [+perfective] featural prominence on -le/-guo and you can be attested by the statistical 
result of their usages. More precisely, in current days, the usage of -le/-guo is more common 
than you.
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   a′. *那 天 我 走 到 立交桥 上面 去 哦。
   Na tian wo zou dao lijiaoqiao shangmian qu o.
   That day wo walk -rvc bridge above go part

   (‘I walked to the bridge that day.’)
   b. 你们 有 提前 沟通 一 下 吗？
   nimen you tiqian goutong yi xia ma?
   you you in advance communicate one down Q

   ‘Did you communicate with each other in advance?’
   b′. *你们 提前 沟通 一 下 吗？
   nimen tiqian goutong yi xia ma?
   you in advance communicate one down Q

   (‘Did you communicate with each other in advance?’)

Given the discussion above, there will be two options for the features with you:

a. You is with the [+Aff] feature if the PerfP is occupied by the perfective marker 
-le or -guo.

b. You is with the [+Perf, +Aff] feature if there is no other element under PerfP.

Given the summary of those features on you, a clear indication is that you is not an 
analytic form, which conveys only one feature; instead, it is a synthetic combination 
consisting of more than one feature. As the present analysis is under the framework 
of syntactic cartography, which follows the principle of OFOH strictly, and the 
situation now is that you’s features have been verified, and the main task will then 
be turned into the syntactic representation of these features.

5.2 A syntactic analysis

Following the proposal and synthetic description in the last section, the analysis of 
these sentences can be presented uniformly, concerning their differences in features.

Given all of these facts, the present analysis will combine the nanosyntactic 
approach with the head movement analysis, indicating that you is merged in the 
head of AffP, and it selects the PerfP as its complement, which meets the selection 
either with -le/-guo, or with a phonologically null Perf head.26 In detail, (1) the 
[+perfective] feature on you will undergo head movement to incorporate with the 
[+affirmative] feature under AffP, and then these two features will be spelled out 

26. This can be described alternatively, i.e. -le/-guo is a clitic and it has two options, either it at-
tracts the verb to incorporate with or it moves and cliticizes to you in AffP, and in the later case, 
-le/-guo is spelled-out as zero.
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under the node of Aff0 with the form of you, if there is no other perfective mark-
ers, see (46a); (2) you will be spelled out under the node of Aff0 directly, if there is 
another perfective marker, see (46b). The essential derivation can be shown below:

 (46) a. …
I

TP

T′

A�P

A�′

PerfP

Perf′

Perf

A�

VP

V′

V

ti

T

you
[+A�]

[+Perf]i

  b. …
I

TP

T′

A�P

A�′

PerfP

Perf′

Perf

A�

VP

V′

V

-le/guo

T

you
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In the rest part of this section, two representative examples will be presented by 
resorting to the syntactic derivation of you proposed above:

(47) a. 他 有 去 学校。
   Ta you qu xuexiao
   He you go school

   ‘He went to school’
   b. 美军 4 月 22 日 在 伊拉克 首都 巴格达 的 一 处
   Meijun 4 yue 22 ri zai yilake shoudu bageda de yi chu
   U.S army 4 month 22 day on Iraq capital Baghdad de one place

高档 居民区 有 发现 了 1.12 亿 美元
gaodang juminqu you faxian -le 1.12 yi meiyuan
high-quality community you find perf 1.12 billion U.S dollars
的 现钞。
de xianchao
de cash

   ‘On 22nd April, the U.S army found 1.12 billion U.S cash in a high-quality 
community in Baghdad, the capital of Iraq.’

First, let us take a look at the syntactic derivation of (47a). The main verb qu is base- 
generated at the syntactic position of V, and it merges with the internal argument 
xuexiao, and then the V’ merges with the external argument ta to form the VP 
in the lexical field. At this stage, the VP cannot be named as a sentence, which is 
barely a language fragment, and it needs to incorporate other elements to form a 
sentence. In this case, it incorporates with the [+Perf] feature, while the feature of 
[+Perf] cannot be spelled out at the PerfP level because of the language typologi-
cal difference, which forces the [+Perf] feature to incorporate with the feature of 
[+Aff], and the features [+Perf, +Aff] will be spelled out at the head of AffP with 
the surface morph you. Then TP merges, and the external argument moves to the 
specifier of TP because of EPP. The phonological realization of the [+emphatic] 
feature will be shown on you.27 The derivation can be shown in the diagram below:

27. In Chinese “you + VP” construction, the [+emphatic] feature is realized by the intonation 
change, rather than syntactic derivation, see the detailed discussion in Li (2020, Chapter 3).
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 (48) …
I

TP

T′taj

[+EPP]

A�P

A�′

PerfP

Perf′

Perf

A�

VP

V′

V NP

ti

T

NP

tj

qu xuexiao

you
[+A�]

[+Perf]i

The second example is you without the [+perfective] feature; the derivation is al-
most the same as the first sentence. These two sentences differ in that the second 
sentence is with an overt perfective marker -le, which occupies the syntactic po-
sition of the head of PerfP, there is no further feature incorporation, but the main 
verb incorporates with the perfective marker because of the property of affixes. 
And then you is spelled out at the head of AffP with the phonological realization 
of the emphatic feature. The syntactic derivation can be shown in (49), and only 
the related trees are shown.

To sum up, in this section, a synthetic approach is suggested, and by comparing 
it with the nanosyntactic approach, the head movement derivation is subject to. 
Given the two features conveyed by you, two options are explored. The principles 
of OFOH and local simplicity are met.
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 (49) …
I

TP

T′NP

meijun A�P

A�′

PerfP

Perf′

Perf

A�

VP

V′

V NP

faxian-le

T

NP

t

t 1.12 yi meiyuan de xianchao

you

6. Concluding remarks

This paper begins with the paradox of syntax-semantic mismatch of you in “you + 
VP” construction in Chinese, in order to address this question, a cartographic 
approach is respected. First, a review consisting of various claims on you from 
different perspectives, for instance, syntax, semantics, and cognition, is presented. 
The time spans from ancient Chinese to Modern Chinese. Some Chinese dialects, as 
well as crosslinguistic data, are also adopted as evidence. The review shows Chinese 
you can convey several possible features, i.e. [+past], [+future], [+perfective], as 
well as [+(emphatic) affirmative], its syntactic position, however, is put under the 
node of I or T for some reason. In other words, you’s syntactic representation, and 
its feature are in a “one-to-more” relation.

As the main principles of syntactic cartography, namely, “one feature, one head 
(OFOH)” and “local simplicity”, are strictly followed during the analysis. In or-
der to achieve a “one-to-one” relation between you’s syntactic and semantic rep-
resentation, a verification of features is suggested, aiming to prove or to eliminate 
these features mentioned in the literature. The result shows you in “you + VP” 
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construction conveys only two features, i.e. [+Perf] feature and [+Aff] feature, 
while not both of them are always prominent or overtly shown during the deri-
vation, for instance, you will only have the [+Aff] feature when there is another 
perfective marker co-occurring, for instance, -le or -guo. As such, two options are 
suggested; that is, you is with the features [+Aff, +Perf] when there is no other per-
fective marker, while it only conveys [+Aff] feature when there is another perfective 
marker. However, you with only one feature here does not mean that the other 
feature is deleted, it means this particular feature is not prominent when another 
marker shows, in you’s case, when there is another perfective marker, e.g. -le/guo, 
you’s [+Perf] feature is not as prominent as -le/guo.

Comparatively speaking, Chinese you shares some properties with English do 
concerning its syntactic position and requirements for occurrence. As such, by 
comparing these two auxiliaries in two languages, a you-support hypothesis is sug-
gested to address the requirement of you in “you + VP” construction.
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